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Preface

At present, three-dimensional free-radical polymerization (TFRP) is a special field
of radical polymerization. TFRP is characterized by specific kinetic regularities and
mechanisms of processes for the formation of cross-linked or hyper-branched poly-
mers, and they are different from the kinetics and mechanism of classical radical
polymerization.

The fundamental studies of kinetics and mechanism of TFRP with formation of
cross-linked polymers have been carried out in three stages. The first stage lasted
from 1960 until 1983, and the main mechanisms of TFRP of oligo(acrylates) were
established during this stage [1–3]. Condensation telomerization, being a universal
oligo(acrylate) synthesis procedure, allows us to vary certain molecular parameters,
such as length and flexibility of oligomeric blocks, number and type of reactive
groups (methacrylic or acrylic groups), and chemical nature of atomic groups of an
oligomeric block, which represent the centers of strong intermolecular interactions.
For this reason, oligo(acrylates) were very convenient compounds for establish-
ing the main kinetic regularities of TFRP and regularities of formation of polymer
three-dimensional cross-linked structures, according to the so-called microheteroge-
neous mechanism (G.V. Korolev, 1977), at the topological and morphological levels.
During the second stage, which lasted from 1983 until 1995, the kinetic regularities
of TFRP were studied in depth, and additional evidentiary data in favor of the micro-
heterogeneous mechanism of TFRP were found [4, 5]. The last, or third stage (from
1995 until 2005) involved exploration of TFRP under the “living” chains condi-
tions and identification of new regularities associated with the implementation of
these conditions [6], as well as the creation of the new gelation theory applicable to
TFRP, investigation into physical and mechanical properties of cross-linked copoly-
mers, and the interpretation of these properties within the framework of the physical
network model [6].

The technical value of TFRP is generally known. Industrial use of oligo
(acrylates), oligo(estermaleates) in styrene compositions, and oligo-esters modified
by fatty acids of vegetable oils (alkyds) is based on TFRP with cross-linked poly-
mer formation. The interest in TFRP throughout the world has markedly increased
in the 1990s: by 2000 the number of publications on TFRP had grown tenfold. This
growth is explained by the development needs of microelectronics, fiberoptics, and
data storage and transmission devices. TFRP makes polymers highly attractive for
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applications related to high-tech materials. The radical chain nature of TFRP en-
ables performing curing of fluid polyunsaturated methacrylates in superfast time
(seconds!) and an easily controlled mode at normal temperature.

It was found, in the middle of the 1990s, that in addition to cross-linked poly-
mers TFRP can also lead to the formation of hyper-branched polymers (HBP)
(non-cross-linked) that have a unique chemical structure and properties which are
different from the structure and properties of all known linear and cross-linked poly-
mers. Polymer chains of HBP diverge outward symmetrically in three-dimensional
space from the point or linear center of symmetry and look like a branching tree. The
unique properties of HBP turned out to be so popular that during the next decade
these polymers found use in various applications for polymer materials from micro-
electronics to medicine. They caused a revolution in polymer materials technology.
And, all this gave a new powerful impulse to the development of the entire TFRP
field—the intensive and successful investigation into cross-linked polymers synthe-
sized by TFRP conducted for many years did not betoken such a “burst” of interest.
Judging by the trends in publications on this issue, this new subfield has devel-
oped extremely fast: before 1997, only a few publications appeared per year, during
1997–1998 the number of publications increased to 100, and during 2000–2005
more than 250 articles and patents per year have appeared.

The first part of this book deals with TFRP with formation of cross-linked poly-
mers. It is based mainly on the results of systematic research of the authors and their
colleagues.

This part (Chapters 1 through 6) includes all available data (plus analysis of
these data) indicating the microheterogeneous character of TFRP. The microhetero-
geneous mechanism of TFRP includes both polymerization specifics at the ini-
tial, intermediate, and final stages (namely, initial formation, growth, and merger
of polymer grains performing the function of autonomous micro-reactors) and
structural and physical transformations in the course of TFRP (micro-syneresis,
microredistribution, and local glass transition).

The interpretation of the main kinetic regularities of polyunsaturated oligomer
polymerization in blocks and solutions and kinetic specifics of inhibited TFRP is
given taking into account the microheterogeneous mechanism of TFRP. The main
regularities of the polymerization of polyunsaturated compounds of vinyl and al-
lyl types in a film under the conditions of oxygen diffusion were explained in the
context of the proposed layer-by-layer TFRP model. A model of regular kinetically
active associates intended for interpreting kinetic abnormalities of oligo(acrylates)
and alkyl methacrylates polymerization is proposed: this model is substantiated
both kinetically and via computer simulation. Basic kinetic features of the three-
dimensional copolymerization of polyunsaturated (cross-linked) oligomers and mo-
nounsaturated (non-cross-linked) vinyl monomers were identified.

The main issues of the new branch in free-radical polymerization—namely,
“living” chain three-dimensional free-radical polymerization—are analyzed. Also,
exhaustive description is given for all studies on TFRP in the “living” chain mode
and the role of this mode for the macromolecular design of cross-linked polymers.

The new theory of gelation in the TFRP process, which was developed by
V. I. Irzhak and G.V. Korolev in 2000–2003, is described in depth. This theory is
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alternative to the well-known Flory–Stockmayer theory, which is unjustifiably ap-
plied to TFRP. Critical conversion (gel point) for various modes of free-radical poly-
merization is determined in numerical form, and the obtained results are generalized
in formulas.

Physical, mechanical, and thermo-mechanical properties of cross-linked (poly)
acrylates and cross-linked copolymers of oligomers with vinyl monomers are ana-
lyzed in the context of the physical network model (i.e., intermolecular interactions
system approximated by network of physical links). The predominant role of the
physical network (i.e., a network of physical junctions) in proposed mechanisms
for the transition of cross-linked copolymers into high-elastic and forced-elastic
states is revealed. Problems of macromolecular design of cross-linked polymers and
copolymers are also discussed.

The second part of the book [Chapters 7, 8] is devoted to methods of synthesis,
properties, and application of hyper-branched polymers (HBP). An extensive array
of information (about 400 publications) is systematized and reviewed. A classifi-
cation of synthesis methods for HBP, which is based on mechanisms of synthesis
reactions, is proposed. Methods for HBP synthesis by three-dimensional free-radical
polymerization (with regulation of polymeric chains length due to the variation of
initiation rate, employment of chain transfer agents and chain transfer catalysts, and
intrachain reactions of radical chain carriers) are discussed in detail with examples.
A mathematical model of HBP synthesis by the TFRP method under the condi-
tions of unlimited supply of oxygen is proposed, and results of prediction obtained
through the use of this model are presented.

The most successful and representative options of HBP synthesis by “living”
chain free-radical polymerization are reviewed in depth because it is in just this
case that the topological structure of HBP is distinguished by the maximum degree
of regularity, which makes the HBP topological structure similar to the structure of
regular HBP dendromers. Also, the method of “living” TFRP makes it possible to
synthesize HBP with a sophisticated structure of macromolecules (nanostructured
polymers).

Large amounts of information on practical application of HBP are systematized
in this book in the form of generalized tables for the sake of convenience for readers.
Particular emphasis is placed on HBP that are already produced industrially and on
methods for modifying them in the context of specific applications.

Analytical reference materials for the subject matter of this book are given in the
Appendix (Chapter 9). A short description of experimental methods that proved to
be effective for studying the TFRP kinetics and mechanism, as well as the structure
and properties of cross-linked polymers, is also given in the Appendix.

Thus, the authors have tried to give an integral description of scientific and ap-
plied aspects of three-dimensional free-radical polymerization with formation of
both cross-linked and hyper-branched polymers as well as to outline the current state
and trends of the development of this specific area of free-radical polymerization.
The readers are to judge whether the authors have succeeded.
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Chapters 1 and 2 were written by G.V. Korolev and M.M. Mogilevich, and
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Michael M. Mogilevich
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HEMA (2-Hydroxy)ethyl methacrylate
hMA-PeA Oligomers of hexamethacrylate (bis-pentaerythritol)

adipate
HP Hydroperoxide
IMI Intermolecular interactions
IR Infrared spectroscopy
LALLS Low angle laser light scattering
LRP Living radical polymerization
LS Light scattering
MA Methyl acrylate
MBP-(1-3) Oligomers of dimethacrylate tetramethylene glycol

phthalate, various MW, is used in Tables 2.1, 2.4, 2.5
only, dMA-BG

MDA Oligomers of dimethacrylate diethylene glycol adipate,
various MW, is used in Tables 2.1, 2.4, 2.5 only

MDP-(1-5) dMA-dEGPh, is used in Tables 2.1, 2.4, 2.5 only
MDS Oligomers of dimethacrylate diethylene glycol sebacate,

various MW, is used in Tables 2.1, 2.4, 2.5 only
MDU Oligomers of dimethacrylate diethylene glycol

5,5’-thiodivalerate, various MW, is used in Tables 2.1, 2.4,
2.5 only

MEP dMA-EGPh, is used in Tables 2.1, 2.4, 2.5 only
MHP dMA-BGA, is used in Tables 2.1, 2.4, 2.5 only
MMA Methyl methacrylate
Mn Number average molecular weight
MW Weight average molecular weight
MWD Molecular weight distribution
NMP Nitroxide-mediated radical polymerization
NonA Nonyl acrylate
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NonMA Nonyl methacrylate
OCA-4 Oligomers of tetraethylene glycol bis(acryloyloxyethyl

carbonate)
OCA-6 Oligomers of hexaethylene glycol bis(acryloyloxyethyl

carbonate)
OCM-2 dEGbMAOEC
OCM-4 Oligomers tetraethylene glycol bis(methacryloyloxyethyl

carbonate)
OCM-6 Oligomers hexaethylene glycol bis(methacryloyloxyethyl

carbonate)
PDB “Pendent” double bonds
PDOdMA Propane diol dimethacrylate
PMR 1H-NMR
polyEGdMA Poly(ethylene glycol) dimethacrylate
PS Poly(styrene)
RAFT Reversible addition fragmentation chain transfer
RTIR Real-time infrared spectroscopy
teAl-tPA Tetraallyl of (trimethylol propane adipate)
tEG Tri(ethylene) glycol
tEGdMA Tri(ethylene glycol) dimethacrylate
teMA-tEA Oligomers of tetra(meth)acrylate trimethylolethane adi-

pate (teMA-tEA)
teMA-tPA Oligomers of tetra(meth)acrylate bis(trimethylolpropane)

adipate
TEMPO 2,2,6,6-Tetramethylpiperidinyl-1-oxy
TFH 2,4,6-Triphenyl-1-hexene
TFRP Three-dimensional free-radical polymerization
THF Tetrahydrofuran
TMTD Tetramethyl-thiuramdisulfide
TNT 2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene
TS Breaking tensile strength
VA Vinyl acetate
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Chapter 1
Microheterogeneous Mechanism
of Three-Dimensional Free-Radical
Polymerization

Abstract For the first time, the microheterogeneous mechanism of three-dimensional
free-radical polymerization, initially disclosed by the authors in Russian in a number
of publications during a period from 1970 to 1995, is here consistently described in
English and supported by sufficient proof. This process gives products having com-
plex multilevel cross-linked structure, namely, highly cross-linked polymeric grains
and low cross-linked intergrain layers; in their turn, grains of “core-shell” struc-
ture and interlayers are also nonuniform in terms of degree of cross-linking of the
polymer network at different conversions.

The very concept of the microheterogeneous character of highly cross-linked
polymer formation processes was rather precisely presented by Howink as early
as in 1934 [1]. Further development of this idea is reflected in works written
by Kozlov [2, 3], Gallacher and Bettelheim [4], Korolev and Berlin [5], Notley
[6], Bobalek et al. [7], and Dušek [8]. Exploration into the generation and growth
of microgel particles during polymerization of unsaturated oligo-esters [4], and
the appearance of a hypothesis on the formation [during the polymerization of
oligo(acrylates)] of discrete microgel particles, in which a local gel effect is devel-
oped [5], contributed to the substantiation of ideas related to the three-dimensional
free-radical polymerization (TFRP) mechanism. A TFRP mechanism that includes
microheterogeneity [9] was formulated in 1970 based on new experimental data.
The phenomenon of microsyneresis in the process of highly cross-linked macro-
molecular structure formation [8] was discovered in 1971. However, only studies
that took many years and were focused on polymerization of model objects, with
intentionally varied structure, plus exploration into the structure of formed polymers
conducted with the use of specially developed methodologies, enabled researchers
to obtain strict experimental proofs of the microheterogeneous TFRP mechanism
[10]. Only then did the hypothesis turn into a proven concept, and now a TFRP
model suitable for quantitative calculations has appeared.

G.V. Korolev, M.M. Mogilevich, Three-Dimensional Free-Radical Polymerization, 3
DOI 10.1007/978-3-540-87567-3 1, c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2009
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1.1 Microheterogeneous Model of Polymerization Process

The essence of the model at the qualitative level consists of the following [10]. The
radical polymerization of polyunsaturated compounds leads to formation of poly-
mer coils even at low conversions (i.e., even at pre-gel state) as a result of inter-
or intrachain aggregation of polymer chains containing “pendent” double bonds.
The diffusion-limited rate of chain termination is decreased in such coils with in-
creasing local viscosity and, as a consequence, the polymerization rate is increased,
which, in its turn, leads to further growth of viscosity. Locally (in polymer coils),
the polymerization process develops autocatalytically, as a result of which polymer
coils turn into highly cross-linked polymer particles (grains). With an increase in
the degree of primary macromolecules branching, the probability of intramolecu-
lar cross-linking (cyclization) increases, which promotes the formation of microgel
particles (grains). The concentration of polymer grains in the reaction medium stops
increasing even at the initial stage of conversion, and subsequent polymerization is
effected via buildup of new layers of cross-linked polymer from the surface of the
grains. Such grains play the role of self-contained micro-reactors, in the surface
layers of which the polymerization process is localized. At later stages of polymer-
ization, grains come into contact with one another (as a result of their growth), and
the accretion of grains into a monolithin the zones of such contact takes place. The
specific character of TFRP process lies in the fact that practically starting from low
conversions, a homogeneous reaction system becomes a micro-nonhomogeneous
system consisting of highly cross-linked polymer particles that are poorly intercon-
nected with penetrating chains.

The polymerization, i.e., the chemical transformation proper, is accompanied by
secondary physical processes, namely, aggregation of polymer chains, microsynere-
sis with isolation of an initial oligomer from quite highly cross-linked micro-volumes
of initial oligomer (with certain components dissolved in this initial oligomer—
initiators, inhibitors, and other additives), and local glass transition of these highly
cross-linked micro-volumes.

The micro-nonhomogeneous reaction medium (in terms of polymer network
cross-linking degree) becomes microheterogeneous after the beginning of local
glass transition. Also, TFRP and structural physical processes are mutually in-
terconnected. The aggregation of polymer chains accelerates polymerization in
cross-linked polymer coils, which, in turn, leads to the accelerated development
of local syneresis (microsyneresis) and local glass transition within the coils. In
the end, instead of a polymer with macromolecular network uniformly distributed
within the volume, a polymer is formed that consists of highly cross-linked volumes
(grains) separated by low cross-linked (defective) interlayers.

Thus, according to the microheterogeneous model, in the course of TFRP a set
of kinetic, thermodynamic, and topological factors causes structural and physical
transformations, which accompany the chemical reaction of polymerization and
result in a microheterogeneous structure of cross-linked polymer. Experimental
results (presented in Sects. 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4) prove the adequacy of the model; they
give grounds for considering that the microheterogeneous mechanism of TFRP is
substantiated quite well.
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1.2 Polymerization Process: Stages of Formation
of the Microheterogeneous Structure for Cross-Linked
Polymers

1.2.1 Formation of Polymer Grains at the Initial Stage
of Polymerization

The light-scattering method enables us to study directly the generation and devel-
opment of micro-nonhomogeneity and microheterogeneity of the reaction medium
in the optical range of 10−2–10μm at different conversions C, including the initial
stage of polymerization characterized by C → 0. Micro-nonhomogeneity (micro-
heterogeneity) is quantitatively characterized by the variation of the light-scattering
intensity R at different angles of observation ϕ and by the variation of characteristic
dimensions of scattering centers < a > calculated based on the model of small-
angle scattering [11]. Comparison of the dynamics of variation of R, < a >, and
C in the course of polymerization enabled the authors to trace the origination of
micro-nonhomogeneity and then microheterogeneity of the reaction medium at the
initial stage of polymerization in an example of tri(ethylene glycol) dimethacrylate
(tEGdMA) oligomer polymerization [12].

From the very beginning of polymerization at 0 < C < 5% (Fig. 1.1), a certain
decrease of characteristic size of scattering centers < a > is observed (Fig. 1.2), ac-
companied by a concurrent slight increase of light-scattering intensity R (Fig. 1.3).
Most probably, the decrease of < a > is associated with the appearance of a large
number of small scatterers in the oligomer against the background of quite large
scatterers (foreign inclusions in the oligomer). These scattering centers (which
are newly formed after the beginning of polymerization) could be identified with
polymer coils that are responsible for the slight growth of light-scattering inten-
sity during this period (Fig. 1.3), which in terms of order of magnitude of R corre-
sponds to scattering of a diluted solution of polymer in a monomer [13]. At the
initial stages of polymerization the reaction medium is homogeneous, although
micro-nonhomogeneous: polymer coils and oligomer are not substantially differ-
ent in terms of refraction index and density, as their volumetric fluctuations are

Fig. 1.1 Integral (1) and
differential (2) kinetic curves
of tEGdMA
photopolymeriza-
tion. Temperature 20◦C: [AIBN] = 0.03% (weight)
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Fig. 1.2 Variation of average
size of scattering centers in
the course of tEGdMA
photopolymerization.
Observation angle
ϕ = 21◦–23◦. Temperature
20◦C: [AIBN] = 0.03%
(weight)

responsible for the variation of light-scattering intensity value R. In the temperature
range 20◦–80◦C, the tEGdMA oligomer is a thermodynamically good solvent of its
own primary products of polymerization (so-called β-polymers) [14–16]. This fea-
ture provides swelling of polymer coils in the oligomer and homogenization of the
reaction medium.

With the beginning of polymerization auto-acceleration, the situation is radically
changed: dramatic growth of size of scattering centers < a > and enhancement of
light-scattering intensity R (see Figs. 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3) are observed. This observa-
tion is indicative of mass formation of reaction medium micro-volumes that differ
dramatically from the oligomer in terms of density and refraction index. The reason
for such large-scale fluctuations in reaction medium polarizability resulting from
dramatic growth of R and < a > most probably lies in mass transition of polymer
coils into glass-like polymer grains as a result of local gel effect and growth of
such grains. Local glass transition of quite highly cross-linked micro-volumes of

Fig. 1.3 Variation of reduced
intensity of light scattering in
the course of tEGdMA
photopolymerization.
Observation angle ϕ: 1, 21◦;
2, 30◦; 3, 40◦; 4, 58◦; 5, 75◦;
6, 80◦; 7, 113◦. Temperature
20◦C: [AIBN] = 0.03% (by
weight)
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reaction medium [15] occurs in the same range of conversions, in which dramatic
increase of light-scattering intensity is observed. Judging by values of R, even at
low conversions, with just the beginning of polymerization auto-acceleration the
micro-nonhomogeneous reaction medium becomes microheterogeneous. Such a
medium is, in essence, a nano-dispersion of glass-like microgel particles, weakly
bound by penetrating chains in the volume of nonreacted oligomer. The transfor-
mation of homogeneous reaction medium into a microheterogeneous one even at
the initial stage of polymerization is also shown by the light-scattering method for
polymerization of tEGdMA in solutions [16].

1.2.2 Growth of Polymer Grains During Polymerization

According to the microheterogeneous model, polymer grains that have formed even
at the initial stage of polymerization are in a certain sense self-contained micro-
reactors, in the surface layers of which the polymerization process becomes local-
ized. This key point of the model needed thorough experimental substantiation.

Using the method of spectroturbodymetry, it was found (based on turbidity spec-
tra) that actually the accumulation of new isolated particles in the reaction medium
stops from the very beginning of oligo(acrylates) polymerization, and subsequent
polymerization proceeds with the number of such particles practically unchanged,
but with their size increased (Fig. 1.4)[17].

Kinetics of oligo(acrylates) polymerization is described by the Avrami equation
(Fig. 1.5) [18], the derivation of which is based on the model of growing heteroge-
neous particles:

Fig. 1.4 Variation of reduced polymerization rate W/[M] (1), size R (2), concentration of poly-
mer particles N (3), and dielectric permeability ε (4) during polymerization of tEGdMA (a) and
dMA-tEGPh (b) in 50% solution of benzene at 50◦C
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Fig. 1.5 Dependency of
dMAtEGPh conversion upon
time τ in coordinates of
Avrami equation.
Polymerization conditions: 1,
2, block; 3, 4, 50% solution
in benzene; benzoyl peroxide
(BP), % by weight: 1, 3, 1.0;
2, 4, 0.1. Index of Avrami
equation
n: 1, 1.6; 2, 1.4; 3, 4, 2.1

C = 1− exp(−Kn
t ) (1.1)

where C = fraction of substance that was subjected to transformation (conversion in
terms of double bonds); Kt = specific rate of transformation process; and n = index,
Fig. 1.6 depending on the geometric shape of growing heterogeneous particles.

An investigation of reaction medium composition as a function of conversion Ct

for different types of oligo(acrylates) [19] led to the following equation:

Ct = Cg(1−Vs) (1.2)

where Cg = conversion in gel fraction and Vs = volume rating of sol fraction of
polymer.

Fig. 1.6 Dependency of sol yield upon conversion in the case of polymerization of oligo(acrylates)
of different functionality n: (a) tEGdMA (n = 2); (b) tMA-tPA (n = 4); (c) hMA-PeA
(n = 6).Temperature ◦C: 1, 60; 2, 90
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Besides, the value of Cg did not vary in the course of polymerization and was
equal to the possible limit value of Ct at a given temperature:

Cg = (Ct)lim = const (1.3)

The constancy of Cg in the course of polymerization was stated based on linear
character of dependency Ct = f (Vs), while equality (1.3) was established based on
the section intercepted on the ordinate by direct line in coordinates Ct −Vs with Vs

� 0 (Fig. 1.6).
Since

Ct = CsVs +Cg(1−Vs) (1.4)

(where Cs = conversion in sol fraction), then it uniquely follows from Eqs. (1.2) and
(1.4) that Cs = 0. It means that the sol fraction consists only of nonreacted initial
oligo(esteracrylate) and, hence, the reaction medium during the entire polymeriza-
tion process contains only two components—namely, insoluble highly cross-linked
polymer (gel) with limiting conversion and nonreacted initial oligo(esteracrylate).

Because this conclusion is of key importance for experimental substantiation of
the hypothesis implying growing polymer grains, the composition of sol fractions
was determined using the gel chromatographic method and then analyzed for non-
saturation. Indeed, the sol fraction was represented by a nonreacted oligomer. In the
case when Cg �= (Ct)lim during the entire polymerization process, sol fraction also
contains only an initial nonreacted oligomer [20]. This regularity is of general char-
acter, it is true for oligo(acrylates), which differ in terms of both functionality and
structure of oligomer block.

According to the model forecast, polymer grains should consist of highly
cross-linked glass-like cores with the limiting conversion degree (at a given temper-
ature) and peripheral surface layers (shell) with uncompleted network structure, i.e.,
reaction zones, in which polymerization actually proceeds. The auto-deceleration
at the final stages of TFRP is interpreted within the framework of the microhetero-
geneous mechanism as a result of reaction zones overlapping following the contact
and accretion of polymer grains (see Sect. 1.2.3). Indeed, during the polymerization
of oligo(acrylates) in solutions containing surfactant additives under the conditions
excluding aggregation of polymer grains because of overlapping of their peripheral
reaction zones, the authors managed to completely eliminate auto-deceleration of
polymerization (Fig. 1.7) [21]. Thus, surface reaction zones of polymer grains were
kinetically identified.

Information on relative size of reaction zones of polymer grains h/r (Fig. 1.8) was
obtained directly from kinetic characteristics of the oligo(acrylates) polymerization
process [22] based on values of γ:

γ = Cmax./Clim (1.5)

where Cmax = conversion corresponding to maximum polymerization rate; and
Clim = limiting conversion that could be implemented under given conditions.
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Further, the reaction medium filled with polymer grains that are in contact is
approximated by a monodispersive set of spheres having radius r (see Fig. 1.8). In
terms of physical meaning, γ is a volume fraction of polymer grains in a reaction
medium at the moment of their contact. In the supposition on monodispersiveness
of spherical grains, the theoretical value of γt is equal to 0.64 or 0.72 for tetragonal
or hexagonal packing of grains, respectively, while

h/r = 1− (γ/γt)1/3 (1.6)

It follows from the data presented in Table 1.1 that the character of variation of
relative size of reaction zones (surface layers) of polymer grains h/r is determined
by oligomer structure, initiator type, and polymerization temperature.

The correlation of yield of sol fraction and TFRP conversion of the type (Eq.(1.2))
enables us to suppose the following mechanism of polymer grains growth.
Throughout the entire duration of the polymerization process, i.e., from forma-
tion of polymer grains until their contact and accretion (taking the constancy of
their concentration in the reaction medium into account), the said process pro-
ceeds through buildup of new polymer layers over the periphery of the grains.
In this process, a radial gradient of conversion from (Cg)i at the internal side of
the peripheral layer facing the grain nucleus, with (Cg)i ≈ (Ct)lim to (Cg)p ≈ 0
at the external side of the layer facing the interlayer of source oligomer with
zero degree of transformation (see Fig. 1.8), would obviously exist in the grow-
ing peripheral layer with still incomplete network structure (i.e., in the reaction
zone of the grain). The average conversion in the entire volume of grain Cg is
described by the following expression (taking the peripheral layer (shell) volume

Fig. 1.7 Kinetics of tEGdMA
polymerization in solutions
with stabilizing additives:
1–3, 40% solution in
acetonitrile; 4–6, 30%
solution in heptane. Type and
concentration of additive, %
(by weight): 1, 6, without
additive; 2, colloxylin, 0.1; 3,
linoleic acid, 0.2; 4,
poly(isoprene), 0.4; 5,
surfactants, 0.5
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Fig. 1.8 Formation stages (a–d) of microheterogeneous structure of cross-linked polymer in the
course of TFRP and schematic diagram of polymer grain (e) at stages (a) and (b) (e): (a) formation
of polymer grains; (b) growth of polymer grains; (c) contact and accretion of polymer grains;
(d) microheterogeneous cross-linked polymer. 1, polymer grains; 2, oligomer; 3, surface layer of
polymer grain (shell); 4, core of polymer grain; 5, zone of direct contact and accretion of polymer
grains

into account):
Cg = (Ci)lim .(1−Vl)+ClVl (1.7)

where Cl and Vl = average conversion in the surface layer and volume of surface
layer of the grain, respectively.

It is obvious that at the end of polymerization process (i.e., after the limiting
conversion has been reached), the very fact of polymerization cessation is equivalent
to the assertion that growing peripheral layers of grains ceased to exist and the value
of Vl became zero. Consequently, at the end of polymerization the ratio of Eq. (1.7)
is transformed into that of Eq. (1.4). At earlier stages of polymerization, with Vl > 0,
ratio (1.7) is true, from which it uniquely follows that Cg < (Ct)lim.

In the case when the constancy of Cg and Cg = (Ct)lim (see Fig. 1.6) is experi-
mentally observed, relationships (1.2) and (1.4) do not contradict one another only
on condition that Vl ≈ 0 not only at the end of the polymerization process, but also
throughout its entire duration. The physical meaning of this condition is as follows:
the buildup of polymer grains occurs in very thin peripheral layers practically only
at the very surface of grains when h/r < 0.1 (see Table 1.1). When in the course of
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Table 1.1 Values γ and h/r for polymerization of tEGdMA and dMA-tEGPh

Oligomer Initiator
concentration,
% (by weight)

γ h/r Oligomer Initiator
concentration,
% (by weight)

γ h/r

Initiator AIBN, 60◦C Initiator DCPD, 40◦C

tEGdMA 0.010 0.43 0.12 tEGdMA 0.010 0.28 0.24
0.025 0.46 0.10 0.050 0.38 0.16
0.050 0.50 0.08 0.075 0.42 0.13
0.075 0.53 0.06 0.100 0.45 0.11
0.100 0.55 0.05

dMA-tEGPh 0.075 0.58 0.03 dMA-tEGPh 0.010 0.38 0.16
0.050 0.40 0.14
0.075 0.48 0.09
0.100 0.62 0.01

Note. Given values of h/r are found from Eq. (1.7) with γt = 0.64 based on the assumption of more
probable tetragonal packing of grains [22].

polymerization Cg < (Ct)lim and when only at the end of the process, conversion in
gel (Cg) reaches the limiting value, the buildup of polymer grains occurs in quite
voluminous surface layers of grains with h/r ≥ 0.1 (see Table 1.1).

Thus, the data set obtained through the use of independent experimental methods
completely verifies the hypothesis of growing polymer grains, in the surface layers
of which the polymerization process is localized.

1.2.3 Accretion of Polymer Grains at the Final Stages
of Polymerization

According to the microheterogeneous model, at late stages of polymerization the
growing polymer grains come into contact, after which polymerization accretion
of discrete grains into a microheterogeneous polymer solid takes place. The mono-
lithization of polymer grains should be accompanied by an abrupt change of prop-
erties of the polymer being formed. Indeed, a reaction medium inevitably passes
through two states as the polymer grains grow. In the first state, while the size of the
grains is quite small, a reaction medium represents a state of dispersion, in which the
role of the dispersion phase is performed by solid highly cross-linked strong grains,
while the role of continuous dispersion medium is performed by liquid nonreacted
oligomer that is thickened by penetrating polymer chains (see Fig. 1.8a,b). The con-
tinuous phase should obviously have a level of strength that is close to zero level and
which is characteristic of moderately concentrated solutions of polymers. The level
of the properties of the polymer material on the whole in this state is preconditioned
by the properties of the continuous phase; therefore, the strength should be very low
whereas the permeability, in contrast, should be high.
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The second state of reaction medium is observed when in the course of polymer
grain growth their size is increased to such an extent that they come into contact
with one another and start to accrete into a single network structure as a result
of polymerization in the contact zones. The oligomer (which served earlier as a
continuous phase), separated by grain accretion zones into discrete micro-volumes,
becomes a dispersed phase. And, vice versa, polymer grains are transformed from
the dispersed phase into the continuous phase during accretion (see Fig. 1.8c). In
other words, a certain critical conversion Ccr, which could be regarded as a phase
inversion point, is reached in the course of polymerization. After Ccr, the presence
of a structural framework composed of accreted solid highly cross-linked grains
in the role of continuous phase should inevitably lead to a jump-like alteration of
properties of polymer material near Ccr. The strength and elasticity modulus will
be dramatically increased in this case, while diffusion permeability, in contrast, will
be dramatically reduced; diffusion pathways, which ran over the continuous, easily
permeable phase (oligomer) when C < Ccr, would be blocked by barely permeable
barriers when C > Ccr.

The monolithization stage is a final stage of polymerization process, the existence
of which represents a direct consequence of the microheterogeneous mechanism of
TFRP. It was first experimentally discovered as a result of studying the polymeriza-
tion of studying tEGdMA (trietheleneglycol dimethacrylate) oligomer under widely
varied conditions [23].

The degree of monolithization was evaluated by elasticity modulus of polymer in
compression (Ecomp) and by coefficient of diffusion (D) of a number of solvents in
the polymer. A quite narrow area of conversion near Ccr ≈ 75%, within which dra-
matic, almost jump-like variation of cross-linked polymer material properties takes
place, is clearly seen in Fig. 1.9 and from data presented in Table 1.2: elasticity
modulus is increased almost 3.5 times (from 700 to 2,300 MPa), while the value
of the diffusion coefficient is decreased under the same conditions approximately
1,000 times.

The variation of polymerization conditions—initiation method (substantial and
irradiation), initiation rate, temperature, or introduction of inhibitors—does not
change the above-indicated character of dependency “properties,” i.e., conversion
(see also [24], pp. 69–71). It is believed that the described dependency is of univer-
sal character and should also be observed in the case of TFRP of polyunsaturated
compounds of other types.

It should be pointed out that the observed abrupt change of properties within a
narrow interval of conversions could not be explained by conventional gel forma-
tion because the gel point under selected conditions of tEGdMA polymerization
stays within the area of low conversion values (with C < 1%). An abrupt change
of properties is exactly a consequence of monolithization, i.e., accretion of polymer
grains. The light-scattering method also records the monolithization stage as a pe-
riod of sharp decline of light-scattering intensity R (see Fig. 1.3) and equally sharp
reduction of characteristic dimensions of scattering centers < a > (see Fig. 1.2).
Such changes of values of R and < a > are most probably preconditioned by changes
in the nature of scattering centers resulting from reaction medium transition from
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Fig. 1.9 Dependency of elasticity modulus in case of compression Ecomp (a) and diffusion coef-
ficient of acetone D (b) upon conversion for tEGdMA polymerization. Polymerization conditions
are given in Table 1.2

Table 1.2 Elasticity modulus in compression Ecomp and diffusion coefficient of acetone D for
different conversion values C (polymerization of tEGdMA)

Conditions of polymerization C, % Ecomp, MPa D × 108,
cm2/s

50◦C, 240 min 35.8 5.4 180
20◦C, 150 min 38.8 10.0 112
60◦C, 180 min 42.0 13.3 104
60◦C, 240 min 53.3 50.3 74
100◦C, 25 h 68.0 297.8 12
60◦C, 61 h 75.0 564.0 –
60◦C, 180 min+100◦C, 24 h 77.8 928.0 –
60◦C, 365 min+100◦C, 24 h 77.0 1047.6 –
60◦C, 180 min+60Co, 1 Mrad during 5 h 80.2 1736.0 –
60◦C, 180 min+100◦C, 24 h + 60Co, 1 Mrad during 5 h 79.3 1933.7 1.0
60◦C, 61h+100◦C, 24 h + 60Co, 1 Mrad during 5 h 80.4 2079.0 –
20◦C, 150 days + 60Co, 11.5 Mrad during 10 h 79.0 1679.2 –
20◦C, 150 days + 60Co, 20 Mrad during 100 h 81.4 2230.6 –

Note. Polymerization under conditions indicated in this table was conducted using initiator AIBN
([AIBN] = 2×10−2 mol/l) and inhibitor 2,4,6-trinitrotolyol (TNT) ([TNT] = 5×10−2 mol/l).

the state of dispersion of growing polymer grains in a liquid oligomer (Fig. 1.8a,b)
to the state at which such oligomer becomes the dispersion phase that is separated
into discrete, permanently reducing volumes by zones of polymer grain accretion
(see Fig. 1.8c,d).

In-depth study [25] enabled us to find that two chemically identical, but topo-
logically different, polymerization processes proceed at the monolithization stage:
one of them (characterized by low efficiency) is localized in wide intergrains layers,
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Fig. 1.10 Dependency of
elasticity modulus in
compression Ecomp upon
conversion: 1, without
inhibitor
(photopolymerization at
20◦C); 2–4, without inhibitor
before conversion Cpre, and
later, with an inhibitor for
different methods of
postpolymerization; 2,
postpolymerization for 5 h at
90◦C; 3, radiation
postpolymerization (dose 1
Mrad, dose rate 166 rad/s); 4,
postpolymerization by
photoirradiation at 20◦C

whereas another (highly efficient) process proceeds in narrow zones of polymer
grain contact (see Fig. 1.8). In this case efficiency is understood as an increment of
the level of polymer properties that characterize monolithness; e.g., an increment
of elasticity modulus ΔE, as related to the increment of conversion ΔC (Fig. 1.10).
The physical meaning of normalizing ΔE/ΔC is an increment of properties level
per unit of conversion.

This fundamental topological feature was experimentally determined using the
selective (local) inhibition method.

Selective inhibition is based on the different sorption capacity of polymer micro-
volumes with respect to molecules of inhibitor that is introduced into a partly
formed polymer from the outside (these micro-volumes differ quite significantly in
the partly formed polymer in terms of degree of polymer network density) [26].
Selective inhibition was carried out in the following way. The dependency be-
tween elasticity modulus at compression Ecomp and conversion C was determined
using polymer samples that were prepared under standard conditions (i.e., at 20◦C,
with photoinitiation in the absence of inhibitor). Curve Ecomp = f (C) with distinct
dramatic growth of value of Ecomp, corresponding to the monolithization stage (see
Fig. 1.10, curve 1), served as a reference pattern for identifying the local inhibi-
tion effect. Then, under the same standard conditions, samples of prepolymers with
different conversions Cpre and, hence, with different elasticity moduli at compres-
sion Epre, were prepared. These samples of prepolymers were saturated with vapors
of stable nitroxyl radicals of 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-piperidin-1-oxil (TEMPO) , an effi-
cient inhibitor of radical polymerization, which, diffusing into oligo(acrylates) poly-
mers, is incapable of sorption into micro-volumes with quite highly cross-linked
polymer network [26]. Following the saturation, postpolymerization of samples was
carried out under the conditions of thermal, photo-, or radiation initiation until con-
versions C = Cpre +ΔC and, hence, Ecomp = Epre +ΔE (curves 2–4 in Fig. 1.10 and
data in Table 1.3).
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Table 1.3 Variation of properties of noninhibited polymers tEGdMA upon completion of post-
polymerization in the presence of inhibitor

Prepolymer Polymer upon completion of postpolymerization

Cpre, % Epre, MPa C, % Ecomp, MPa ΔC, % ΔE, MPa ΔE/ΔC, MPa/%
or ΔMPa per Δ%

Photopolymerization
53.5 50 53.7 50 0.2 – –
62.0 100 63.0 170 1.0 70 70
66.0 180 70.4 580 4.4 400 90
67.0 185 73.5 810 6.5 950 153
75.0 510 79.0 2300 4.0 1790 447

Radiation polymerization
54.0 80 54.1 60 0.1 – –
59.5 75 59.7 110 0.2 35 175
63.3 115 63.6 220 0.3 105 350
64.4 140 65.0 270 0.6 130 217
68.0 210 71.5 590 3.5 380 109
71.4 350 74.5 910 3.1 560 181
76.5 630 78.5 1560 2.0 930 465

Thermal polymerization
57.0 60 57.2 60 0.2 – –
64.6 150 65.4 180 0.8 30 37
66.0 170 67.2 250 1.2 80 67
69.0 200 74.3 580 5.3 320 60
75.0 530 78.1 1040 3.9 510 130
71.8 370 76.1 740 4.3 370 86
81.0 1180 84.5 2150 3.5 970 277

Note. For conditions of postpolymerization, see Fig. 1.10.

The comparison of curves Ecomp = f (C) (see Fig. 1.10) shows that starting
from a certain critical conversion Ccr ≈ 60%, the elasticity modulus of samples ob-
tained in two stages (prepolymerization without inhibitor and postpolymerization
with inhibitor, curves 2–4) is always higher than that of reference samples obtained
without using an inhibitor (curve 1). It is indicative of significant structural differ-
ence between samples that have been subjected to inhibition, and these structural pe-
culiarities appear only during the postpolymerization process when the increment of
conversion ΔC is very small as compared to the initial value of Cpre (see Table 1.3).
Indeed, the main part of the polymerization process (i.e., before Cpre) proceeds un-
der the same conditions for the samples being compared and, consequently, results
in the formation of identical structures. For instance, the maximum value of ΔC
during postpolymerization was 6.5%, which was observed for Cpre = 67.0%. For
this sample, C = Cpre + ΔC = 73.5%, and elasticity modulus is more than twofold
higher than that for the reference sample with similar conversion (curves 1 and 4 in
Fig. 1.10 with C = 73.5%). Effects of similar scale were obtained when comparing
Ecomp of any pairs of inhibited and noninhibited (reference) samples with values of
C being the same.
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In other words, a paradoxical effect is observed: inhibition significantly enhances
the polymer elasticity, if the comparison is made for equal conversions, or, to be
more exact, in the presence of inhibitor, the polymerization process becomes more
efficient in terms of structure formation. The trivial influence of inhibitor consists in
the chain length reduction in the course of polymerization, and this can in no way
contribute to structure formation. An enhancement of structure formation efficiency
in the presence of inhibitor is a paradoxical effect if the microheterogeneous model
of the polymerization process is not taken into account. Within the framework of
the model, this effect appears to be fairly natural.

Indeed, polymerization proceeding in two different zones (2 and 5 in Fig. 1.8c)
makes completely unequal contribution into structure formation during monolithiza-
tion (formation of polymer gel by accretion of polymer grains). The contribution of
the process localized in a narrow zone of direct contact of polymer grains (zone
5) into formation of monolith is maximal, while the contribution of the process lo-
calized in wide interlayers between grains (zone 2), is, in contrast, minimal. If an
inhibitor diffusing into the polymer from outside does not penetrate at all into the
zone of direct contact between polymer grains because of diffusion difficulties (or
penetrates to a small depth), the inhibition will selectively suppress only polymer-
ization in wide interlayers between grains, which is ineffective in terms of structure
formation. Therefore, during postpolymerization in the presence of inhibitor, only
such polymerization takes place that is highly efficient for structure formation and
which proceeds in narrow zones of direct contact of polymer grains, i.e., in the zones
that contain no inhibitor at all or a very small amount of it. The positive influence
of inhibitor upon structure formation within the frames of the microheterogeneous
model thus acquires a natural explanation. Therefore, the development of two topo-
logically different polymerization processes at later stages of TFRP may be consid-
ered as established fact.

1.3 Structural and Physical Processes Taking Place During
Three-Dimensional Free-Radical Polymerization

Structural and physical processes of microsyneresis, microredistribution, and lo-
cal glass transition, which take place concurrently with TFRP, precondition its mi-
croheterogeneous mechanism and the microheterogeneous structure of cross-linked
polymer that is formed thereby. These processes should be necessarily studied to-
gether with kinetics of polymerization. This approach was developed and logically
implemented in earlier publications by the authors [24, 27].

1.3.1 Microsyneresis of Liquid Components in Reaction Medium

Microsyneresis is preconditioned by thermodynamic incompatibility of highly
cross-linked polymers with the liquid phase of a reaction medium. As soon as, with
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a given relationship “polymer/liquid phase,” the degree of polymer cross-linking in a
certain volume of reaction medium exceeds the value corresponding to the condition
of equilibrium swelling [28], separation into layers (syneresis) starts, which is ac-
companied by the release of fluid-phase surplus from the cross-linked polymer. The
most detailed exploration of this phenomenon was conducted by Dušek [8, 29, 30],
who demonstrated that in highly cross-linked polymers, as a consequence of strong
diffusion difficulties, the process of separation into layers, as a rule, does not reach
the stage of macroscopic separation of the medium into two layers, but is terminated
at the stage of microseparation into layers (microsyneresis). Drops of fluid of mi-
croscopic size (released from the most highly cross-linked micro-volumes) occupy
such micro-volumes, which are characterized by the lowest degree of cross-linking,
thus forming a metastable, micro-nonhomogeneous system.

Microsyneresis in the course of oligo(acrylates) polymerization was successfully
identified on an example of solution polymerization of tEGdMA oligomer [31],
using the method of light scattering (for different temperatures of identical samples).
This method enables varying the compatibility of highly cross-linked polymer with
solution, as well as conditions of equilibrium swelling of polymer networks.

Negative temperature coefficient of light scattering (NTCLS) is observed during
polymerization of tEGdMA in 70% solutions of acetonitrile and dimethyl for-
mamide (DMFA) up to a certain critical conversion Ccr: decrease of temperature
causes an enhancement of light-scattering intensity R, while an increase of tem-
perature, on the contrary, leads to dramatic decline of R (Fig. 1.11a). When Ccr is
reached, inversion of the temperature coefficient of light scattering intensity takes
place: NTCLS is converted into PTCLS (positive temperature coefficient of light
scattering). Control experiments showed that mere variation of temperature does
not change the intensity of light scattering of the oligomer, in which no poly-
merization takes place. The value of Ccr approximately corresponds to a range of

Fig. 1.11 Variation of reduced light-scattering intensity for polymerization of tEGdMA in solu-
tions of acetonitrile (1) and DMFA (2, 3) at different temperatures 40◦–60◦C: (a) 1, 2, 70% (vol.)
tEGdMA, [AIBN] = 3.05×10−3 mol/l; (b) 2, 40% (vol.) tEGdMA, [AIBN] = 3.05×10−3 mol/l;
1, 3, 10% (vol.) tEGdMA, [AIBN] = 6×10−3 mol/l
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conversions, in which auto-acceleration of polymerization is alternated with auto-
deceleration. Within the framework of the microheterogeneous mechanism of TFRP,
auto-deceleration is interpreted as overlapping of reaction zones (surface layers)
during accretion of polymer grains (see Sect. 2.1.2). It is quite certain that the inver-
sion of the temperature coefficient of light scattering after Ccr is caused by transition
of reaction medium from the state of polymer grains dispersion in oligomer solution
into the state of microheterogeneous polymer solid, when accreted polymer grains
become a continuous phase, whereas the nonreacted oligomer and solvent turn out
to be in discrete micro-volumes of low cross-linked intergrain layers.

The scale of density fluctuations (refraction index) for each state of reaction
medium determines the value of light-scattering intensity R = f(Δn), in its turn:

Δn = np −nl (1.8)

where np and nl are refraction indices of polymer and liquid components, respec-
tively, of reaction medium.

The PTCLS of a microheterogeneous polymer is predetermined by a significant
difference in coefficient of thermal expansion of highly cross-linked micro-volumes
and that of low cross-linked ones [32]. In a first approximation, it is believed that,
with a variation of temperature, only low cross-linked intergrain layers become ex-
panded (compressed), while the volume of highly cross-linked polymer remains
unchanged and, hence, np = const. Expansion of intergrain layers (decline of their
density) with an increase of temperature is accompanied by a decrease of nl and,
hence, by increase of Δn and light-scattering intensity R.

NTCLS of polymer grain dispersion in oligomer solution before Ccr. cannot be
interpreted without taking into account microsyneresis in surface growing layers
of polymer grains: layers with uncompleted cross-linked structure and radial gradi-
ent of cross-linking degree. Indeed, as the temperature decreases, the compatibility
of cross-linked polymer with polymer solution is impaired and the volume of the
surface layers of the polymer grains is reduced (the density increases), with a corre-
sponding increase of refraction index np. In this case, release (microsyneresis) of the
liquid phase should take place from more highly cross-linked parts of surface layers
of polymer grains to less highly cross-linked parts up to a point, when the condi-
tion of equilibrium swelling of polymer network at a lower temperature is achieved.
The difference in refraction index of polymer grains and that of oligomer solution
(Δn) grows, which leads to an increase in light-scattering intensity R with a decrease
of temperature.

The proposed interpretation of experimental data is confirmed by a variation in
the character of temperature dependency of light-scattering intensity as a result of
a greater degree of solution dilution. Polymerization of tEGdMA in a 40% solution
of DMFA, when contact of polymer grains with overlapping of their surface layers
is excluded, is not accompanied by the inversion of temperature coefficient of light
scattering: NTCLS is observed from early conversions up to process completion
(curve 2 in Fig. 1.11b). Under the conditions of even higher dilution (e.g., in 10%
solutions), when the main contribution to the increment of refraction index of the
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system Δn is made by the change in solvent density, and not by the polymer degree
of cross-linking, the system is characterized by PTCLS throughout the entire dura-
tion of polymerization (see curves 1 and 3 in Fig. 1.11b); under these conditions,
fluctuations of polarizability (density) of solution continue playing the role of main
scatterers, regardless of conversion.

It is believed that microsyneresis during polymerization of oligo(acrylates) in
the block, because of high thermodynamic affinity of oligomers to intrinsic poly-
mers [16], proceeds not so intensively as during polymerization in solvents; for this
reason, it turned out to be impossible to identify this phenomenon using the light-
scattering method during block polymerization of oligo(acrylates) [32].

1.3.2 Microredistribution of Substances Dissolved
in Liquid Components

Microsyneresis of liquid components of reaction medium should be inevitably
followed by micro-volume (local) redistribution of solid substances (initiators,
inhibitors) dissolved in liquid substances (oligomers, solvents)1.

It became possible to identify microredistribution of initiators in the course of
TFRP on an example of polymerization of tEGdMA oligomer [33]. The electronic
paramagnetic resonance (EPR) method was used, which enables us to determine
the concentration of methacrylate radicals R•

M, stabilized in polymer matrix [34 (p.
137), 35]. Radicals R•

M are produced as a result of these reactions:

I → R•
t (0)

R•
t +M → R•

M (1)

where I = initiator molecule; M = monomer molecule; and R•
I = free radical formed

as a result of initiator decomposition.
With conversion, which is close to the limiting one, practically all methacrylate

groups are interconnected (“pendent”) by chemical bonds with a highly cross-linked
rigid polymer frame and, therefore, are characterized by extremely restricted trans-
lational mobility. It is natural that the mobility of product of addition of R•

I to M
radical R•

M is also low and, therefore, this product is stabilized in the polymer ma-
trix (does not recombine during the time of observation), and is accumulated up to
concentrations that are quite suitable for use of the EPR method. The accumulation
of R•

M is stopped after the limiting concentration [R•
M]lim is reached, with which the

average distance between adjacent R•
M becomes so small that the characteristic time

of their diffusion into one another is decreased to values that are commensurate with

1 In macroscopic scale, volume distribution of dissolved substances in this process remains
unchanged; changes are recorded only in case of observation in scaled frame of reference
commensurable with the size of polymer grains and intergrains layers.
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the time of observation.

R•
M +R•

M → recombination (2)

The interaction effected as a result of diffusion during reactions 0 and 2 against
the background of continuing generation of R•

M leads to the establishment of
dynamic equilibrium at the level of [R•

M]lim. The content of methacrylate groups
in a polymer matrix at any practically achievable degree of polymerization is sev-
eral orders of magnitude greater than the concentration of radicals R•

i . Therefore,
formation and stabilization of R•

M always take place in the same micro-volume,
where R•

i appear as a result of initiator decomposition, i.e., in the places of initiator
localization.

In case of substance initiation via photolysis of initiators of different nature, the
value of [R•

M]lim does not exceed 2×10−3 mol/l (Fig. 1.12). Additional irradiation
of these samples by a source of 60Co leads to the growth of value [R•

M]lim no less
than three times [up to [R•

M]lim = (6− 7)× 10−3 mol/l]. Thus, huge increments of
Δ [R•

M]lim, as compared to source [R•
M]lim, are observed, which is indicative of mi-

croredistribution of initiators in the course of tEGdMA polymerization.
Indeed, if microredistribution takes place, then the initiator occupies not the en-

tire volume of the polymer, but only a certain part of it, and methacrylate radicals
R•

M, generated via photolysis, are also formed only in such micro-volumes, in which
initiator is present. Polymer micro-volumes, which are free from R•

M (i.e., “empty”
micro-volumes), are potentially able to stabilize such numbers of R•

M, which is ad-
ditional for [R•

M]lim. Repeated generation of radicals via γ-irradiation, as a result of
which R•

I are produced uniformly throughout the entire micro-volume of the poly-
mer, both in “empty” and in completely “filled” R•

M, should lead to the growth of a
maximum value of R•

M up to the value of [R•
M]lim +Δ[R•

M]lim. Increment Δ[R•
M]lim is

proportional to the total share of “empty” polymer volume because dynamic equi-
librium is already achieved at the level of [R•

M]lim in the micro-volumes, where the
initiator is localized.

Fig. 1.12 Dependence of
concentration of methacrylate
radicals stabilized in
tEGdMA polymers upon
initiation dose. Method for
radical generation: 1,
irradiation by 60Co; 2–5,
photochemical initiation.
Photoinitiators: 2, methyl
benzoate; 3, benzophenone;
4, benzoyl peroxide (BP); 5,
AIBN. Conditions of radical
generation: temperature
20◦C, samples of polymers
with C = 79.0%
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Fig. 1.13 Dependency of
concentration of methacrylate
radicals stabilized by polymer
matrix upon duration of
photoirradiation of tEGdMA
polymers obtained at the
following temperatures, in
◦C:1, 30; 2, 40; 3, 50; 4, 60;
5, 70; 6, 90. [AIBN] = 0.5%
(by weight). For all polymer
samples, C = 78.0%

Microredistribution during polymerization of tEGdMA was independently con-
firmed by detection of dependency of [R•

M]lim upon prehistory of the polymer matrix
[33]. Value of [R•

M]lim decreases 2.5 fold as polymerization temperature increases
from 30◦ to 90◦C, despite the equality of compared polymer samples in terms of
conversion (Fig. 1.13). As the polymerization temperature increases, the solubility
of initiator in the oligomer grows and, therefore, the moment when the interlayer
material reaches the state of saturated solution in terms of initiator concentration
comes later, at higher conversions. Thus, the share of “empty” volume in the fi-
nal polymer grows, while the share of volume occupied by initiator decreases
proportionally to a decline of [R•

M]lim, which, for samples of a given set, depends
only upon the share of occupied volume.

During microredistribution, the initiator is forced to penetrate into low
cross-linked micro-volumes of polymer, which, in contrast to highly cross-linked
micro-volumes, are easy to enter in terms of diffusion [26]. This fact opened a possi-
bility to confirm redistribution of initiator in the course of tEGdMA polymerization
via one more independent method, i.e., through diffusion probing of polymer ma-
trix containing stabilized methacrylate radicals R•

M [33]. Nitrogen oxide was used
as a probe. Nitrogen oxide reacts (during diffusion into polymer samples) with rad-
icals R•

M +NO → recombination. Polymer samples with conversion level 75.5%, in
which R•

M were generated via photolysis of initiator (series A) and radiation initia-
tion 60Co (series B), were used as objects of probing. In series A, the share of R•

M
that were destructed as a result of interaction with NO is much higher than in series
B (Fig. 1.14). This fact could be easily interpreted by taking the microredistribution
of initiator into account. Indeed, the ratio of accessible volumes to inaccessible vol-
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Fig. 1.14 Kinetics of
destruction of methacrylate
radicals generated by
photoirradiation (1, 1′) and
irradiation (2, 2′) of tEGdMA
polymers depending upon
NO diffusion time. Polymers
were obtained at 20◦C:
[AIBN] = 0.5% (by weight)
during 16 h with conversion
C = 75.5%. 1, 2, unmilled
sample; 1′, 2′, milled polymer
sample

umes for probe molecules in polymers of both series is exactly the same, because
polymer samples are absolutely identical. However, as a result of the microredis-
tribution of initiator, the degree of occupation of micro-volumes (inaccessible for
NO) with R•

M radicals, in the case when radicals were generated via photolysis, is
significantly lower than in the case of irradiation generation. This effect is a conse-
quence of microredistribution, which leads to formation of “empty” micro-volumes
(not occupied with molecules of initiator and, hence, radicals R•

M) inaccessible for
NO cores of polymer grains.

Microredistribution of adduct NO (product of interaction of stable nitroxile rad-
ical NOR and cyanizopropile radical R•

I ) in the process of tEGdMA and dMA-tEGPh
oligomer polymerization was discovered using the EPR method in the spin-probe
variant [27 (p. 75); 36].

Thus, based on the example of initiators and adducts of stable nitroxile radicals,
microredistribution of substances dissolved in liquid oligomers in the TFRP process
could be considered to be a definitely established fact.

1.3.3 Local Glass Transition of Highly Cross-Linked
Micro-Volumes of Polymer

According to the microheterogeneous model, polymer coils, i.e., particles of micro-
gel, are characterized by a higher conversion (because of the local gel effect) than
the volume-averaged one. In such cross-linked micro-volumes, segmental mobility
of polymer chains deteriorates after the critical concentration of polymer network
junctions is reached and local glass transition takes place.

The local glass transition in the TFRP process was identified based on an ex-
ample of tEGdMA oligomer polymerization by the method of differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) [15]. The presence of the glass phase in polymer samples was
found from the increase of differential heat flow ∂ΔH∂τ , the so-called heat jump,
which is predetermined by the transition of polymer or its part from the glass state
into the highly elastic state [37 (p. 164)]. Temperature dependency ∂ΔH∂τ was es-
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Fig. 1.15 Variation of differential heat flow in the process of tEGdMA polymers heating.
Conversion, %: 1, 0.0; 2, 6.0; 3, 10.0; 4, 27.0; 5, 35.0

tablished as a result of temperature scanning in the range 20◦–200◦C, taking into
account the fact that at T > 200◦C thermal destruction of oligo(acrylates) polymers
occurs [38]. The variation of differential heat flow takes place in a certain tempera-
ture range (Fig. 1.15), the average temperature of which was assumed to be equal to
the temperature of glass transition Tg.

Samples for calorimetric measurements, obtained through polymerization of
tEGdMA at 60◦C, were characterized by conversion C from 0 to 35.0%. This
range of conversions covers initial and intermediate stages of polymerization, when
formation and growth of polymer grains occurs (see Sects. 1.2.1, 1.2.2). To prevent
polymerization in the process of temperature scanning, samples were saturated with
inhibitor, namely, with stable nitroxyl radical.

It follows from the results of differential heat flow measurements taken during
temperature scanning (see Fig. 1.15) that a certain part of reaction medium stays
in the glass state even at low conversions C (at 6 < C ≤ 10%), and glass transi-
tion occurs exactly locally in micro-volumes of polymer, which, on the whole, is
gel like at C < 10%. Most likely, these polymer micro-volumes (capable of glass
transition) could be identified with layers with uncompleted cross-linked structure,
which adhere to polymer grain cores (see Fig. 1.8). Glass-like polymer grain cores
with completed cross-linked structure are incapable of glass transition; therefore,
they cannot be identified using the DSC method (see Sect. 1.4.2).

On the whole, the authors believe that structural and physical processes of mi-
crosyneresis and microredistribution of reaction medium components, as well as lo-
cal glass transition of quite highly cross-linked micro-volumes of this medium, are
established with a high degree of certainty based on the example of oligo(acrylates)
polymerization.
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1.4 Microheterogeneous Structure of Cross-Linked Polymers

The microheterogeneous character of cross-linked polymer structure was estab-
lished using the EPR method in the variant of spin-probe [26, 39]. The paramag-
netical probe 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidyn-1-oxyl (TEMPO) was introduced into a
polymer via vapor sorption or into the initial oligomer before the beginning of poly-
merization with subsequent regeneration of probe molecules in the polymer from
adduct NOM

∼ according to the following reactions [40]:

NOM ~ NO  + ~M •
(1)

 ~M  + O2   products (2)

where ∼M• = chain-carrier radical.
Sorption of probe molecules by cross-linked polymer occurs selectively, only

by low cross-linked interlayers, while highly cross-linked polymer grains remain
inaccessible (in terms of diffusion) throughout the time of experiment [25, 26, 39].
In contrast, the regeneration method enables us to introduce spin-probe not only into
the interlayers but also into polymer grains [36, 41].

Selectivity of sorption of spin-probe molecules exactly by the interlayer was
proved by a set of following results [26]. The maximum sorption of spin-probe
decreases with the growth of conversion proportionally to a decrease in the yield
of sol fraction identified with the interlayer. Further, proportional dependency holds
true at later stages of polymerization in a wide range of conversions (Fig. 1.16). In
the case of irradiation of oligo(acrylates) polymers containing absorbed spin-probe,
EPR signals are observed (Fig. 1.17),which are a superposition of spin-probe spec-
tra and methacrylate radical spectra. As the methacrylate radical is extremely reac-
tive, its stabilization occurs only during localization in rigid (highly cross-linked)
micro-volumes of polymer material, i.e., in grains and in zones of their accretion.

Fig. 1.16 Influence of conversion upon tMA-tPA polymer properties: 1, sorption of spin-probe
[radicals TEMPO at 20◦C (P∞)]; 2, reduced initial rate of diffusion (WD); 3, content of sol fraction
(S) in polymer
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Fig. 1.17 EPR spectra for poly(methacrylate) and nitroxyl radicals in tMA-tPA polymer
[tetramethacrylate of bis(trimethylolpropane) adipate] with conversion 67.0%: (a) spectrum of
poly(methylmethacrylate) radicals generated by irradiation of polymers at the 60Co source
(dose, 2 Mrad); (b) spectrum of TEMPO in a polymer saturated with vapors up to [ NO ]=
1× 1017spin/cm3 within the temperature range −80◦ to +20◦C: I, high-temperature region; II,
transition region; III, low-temperature region; c superposition of spectra for polymethacrylate
and nitroxyl radicals. Polymethylmethacrylate radicals were generated via irradiation by 60Co
source (dose, 2 Mrad). The polymer was saturated with nitroxyl radicals from vapors up to
[ NO ]= 1×1017spin/cm3

Coexistence without recombination of reactive methacrylate radical stabilized by
polymer matrix and highly mobile (judging by the value of correlation time τc),
stable nitroxyl radical within the frame of one and the same polymer substrate is
possible only in the case in which they are localized in different micro-volumes.
Hence, spin-probe becomes absorbed only in low cross-linked micro-volumes (in-
terlayer material), in which stabilization of methacryl radicals does not take place.

The regeneration method of introducing polymer spin-probe into tEGdMA
and dMA-tEPh polymers offered an opportunity to identify both types of micro-
volumes—low cross-linked and highly cross-linked—using the EPR method
[36, 41]. A spectrum of regenerated spin-probe in tEGdMA polymer is a super-
position of two spectra: a narrow one (3600 A/m) and a wide one (5400 A/m) (see
Fig. 1.18) [41]. For the narrow spectrum, the spin-probe correlation time τc was
1× 10−9 s, while for the wide spectrum it was 1× 10−7 s. Because the value of τc

is determined by molecular mobility of structural elements in the micro-volume,
where the probe molecule is localized [42, 43], such a sharp difference (i.e., by two
orders of magnitude!) in values of τc uniquely indicates on localization of spin-
probe in micro-volumes of two types, which are drastically different in terms of
molecular mobility. These types of micro-volumes could be reliably identified with
low cross-linked interlayers and highly cross-linked polymer grains.
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1.4.1 Interlayers Between Polymer Grains

Following the accretion of polymer grains, the interlayers between polymer grains
that separate the latter at the stage of their growth appear to be included within the
structure of cross-linked polymers, thus determining the microheterogeneity of this
structure.

An investigation of temperature dependence of the shape of spin-probe EPR
spectra selectively absorbed by interlayers material enabled detecting such transi-
tions in the interlayers, which relate to glass transition type, and to establish the
structural nonhomogeneity of the interlayers proper by the character of transitions
[39].

tEGdMA polymers with different degrees of conversion were subjected to prob-
ing. In all cases, irrespective of sample conversion, three characteristic areas of
variation in EPR spectra width of nitroxyl spin-probe line were observed during
temperature scanning within the range −80◦ to +20◦C (Fig. 1.17b). A narrow spec-
trum line (2945–3025 A/m) was observed in the high-temperature area, whereas a
wide spectrum line (5413–5650 A/m) was observed in the low-temperature area.
Between these two areas, within a certain temperature range ΔT1,2 = T2–T1 (tran-
sition area), with increasing temperature, the intensity of the narrow line increases
because of the intensity of the wide line, up to complete disappearance of the latter
at T2.

2 Above T2, only the narrow line is observed, while below T1, in contrast, only
the wide line is seen. The width of transition area ΔT1,2 between temperatures T1 and

Fig. 1.18 EPR spectra of
nitroxyl radicals TEMPO,
regenerated in tEGdMA
polymer at 65◦C: (a) during
1 h; (b) during 24 h

2 Special experiments implying the variation of rate of temperature changing in the range ΔT1,2
showed that the ratio of wide line intensity to narrow line intensity is a unique function of
temperature and is not time dependent.
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Fig. 1.19 Dependency of line
width of EPR spectra on
temperature in tEGdMA
polymer with different
conversions. Conversion, %:
1, 0.0; 2, 26.0; 3, 51.0; 4,
58.0; 5, 73.0. Transition areas
ΔT1,2 are limited from side T1
by a continuous line; those
from side T2 are shown by a
dotted line

T2 depends upon conversion C (Fig. 1.19), and it narrows as C decreases, while in
the limit for initial oligomer (i.e., at C = 0), the transition area becomes completely
deteriorated (ΔT1,2 = 0):

C, % 0 25.8 51.1 58.3 72.9
ΔT1,2, ◦C 0 7 20 23 25

Widening of the nitroxyl probe line was observed for a number of polymers when
glass-transition temperature Tg passes into temperature area T < Tg [42, 43]. It is
preconditioned by “freezing-out” of segmental mobility of macromolecules with
corresponding deceleration of rotational mobility of the probe. However, in neither
of these two cases was a transition area of significant wideness observed, always
ΔT1,2 → 0. In microheterogeneous polymer matrices consisting of polymers with
different Tg, we managed to record a temperature range characterizing the coexis-
tence of wide and narrow lines of the nitroxile probe at temperatures higher than Tg

of the first polymer, but lower than Tg of the second polymer [44, 45]. However, this
transition area differs from the one that was observed for the spin-probe selectively
absorbed with tEGdMA polymers. In microheterogeneous polymer matrices, the in-
tensity of both coexisting lines (wide lines and narrow ones) remains unchanged in
the transition area. In contrast, in interlayers of tEGdMA polymers, a continuous
decline of the intensity of the narrow line of the nitroxyl probe occurs when moving
from high-temperature limit T1 to low-temperature limit T2.

Taking these results into account, the discussed data could be interpreted as a
manifestation of micro-nonhomogeneity of polymer material of interlayers; the nar-
row line corresponds to defective micro-volumes with low-degree cross-linking (i.e.,
with reduced concentration of junctions) and, hence, with higher mobility of spin-
probe molecules (correlation time τc << 10−7 s), while the wide line corresponds to
micro-volumes with a higher concentration of junctions (as compared to defective
micro-volumes) and, hence, with low molecular mobility (τc ≥ 10−7 s). The state
corresponding to the wide line is interpreted as glass like, whereas the one corre-
sponding to the narrow line is seen as highly elastic, and ΔT1,2 is considered to be an
area of α-transition (glass transitionWithin the framework of such interpretation, the
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ratio of intensity of narrow (I1) and wide (I2) lines in the area of their superposition
(ΔT1,2) characterizes the relationship of the total number of micro-volumes staying
in highly elastic and glass-like states:

I1

I2
=

m
∑
1

ΔVi

n
∑
m

ΔVi

(1.9)

where ΔVi = volume of ith micro-area; m, (n – m), and n = number of highly elastic

and glass micro-areas and their total number, respectively; and
n
∑
1

ΔVi = total volume

of the system.
It is obvious that smooth variation of I1/I2 in a very broad interval ΔT1,2 (several

dozens of degrees) is possible only in the case when the microheterogeneous system
consists of a large set of subsystems (micro-volumes ΔVi) including n different types
ΔVi, each of which has its own (local) temperature of glass transition Tgi, which
varies in the progression ΔV1, ΔV2, . . . ,ΔVn, – e.g., Tg1 > Tg2 > .. . > Tgn. If n is
a sufficiently large number, the variation I1/I2 will be smooth (without jumps). It
is evident that the value ΔT1,2 corresponds to the difference Tg1–Tgn and, hence,
characterizes the degree of micro-nonhomogeneity of cross-linked polymers (n =
number of types of subsystems ΔVi, which differ by values of Tgi: ΔVi with a higher
degree of cross-linking is characterized by higher local temperatures Tgi).

Properties of the interlayer substrate at different degrees of conversion could be
characterized by the width of transition area ΔT1,2, which serves as a quantitative
measure of nonhomogeneity degree, and by the value of average temperature of
transition (glass-transition temperature Tg = T2 + 0.5T1,2). Values of Tg, as well as
ΔT1,2, increase as the degree of conversion increases (see Fig. 1.19):

C, % 0 25.8 51.1 58.3 72.9
Tg, ◦C −55.0 −42.0 −20.0 −8.0 −4.0

Obviously, the interlayer substrate cannot be uniform in terms of thickness of
layer between the grains, because the external peripheral layer of grains is a growing
one and is uncompleted in terms of polymerization depth, with a degree of complete-
ness descending in the radial direction (see Sect. 1.2.2). As the degree of conversion
grows, grain thickness is increased by the consumption of the interlayer oligomer.
Interlayers become thinner, and the contribution of the lowest cross-linked parts of
the peripheral layers of grains (accessible for probing) into properties of the inter-
layer substrate increases accordingly. As a result, as the degree of conversion grows,
the degree of nonhomogeneity of the interlayer substrate increases (width of transi-
tion zone, ΔT1,2), and a logical shift of averaged temperature of glass transition Tg

of interlayer substrate into a high-temperature area is observed.
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1.4.2 Polymer Grains

According to kinetic data presented above (see Sect. 1.2.2), polymer grains are
well approximated by spherical monodispersed particles consisting of highly cross-
linked cores with limiting conversion Clim (for a given temperature) and growing
peripheral layers with uncompleted cross-linked structure and conversion C < Clim.
In turn, the degree of completeness and conversion in peripheral layers declines in
the radial direction from the layers adhering to the core surface, from C ≈ Clim to
the layers adhering to intergrain layers, with conversion C ≈ 0.

Local glass micro-volumes were detected in samples of tEGdMA polymers
through the use of the DSC method (see Sect. 1.3.3), the glass-transition temper-
atures Tg of which stay within the high-temperature area (see Fig. 1.15):

C, % 10.0 27.0 35.0
Tg, ◦C 160 170 190

Within the framework of the ideas just presented regarding the structure of poly-
mer grains, these polymer micro-volumes (capable of glass transition) were iden-
tified with layers adhering to the surface of cores, for which Tg increases as the
degree of conversion increases, while the value of “heat jump” (volume of polymer
undergoing glass transition) is decreased (see Fig. 1.15). Such regularity could be
preconditioned by an increase in the degree of cross-linking of these layers result-
ing from growth of conversion degree with concurrent reduction of their thickness
(volume). As has been established, upon the completion of polymerization, in pe-
ripheral layers of polymer grains, conversion reaches its limit value Clim, as in the
cores of polymer grains. Thus, these layers cease to exist as layers with uncompleted
cross-linked structure (see Sect. 1.2.2).

Taking the nonhomogeneity of polymer grain structure into account, their physi-
cal (relaxation) states could be presented in the following way.

Highly cross-linked cores of polymer grains with C = Clim and completed
cross-linked structure are in the glass state, and this state is irreversible. Even in the
neighborhood of thermal destruction temperature, approximately equal to 200◦C,
tEGdMA polymers do not transfer into the highly elastic state [38]. Incapability of
α-transition (glass transition) means for a cross-linked polymer the commensura-
bility of the value of interjunction chains with the value of the kinetic segment and
irreversible freezing of segmental mobility.

Peripheral layers of polymer grains with a still uncompleted cross-linking struc-
ture, which adhere to cores, are also in the glass state, but, in contrast to core sub-
strate, cross-linked polymers of these layers are capable of α-transition, although
in the high-temperature area 160◦ ≤ Tg ≤ 190◦C, close to the thermal destruction
temperature for tEGdMA polymers. In contrast to highly cross-linked polymers of
cores, polymers of such layers could be related to moderately cross-linked poly-
mers, as the lengths of interjunction chains of such polymers should be greater than
the kinetic segment length.
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Low cross-linked peripheral layers of polymer grains with C ≈ 0 (adhering to
intergrain layers) should stay in the highly elastic state, and their glass-transition
temperature values probably stay within the low-temperature area, not differing
significantly from Tg of intergrain layers. Indeed, for the material of intergrain
layers of tEGdMA polymers, glass-transition temperatures (increasing as degree
of conversion C increases in the range 0 < C ≤ 72.9%) fall within the range
−55◦ ≤ Tg ≤−4◦C (see Sect. 1.4.1).

Thus, the structure of cross-linked polymers—i.e., the products of TFRP—is
complicated at multiple levels: it is microheterogeneous for the polymers proper (be-
ing represented by highly cross-linked glass-like polymer grains and low
cross-linked intergrain layers) and, in their turn, grains and intergrain layers are
also heterogeneous in terms of degree of polymer network cross-linking.
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Chapter 2
Kinetic Features of Three-Dimensional
Free-Radical Polymerization

Abstract Key results of systematic exploration into three-dimensional free-radical
polymerization (TFRP) in blocks, solutions, and films carried out by the authors
are described in Chap. 2. An interpretation of TFRP kinetic features takes the mi-
croheterogeneous mechanics of polymerization into account. The factors determin-
ing the effective reactivity of unsaturated oligomers (allyl and vinyl types) under
different conditions and at various TFRP stages were identified. All this enabled
the authors to create a scientific basis of control over TFRP needed to produce
different-purpose polymeric materials.

The main kinetic features of TFRP were determined in a series of systematic
studies conducted by the authors with the use of oligo(acrylates) starting in 1960
[1–5]. Oligo(acrylates) were found to be very convenient oligomers for such ex-
periments because their synthesis method enables us to vary, as targets, chemical
composition and oligomer block size in a wide range, with the end methacrylate or
acrylate groups able to polymerize being invariable [1, 3].

Processes of TFRP for polyunsaturated oligomers (monomers) of various struc-
tures have a similar development pattern. At the initial stage (in nonstructured
reaction medium), the polymerization rate W0 remains constant in a rather nar-
row range of conversions, 0 < C < 3− 4%; then, in the period of polymerization
auto-acceleration, it increases with growing C, and then with conversion Cmax, it be-
comes maximal Wmax. Subsequently, polymerization auto-deceleration takes place
with complete TFRP process termination when limit conversion Clim < 100%. Dur-
ing periods of auto-acceleration and auto-deceleration, polymerization proceeds in
a structured reaction medium. The analysis of main kinetic TFRP features requires
identifying factors determining the effective reactivity of oligomers (monomers) at
each consecutive stage of the process as well as in different TFRP conditions (in the
presence of inhibitors, in solutions, and in films).

G.V. Korolev, M.M. Mogilevich, Three-Dimensional Free-Radical Polymerization, 33
DOI 10.1007/978-3-540-87567-3 2, c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2009
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2.1 Kinetic Features of Individual Stages of Polymerization

2.1.1 Initial Stage of Polymerization

Studying the initial stage of polymerization (up to a gel point, in unstructured reac-
tion medium) enables identifying those oligomer-inherent kinetic parameters that at
later stages are masked by formation of cross-linked polymer.

2.1.1.1 Influence of Oligomer Viscosity on Initial Polymerization Rate

Table 2.1 contains data showing correlation of initial polymerization rate W0, char-
acterizing oligomer reactivity, and macroscopic viscosity of oligomers η [6, 7].

W0 increases with conversions C → 0 as the viscosity grows. In its turn, re-
action medium viscosity for small conversions is regulated by intensity of inter-
molecular interactions (IMI) of molecules of initial oligomers. Molecules have
centers of strong IMI able to form dipole–dipole and other labile intermolecu-
lar bonds. Oligomer molecules (Table 2.1) have strong IMI centers that are sys-
tematically varying from two ester groups with intermolecular interaction energy
EIMI = 18.4kJ/mol for tEGdMA to six ester and two phenyl groups with EIMI =
31.8kJ/mol for oligomer MDP-2 [8]. Associated methylene groups ( CH2 )n

may also serve as strong IMI centers. Each of these groups is characterized by very
weak dispersion interactions (in case of n ≥ 4 these groups enter into IMI with
EIMI > 17kJ/mol comparable with energy of hydrogen bonds) [9]. Oligomer vis-
cosity grows concurrently with an increase in the number of IMI centers and IMI
energy.

Table 2.1 Initial polymerization rates of (oligo)acrylates W0 in block and solution at 50◦C

Oligomer Oligomer
repeating
unit

Kinematic
viscosity ν at
20◦C, mm2/s

W0 ×102, min−1

In block In solution, with oligomer
ID(PD)2DI content, %

50 75

tEGdMA MTM 10 3.0 5.0 8.0
MDA MDADM 55 3.0 – 7.5
MDP-1 MDPDM 60 4.0 4.3 8.0
MBP-1 MBPBM 115 5.0 6.0 8.0
MDP-2 M(DP)2DM 1000 17.5 14.0 –

Note 1. Notation conventions for Tables 2.1, 2.4, and 2.5 only: M, A, I, P, residues of methacryl,
adipine, isobutyric, and ortho-phthalic acids, respectively; D, T, and B, residues of diethylene gly-
col, triethylene glycol, and tetramethylene glycol, respectively.
Note 2. I[DP]2DI with ν = 900mm2/s at 20◦C: initiator, dicyclohexylpercarbonate 0.5% (by
weight), conversion C → 0.
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Dependence W0 = f (η) is sufficiently universal for oligo(acrylates) polymer-
ization and trivial in terms of its physical sense. Indeed, W0 is a function of the
following kinetic parameters:

W0 =
kpr

k1/2
ter

· [M] ·W 1/2
i (2.1)

where Wi = initiation rate; kpr and kter = constants of chain propagation rate and
chain termination rate; and [M] = oligo(acrylates) concentration.

Studies were conducted under conditions that were similar in terms of Wi and
[M]: reduced polymerization rates W0/[M] of different oligomers with equal con-
centrations of one and the same initiator, with similar temperature, and for conver-
sion C → 0 were compared. Chain termination constant kter [10, 11] should be a
parameter that is the most sensitive to viscosity variation in the reaction medium.
The authors have found considerable decrease of kter as the viscosity grows, under
the conditions of diffusion control over reaction of quadratic chain termination. The
termination in case of TFRP (even with C → 0) is limited by diffusion, while the
latter is limited by viscosity. The higher is the viscosity, the lower is the value of
effective constant kter and, therefore, the higher is W0.

2.1.1.2 Influence of Regular Associates of Oligomer (Monomer)
upon Initial Polymerization Rate

Kinetic Anomalies of Oligo(Acrylate) Polymerization: Role of Regular Associates
(Hypothesis)

Dependence of initial polymerization rate W0 on oligo(acrylates) nature comprises
not only viscosity influence. In some cases at the initial TFRP stage, abnormal re-
activity of oligomers was observed, and this reactivity was interpreted based on the
assumption implying the existence of regular kinetically active associates in liquid
oligo(acrylates).

For example, when measuring values of chain propagation rate constant kpr

and chain termination rate constant kter during polymerization of (alkylene glycol)
dimethyl acrylates with different sizes of hydrocarbon chain ( CH2 )n for con-
versions C → 0, an abnormally high value of kpr was found, which increased three-
fold as n increased from 4 to 10 (Table 2.2) [12]. Also, the value of kpr declines to
normal (kpr≈300l ·mol−1 · s−1 at 25◦C for methacrylates [10, 13, 14]) with increas-
ing degree of conversion. The size of the hydrocarbon fragment of (alkylene glycol)
dimethyl acrylate molecules does not influence the electron density distribution of
double bonds and cannot alter their reactive capacity; hence, the values of kpr of
alkyl (meth)acrylates, differing in terms of size of their alkyl fragments, are quite
close [10, 13, 14].

In another case, during polymerization of hexamethacrylate (bis-pentaerythrite)
adipate (hMA-PeA) [15], an abnormal influence of viscosity upon initial
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Table 2.2 Values of chain propagation rate constant (kpr) and chain termination rate constant (kter)
(25◦C) for polymerization of alkylene glycol dimethyl acrylates at different conversions

Conversion, % dMABDO dMAHDO dMADDO

Kpr ,
l/(mol ·s)

kter ,
l/(mol ·s)

kpr ,
l/(mol ·s)

kter ,
l/(mol ·s)

kpr ,
l/(mol ·s)

kter ,
l/(mol ·s)

≈0 ≈600 ≈8×105 ≈1200 ≈6.2×105 ≈1880 ≈4.2×105

2.5 173 7.8×104 690 2.1×105 1660 1.9×105

5 112 2.3×104 245 3.6×104 1400 1.54×105

10 63 5.7×103 102 8.6×103 1900 9.6×104

15 41.5 2.5×103 89 5.8×103 1880 6.7×104

20 33 1.8×103 59 3.1×103 1700 5.4×104

30 17 8.3×102 26 1.3×103 840 2.5×104

40 3.4 1.5×102 9.5 4.3×102 196 5.9×103

50 – – – – 24 6.5×102

Note 1. dMABDO, dimethylacrylate-1,4-butandiole; dMAHDO, dimethylacrylate-1,6-hexandiole;
dMADDO, dimethylacrylate-1,10-decandiole.
Note 2. Photoinitiator, benzophenone; Wi = 7×10−9mol/(l · s).

polymerization rate W0 was found: viscosity decrease after dilution by inert solvents
resulted not in the decline of W0 but, on the contrary, in its increase (Fig. 2.1).

These anomalies suggested the presence of another, specific feature of TFRP
for low-degree conversions; namely, influence on polymerization kinetics of regular
associates that are sufficiently stable at polymerization temperature and that are
formed in initial oligo(acrylates) [16, 17].

Indeed, oligo(acrylates) homo-polymerization in thin films in the air [18] is in-
dicative of oligo(acrylate) ability to form structurally ordered regions (associates)
with a long period of structural relaxation even at 65◦–80◦C. For low-degree

Fig. 2.1 Influence of solvents
on hMA-PeA polymerization
rate at 65◦C: 1, 4, toluene; 2,
butyl acetate;
3, chlorobenzene; 5, dimethyl
formamide; 6, formamide.
Solvent concentration, % (by
weight): 1, 6; 2–6, 24;
benzoyl peroxide
concentration, 1.5% (by
weight)
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conversions under the conditions when O2 diffusion rate into the film from the air is
much higher than its utilization rate for the copolymerization reaction of oligomer
with oxygen ∼M• + O2 → ∼MO•

2(1) and ∼MO•
2 + M → ∼MOOM•(2), homo-

polymerization develops ∼M• + M → ∼MM•(3); hence, W3/W2 = 5–10. Under
such conditions, normally reaction (1) should prevail over the competing reaction
(3) because k1[O2] > k3[M]. Possibly, the liquid oligomer structure is characterized
by such perfect molecule packing in the associates that either diffusion coefficient or
oxygen solubility (or both) drop dramatically as compared to conventional weakly
associated liquids.

Further accumulation of polymer (as conversion increases) results in structural
rearrangement and normal oxidative polymerization with formation of copolymer
of oligomer with oxygen ( M O O )n with composition 1:1.

Polyfunctional molecules of oligomers with strong IMI centers are characterized
by ability to form physical associates, the lifetime τph of which may go as high as
those values that are comparable with characteristic time of polymer chain propaga-
tion time τpr. Obviously, if τph > τpr and the association degree of initial oligomer
molecules is quite high, the polymer chain propagation proceeds in the associated
reaction medium. In this case mutual orientation of molecules in the associate, if it is
regular and characterized by correlation time τcor > τpr, can be either advantageous
or disadvantageous for the polymer chain propagation reaction.

An abnormally high value of kpr can be explained by the presence of regular as-
sociates with mutual orientation of molecules in the associate that is advantageous
for polymerization reaction (preformed associate). Increase of W0 with dilution
presumes that mutual orientation of molecules in the associate is disadvantageous
(anti-preformed associate). Breakage of such associates with increasing dilution de-
gree provides increase of initial polymerization rates W0.

A hypothesis about the presence of kinetically active associates in liquid
oligo(acrylates) [15, 16] is based on the fundamental concepts of Academician
N.N. Semenov regarding structures with mutual orientation of molecules that is
advantageous for the polymerization process. These structures are responsible for
abnormal polymerization acceleration of certain vinyl monomers at phase transition
temperature “crystal → liquid” [19].

Thus, initial polymerization rate W0 in nonstructured reaction medium (with
C → 0) is significantly influenced by the initial oligo(acrylates) nature for least by
two reasons. First, the existence of fundamental reverse viscosity dependence of
chain termination rate constant kter = f (1/η) leads to direct dependence W0 = f (η).
Second, presumably the existence of sufficiently stable regular associates in liquid
oligo(acrylates) with the advantageous or, in contrast, disadvantageous location of
oligomer molecules in associates leads to further propagation of the polymer chain.

Kinetic Anomalies of Polymerization of Higher Alkyl (Meth)Acrylates.
Model of Regular Kinetically Active Associates

Kinetic anomalies of oligo(acrylates) polymerization, presumably related to the for-
mation of regular associates, are especially clearly manifested in polymerization
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of higher alkyl (meth)acrylates that could be considered as oligo(acrylates) models
containing strong IMI centers in their molecules. Diphilic molecules of monomers
with such structure can easily form regular associates of the micellar type, in which
hydrophilic and hydrophobic fragments of molecules are segregated and mutu-
ally ordered in terms of their position and orientation [20]. An example of alkyl
(meth)acrylates polymerization enabled us not only to prove the existence of pre-
formed and anti-preformed associates and their influence on kinetics of polymeriza-
tion processes but also to propose a quantitative model of polymer chain propagation
in regular associates (model of regular kinetically active associates) [21, 22].

An exploration into the influence upon polymerization rate of small amounts
(1–5% mol) of comonomers, which had a similar double bond but different size
of alkyl substituent, as compared to the main comonomer, played a crucial role
[21, 22]. The quite strong negative impact of such additives in the case of alkyl
acrylate polymerization is interpreted based on the assumption that molecules of
comonomers-additives are easily built in into preformed associates, but because of
the difference of alkyl fragment size, they disturb positional and (or) orientation or-
der of molecules in the associates. Due to the disadvantageous orientation of double
bonds, molecules of comonomers-additives interrupt the growth of polymer chain
(that develops within the preformed associate) because all reactions of free radical
addition are strictly sterically regulated, which is indicated by very low values of the
sterical factor: 10−5–10−3 [23–25]. Based on these concepts, a calculation system
[21, 22] was developed, which enables estimating the average number of molecules
in a preformed associate of higher alkyl acrylates and ratio of chain propagation rate
constants in the associate and outside it. This ratio was found to increase from 50
to 200 with an increase of n in a side alkyl fragment CH3(CH2)n from 4 to 12 and,
correspondingly, with an enhancement of preformed associates stability.

The positive effect of small additives of congeneric monomers (observed in the
case of higher alkyl methacrylate polymerization) is interpreted as an effect of
anti-preformed associate breakage (or stability decline) by building in molecules
with different positional or orientation order [21, 22, 26].

The model of regular kinetically active associates, although substantiated kineti-
cally [21, 22, 26, 27], [28] p. 48, required direct experimental verification. However,
as is well known, there are no direct experimental methods to study the structure
and properties of associated structures of liquids [29–31]. At the same time, results
of computer modeling for such structures by methods of molecular mechanics and
molecular dynamics [32, 33] are not inferior to results of direct experiments in terms
of reliability.

The authors conducted computer modeling of associate structures from methyl to
cetyl esters in a homologous series of n-alkyl acrylates and n-alkyl (meth)acrylates
[34] by computing spatial arrangement of associate molecules with minimal poten-
tial energy. Equilibrium conformations of associates of n-alkyl (meth)acrylates were
calculated using the molecular mechanics method with parameterization of MM2
[32]. It was shown that higher n-alkyl acrylates and n-alkyl (meth)acrylates, start-
ing from butyl esters, are able to form regular associates, in which ester molecules
(their hydrocarbonic fragments, ester groups, and double bonds) are mutually or-
dered in terms of their location and orientation (Fig. 2.2). These regular associates
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Fig. 2.2 Monomolecular
section of the middle layer of
regulate associate NonA (a)
and NonMA (b)

can be identified with kinetically active associates that earlier were postulated for
the interpretation of kinetic anomalies of radical polymerization of higher alkyl
(meth)acrylates.

Double bonds in molecules of higher n-alkyl acrylates and n-alkyl (meth) acry-
lates are ordered both within the associates and in relationship to double bonds of
neighboring associates [35]. In terms of intra-associate ordering of double bonds,
the associates of nonyl acrylate (NonA), nonyl methacrylate (NonMA), and other
n-alkyl acrylates and n-alkyl methacrylates are actually identical; in contrast, the
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Table 2.3 Average distance between vinyl carbon atoms (δ ) and mutual orientation angle of dou-
ble bonds (θ) of neighboring molecules within associates (δa, θa) of alkyl (meth)acrylates and
between associates (δaa, θaa)

Associates δa, Å θa, degrees δaa, Å θaa, degrees

n-Alkyl acrylates
BA 3.52 3 3.92 81
NonA 3.43 1 3.65 88
DDA 3.40 1 3.58 89
CEA 4.03 0 3.79 92

n-Alkyl (meth)acrylates
BMA 3.48 3 6.75 177
NonMA 3.78 1 6.84 183
DDMA 3.58 1 6.24 182
CEMA 3.92 1 6.48 182

Note 1. Accuracy of determination of δ values in the models is ±0.01 Å; θ values, ±2.
Note 2. BA, butyl acrylate; NonA, nonyl acrylate; DDA, dodecyl acrylate; CEA, cetyl acrylate;
BMA, butyl methacrylate; NonMA, nonyl methacrylate; DDMA, dodecyl methacrylate; CEMA,
cetyl methacrylate.

inter-associate ordering of double bonds of molecules of n-alkyl acrylates and
n-alkyl methacrylates, including NonA and NonMA, differs significantly (Fig. 2.2,
Table 2.3).

One has grounds to believe that it is precisely these peculiarities of inter-associate
ordering of double bonds of associated molecules that represent an advantageous
factor for polymerization of higher n-alkyl acrylates and, in contrast, a disadvanta-
geous factor for polymerization of higher n-alkyl (meth)acrylates. Probably these
factors control the addition of polymer radicals to the double bonds of monomer
molecules.

It has been established that incorporation of foreign matter molecules (e.g., small
amount of comonomer) into associates not only alters the positional ordering of
double bonds in sites of additive molecule localization, thus increasing the distance
between carbon atoms of neighboring double bonds up to 5–9 Å, but also changes
the molecular dynamics of all other molecules of the associate [35]. Modeling of
the thermal motion of molecules in regular associates conducted using the molecular
dynamics method [33] showed that inclusion of BA (BMA) molecules into a regular
associate of NonA (NonMA) results in destabilization of associates (Fig. 2.3), shift-
ing the associate disassociate equilibrium in favor of nonassociated molecules
of monomers.

For n-alkyl acrylates, it should result in the decrease of preformed associate
concentration and corresponding decline of polymerization rate, while for n-alkyl
(meth)acrylates it should result in the decrease of anti-preformed associates con-
centration and growth of polymerization rate.

Results of computer modeling of associative structures of higher alkyl(meth)
acrylates permit us to interpret unambiguously kinetic anomalies of radical poly-
merization of these monomers for low conversions C → 0 as kinetic manifestation
of their regular associative structures that have such mutual location of double bonds
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Fig. 2.3 Temperature
dependencies of average
distance between double
bonds δa in various
associates: 1, BA; 2, (NonA +
BA); 3, NonA

in regular associative structures, which is either advantageous (in case of alkyl acry-
lates) or disadvantageous [in case of alkyl (meth)acrylates] for polymer propagation
reaction.

Thus, the hypothesis implying the existence of regular kinetically active asso-
ciates [19] proposed to provide explanations for kinetic anomalies of polymerization
of crystallizing monomers in the region of their phase transition [36–38] was then
expanded in a high-temperature region far from phase transition temperatures by the
discovery of kinetic anomalies of oligo(acrylates) polymerization [12, 15–18]. The
model of regular kinetically active associates [21, 22] based on the afore-indicated
hypothesis and substantiated with results of exploration into kinetic anomalies of
polymerization of higher alkyl acrylates and alkyl (meth)acrylates [21, 22, 26] and
with computer modeling of structure and temperature stability of associates of these
monomers [34, 35] can be considered to be quite valid and reliable as applied to
TFRP of polyunsaturated oligomers.

2.1.2 Stages of Auto-Acceleration and Auto-Deceleration

The TFRP auto-acceleration and auto-deceleration should be interpreted within the
frames of diffusion kinetics: as diffusive mobility of reagents is hindered to a higher
and higher degree, at first faster proceeding elementary acts (i.e., chain termina-
tion, kter) and then slower ones (i.e., chain propagation, kpr) become diffusion con-
trolled in the formed network structure of the reaction medium. Therefore, at first
auto-acceleration develops because of the declining effective value of kter, and then
auto-deceleration starts as a result of the decreasing effective value of kpr.

One can draw an analogy with the widely known gel effect phenomenon
appearing during conventional linear block polymerization of certain monomers
[e.g., methyl methacrylate (MMA)], also resulting in the auto-acceleration – auto-
deceleration sequence. Physical reasons are the same here: hindrance of diffusive
mobility of reagents to the level where elementary reactions become diffusion
controlled and effective values of their elementary rate constants begin diminishing
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with a growth in diffusion hindrances. The only difference lies in the mechanism of
diffusion mobility hindrance, which leads to considerable quantitative differences
for TFRP, with the qualitative analogy being absolute.

In the case of linear polymerization, double bonds stay within monomers un-
til the very end. Therefore, the diffusion control of processes with participation of
monomer molecules (chain propagation) appears only at the very late stages of poly-
merization, when the polymer-monomer mix starts transiting into the glassy state.
In the case of TFRP, initial molecules contain two or more double bonds. Addition
of one of them to the growing network frame results in the appearance of “pendent”
double bonds with extremely limited mobility (Fig. 2.4).

The mobility of double bonds of nonreacted oligomer molecules is probably also
limited by incorporation of network fragments with uncompleted structure [39].
Therefore, not only termination, but also propagation, of the chain during TFRP be-
comes diffusion controlled even at low-degree conversions; this leads to a decrease
in auto-acceleration rate. If one compares auto-acceleration development rate for
MMA and dimethyl acrylates (dMA), the following could be observed: the Wmax/W0

ratio for MMA is 10–20 times higher than for dMA, and dW/dC at the section with
maximum rate of auto-acceleration development exceeds the same parameter for
dMA from 100 to 200 times, while the dW/dC value proper increases sharply as
the conversion degree grows (for dMA, dW/dC is virtually steady within the entire
auto-acceleration range 0 < C < Cmax).

The specific mechanism of diffusion mobility hindrance during TFRP is man-
ifested in specific kinetic regularities related to correlation of effective reactivity

Fig. 2.4 Successive stages of TFRP for oligomers having two double bonds in their molecules:
(a) initial state; (b) primary (nonbranched) polymer chain with “pendent” double bonds; (c) frag-
ment of network with uncompleted structure (conversion < 1); (d) fragment of completed network
(conversion ≈ 1); 1, vinyl groups; 2, oligomer blocks; 3, secondary or tertiary carbon atoms with
substituents H or R; RI , initiator radical
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of initial molecules with their physical (conformation) properties (molecule length,
size of rotation barrier of constituent atomic groups). These regularities have been
followed for large number of oligo(acrylates) of the following structure:

CH2 C

CH3

COOR2(OOCR1COOR2)n OOC C

CH3

CH2,

where the R1 substituent refers to dicarboxylic acids, R2 refers to glycols, and n = 1,
2 [1 (p. 165); 3 (p. 126); 39]. The oligomer synthesis method allowed varying the
length and chemical composition of the oligomer block in a very wide range, with
the end group type being the same.

At that, it is possible to separately vary a certain parameter (e.g., oligomer
“length”), leaving all other parameters unchanged (nature of reactive groups; nature
of groups determining internal rotation barriers and, in the final end, flexibility). Or,
in contrast, it is possible to vary only sizes of internal rotation barriers while keeping
all other parameters unchanged.

Results of studying the polymerization of oligo(acrylates) of different series, in
which the length and chemical composition of the oligomer block changed in regu-
lar fashion, are listed in Tables 2.4 and 2.5; typical kinetic curves of polymerization
with coordinates “reduced rate W/[M]1 – conversion C ” are presented in Fig. 2.5.
Effective reactive capacity of oligomers at constant temperature was characterized
by parameters W , Wmax, Cmax, and Clim, where W = current polymerization rate in
the range W0 < W << Wmax, Cmax = conversion corresponding to the maximum
polymerization rate Wmax, and Clim = maximum achievable conversion. In each ho-
mologous series of oligo(acrylates) with identical structure of oligomer block, the
length of the latter varied (Table 2.4); in series I and II, with the length of oligomer
block being almost invariable, the nature of diacid (family I) or glycolic (family
II) and, hence, oligomer block flexibility, varied (Table 2.5). The internal rotation
barriers of atomic groups of oligomer block decrease in series I in the following
order:

−OOCC6H4COO− > −OOC(CH2)4COO− > −OOC(CH2)8COO− >
−OC(CH2)4S(CH2)4COO−;

in family II:

−O(CH2)2O− > −O(CH2)4O− > −O(CH2)2O(CH2)2O− > −O(CH2)6O− >
> −O(CH2)2O(CH2)2O(CH2)2O− .

It was found that for identical reaction centers, i.e., end methacrylic groups, the
effective reactive capacity of oligomers increases as the length and flexibility of
oligomer blocks increase. Also, dependence of the effective reactive capacity on in-
dicated physical (conformation) properties of initial molecules of oligo(acrylates)
grows drastically as conversion degree increases; the most sensitive parameters are
Wmax, Cmax, and, especially, Clim. For example, curves 1 and 2, and 4 and 5 (see

1 This relationship is convenient for determining main kinetic regularities of TFRP because
W/[M] = Kpr

√
Wi/Kter is an effective constant of polymerization rate at fixed temperature and

initiation rate.
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Table 2.5 Series with various di[acids] and glycols

Series Notation and repeated unit structure (in brackets) of series member

I MDP-1 MDA MDS MDU –
(MDPDM) (MDADM) (MDSDM) (MDUDM) –
MEP MBP-1 MDP-1 MHP dMAtEGPh

II (MEPEM) (MBPBM) (MDPDM) (MHPHM) (MTPTM)

Increase of W , Wmax, Cmax and Clim

Notation conventions for Tables 2.1, 2.4, and 2.5 only. Acid residues: M, methacrylic; P, ortho-
phthalic; A, adipinic; S, sebacic; U, 5,5’-thiodivaleric acid; alcohol residues: B, tetramethylene
glycol; H, hexamethylene glycol; D, diethylene glycol; T, triethylene glycol; E, ethylene glycol.

Fig. 2.5 Kinetics of polymerization of tested dMA series with different length (1 and 2, 4
and 5) and size of internal rotation barriers of molecules with comparable lengths (2 and
3) TFRP substrates: M − (CH2)n − M, n = 4 (dMABDO; curve 1), n = 10 (dMADDO;
curve 2); M(CH2)2O(CH2)2O(CH2)2M (dMAtEG; curve 3); M[(CH2)2O(CH2)2O(O)C − Z −
C(O)O]n(CH2)2O(CH2)2M, n = 1 (MDP-1; curve 4), n = 2 (MDP-2; curve 5). M, atomic group
CH2 = C(CH3)C(O)O; Z, aromatic fragment of ortho-phthalate. T = 70◦C; initiator, benzoyl
peroxide (1% w.)

Fig. 2.5) refer to the analogous dMA (i.e., dMA having the same set of rotation
barriers) with consistently increasing length of oligomer block. The reactive ca-
pacity enhances dramatically in the same sequence, especially at final stages of
conversion, therefore, the limiting conversion for dMA with the shortest oligomer
block Clim → 40% (curve 1), and with sufficient chain length (curves 4 and 5),
auto-deceleration at the late stages virtually disappears and Clim → 100%. Curves
3 and 4 (Fig. 2.5) refer to dMA with close lengths of oligomer blocks, but they
are different in terms of sets of internal rotation barriers. In decandyol dimethacry-
late (dMADDO, curve 2) only two ester groups are hindered relatively weakly. In
tri(ethylene glycol) dimethyl acrylate (tEGdMA, curve 3), weakly hindered rota-
tions of ether bonds are added to ester bonds, and, in the final end, enhancement
of effective reactive capacity takes place as a result of transition from dMADDO to
tEGdMA.

Parameters associated with the nature of oligomers proper, namely, length of
the chain joining end methacrylate groups (oligomer block) and barriers of internal
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rotation of atomic groups of the oligomer block, control the mobility of inter-
junction chains of the macromolecular network that is formed during TFRP. It is
only oligomer blocks that become one of three interjunction chains of trifunctional
junctions of the polymer network (see Fig. 2.4) after both methacrylate groups of
dimethylacrylate react. Because two other interjunction carbon chains −CH2− are
maximally short and rigid, it is just the third chain that provides junction relaxation
which controls the mobility of elements of structured reaction medium: both the
polymer network with pendent double bonds and diffusive mobility of molecules
of nonreacted oligomers. As a result, the effective reactive ability of oligomers in
TFRP in structured medium (at auto-acceleration and auto-deceleration stages) be-
comes enhanced as the probability of conformational transitions in the oligomer
block of the polymer network increases.

The abnormal kinetic effect of ultrarapid TFRP under the conditions of pho-
tochemical initiation should be also interpreted within the framework of diffusion
kinetics. In the case of high rates of photochemical initiation, initiating radicals R•

I
become main partners in the reaction of quadratic termination of chain ∼R•+R•

I →
termination, where R•

I is a radical small in size and, hence, highly mobile in a
structured medium, while ∼R• is a polymeric low mobile radical that is a chain
carrier. This fact changes the polymerization kinetics quite dramatically: no auto-
acceleration at all, and the order in terms of initiation rate changes from 0.5 (normal
value) to 0 (anomaly) [40, 41]. The ultrarapid and easily controlled mode under the
conditions of photochemical initiation at normal temperature made TFRP irreplace-
able for the purpose of creation of high-tech polymer materials for microelectronics,
fiberoptics, and data recording and storage devices [41–44].

Mathematical models of the TFRP process (auto-acceleration and auto-
deceleration stages) are discussed in Sect. 2.5.

2.2 Inhibited Polymerization

The kinetics and mechanism of polymerization process inhibition, developing under
specific conditions of TFRP were studied using inhibited oligo(acrylates) poly-
merization as an example. These studies are significant not only for understand-
ing the inhibited TFRP mechanism, but also from the technological standpoint.
Results of these studies of inhibited oligo(acrylates) polymerization are summa-
rized in publications within the framework of homogeneous approach [1] (p. 194)
and with peculiarities of the microheterogeneous TFRP mechanism taken into
account [3] (p. 133).

Inhibited polymerization of oligo(acrylates) is of microheterogeneous character.
Figure 2.6 shows kinetic dependencies reflecting influence of the quite effective
inhibitor (X), benzoquinone (BQ), with kX/kpr = 5.5 at 44◦C [45], where kX and kpr

are reaction rate constants ∼M• + X
kx−→ and ∼M• + M

kpr−→, respectively. Because
of such differences in rate constants, the inhibitor is mainly consumed at the early
TFRP stage. Concentration X was varied, and for each [X] such concentration of
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the initiator was selected that the reactive capacity at the initial TFRP stages is the
same (curves 1–3 at C < 20%). Dramatic difference in reactive ability with growing
C cannot be explained without taking into account the microheterogeneous pattern
of TFRP. Indeed, microheterogenization in the presence of X proceeds in such a
way that the higher is the X concentration, the higher is the number of concurrently
working self-contained micro-reactors (Nlim) in the reaction system [3, 46]:

Nlim =
(kX[X])2

( f −1)k2
pr[M]o

(2.2)

where f = oligomer functionality and [M]0 = initial concentration of oligomer.
Curves 1–3 in Fig. 2.6 are located correspondingly: the higher is [X], the higher

is the effective reactive capacity.
The influence of microheterogeneity during inhibited oligo(acrylates) polymer-

ization is demonstrated by comparison of kinetic behavior of one and the same in-
hibitor in two chemically identical systems that differ only in type of their structure
formed sin the course of polymerization. Such comparison was conducted by the
example of benzoquinone for chemically identical MMA and dMAtEG polymeriz-
ing in accordance with linear and tridimensional mechanisms, respectively. Kinetic
parameters of inhibited polymerization are listed in Table 2.6: initial reduced rates
W/[M]0, fractions of induction period τ1/2, during which half of initially introduced
inhibitor is consumed, i.e., [X]τ/[X]0 = 1/2, which is indicated by twofold increase
of polymerization rate as compared to the initial rate; the relationship of constant of
radical-chain carrier and inhibitor reaction rate to that of radical-chain carrier and
monomer reaction rate kX/kpr and, finally, stoichiometric coefficient of inhibitor μ.

By comparing kX/kpr and μ for MMA and tEGdMA, it is easy to see that benzo-
quinone has changed its properties as an inhibitor quite significantly during conver-
sion to tEGdMA: the kX/kpr relationship increases approximately 1.5 times, while
μ, in contrast, decreases almost 4 fold. As from the chemical standpoint both sys-
tems, MMA and tEGdMA, are absolutely identical, the observed effect could be
explained by structure formation during inhibited polymerization of tEGdMA.

Oligo(acrylates) synthesis and storage, as well as oligo(acrylates) processing via
polymerization into finished goods, are possible only through the application of

Fig. 2.6 Polymerization of
dMA-tEGPh with fixed molar
relationship: initiator
(DCPD)/inhibitor (BQ) = 1:1.
Initiator and inhibitor
concentration, % (by weight):
1, 2; 2, 4; 3, 6. T = 35◦C
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Table 2.6 Parameters of MMA and tEGdMA polymerization inhibited with BQ

Concentrations
of initiator and
inhibitor × 103,
mol/l

MMA tEGdMA

AIBN BQ
W

[M]0
·103,

min−1

τ1/2,min KX/kpr μ
W

[M]0
·103,

min−1

τ1/2,min KX/kpr μ

10 2 0.27 310 5.0 2.0 0.41 128 11 0.49
5 0.14 1030 4.1 2.3 0.16 460 10 0.45

20 2 0.59 149 5.5 1.8 0.74 68 8.5 0.51
– 0.43 146 6.0 2.0 – – – –
5 0.26 345 5.4 1.7 0.42 184 6.8 0.50
– 0.23 400 5.1 2.0 – – – –

10 0.18 613 5.6 2.1 0.24 400 7.0 0.40
40 2 0.94 92,5 5.6 2.2 1.48 41 8.3 0.57

– 0.92 90 6.3 2.0 – – – –
5 0.43 188 6.6 1.7 0.65 115 8.3 0.52
– 0.46 184 6.0 1.7 – – – –

Mean value ≈5.5 ≈1.9 – – ≈8.6 ≈0.5

Note. Temperature 60◦C, initiator, 2,2′-azobis (2-methylpropionitrile) (AIBN).μ, stoichiometric
coefficient of inhibitor

adequate inhibitors that prevent spontaneous polymerization of oligomers. Gener-
alization of data on inhibited oligo(acrylates) polymerization [1, 3] leads to a con-
clusion that none of the known inhibitors or their combinations have features of
the so-called ideally overlapping inhibitors. This term means an inhibitor so highly
effective that its presence in a polymerization system decreases the kinetic chain
length to the limiting low value (about 1), so that the polymerization process be-
comes almost completely suppressed for some period of time τ (induction period),
during which the inhibitor is fully consumed. After lapse of time τ, polymeriza-
tion proceeds as a noninhibited process, i.e., the ideal inhibitor action takes place
only during period τ without leaving any “traces” in the course of subsequent poly-
merization, with the exception of influence on stationary concentration of polymer
grains. Value τ in this case is directly proportional to inhibitor concentration and
reversely proportional to the “overlapping” initiator concentration. If the latter pa-
rameter value is less compared to the inhibitor concentration (molar concentrations
are compared here), value τ becomes infinity (i.e., concentration is insufficient for
overlapping). The action of inhibitors (that are less effective than the ideal one)
differs in the fact that the kinetic chain length during inhibition period τ is consid-
erably greater than 1; therefore, a part of the polymerization process (or even the
entire polymerization process) proceeds in the presence of inhibitor. The more such
nonideal inhibitors complicate the vitrification mode for oligo(acrylates) and impair
properties of polymerizates, the more different they are from the ideal ones. The in-
hibitor efficacy, in other words, the inhibition rate constant kX , represents a measure
for the approximation to the properties of ideal inhibitors. Information on values of
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kX of inhibitors of different classes is given in a monograph [45] and a reference
book [47].

The inhibitor ideality degree was suggested to be quantified by an “ideality pa-
rameter” θ [3] (for ideal inhibitor: θ = 1). Nonideality of behavior (θ < 1) in the case
of low-effective inhibitors (the so-called retarding agents) characterized by kX ≤ kpr,
where kX and kpr are reaction rate constants for the reaction of propagation radical
with molecule X and oligo(acrylates), respectively, has rather trivial explanation:
it follows from kX ≤ kpr that the inhibitor consumption rate during polymerization
conversion does not exceed oligo(acrylates) consumption rate, hence, the inhibitor
is present in the reaction system right to the very end of polymerization. In this case
quadratic termination of chains ∼M• +∼M• limited by diffusion due to large size
of ∼M• (macroradicals, a part of which is linked with the network) is replaced with
linear termination ∼M• + X with participation of small (highly mobile) molecules
X, and the diffusion control over linear termination is expressed to a much lower ex-
tent. Therefore, at a certain inhibitor concentration (curve 2, Fig. 2.7), the kinetics
characteristic of TFRP (auto-acceleration – maximum – auto-deceleration) trans-
forms in such a way that the auto-acceleration stage disappears completely, while
the auto-deceleration stage is shifted to the region of very high conversions.

For effective inhibitors characterized by kX > kpr, quite significant deviation from
ideality could be explained both by transformation of inhibitors X during the in-
hibition reaction into secondary products X′ possessing retarding agent properties
and by specific features of TFRP proceeding according to the microheterogeneous
mechanism. Theoretically, this may happen only in the case when microheteroge-
neous structures have enough time to be formed during induction period τ (i.e. be-
fore the introduced inhibitor is fully consumed).

Then, polymerization inhibited by the remaining inhibitor should proceed un-
der specific conditions of complicatedly structured medium, i.e., in a medium con-
sisting of grains or their nuclei surrounded with unreacted initial oligo(acrylates)
and having transition zones that consist of peripheral layers of grains and fringe.
Under these conditions, inhibitor molecules may turn out to be outside the inten-
sive polymerization conversion zone (for instance, because of microredistribution),
and the inhibitor, entering into this zone via diffusion from micro-reservoirs with
quasi-constant concentration, would behave as a weaker one, but possessing more
expressed prolonged action.

Fig. 2.7 Polymerization of
tEGdMA in the presence of
TNT inhibitor
(2,4,6-trinitrotoluene) acting
throughout the entire TFRP
process: 1, [TNT] = 5×10−3

mol/l; 2, [TNT] = 3×10−2

mol/l.T = 60◦C; initiator,
AIBN, [AIBN] = 0.02 mol/l
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In other words, the local active mass of inhibitor [X]loc might turn out to be much
lower than its volume-averaged effective concentration [X], as a result of which the
inhibiting effect proportional to the product of kX [X]loc would be diminished, but the
time of inhibitor action would be prolonged by feeding of [X]loc by [X]. It is obvi-
ous that starting from the moment when [X]loc << [X], the subsequent consumption
of inhibitor would also take place in diffusion-limited feeding mode [X] → [X]loc;
the inhibitor would behave as essentially nonideal (θ < 1). Indeed, a reduction of
inhibitor active mass caused by structure formation from level [X] to [X]loc, on the
one hand, would lead to polymerization rate growth during induction period that in
practice is similar to reduction of τ, and, on the other hand, would result in diminu-
tion of polymerization rate after τ, as compared to noninhibited polymerization,
which is equivalent to an increase in hardening time of three-dimensional structure
formation.

Those inhibitors were trial tested for oligo(acrylates) polymerization, the ef-
fectiveness of which varied within a very wide range: from low-effective ones,
such as 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene with kX/kpr = 0.05 and kX = 23l/(mol · s) at 44◦C
[45], to the most highly effective ones, such as stable nitroxyl radicals with kX =
6 ·105 l/(mol · s) at 60◦C [45]. In all cases, θ < 1 and a high value of kX in relation
to kpr is only a necessary but not sufficient feature of the ideal inhibitor.

The issue of raising the efficiency of inhibitors (bringing their properties closer to
those of the ideal inhibitor) is usually solved through the use of synergists [1, 3]. The
application of styrene as a synergist for the inhibited oligo(acrylates) polymerization
was suggested and theoretically substantiated [1, 48]. In this case, partial substitu-
tion of radical-chain carrier for another radical having higher reactive capacity in
relation to a given inhibitor molecule takes place. The substitution is implemented
by adding to the reaction system a certain substance, which is able to react easily
with the radical-chain carrier, thus forming new free radical.

In the case of styrene added to oligo(acrylates) that contains benzoquinone,
the methacrylic radical-chain carrier, after reacting with styrene, is transformed
into styrene radical, which is incommensurably more reactive in relation to ben-
zoquinone versus methacrylic radical [styrene radical kX/kpr = 518 and kX =
1 × 105 l/(mol · s) at 50◦C, and methacrylic radical kX/kpr = 5.5 and kX = 2.6 ·

Table 2.7 Effect of styrene additives on benzoquinone (BQ) overlapping for tEGdMA poly-
merization

BQ
concentration,
% (by weight)

Styrene
concentration,
% (by weight)

τ, min θ BQ
concentration,
% (by weight)

Styrene
concentration,
% (by weight)

τ, min θ

0 0 2 – 0.002 0.13 6 0.30
0.001 – 3.5 0.55 0.002 0.50 10 0.35
0.002 – 4.5 0.38 0.002 1.00 11 0.55
0.004 – 7.5 0.17 – – –

– – – 0.004 0.13 8 0.20
0.001 0.50 8 0.55 0.004 0.50 13 0.30
0.001 1.00 8 0.63 0.004 1.00 24 0.39

Note. Temperature, 35◦C; initiator, dicyclohexylperoxydicarbonate (DCPD), 1.4×10−2mol/l.
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103 l/(mol · s) at 44◦C when reacting with benzoquinone] [45]. As a result, the in-
hibitor efficiency (effective value of kX ) increases dramatically and, thus, styrene
manifests its property as a synergist (Table 2.7).

This is one of the few cases of synergetic effect for which the mechanism has
been clearly determined and a quantitative theory has been formulated, enabling one
to calculate the effective rate constant kX as a function of concentration of inhibitor
and styrene [1, 48].

2.3 Polymerization in Solutions

Results obtained when studying TFRP in solvents provide valuable data on the
polymerization process mechanism both at the very beginning of polymerization
and in structured reaction medium. This section presents data related to those poly-
merization stages, when a microheterogeneous structure consisting of polymeric
highly cross-linked grains separated by low cross-linked interlayers serves as a re-
action medium.

Typical kinetic results illustrating the solvent effect were obtained by an example
of tEGdMA oligomer polymerization in the presence of 0–60% (by volume) various
solvents: three good ones (benzene, acetonitrile, DMFA) (Fig. 2.8) and a poor one
(heptane) (Fig. 2.9) [5 (p. 109); 49].

It can be seen that the effect of good solvents (thermodynamic quality is meant)
is manifested kinetically as an increase in polymerization rate at all conversions,
and this increase progresses with growing degree of conversion C, and at the
auto-deceleration stage it becomes total; the rate increases by orders of magnitude
with concurrent shift of limiting conversion into the area of high C. Also, one of the
three good solvents, namely, DMFA, exhibits qualitative changes of kinetics pat-
tern at late stages: auto-deceleration at first is shifted to the area of higher C as
solvent concentration grows and then it disappears completely (Fig. 2.8c, curve 5).
Limiting (quasi-complete) conversion associated with auto-deceleration also dis-
appears, and polymerization proceeds until complete conversion (C ≈ 100%) with
auto-acceleration. The poor solvent, i.e., heptane, shows the reverse kinetic effect
(Fig. 2.9): as solvent concentration increases, the polymerization rate declines at all
conversion stages, and this decline progresses as C increases, reaching very high
values at the auto-deceleration stage, which, in the final step, is manifested as a shift
of limiting degree of polymerization to the low-degree conversion area.

It would be well to relate kinetic effects of good solvents, first of all, to an in-
crease in volumes of shell layers or reaction zones of polymer grains (see Fig. 1.8)
from additional swelling and, as a consequence of this increase, to the growth of
actual total reaction volume with corresponding increase of polymerization rate
measured experimentally. Also, it is assumed that possible reduction in the con-
centration of nonreacted oligomer in the reaction zone (due to dilution) is not
sufficient to compensate for this additional increase. Additional swelling of the
shell layers may happen because of better affinity of solvent as compared to ini-
tial oligomer or higher thinning of macromolecular network in the shell layers
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Fig. 2.8 Dependence of reduced rate of tEGdMA polymerization in solutions of acetonitrile
(a), benzene (b), and DMFA (c) upon conversion tEGdMA concentration, % (by volume): 1, 100;
2, 80; 3, 60.0; 4, 50.0; 5, 40.0. T = 40◦C; [DCPD] = 2.6×10−3mol/l

resulting from dilution. The first assumption is not true because it is not con-
firmed by experimentally determined sequences on thermodynamic activity (affin-
ity to tEGdMA polymer), in which the parent oligomer occupies a higher place
than other solvents: oligomer > benzene ≈ DMFA > acetonitrile > heptane [50].
In addition, absolute values of maximum reduced polymerization rates W/[M] at-
tained in case of high-degree dilutions differ quite considerably for selected good
solvents: from W/[M] = (45–50)× 10−3 min−1 for benzene and acetonitrile to
W/[M] = 25 × 10−3 min−1 for DMFA; and this sequence of kinetic activity of
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Fig. 2.9 Dependence of
reduced rate of tEGdMA
polymerization in solutions of
heptane upon conversion.
tEGdMA concentration, %
(by volume): 1, 100; 2, 90.0;
3, 80.0; 4, 70.0. T = 40◦C;
[DCPD] = 2.6×10−3mol/l

solvents, i.e., benzene ≈ acetonitrile > DMFA, does not match the thermody-
namic activity sequence. Therefore, we have to believe that the reason for additional
growth of volume of the near-surface layers in the presence of good solvents is an
increased degree of thinning of their network structure.

One of the most probable mechanisms for thinner network at periphery of grains
consists in the following. Radial flow of “initial oligomer + solvent” compound
is generated by denser packing of network structure of grains, and this denser
packing develops successively from grain center to periphery (microsyneresis) (see
Sect. 1.3.1). As a result of polymerization, this flow is depleted of the first com-
ponent, the oligomer, while concurrently enriched with the second component, i.e.,
the solvent. Specific dynamic concentration of oligomer in the radial flow appears
only as a result of counter diffusion flow of nonreacted initial oligomer from the
ambient. As initial solvent concentration and conversion degree grow, this dynamic
concentration of oligomer may reach indefinitely small values in the shell layers
located far enough from highly cross-linked cores of grains. Correspondingly, an
indefinitely low cross-linked macromolecular structure will be formed in these lay-
ers, which would possess high ability to swell in good solvents. It is well known
that such swollen shells [51] prevent aggregation processes by using a mechanism
of the so-called polymeric stabilization of dispersion. Therefore, in the presence of
good solvents, the probability of grains aggregation is decreased with correspond-
ing diminution of reaction volume and, hence, the tendency for auto-deceleration
of polymerization process is degraded at later stages, up to complete disappearance
of the auto-deceleration stage. Special experiments showed [52] that introduction of
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additives of polymer dispersion stabilizers of different types into a reaction system,
such as colloxylin, polisoprene surfactants (see Sect. 1.2.2, Fig. 1.7), results in elim-
ination of auto-deceleration, which may serve as an indirect confirmation of correct-
ness in interpreting the effects of good solvents upon late stages of oligo(acrylates)
polymerization. In the case of a poor solvent, i.e., heptane, it is likely that a re-
duction in the volume of the sparse shell layer of polymer grains takes place due
to diminution of swelling degree (precipitation effect) with corresponding kinetic
consequences.

A model system was used to evaluate thermodynamic qualities of a reaction
medium with respect to cross-linked polymers tEGdMA. The role of polymer in
this model system was played by poorly branched soluble products of tEGdMA
polymerization (the so-called β-polymers), while the role of reaction medium was
played by tEGdMA oligomer or solution of tEGdMA oligomer in benzene or other
solvents. The thermodynamic quality of the medium was estimated by the tem-
perature dependence of light-scattering intensity R during temperature scanning
from 20◦ to 80◦C [50]. The presented data indicate that, for the temperature range
20◦ − 80◦C, oligomer, DMFA, and benzene are good solvents for tEGdMA poly-
mers, and, in contrast, heptane is a poor solvent. Acetonitrile, the thermodynamic
affinity of which to oligo(acrylates) polymers is higher than that of heptane but sig-
nificantly lower than that of benzene, DMFA, or tEGdMA oligomer, occupies an
intermediate position.

Thus, the presented data verify that kinetic specifics of three-dimensional
free-radical polymerization in a structured reaction medium are determined by
conformation properties of parent unsaturated oligomers (such as molecule length
and internal rotation barriers) and by the action of reaction medium (solvents,
surfactants, inhibitor dopes) that influence the aggregation processes of polymer
chains (inhibitors with kX > kpr) and the type of chain termination (inhibitors with
kX < kpr). The effective reactive capacity of unsaturated oligomers at the initial
stage of three-dimensional free-radical polymerization (with initial rate W0) with
conversion C → 0 (unstructured reaction medium) is determined by other factors,
namely, by oligomer viscosity and their capability to produce regular kinetically
active associates.

2.4 Polymerization in Films Under the Conditions
of Oxygen Diffusion

TFRP processes with participation of air oxygen represent a chemical basis for
film formation from unsaturated oligomers that are one of the most popular sub-
stances among modern industrial-scale film-forming substances [53]. TFRP in liq-
uid oligomers films applied onto substrates and in an oxygen-containing atmosphere
is characterized by kinetic specifics that differ significantly from block or solu-
tion polymerization 2. These specifics, as it was found through systematic studies

2 Results of studying kinetics and mechanism of oxidative polymerization of unsaturated com-
pounds in block and solution are described in monographs [2, 4] and review [58].
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[2, 4], are preconditioned by the fact that polymerization (including TFRP) is rep-
resented by copolymerization of oligomers with oxygen (oxidative polymerization)
and homo-polymerization. The relationship of these conjugated reactions changes
in films layer by layer together with changing conversion degree depending on
layer-by-layer variation in the concentration of oxygen diffusing into the film. Also,
kinetic specifics of TFRP for compounds of vinyl and allyl types 3 in films should be
analyzed taking into account the different reactivity of these compounds in reactions
of radical addition and radical substitution.

2.4.1 Vinyl Compounds

2.4.1.1 Kinetic Specifics of Oxidative Polymerization of Vinyl-Type
Compounds in Films Under the Conditions of Oxygen Diffusion

These specifics have been studied by an example of polymerization of the following
oligo(acrylates)s: dimethyl acrylate of (bis-ethylene glycol)adipate (dMA-EGA),
tetra(meth)acrylate of (bis-trimethylolpropane)adipate (teMA-tPA), and hexa-
methacrylate of (bis-pentaerythrite)adipate (hMA-PeA) [4 (p. 151); 54]. Oligomers
were polymerized together with a redox system introduced in concentration of
2.28×10−2mol/l (0.55% by weight) of di(1-hydroxycyclohexyl) peroxide (DHHP)
and 1.07 × 10−2mol/l (0.05% by weight) of cobalt naphthenate (calculated per
metal cobalt) at initiation rates Wi 8.2×10−6, 2.0×10−5, and 6.6×10−5mol/(l · s),
respectively, at 65◦, 80◦, and 100◦C.

Oxygen absorption was measured by the circulation volumometry method using
a specially designed instrument [55]. Kinetic curves of O2 absorption reflect exactly
the kinetics of oxidative polymerization (copolymerization of oligomer with oxygen

in reactions ∼M•+O2
k1−→∼MO•

2(1) and ∼MO•
2 +M

k1−→∼MOOM•(2), because in
identical conditions the oxidation rate of saturated organic compounds that simulate
the structures of oligomer blocks dMA-EGA, teMA-tPA, and hMA-PeA is 15–20
times lower than that of these oligo(acrylates)s. This result means that the hydrogen

abstraction reaction ∼MO•
2 + MH

k′2−→ ∼MOOH + M•(2′) can be neglected up to
conversion degrees C = 90–95% in terms of double bonds.

The influence of structure for oxidative polymerization is manifested in the fact
that oxygen absorption rate WO2 grows as molecular functionality f increases, while
limiting conversions CO2 diminish (Figs. 2.10 and 2.11).

Autocatalytic character of oxidative polymerization most likely stems from
changes in medium viscosity as a result of polymer product accumulation.

During development of auto-acceleration, soluble polymers [56] with the poly-
mer chain length of ≈10 oligomer units, the translational diffusion coefficient of

3 Double bonds of vinyl-type compounds are highly reactive in radical addition reactions. Double
bonds in the allyl-type compounds are characterized by low activity in radical addition reactions,
while allyl compounds proper are highly reactive in radical substitution reactions.
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Fig. 2.10 Kinetic curves of
oxygen absorption during
oligo(acrylates)
polymerization in films with
thickness of 35 μm at
PO2 = 21kPa: 1 and 2,
dMA-EGA, 100◦ and 80◦C; 3
and 4, teMA-tPA, 80◦ and
65◦C; 5, hMA-PeA, 65◦C

Fig. 2.11 Dependence of WO2 on duration of dMA-EGA (a) and teMA-tPA (b) polymerization in
films with different thickness at PO2 = 21kPa: (a) 1 and 2, 100◦C, 35 and 80μm; 3, 4, and 5, 80◦C,
80, 35, and 15μm; (b) 1, 2, and 3, 80◦C, 80, 35, and 15μm; 4, 5, and 6, 65◦C, 80, 35, and 15μm.
Arrows indicate points corresponding to conversion Clim ≈ 1−3%

which does not exceed 10−7cm2/s [10 (p. 178)], serve as peroxide radical carriers.
Under these conditions, quadratic termination should be controlled by diffusion, and
auto-acceleration of gel-effect type becomes probable.

However, specifics of oxidative polymerization are not exhausted by trivial de-
velopment of autocatalysis according to gel-effect mechanism. It was established
that process kinetics depends heavily upon film thickness (Figs. 2.11 and 2.12) and
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Fig. 2.12 Kinetic curves of
oxygen absorption during
teMA-tPA polymerization in
films with different thickness
when PO2 = 21kPa:
1,3,5,80◦C,15,35, and
80μm;2,4,6,65◦C,15,35,
and 80μm

partial pressure of oxygen in the gas phase (Fig. 2.13), namely: as a rule, autocatal-
ysis degree and limiting conversions are inversely dependent upon film thickness,
and they grow as partial oxygen pressure PO2 increases. In some cases, coincident
sections of kinetic curves are observed for films of different thickness (Figs. 2.11
and 2.12) and different values of PO2 (Fig. 2.13), and the length of these sections
grows with increasing PO2 . The reaction in films with the thickness of 80μm turns
out to be sensitive to PO2 and film thickness practically from the beginning of mea-
surements (Figs. 2.12 and 2.13 ).

It is impossible to interpret the presented experimental data without using a lay-
ered model of oxidative polymerization in films [54]. The model is based on the fol-
lowing fundamental notions. Before the beginning of polymerization, oxygen [O2]0
concentration is the same in all film layers and is determined by oxygen solubility
γ in the oligomer and partial pressure of oxygen PO2 above the film [O2]0 = γPO2 .
With the beginning of polymerization, the diffusion flux of oxygen from the gas
phase into the film is generated as a result of oxygen consumption, and positive
gradient [O2] is observed throughout the film thickness from substrate to surface.
Changes of [O2] in the i-th film layer are determined by difference of oxygen con-
sumption rate W i

O2
and oxygen diffusion W i

D into the i-th layer. Value W i
D is derived

from the following expression [57]:

W i
D = Di

o2
([O2]o − [O2]i)/l2

i (2.3)

The value of W i
D is inversely proportional to squared distance from film surface

to the i-th layer and is determined by gradient [O2] and diffusion coefficient Di
O2

,
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Fig. 2.13 Kinetic curves of oxygen absorption during dMA-EGA polymerization at 100◦C(aaa)
and teMA-tPA polymerization at 80◦C(bbb) with different values of PO2 : (aaa)1,3,35μm, 100 and
21kPa;2,4,80μm, 100 and 21kPa;(bbb)1,2,15μm, 100 and 21kPa;3,4,35μm, 100 and 21kPa

which, in the discussed case, is a function of reaction medium viscosity η, and
Di

O2
= f (1/η). The value of W i

O2
is found from the following equation:

W i
O2

= WI ·ν (2.4)

where WI = initiation rate, and ν = average length of kinetic chains of processes with
oxygen participation.

Starting from certain conversion C (which depends upon film thickness, partial
pressure of oxygen above the film, initiation rate, and oligomer oxidability in the
film layer, which is farthest from the surface), a situation would inevitably occur
when oxidative polymerization rate WO2 is limited by the rate of oxygen diffusion
into film WDDD. The inevitability stems from the fact that WO2 grows continuously (gel
effect) as a result of medium viscosity growth, which results from accumulation of
polymer products, while the value of WDDD goes down.

As the polymer accumulation rate in the first layer (adjacent to the substrate) is
always higher than that in any of the further layers located above the first one due
to lower stationary concentration of inhibitor (i.e. oxygen), the viscosity of the first
layer changes the fastest, resulting in a corresponding decrease of the constant of
chain termination rate and, therefore, in growth of WO2 . However, the growth of

WO2 is constrained by the limit of WDDD. This limiting value W (1)
O2 lim = W (1)

D (where
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index 1 denotes layer number) is the higher, the closer is the layer to the surface (the

value of W (i)
D is inversely proportional to l2

i ).
Then, as the oxidative polymerization process develops further (with correspond-

ing growth of medium viscosity), the oxygen absorption rate in the second layer

reaches the limiting value W (2)
O2 lim = W (2)

D , and then the similar situation develops

in the third layer: W (3)
O2 lim = W (3)

D and so forth. In this process, W (1)
O2 lim < W (2)

O2 lim <

W (3)
O2 lim . . ., because w(1)

D < W (2)
D < W (3)

D . . . due to l1 > l2 > l3 . . ., i.e., the polymer-
ization front, satisfying the requirement WDDD =WO2 lim, moves forward layer by layer
from the substrate to the film surface. Each layer passes successively through one
and the same set of corresponding viscosity states, but with different and growing
degrees of conversion. Starting from the moment when condition WO2lim = WD is
satisfied in the lowest film layer with thickness l, integral rate of oxidative polymer-
ization W O2

4 for any film with thickness l′ < l turns out to be higher than that for a
film with thickness l. Increasing the partial pressure of oxygen should be equivalent
(in terms of its influence on oxidative polymerization development) to film thickness
reduction because WDDD∼PO2 . The value of auto-acceleration for the oxidative poly-
merization decreases as the polymerization front propagates with WDDD = WO2 lim,
and at a certain degree of conversion, auto-deceleration begins, which satisfies con-
dition W D < W O2 . Thus, the autocatalysis degree of the oxidative polymerization
according to the layered model (all other factors being equal) should depend upon
film thickness and partial pressure of oxygen above the film.

Indeed, in thinner films and in case of higher partial pressures of oxygen, the
autocatalysis rates and degrees are higher (see Figs. 2.11, 2.12, and 2.13). Coin-
cident sections of curves WO2 = f (τ) (Fig. 2.11) for films that differ in thickness
correspond to the reaction medium state, when oxygen consumption rate (even in
the deepest layers of thicker film) has not yet reached WO2 lim and, therefore, does
not depend upon thickness value [kinetic mode of oxidative oligo(acrylates) poly-
merization]. In this mode, the stationary concentration of oxygen in all film layers
is virtually equal to oxygen solubility in the substrate. Splitting points of coinci-
dent sections of curves correspond to the transition of reaction in lower film layers
with thickness of 35μm into the diffusion mode. Location of splitting points and
maximums on curves WO2 = f (τ) depend upon oligo(acrylates) structure and film-
forming conditions.

Viscosity variation rate dη/dτ increases as molecular functionality enhances
in terms of double bonds and temperature. Therefore, the area of oxidative poly-
merization development in the kinetic mode in the case of dMA-EGA is larger
than for teMA-tPA. Temperature drop exerts a similar influence upon each of the
oligo(acrylates)s. For the same reason, the auto-acceleration period in films with
thickness 80μm ends very quickly, and thus researchers fail to register this period in
experiments (Fig. 2.11). Dropping branches of curves WO2 = f (τ) are determined by
a trivial reason, namely, by dramatic diminution of DO2 at deep conversions caused
by film solidification.

4 In experiments, it is just the integral process rate (averaged throughout the film volume) that is
actually measured.
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The afore-described interpretation of experimental data is verified by the charac-
ter of dependency of kinetics of oligo(acrylates) interaction with oxygen upon par-
tial pressure of oxygen PO2 (see Fig. 2.13). Rates on coincident sections of curves
do not change with increasing PO2 (kinetic mode of oxidative polymerization); at
the same time, the length of these sections increases considerably due to the growth
of WDDD, as a result of which WO2 lim also increases. Increase of WDDD with growing
PO2 also determines an increase of CO2 lim and maximum rates of oxygen consump-
tion at late stages of reaction, when WO2 is determined by the value of WDDD. For the
same reason, smoothing of differences is observed in kinetics of oligo(acrylates)
interactions with oxygen between thin and thick films. Increased film thickness,
as well as increased medium viscosity (up to gel consistency), lowers the oxygen
diffusion rates to such values that are less or comparable with oxygen consumption
rates, thus switching over the oxidative polymerization reaction into diffusion mode.
As a rule, switching-over between the modes of oxidative polymerization occurs in
the gel-formation area with the content of cross-linked polymer being within 1–3%
(see Fig. 2.11).

Thus, the layered model adequately reflects the main kinetic specifics of oxidative
polymerization of oligo(acrylates) in films under the conditions of oxygen diffusion.

2.4.1.2 Kinetic Features of TFRP of Vinyl-Type Compounds in Films
Under the Conditions of Oxygen Diffusion

Kinetic features of TFRP inhibited by oxygen diffusing into the film were stud-
ied taking the polymerization of oligo(acrylates) with different functionality as
an example [2, 4]. Oxygen inhibits methacrylate polymerization [including oligo

(acrylates)] due to highly effective transfer of chain to oxygen ∼M• + O2
k1−→

∼MO•
2(1)(k1 = 1× 107l ·mol−1 · s−1) at 50◦C for MMA [47]) and slow regen-

eration of chain by peroxide radicals ∼MO•
2 + M

k2−→ ∼MOOM• (2) [4]. The rate

of reaction (2) is lower than the chain propagation rate ∼M• + M
k3−→ ∼MM•(3)

(k3/k2 ≈ 200, MMA at 50◦C) [2, 4, 58]. The ratio of rates of competing reactions

of chain transfer to oxygen and chain propagation ∼M• + M
k3−→ ∼MM• (3) for

oligo(acrylates) polymerization depending on [O2] is given in Table 2.8.

Table 2.8 Dependence of α = k1[O2]/k3[M] value upon concentration of oxygen [O2] dissolved in
oligomer

Oligomer Value of α

[O2] = 1×10−2 mol/l [O2] = 2×10−3 mol/l [O2] = 3×10−4 mol/l

dMA-EGA 40 8 ≈ 1
teMA-tPA 35 7 ≈ 1
hMA-PeA 30 6 ≈ 1

Note. Typical values of [O2] in monomers for monomer saturation with oxygen under pressure of
100kPa are 0.8×10−2 mol/l (25◦C) and 1.0×10−2 mol/l (50◦C) [2].
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Physically, parameter α is the number of chain transfer events to oxygen per one
event of chain propagation.

Only saturation of oligo(acrylates) with oxygen under pressure of 100kPa ([O2] =
1× 10−2 mol/l) suppresses the chain propagation reaction practically completely
(α = 30–40), in the air atmosphere (at [O2] in oligomer 2× 10−3 mol/l) α = 6–8,
and only reduction of [O2] to the value of 3× 10−4 mol/l allows the chain prop-
agation reaction to compete successfully with the reaction of chain transfer to
oxygen (α ≈ 1).

In the context of the layered model of TFRP of vinyl-type compounds, it becomes
possible to interpret the experimentally found dependence of kinetics of cross-linked
polymer formation upon parameters regulating the rate of oxygen diffusion into
film. In film, where the reaction with oxygen involvement takes places and where
oxygen diffuses concurrently from the gas phase, the oxygen concentration gradient
through film thickness appears, with the growth of [O2], from the substrate to the
surface: [O2](1) < [O2](2) < [O2](3) . . . due to l1 > l2 > l3 . . ., where 1, 2, and 3 are
the layer numbers counting from the substrate. At a certain conversion degree, in the
film layer adjacent to the substrate, [O2] should inevitably fall to a value at which the

chain propagation reaction ∼M• + M
k3−→∼MM• (3) starts competing successfully

with the chain transfer reaction to oxygen ∼M•+O2
k1−→∼MO•

2 (1): increase in vis-
cosity η resulting from accumulation of soluble polymers, i.e., products of oxidative
polymerization, leads to the growth of WO2 (gel effect), while WD decreases because
DO2 = f (1/η). Such a situation occurs, first of all, in the layer adjacent to the sub-
strate because the stationary [O2], the polymerization inhibitor, in it is always lower
than in any of the upper-lying layers, and the viscosity of this layer grows most
rapidly. Homo-polymerization develops as a process with positive feedback: poly-
merization acceleration from [O2] decrease results in increased polymer content in
the layer and upgraded viscosity, which, in its turn, would retard oxygen diffusion
into the layer still farther and accelerate polymerization. Then, a similar situation
will be repeated in the second layer (the one above the first layer) and the TFRP
front (originated in the near-the-substrate layer) would propagate layer by layer to
the film surface. In this process, each layer successively passes through one and
the same set of corresponding viscosity states, but with different, constantly grow-
ing degrees of conversions. In the context of the layered model, the TFRP kinetics
should depend (with other factors being equal) upon parameters regulating oxygen
concentration in each of the film layers: namely, film thickness, partial pressure of
oxygen above the film, initiation rate, and oligomer oxidability.

Thus, it has been established that TFRP kinetics (namely, duration of induction
period τ, polymerization rate Wp, and maximum yield of cross-linked polymer Cp)
depends heavily upon film thickness l (Fig. 2.14) and partial pressure of oxygen
in the gas phase Po2 (Fig. 2.15). According to the forecast derived from the model,
increase of l or decline of Po2 results in the reduction of τ and growth of Wp and
Cp. The layer-by-layer pattern of TFRP is verified directly: near-the-substrate layers
contain a greater amount of cross-linked polymer and are less oxidized compared to
film layers near its surface (Table 2.9).

According to the following criterion
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Fig. 2.14 Kinetic curves of cross-linked polymer formation (a) and consumption of double bonds
(b) in oligo(acrylates) films.. (a) 1, 2, teMA-tPA, 80◦C, film thickness 80 and 35μm;3,4,5, dMA-
EGA, 80◦C, film thickness 80, 35, and 15μm; (b) 1, dMA-EGA, 100◦C, film thickness 35μm;2,4,
teMA-tPA, 65◦C, film thickness 35 and 80μm;3, hMA-PeA, 65◦C, 35μm;5, teMA-tPA,
80◦C, 35μm

Fig. 2.15 Kinetic curves of cross-linked polymer formation in oligo(acrylates) films with thickness
of 30μm for various values of PO2 : 1, 3,4, hMA-PEA, 65◦C,0,21, and 100kPa;5,6,8, teMA-tEA,
65◦C,0,21, and 100kPa;2,7,9, dMA-EGA, 100◦C,0,21, and 100kPa. Redox system composition,
(mol/l)×10−2: [DHHP] = 3.06, [cobalt naphtenate] = 1.07

Wdb/WO2 = 1−WH/WC (2.5)

where Wdb, WO2, WH, and WC = rate of consumption of double bonds, rate of
oxygen consumption, rate of homo-polymerization, and rate of copolymerization
with oxygen, respectively.

Under given conditions, a cross-linked polymer is formed mainly due to the
homo-polymerization reaction (Fig. 2.16). For example, at the maximum of curves

Wdb/WO2 = f (τ), when Cp = 50–80%, from 5 to 50 events ∼M•+M
k3−→∼MM• ac-

counted for 1 event ∼M•+O2
k1−→∼MO•

2. However, oxidative polymerization most
likely prevails in the surface layer directly contacting with the air.
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Table 2.9 Changes of acrylic (oligo)esters∗ and allylic∗∗ (oligo)ethers properties throughout their
film thickness

Parameters dMA-EGA∗ teMA-tEA∗ dAl-EGA∗∗ teAl-tPA∗∗

Content, % (by weight)

Cross-linked polymer 63.9/95.1 61.5/92.5 46.7/57.0 58.4/65.3
Double bonds 8.1/7.1 50.3/49.8 28.7/23.3 50.0/44.5
Peroxide number, gI2/100g 0.78/0.19 2.02/0.12 2.9/3.1 19.4/17.0
Acid number, mg KOH/g 22.7/5.1 0.88/0.74 18.3/22.9 29.5/25.8
Number of oxygen atoms

attached by oligomer unit
2.08/1.24 3.34/2.64 2.12/1.90 3.25/3.15

Note 1. Numerator, upper layer; denominator, bottom layer.
Note 2. Total film thickness, 70μm; thickness of upper and bottom layers, 15μm each.
∗, ∗∗Polymerization conditions: dMA-EGA, 100◦C, 100 min; teMA-tEA, 80◦C, 52min; dAl-EGA,
100◦C, 60 min; teAl-tPA, 80◦C, 70min.

Fig. 2.16 Variation of
Wdb/WO2 ratio for
oligo(acrylates)
polymerization: 1, 2, 3,
dMA-EGA, 80◦C, film
thickness 80, 35, and 15μm;
4, 5, teMA-tPA, film
thickness 35μm; 80◦

and 65◦C

Kinetic anomaly, that is, homo-polymerization in liquid films of oligo(acrylates)
(Wdb/WO2 = 5–10) long before gel formation under the conditions of WD > WO2 , is
discussed in Sect. 2.1.1.

However, specifics of TFRP in oligo(acrylates) films under oxygen diffusion con-
ditions do not consist in layer-by-layer development of the process only. The authors
found out that up to rather high-degree conversions, cross-linked polymers are
formed from short-chain soluble polymers5, and not directly as a result of oligomer
polymerization. Soluble polymers are formed in the course of oligo(acrylates) poly-
merization in films in the air as the main product (before cross-linked polymer

5 The term “soluble polymers” stands for non-cross-linked products of polyunsaturated compound
polymerization.
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Fig. 2.17 Kinetic curves of dMA-EGA polymerization at 100◦C in films with thickness of 35 (a)
and 70μm (b): 1, conversion in terms of double bonds (Cdb); 2, 3, 4, yield of cross-linked polymer
and soluble polymers II and III (Cp, CII , CIII)

formation) during induction period of TFRP with duration τ, and as a part of sol
fraction after the gel point is reached. In the presence of oxygen, the length of pri-
mary polymeric chains decreases approximately by two orders of magnitude, and
under given polymerization conditions it should be about 10 oligomer units. This
fact raises the stationary concentration of soluble polymers and shifts the begin-
ning of gel formation into the area of high-degree conversions (Cdb = 16–60% and
τ = 20–100 min) (see Figs. 2.14 and 2.17). In terms of a set of properties [56], sol-
uble polymers represent unsaturated oxidized compounds with polymerization de-
gree Pp = 2–8 (low molecular fraction denoted as polymers II) and Pp > 8 (higher
molecular fraction, polymers III). Proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy (PMR)
results indicate that chains of soluble polymers consist mainly of ∼MOOM∼ units
and certain number of OK ∼MM∼ units.

The polymerizing ability of soluble polymers (the inverse values of induction
period, formation rate, and maximum yield of cross-linked polymer could be taken
as measures for this ability) changes in the following manner [59]:

• Polymers III are always characterized by greater polymerizing ability than
polymers II

• Polymerizing ability of both polymers II and polymers III increases as molecular
functionality of oligomers enhances

• The later after the beginning of oligomer polymerization the soluble polymers
are extracted from films, the lower is their polymerizing ability

The entire set of results on kinetics of polymerization of oligo(acrylates) and their
soluble polymers in films under oxygen diffusion conditions enabled the authors
to propose and substantiate the following scheme of cross-linked polymer forma-
tion [59]:

where II and III are soluble polymers of the II and III types.
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It should be pointed out that the main direction of conversion is as follows:
oligomer → polymer II → polymer III → cross-linked polymer. The following data
could be provided in favor of this conclusion: within the limits of experimental error,
the maximum value on accumulation curves for polymer II corresponds (in terms of
time) to the highest rate of polymer III accumulation, while the maximum value of
accumulation curves for polymer III corresponds to the highest rate of cross-linked
polymer formation (Fig. 2.17).

During polymerization auto-acceleration, the relationship dCp/dCdb = q grows
(Fig. 2.18). It means that until a certain degree of conversion, cross-linked polymer
is formed mainly not from parent oligomer molecules, but from polymer III blocks
that are becoming larger and larger in size.

A certain part of polymer III and cross-linked polymer is likely to be formed
directly from the oligomer, which follows from the comparison of the rates of ac-
cumulation of these polymers and oligomer consumption. Such direction of TFRP
appears to become prevailing for high-degree stages of conversion, in the studied
cases, for transformation degrees with Cp > 50–60%.

Thus, the main kinetic specifics of TFRP of vinyl-type oligomers [such as oligo
(acrylates)] in films under the conditions of diffusion of oxygen (which serves as
polymerization inhibitor) are determined by layer-by-layer development of TFRP
and by formation of cross-linked polymers, mainly from short-chain soluble polyun-
saturated polymers that represent intermediate products of oligomer polymerization.

Fig. 2.18 Variation of
parameter q for teMA-tPA
polymerization (1, 3, 4) and
hMA-PeA polymerization (2)
in films of different thickness
and at different temperatures:
1, 80◦C, 80μm; 2, 65◦C,
35μm; 3, 65◦C, 80μm; 4,
65◦C, 35μm
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2.4.2 Allyl Compounds

2.4.2.1 Kinetic Features of Oxidative Polymerization of Allyl-Type
Compounds in Films Under the Conditions of Oxygen Diffusion

These features have been mainly studied on oligomer ethers of allyl alcohol
(propen-2-ol-1) (OEAl), diallyl(bis-ethylene glycol) adipate (dAl-EGA) and tetra
allyl of (bis-trimethylolpropane) adipate (teAl-tPA), which had the identical struc-
ture of oligomer block with such oligo(acrylates) as dMA-EGA and teMA-tPA.

These circumstances enabled the authors to identify kinetic patterns of oxidation
and oxidative polymerization common for compounds of vinyl and allyl types and
made it possible to determine kinetic features of TFRP of oligomer allyl ethers, tak-
ing into account different reactive capacity of compounds of allyl and vinyl types
in radical addition and radical substitution reactions. Experiments with OEAl in
films were performed using a circulation volumometric unit [55] with the same
redox system that was introduced in the same concentration as in the case with
oligo(acrylates) (see Sect. 2.4.1).

Kinetic curves of oxygen absorption in dAL-EGA and teAl-tPA films (Fig. 2.19),
in total, represent kinetics of oxidation and oxidative polymerization of OEAl,
because, judging by results of experiments with monomer ethers of allyl alcohol
[60], the oxidation and oxidative polymerization proceed as consecutive reactions.

In the case of oxidation of allylpropyl ether and allyl acetate within the range
35◦–70◦C, before conversion in terms of absorbed oxygen CO2 ≤ 0.5%, the amount
of absorbed oxygen (with accuracy of 5%) corresponds to the amount of formed
hydroperoxide with the structure HOOCH2–CH = CHOR [where R is C3H7– or
CH3C(O)–], established using the PMR and infrared (IR) spectroscopy methods.

Fig. 2.19 Kinetic curves of
oxygen absorption for OEAl
polymerization in films with
thickness of 35μm at
PO2 = 21kPa: 1 and 2,
dAL-EGA, 100◦ and 80◦C;
3,4, and 5, teAl-tPA, 100◦,
80◦, and 65◦C
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Oxidation proceeds as a chain free-radical process according to the α-methylene
mechanism [2 (p. 134)] with chain propagation stages:

CH2 CH OR + O2 CH2 CH

OO

CHOR (1)
I (R ' OO )

CH2 CH CH2OR CH2 CH CHOR CH2 CH

OOH

CHOR+
IIIII

R ' OO
(2)

where R is C3H7 or CH3C(O)
Unsaturated hydroperoxide III (i.e., primary product of oxidation) is formed

through homolytic elimination of allyl ether α-methylene by peroxide radical with
subsequent isomerization of free radical II into radical I with the transfer of double
bond and free valence migration. In this process, the double bond of unsaturated
hydroperoxide III (not involved in oxidation) is activated as a result of π–p conju-
gation of π-electrons of the double bond with p-electrons of ether oxygen.

Oxidation of monomer allyl ethers to high conversions (CO2 > 1–2%, in block,
at 50◦C) results in the formation of polymer products with the following structure

CH(

CH2OOH

CH OO )n

OR

(where R: C3H7 or CH3C(O) ), established using the PMR and IR-spectroscopy
methods. This means that it is just unsaturated hydroperoxides III (not allyl ethers)
that directly enter in the oxidative polymerization according to the mechanism
characteristic for vinyl-type compounds ∼M• + O2 → ∼MO•

2(1), ∼MO•
2 + M →

∼MOOM•(2) (where M: HOOCH2CH CHOR).
Thus, interaction of monomer ethers of allyl alcohol with oxygen for low-

degree conversions proceeds in two stages: in the form of consecutive reactions
of co-oxidation and oxidative polymerization.

The autocatalytic character of the process of OEAl interaction with oxygen and
the dependence of this process upon conditions and oligomer structure
(Figs. 2.19, 2.20 and 2.21) is obvious. The influence of structure is manifested in
the fact that, with other factors being equal, limiting conversions CO2 lim decrease
as molecular functionality enhances. Most probably the autocatalysis is provided
both by degenerate branching on hydroperoxides with participation of cobalt naph-
thenate and by inhibition of quadratic termination of chain on polyperoxide radicals
accompanied by gel-effect development.

However, experimental data indicate that specifics of OEAl oxidation and OEAl
oxidative polymerization are not exhausted by trivial development of autocatalysis.
The authors also established that the kinetics of OEAl interaction with oxygen dif-
fusing into film depends heavily upon film thickness and partial pressure of oxygen
PO2 in the gas phase (Figs. 2.20 and 2.21). Similar to the oxidative polymerization
of oligo(acrylates), the autocatalysis degree and limiting conversions CO2lim are in-
versely dependent upon film thickness, and they increase as PO2 grows.
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Fig. 2.20 Dependence of
WO2 upon duration of
teAl-tPA polymerization in
films of different thickness at
PO2 = 21kPa: 1, 2, and 3,
80◦C, 15, 35, and 70μm; 4, 5
and 6, 65◦C, 15, 35 and
70 μm

Fig. 2.21 Kinetic curves of oxygen absorption for dAL-EGA polymerization at 100◦C (a) and
teAl-tPA at 80◦C (b) for different values of Po2: a 1, 2, 15 μm, 100 and 21 kPa; 3, 4, 35 μm, 100
and 21 kPa; b 1, 2, 15μm, 100 and 21 kPa; 3, 4, 35μm, 100 and 21 kPa

In a number of cases, coincident sections of kinetic curves are observed for films
with different thickness and different values of Po2, and the length of these sections
increases as the value of Po2 goes up. These regularities were interpreted within the
framework of the layered model for oligo(acrylates) oxidative polymerization (see
Sect. 2.4.1) that give us grounds to extend the layered model on the process of OEAl
oxidation and OEAl oxidative polymerization.
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2.4.2.2 Kinetic Features of TFRP of Allyl-Type Compounds in Films Under
Oxygen Diffusion Conditions

These features for oligomer allyl ethers and oligo(acrylates) are very different. In
the case of oligo(acrylates), TFRP kinetics depends upon parameters regulating the
rate of oxygen diffusion into film as follows: duration of induction period τ declines
as film thickness l increases and partial pressure of oxygen PO2 decreases, while
the formation rate Wp and maximum yield of cross-linked polymer CpClim increase
(see Figs. 2.14 and 2.15). In the absence of oxygen, with other conditions being
equal, the oligo(acrylates) polymerization proceeds without induction period (τ =
0), with the highest Wp and Cp ≥ 95% (see Fig. 2.15). In contrast, in the case of
OEAl polymerization in films, the induction period duration grows as the value
of PO2 decreases and the value of l increases, while formation rate and maximum
yield of cross-linked polymer go down (Fig. 2.22). In the absence of oxygen, with
other conditions being equal, the OEAl polymerization proceeds at minimal values
of Wp and Cp. For instance, in teAl-tPA films at 80◦C when switching over from
polymerization in the air to polymerization in vacuum, the induction period duration
grows from 20 to 35 min, and Cp falls from 85 to 20% (curves 3 and 3′ in Fig. 2.22a);
polymerization in vacuum stops when approximately 70% of double bonds are still
unconsumed (curves 2 and 2′ in Fig. 2.22b).

It is highly probable that OEAl oxidation by oxygen diffusing into the film with
production of hydroperoxides and concurrent activation of double bonds is a neces-
sary precondition for TFRP of these oligomers.

Indeed, the authors failed to interpret the above-indicated features of TFRP in
OEAl films in the context of the layered model without using such an assumption.

Fundamental notions of the layered model of TFRP for allyl-type compounds are
as follows. At the moment of time t1, with the onset of oligomer oxidation, diffusion

Fig. 2.22 Kinetic curves of cross-linked polymer formation (a) and consumption of double bonds
(b) in OEAl films in the air (— —) and in vacuum (----): (a) 1, 2, teAl-tPA, 100◦C, 35 and 70μm;
3, 3′, 4, teAl-tPA, 80◦C, 35 and 70μm; 5, 6, dAL-EGA, 100◦C, 35 and 70μm; (b) 1, dAL-EGA,
100◦C, 35μm; 2, 2′, teAl-tPA, 80◦C, 35μm; 3, 4, teAl-tPA, 65◦C, 35 and 70μm
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flow of oxygen is generated from the gas phase into the film and gradient [O2] is
established, with growing, layer after layer [O2] from the substrate to the film sur-
face [O2](1) < [O2](2) < [O2](3) < .. ., where 1, 2, 3 is a layer number counting from
the substrate. Variation of [O2] in the i-th film layer is determined by the difference
between oxygen consumption rate W i

O2
and oxygen diffusion rate W i

D into the i-th
layer. With high enough thickness of film l, in a layer adjacent to the substrate, from

the very beginning of oxidation t1 W (1)
D may turn out to be much lower than W (1)

o2 ,
where index 1 denotes the layer number. Then, by the moment in time t2, hydroper-
oxides HP with concentration [HP](1) would accumulate in this layer and certain
amount of oxygen with concentration [O2](1) would be left. The following inequal-
ity would be a condition for the beginning of polymerization (not inhibited by O2)
in any layer

[HP]/[O2] > ([HP]/[O2])cr (2.6)

which follows from the mechanism of oxidation, oxidative polymerization, and
polymerization of unsaturated compounds, when these processes are initiated by
hydroperoxides produced during oxidation [4]. Depending on oxidation conditions
(temperature, PO2 , initiation rate WI, length of oxidation chains), by the moment in
time t2, in the near-the-substrate layer, into which oxygen does not diffuse, either
condition [HP](1)/[O2](1) > ([HP]/[O2])cr is fulfilled and polymerization starts, or
almost the entire amount of oxygen would be consumed in it without producing
such amount of HP that is sufficient for polymerization initiation. Then this layer,
where [HP](1)/[O2](1) < ([GP]/[O2])cr, will be left nonpolymerized.

In this situation, if the film is thick enough, there always is an i-th layer lo-
cated closer to the surface, into which oxygen inflows due to diffusion at rate W i

D
that is not significantly higher than oxidation rate W i

O2
; therefore, [HP] would defi-

nitely reach the stationary concentration [HP]st, when the oxygen consumption rate
is maximum and does not depend upon [O2]. At the same time, the oxygen diffu-
sion rate into this layer will continuously decline due to viscosity changes caused by
accumulation of polymer products of oxidative polymerization with corresponding
decrease of [O2]i. It should be pointed out here that oxidative polymerization most
likely proceeds only in conjugated double bonds formed as a result of hydroperoxide
oxidation of OEAl without involving nonconjugated double bonds of nonoxidized
molecules of oligomers. Hence, starting from a certain moment in time, condition
[HP]i/[O2]i > ([HP]/[O2])cr will be certainly fulfilled in the i-th layer and polymer-
ization would start. In layer (i+1) located above the i-th layer, [HP] reaches [HP]st,
somewhat earlier than in the i-th layer, but [O2]i+1 > [O2]i due to li > li+1. In the
(i+1)-th layer, the viscosity changes required for fulfillment of polymerization be-
ginning conditions would occur at a more advanced stage of oxidation and oxidative
polymerization. The increased viscosity zone (extending from the i-th layer upward)
will diminish the oxygen diffusion rate, thus facilitating the fulfillment of polymer-
ization process condition in the (i + 1)-th layer. Then, the same situation will be
repeated in the (i + 2)-th layer and then, in turn, in all upper layers, with each of
them passing successively through one and the same set of corresponding viscosity
states, but at different, steadily growing degrees of conversion. Thus, after the front
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of polymer transformations has been generated in the i-th layer, it would start ex-
tending upward. Extension of this front downward would be attenuated very soon,
because the dense film of the i-th layer would hinder the access of oxygen to lower
layers, where the condition (2.6) is not fulfilled in any case, [HP] < [HP]st; besides,
the deeper the layer is, the lower is [HP]. Nonpolymerized lower-located layers will
be “immured,” in other words, excluded from the polymerization process.

If by the moment in time t2, condition [HP](1)/[O2](1) > ([HP]/[O2])cr is fulfilled
in the layer adjacent to the substrate, then, in accordance with the mechanism de-
scribed above, it would be successively fulfilled in the second, third, and each of
the upper-located film layers, but at increasingly higher degrees of conversion. The
front of polymer transformations (i.e., viscosity changes) would extend from the
near-the-substrate layer (as it does from the i-th layer) to the film surface and no
unpolymerized (“immured”) layers would be left in the film.

Hence, for each of the specific conditions upon which [HP] and [O2] depends,
namely, temperature, values of PO2 ,DO2 , and WI, oxidation chain length, a critical
film thickness lcr exists, which is characterized by the fact that in films with l < lcr,
not-oxygen-inhibited polymerization would not proceed at all, whereas in films with
l > lcr it would proceed only partially to a depth that is approximately equal to lcr,
counting from the film surface. In films with thickness l > lcr, such TFRP parameters
as 1/τWp, and Clim would depend directly upon partial pressure of oxygen PO2 above
the film and film thickness, and these parameters, in the end, regulate [O2] and [HP]
in each film layer.

Indeed, in OEAl films with thickness of 35–70μm, the induction period duration
τ declines under oxygen diffusion conditions, while rate Wp and limiting conversion
of cross-linked polymer Clim grows with increasing PO2 and reducing film thickness
(Fig. 2.22). With the distance from the surface of the i-th layer, where polymeriza-
tion is originated, being equal for two films with different thickness, the part of the
film (cut off from oxygen access by this layer) is larger in the thicker film. This
leads to a decrease of measured integral values Wp and Cp (averaged throughout the
film volume) because condition (2.6) is not fulfilled in the “immured” layers and
polymerization does not take place. In terms of its influence on TFRP kinetics, the
decrease of PO2 is equivalent to film thickness growth. The authors managed to iden-
tify nonpolymerized film layers “immured” near the substrate (and forecast by the
layered model of TFRP) with polymerization of cis-oligobutadiene, the allyl-type
oligomer (Table 2.10).

Table 2.10 Changes of features in cis-oligobutadiene films throughout their thickness

Indices Upper layer Lower layer

Cross-linked polymer content, % 25.7 0.0
Double bonds content, % 59.2 90.0
Peroxide number, g I2/100 g 15.6 3.8
Acid number, mg KOH/ g 33.2 1.5
Oxygen content, % 7.01 2.07

Note. Total film thickness, 70μm; thickness of upper and lower layers, 15μm each; polymerization
temperature, 20◦C; exposure time, 4 h.
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The authors also obtained experimental data that are indicative of the pres-
ence of films with thickness l < lcr, in which OEAl polymerization (not inhib-
ited by oxygen) does not take place at all. For instance, for dAL-EGA at 100◦C,
WI = 2×10−5 mol/(1 · s), PO2 = 21kPa (in the air), a cross-linked polymer is not
formed at all in films with thickness 15 μm, despite the fact that more than 95%
of double bonds have reacted. Probably for this oligomer, the value of lcr > 15μm
under given conditions.

This assumption could be substantiated in the following way. For polymeriza-
tion in films under oxygen diffusion conditions, the number of cross-links per film
volume unit is determined by the ratio of rates of the following competing poly-
merization reactions: ∼M• +M →∼MM• (3) with formation of one cross-link per

each reacted double bond and oxidative polymerization: ∼M• + O2
k1−→∼MO•

2 (1)

and ∼MO•
2 + M

k2−→ ∼MOOM• (2), with the number of cross-links being less
than one for each reacted double bond due to destructive transformations for
bonds COOC . Under identical conditions in terms of temperature, film thick-
ness and PO2 , dAL-EGA polymerization proceeds with much higher contribution
of reactions (2.1) and (2.2) versus dMA-EGA polymerization (Figs. 2.23 and 2.16)
and, hence, dAL-EGA films contain a considerably lower amount of cross-linked
polymer than dMA-EGA films (Table 2.9). Polymers of upper layers of OEAl and
oligo(acrylates) films, judging by diminished content of cross-linked polymer ver-
sus their lower layers (Table 2.9), are subjected to oxidative destruction the most.
Probably a cross-linked polymer is formed in the upper layers of oligomers of vinyl
and allyl types with thickness l > lcr mainly because of oxidative polymerization In
the limiting case, with l < lcr under the conditions when polymerization process is
represented by oxidative polymerization only, while oxidative destruction is devel-
oped quite considerably, a cross-linked polymer is not formed at all in all layers of
the dAL-EGA film.

However, specifics of TFRP in OEAl films under oxygen diffusion conditions
are not confined to layer-by-layer development of the process. The authors found
out that a significant part of cross-linked polymers is formed not directly during
polymerization of oligomers, but from short-chain soluble polyunsaturated poly-
mers that represent intermediate products of the TFRP process. Soluble polymers

Fig. 2.23 Variation of
Wdb/WO2 ratio for OEAl
polymerization. 1, teAl-tPA,
100◦C, 70μm; 2, teAl-tPA,
80◦C, 70μm; 3, dAL-EGA,
100◦C, 15μm; 4, dAL-EGA,
80◦C, 35μm
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are formed during OEAl polymerization as the main product before the beginning
of TFRP (during TFRP induction period τ) and as a part of sol-fraction after reach-
ing the gel point. Oxidative polymerization by double bonds activated by π–p con-
jugation under the conditions of strongly developed chain transfer to oligomer by
α-methylene groups inevitably results in quite short-chain polymers, the polymer-
ization degree of which Pp increases slightly (in average, up to Pp ≈ 10) due to
homo-polymerization. The formation of just short-chain polymers upgrades their
stationary concentration and shifts the beginning of gel formation to the area of
higher conversions (Cdb = 20–50%, τ = 20–30min; Figs. 2.22 and 2.24).

In terms of a set of properties [2 (p. 120)], soluble OEAl polymers are unsaturated
compounds with polymerization degree P̄p = 2–8 (low molecular fraction denoted
as polymers II) and P̄p > 8 (higher molecular fraction, polymers III). PMR results
show that the ratio of ∼MOOM∼ and ∼MM∼ units in chains of soluble dAL-EGA
and teAl-tPA polymers lies in the range from 4:1 to 3:1, which indicates that in
addition to oxidative polymerization, homo-polymerization also proceeds under the
above-described conditions (t = 65◦–100◦C, PO2 = 21kPa, l = 35–70μm).

Polymerizing capacity of soluble polymers in films was studied under the con-
ditions taken for parent oligomers [2 (p. 124); 61]. The obtained results could be
summarized as follows:

• Polymerizing capacity that was estimated based on polymerization rate and lim-
iting yield of cross-linked polymers is always higher for polymer III vs. poly-
mer II.

• Polymerizing capacity of polymers II and III grows as molecular functionality of
oligomer enhances.

• The later from the beginning of oligomer polymerization that soluble polymers
are isolated from films, the lower is their polymerizing capacity.

Fig. 2.24 Kinetic curves for dAl-EGA polymerization at 100◦C(a) and teAl-tPA polymerization
at 65◦C(b) in films with thickness 35μm: l, double-bond conversion (Cdb); 2,3,4, yield of cross-
linked polymer and soluble polymers II and III (Cp,CII ,CIII)
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A total set of results on kinetics of OEAl and their soluble polymer polymerization
in films under oxygen diffusion conditions gives grounds for us to consider the
following direction of polymerization transformations as the main one: oligomer
→ polymer II → polymer III → cross-linked polymer. The following data could be
provided in favor of this conclusion:

• Within the limits of experimental error, the maximum value on accumulation
curves for polymer II corresponds (in terms of time) to the highest rate of poly-
mer III accumulation, while the maximum value on accumulation curves for
polymer III corresponds to the highest rate of cross-linked polymer formation
(see Fig. 2.24).

• During the polymerization auto-acceleration period, polymer yield per each re-
acted double bond q = dCp/dCdb (Fig. 2.25) increases; this means that until a cer-
tain degree of conversion is reached, the cross-linked polymer is formed mainly
not from molecules of parent oligomer, but from polymer III volumes that are
becoming larger and larger in size.

Probably a certain part of polymer III and cross-linked polymer is still formed di-
rectly from oligomer during high-degree conversions with Cp ≥ 50%. On the whole,
the scheme proposed earlier for oligo(acrylates) polymerization could be also ap-
plied for the formation of OEAl polymers (see Sect. 2.4.1).

Thus, main kinetic features of TFRP for oligomer allyl ethers in films under
oxygen diffusion conditions are determined by the layer-by-layer development of
TFRP and formation of cross-linked polymers mainly from short-chain soluble
polyunsaturated polymers that represent intermediate products of polyunsaturated
oligomer polymerization. It should be also pointed out here that the mechanisms of
layer-by-layer development of TFRP and causes of formation of soluble polymers
for OEAl and oligo(acrylates) (as compounds of allyl and vinyl types) are totally
different (see Sects. 2.4.1 and 2.4.2).

The role of oxygen (diffusing into the film) in TFRP of compounds of allyl type
is also fundamentally different from its role in TFRP of vinyl-type compounds. For
OEAl and other allyl-type compounds with double bonds that are not so active in
radical addition reactions and with strongly developed reaction of chain transfer on
oligomer, oxidation is a necessary condition for TFRP development.

Oxidative polymerization and polymerization (which are responsible for TFRP)
are most likely initiated mainly by hydroperoxides, which are formed during OEAl

Fig. 2.25 Variation of
parameter q during
dAL-EGA polymerization (1,
2) and teAl-tPA
polymerization (3, 4) in films
of different thickness and at
different temperatures: 1 and
2, 100◦C, 35 and 70μm; 3
and 4, 80◦C, 15 and 35μm
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oxidation caused by oxygen diffusing into the film. In contrast, TFRP of vinyl-type
compounds [including oligo(acrylates)] with double bonds that are highly reactive
in radical addition reactions, the oxygen diffusing into the film is, first of all, an
inhibitor, and oxidation is just an inevitable secondary process.

2.5 Three-Dimensional Free-Radical Polymerization as a Tool
for Macromolecular Design of Cross-Linked Polymers

Actually, a final goal of any kinetic or structural and physical study in the field of
polymers is gaining basic data for macromolecular design. These data include ki-
netic regularities, mechanism of macromolecule formation process, and patterns of
formation of supermolecular structures regulating properties of polymer solids (ma-
terials). In the case of linear (non-cross-linked) macromolecules, the final structure
of polymer solids is influenced both by polymerization process parameters regu-
lating molecular mass characteristics of macromolecules and by conditions of su-
permolecular structure formation process, which include purposeful technological
action, such as thermal, mechanical (pressing, calendaring, rolling, etc.), and intro-
duction of modifying additives. In the case of cross-linked (linked) and especially
highly cross-linked polymers, the polymerization process parameters exert decisive
influence upon the formation of polymer solids and, hence, final polymer proper-
ties, because opportunities for special technological action on these are dramatically
limited by to infusibility, insolubility, and weakly expressed relaxation capacity of
highly cross-linked polymers.

Macromolecular design of cross-linked polymers (that are TFRP products) is im-
plemented based on results of fundamental studies that enable determining specifics
of kinetic regularities and TFRP mechanism, the main peculiarity of which consists
in microheterogeneity (see Chaps. 1 and 2). To use these results as an effective tool
for macromolecular design, they should be transformed into a mathematical (com-
puter) TFRP model. Currently existing TFRP models can be classified into two
groups: the microheterogeneous model and homogenous models.

The microheterogeneous model, which is based on kinetic interpretation of sim-
plified concepts of the microheterogeneous mechanism of TFRP, was developed
from the end of the 1970s to the beginning of the 1980s [3]. In summary, it could
be presented as follows. Microgel particles, operating in the mode of self-contained
micro-reactors, are approximated with spheres of averaged radius r. It is assumed
that the polymerization process is localized in the peripheral layer of such sphere
(with thickness h that does not change as degree of conversion increases) (see
Fig. 1.8). Computations showed that the number of micro-reactors during trans-
formation is virtually constant, so the growth in the conversion degree of occurs
due to the increase of r. After r reaches a value at which spheres begin contacting
each other, their loose peripheral layers (playing roles of effective reactors) partially
overlap, and their cores, consisting of highly cross-linked polymers with limiting
conversion and, therefore, incapable of mutual penetration, are packed as a tetrag-
onal or (which is less probable) a hexagonal structure. Cavities of the structure
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made of spheres (more precisely, internal near-the-surface layer of these cavities
with thickness h) serve as the place of polymerization process localization (reac-
tion zone) at this stage. With sufficiently high conversion, the spherical shape of
these cavities (with average radius r′) is assumed. It is obvious that in the course of
subsequent polymerization the value of r′ declines.

Within the framework of such a model (the percolation model), the constants of
rates of all elementary acts (initiation, propagation, termination) do not change with
conversion changes because, during polymerization, conditions in the reaction zone
(in loose near-the-surface layers over dense highly cross-linked polymer) remain
the same, and only the total volume of the reaction zone changes: at first it grows
(until the moment when spheres come into contact), and then declines. Correspond-
ingly, the overall (experimentally observed) reduced rate of polymerization W/[M]
at first increases (auto-acceleration stage), and then decreases (auto-deceleration).
Both stages in this case could be described with simple mathematical expressions:

Auto-acceleration:

W = W0

(
1− C

Clim

)
+Wr(4πN)1/3h

(
3C

Clim

)2/3

(2.7)

where W0 and Wr = polymerization rates in the initial reaction medium and in spher-
ical layers with thickness h; C = current conversion; Clim = limiting conversion; and
N = concentration of spherical micro-reactors (microgel particles, grains).

Auto-deceleration:

W = W0

(
1− C

Clim

)
+Wr(4πN)1/3h32/3

(
1− C

Clim

)2/3

(2.8)

However, an interval between auto-acceleration and auto-deceleration cannot be de-
scribed with such simple relationships.

The number of micro-reactors (microgel particles) formed in the reaction system
reaches constant value Nlim already at early TFRP stages (with C < 1%); it depends
on both kinetic parameters and reaction conditions.

In the absence of inhibiting additives:

Nlim =
WIkter

( f −1)k2
pr[M]0

(2.9)

where WI = initiation rate; f = monomer functionality; and [M]0 = initial monomer
concentration.

In the presence of inhibitor X, the value of Nlim is derived from Eq. (2.2), in
which kX = constant of acceptance rate of radical-chain carriers.

Equations ( 2.2, 2.7, 2.8, and 2.9) show how one can control TFRP kinetics and
morphology of highly cross-linked polymers being formed. For instance, increasing
WI or/and introducing additives of inhibitor X makes it possible to transform a large-
grain structure into a fine-grain one. An advantage of this model consists in the fact
that it takes the microheterogeneous pattern of TFRP into account.
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Homogeneous mathematical (computer) models imply more complicated formu-
las [42–44, 62–64]. Elementary TFRP acts (initiation, chain propagation, and termi-
nation) are assumed to proceed under the conditions of diffusion control. Therefore,
effective values of their rate constants are dependent in certain manner upon conver-
sion and vary in the course of polymerization. Type of functions k = f (C) depends
on selection of a particular physical model of diffusion control of elementary acts:
either the Smolukhovsky one, or within the framework of the free volume theory, or
with involvement of concepts on “reaction” diffusion. It should be pointed out that
certain physical constants remain undefined and subsequently (i.e., during compar-
ison of calculation results with experimental data) they play the role of adjustable
parameters. From the applied science standpoint, such a semiempirical theory has
certain advantages: obtained formulas are applicable for forecasting macromolecule
design, but only under limited conditions because of the empirical character of pa-
rameters.

The most developed model is the one [62] where expressions for constants of
elementary act rates are obtained in the following form:

kpr =
kpr0

1+ exp[Apr(1/ν −1/νav)]
(2.10)

kter =
kpr0

1+{Rdkpr[M]/kter0 + exp[−Ater(1/ν −1/νav)]}−1 (2.11)

Here kpr0 = true kinetic propagation constant, i.e., value of kpr in the absence of dif-
fusion control; A = parameter determining how fast the diffusion-controlled kinetic
constant decreases with growing hindrances for diffusion; V = average partial free
volume of the system; vcr = critical free volume for chain propagation reaction deter-
mined as a value, with which kpr = (1/2)kpr0; Rdkpr [M] = member representing the
contribution of the “reaction diffusion” mechanism; [M] = instantaneous concentra-
tion of double bonds; and Rd = a parameter characterizing “reaction diffusion.”

To calculate the partial free volume for a given conversion, it is necessary to
know six parameters of a material: monomer and polymer density (ρm and ρp),
their glass-transition temperatures (Tgm and Tgp), and the difference of expansion
coefficients in high-elastic and glass states (αm and αp). Parameter Rd is determined
[40] based on results of nonstationary experiments (post effect) as follows:

Rd =
kter

kpr[M]
(2.12)

Such an approach does not take microheterogeneity of the reaction medium into
account (in an explicit form), and it is little different from known gel effect the-
ories developed for the case of linear polymerization of conventional (monofunc-
tional) vinyl monomers in high-viscosity media [11]. Trivial kinetic regularities of
TFRP (autocatalysis at early stages, auto-deceleration at high-degree conversions,
type of dependence W/[M] upon initiation rate with fixed values of C), as well as
results of nonstationary kinetic measurements of “elementary” (but, actually, effec-
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tive) constants of chain propagation rates and chain termination rates agree quite
satisfactorily with results obtained through the use of models that are based on de-
pendence of diffusion-regulated constants of rates upon the reaction medium state
determined by conversion.

However, during TFRP, nontrivial processes and phenomena (described in detail
and analyzed in monographs [3, 5], as well as presented in Chaps. 1 and 2) are
observed, which cannot be interpreted based on homogenous models with constants
k = f (C): that is why a microheterogeneous model of TFRP was developed.

It is obvious that both models—a homogenous model and a microheteroge-
neous one—represent extreme (limiting) cases of TFRP. Actually, the TFRP mi-
croheterogeneity is most expressed for oligomers with short and/or hard oligomer
blocks in the case of polymerization with low rates of initiation (no higher than
10−7 mol · l−1 · s−1). For oligomers with long and/or flexible blocks or in the case
of polymerization with very high initiation rates (above 10−6–10−5mol · l−1 · s−1),
microheterogeneity becomes less expressed. Recently when conducting TFRP in the
“living” chain mode, during copolymerization with appropriately selected
comonomers, as well as during polymerization in the mode of formation of very
short chains (inhibition, chain transfer, catalytic chain transfer), researchers man-
aged to minimize sources of heterogeneity origination to such an extent that for
these cases the homogeneous model of radical polymerization is quite applicable.

We would like to especially emphasize here that considerable efforts by re-
searchers are focused on issues of computer modeling of TFRP [41–44, 62–64].
Rapid development of this research area is important for extending the opportuni-
ties for macromolecular design of cross-linked polymers.
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Chapter 3
Living Chain Three-Dimensional Radical
Polymerization

Abstract Based on analysis of the mechanism of anion polymerization in the liv-
ing chains mode, the authors have formulated necessary and sufficient conditions
for the implementation of the living chains conditions for radical polymerization.
Also, achievements in the field of controlled radical polymerization (CRP) and
mechanisms of these processes for obtaining linear polymers [nitroxide-mediated
polymerization (NMP) and atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP)] are briefly
described in Chap. 3. Different options for producing cross-linked polymers under
three-dimensional free-radical polymerization (TFRP) in the living chains condi-
tions are described in detail and supported by experimental results obtained by the
authors. Kinetics of cross-linked polymer formation plus mechanical and diffusion
properties of obtained cross-linked polymers are compared with relevant results of
conventional TFRP. Comparison of results enabled the author to formulate tactics
for macromolecular design of cross-linked polymers and areas of application for
polymeric materials with modified topology and morphology.

Living radical polymerization, living chains in radical polymerization, or, to be
more exact, radical polymerization in the living chains conditions1, is a new and
rapidly developing area in the field of radical polymerization, which appeared in the
beginning of the 1990s2 as a result of the discovery (during the previous decade) of
a new elementary act of the polymerization process that involves the participation
of chain carrier radicals ∼R•: the reversible addition of ∼R• to stable free radicals
or to certain metal complexes. No less than 400–500 publications devoted to living
radical chains appeared annually in 2004–2007, and this fact serves as evidence of
the high scientific and applied significance, as well as of the promising character, of
this new area of scientific research. Of course only key publications related to living
chains in linear radical polymerization are analyzed in this chapter, while publica-
tions on three-dimensional free-radical polymerization in the living chains condi-
tions are represented exhaustively, and special attention is given to living chains

1 The term “controlled radical polymerization (CRP)” is generally accepted in publications in En-
glish, but we believe that this term covers a wider range of phenomena than radical polymerization
in the living chains conditions. Thus, we will use the latter from now on.
2 The history of discovery of living free-radical polymerization and stages of its evolution are
described in reviews [1, 2].

G.V. Korolev, M.M. Mogilevich, Three-Dimensional Free-Radical Polymerization, 81
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three-dimensional free-radical polymerization as a tool for macromolecular design
of cross-linked polymers.

3.1 Living Chains in Free-Radical Polymerization

The notion of living polymer chains was introduced by Michael Szwarc in the mid-
dle of the 1950s in the course of studying anionic polymerization [3]. Since polymer
anions ∼R− are incapable of quadratic chain termination reaction, in the absence
of reactive foreign matter (FM) that terminates the chains linearly, ∼R− + FM →
termination, the anion polymerization proceeds as unterminated. Polymer anions
remain dormant not only in the course of the polymerization process but also upon
its completion: polymerization restarts after the addition of a fresh portion of the
same monomer or any other monomer capable of anion polymerization at the same
centers ∼R−. That is, the lifetime of living polymer chains τ exceeds the period of
complete polymerization t(τ > t).

Another remarkable peculiarity of anion polymerization in the living chains
conditions—namely, molecular weight distribution of formed polymer—practically
reaches the monodisperse level (parameter of polydispersion Mw/Mn → 1.0). The
stage of polymer chain generation in anion polymerization develops rapidly during
time τi, which is significantly shorter than the time of complete polymerization t.
The condition τi << t means that all polymer chains that were generated practically
simultaneously grow synchronously, so that the number-averaged molecular weight
Mn of the polymer being formed is proportional to time, and molecular weight dis-
tribution of the polymer narrows continuously (even with the number of polymer
chains being equal to several tens of links Mw/Mn → 1.0).

Thus, anion polymerization in the living chains conditions proceeds under the
conditions when τ > t, and τi << t.

The fundamental distinction of radical polymerization from anion polymeriza-
tion in terms of kinetics consists in the quadratic termination of radicals that are
carriers of polymer chains: ∼R• +∼R• → termination; this means that the lifetime
of polymer chains τ is significantly shorter than the time of complete polymerization
t(τ << t). Consequently, to ensure the fulfillment of the main condition for living
radical polymerization implementation τ > t , it is necessary to prolong the life-
time of chain carriers radicals ∼R•, thus preventing their quadratic termination, but
retaining the high reactive capacity of ∼R• in the propagation reaction in relation
to monomer molecules ∼R• + M → ∼RM•. This problem seemed to be unsolv-
able one.

The second condition, i.e., τi << t, is also not fulfilled in the case of radical
polymerization. This condition is necessary for the realization of the main advantage
of living polymerization, namely, monodispersiveness of the polymer being formed.
In the case of radical polymerization, generation of new chains (initiation) takes
place throughout the entire polymerization process (it is not restricted by a short
initial period τi), which fact disturbs the synchronous character of polymer chain
growth and inevitably raises the degree of polymer polydispersity. As is well known,
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in radical polymerization, the minimum polymer polydispersity characterized by
parameter Mw/Mn is equal either to 1.5 or to 2 depending upon the type of chain
termination reaction (recombination and disproportionation) [4].

For this reason, it was believed that the mechanism of radical polymerization
made it impossible to implement the living chains conditions. However, the discov-
ery of a new elementary act in radical polymerization, namely, temporary capture of
chain carrier radicals ∼R• by acceptor A(∼R• + A ∼RA) with subsequent re-
generation of ∼R• (so-called degenerative transfer)3 [5, 6], allowed us to solve this
problem. This solution made it possible to prolong the lifetime of ∼R• to such an
extent that it became greater than the time of complete conversion (τ > t), and also
to attain the synchronous propagation of polymer chains after fulfilling condition
τi << t.

Stable nitroxyl radicals NO (X )••
[7] or ∼R• alkoxyamines with a weak bond

NO C formed in situ during acceptance of polymer radicals were initially pro-
posed as acceptors4. If ∼R• are polystyrene radicals, then even at 100◦C a quite
high rate of dissociation of this bond is provided. As a result, as was rigorously
proven first by Georges et al. [7], growing polystyrene chain ∼R• exists in the reac-
tion system in two alternating states: in a passive state (in the form of adduct ∼RX)
and in an active one (as polymer radical ∼R•).

Researchers started using alkoxyamines as agents of living radical polymeriza-
tion as such [7–11], or they were synthesized in the reaction system proper from
introduced nitroxyl radicals and radical initiators [12–14]. The mechanism of action
of alkoxyamines as agents of living radical polymerization could be presented as
shown in Scheme 3.1 [1]:

I ik
R• initiation ki

∼RX frk ∼R• + X•

∼R• + X• adk ∼RX

reversible addition kfr kad

∼R• + M prk ∼RM• chain propagation kpr

∼R• + ∼R• terk P chain termination kter

Scheme 3.1 Reversible deactivation (including nitroxide-mediated) polymerization

where I, M, and P are molecules of initiator, monomer, and polymer, respectively;
ki, kpr, and kter are constants of rates for reactions of initiation, propagation, and
termination, respectively; ∼RX= adduct; X•= stable free radical; and kfr and kad

are constants of rates of adduct fragmentation and addition, respectively.

3 In Russian, the term reversible inhibition is sometimes used.
4 This branch of radical polymerization in the living chains conditions is named nitroxide-mediated
polymerization (NMP).
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Stages of reversible addition are the key stages; they make it possible for growing
chains ∼R• to avoid termination during quadratic termination reaction because of
competing capture of radical ∼R• by stable free radical X•. In this process, in the
time interval between generation (or regeneration) of chains, ∼R• have enough time
to react with monomers, thus implementing the propagation of the polymer chain.
With the proviso that kter[∼R•]2 << kad[X•], the prevailing reaction ∼R• +X• sim-
ply transfers the chain into temporarily inactive state ∼RX (dormant state), in which
it stays until the next act of dissociation ∼RX. Thus, the condition τ > t is fulfilled.
At the end of polymerization, after the initial monomer is completely depleted, prac-
tically all chains (with the exception of a small fraction of them, which were termi-
nated according to the quadratic mechanism with the formation of conventional,
statistical polymer P) appear to be in the latent state ∼RX. Obviously, addition of
a fresh portion of initial or other monomer (during synthesis of block copolymer)
would “develop” active centers ∼R•; i.e., the present situation will be quite adequate
for living polymerization.

For the provision of another important condition, namely, simultaneity of chain
generation (τi << t), it is sufficient that the half-life value of adduct ∼RX, equal to
0.69/kfr, is significantly (10–100 times) less than the time of complete polymeriza-
tion t. It is obvious that with the proviso that 0.69/kfr << t, each growing chain has
enough time to multiply (tens and hundreds of times) both in the active state and
in the sleeping one. This fact synchronizes the growth of chains, thus providing the
monodispersiveness of the polymer.

Research into radical polymerization of styrene in the living chains condition
enabled the authors to identify the following regularities [15]:

– Polymerization rate W is proportional to the concentration of monomer M (the
first order with respect to monomer concentration) and does not depend upon
concentration of alkoxyamine (zero order) or upon concentration of stable ni-
troxyl radical, if the synthesis of alkoxyamine is performed in situ.

– The molecular weight of a polymer grows linearly with increasing degree of
polymerization (i.e., with increasing conversion). This regularity is observed at
least up to Mn ≈ (2–3)×104.

– Polydispersity of polymer varies depending upon process conditions, but, as a
rule, the value of Mw/Mn ≤ 1.3.

– Concentration of stable nitroxyl radical throughout the entire duration of poly-
merization process constitutes 0.1–1.0% of initial concentration of alkoxyamine.

In steady-state approximation, the rate of living radical polymerization (proceed-
ing according to Scheme 3.1) is given by expression W = kpr[M](Wi/kter)1/2, which
coincides with the expression describing the rate of conventional radical polymer-
ization without reversible addition. Under steady-state conditions, reversible addi-
tion reactions make zero contribution to stationary concentration of propagating
polymer chains and, hence, to value W , because all radicals generated at stage
∼RX → ∼R•+X• are removed from a reaction system at stage ∼R•+X• → ∼RX.

Thus, the use of stable nitroxyl radicals or alkoxyamines makes it possible to the-
oretically solve the problem of implementing the living chains conditions in radical
polymerization.
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The most important disadvantage of alkoxyamines as agents of living poly-
merization consists in the fact that they are effective only for polymerization of
styrene and its derivatives [16–18]; they appeared to be ineffective when other
monomers are used. It should be pointed out that alkoxyamines have limited applica-
tion in copolymerization of polar monomers (acrylates, methacrylates) with styrene
[14, 19–23]. The most probable reason for the reduced efficiency of alkoxyamines
for polymerization of polar monomers consists of the too high strength of bond
C–ON in appropriate alkoxyamines. In the case with styrene polymers, styrene
derivatives, and copolymers of styrene with polar monomers, the presence of a

phenyl substitute in the α-position as related to bond NO C makes this bond
more labile, able to dissociate at a sufficient rate at a temperature that is lower than
150◦C [24, 25].

On the whole, results of detailed quantitative analysis [15, 26–28] of polymeriza-
tion processes proceeding in the presence of alkoxyamines or other compounds with
similar properties may serve as a theoretical basis for designing various processes
of living polymerization.

Halogenide complexes of transition metals with organic ligands [29] of the gen-
eral formula MenYkLm (where Me is a transition metal, n is metal valence, Y are
anions of Cl− or Br−, and L is organic ligand) were proposed for use as agents
for living radical polymerization somewhat later than stable nitroxyl radicals or
alkoxyamines. This kind of living radical polymerization acquired the name of atom
transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) [1, 30].

The action of MenYkLm compounds as agents of living radical polymerization is
based on the M.S. Kharasch reaction [31], reversible oxidation-reduction interaction
of halogenide complexes of transition metals with alkyl halogenides RX with the
formation of alkyl radical R•:

RX+MenYkLm R• +XMen+1YkLm

The fact that this reaction proceeds in the medium of monomer M leads to initiation
of polymerization R• + xM → RM•

x , where x is the number of monomer molecules
that have enough time to add to alkyl radical R• before the moment of RM•

x deac-
tivation as a result of reaction with XMen+1YkLm. Because such deactivation is of
temporary character due to periodically repeated activation, the radical polymeriza-
tion in the presence of MeYkLm and alkyl halogenides proceeds in essence under
living chains conditions at a first approximation according to Scheme 3.2 [32, 33]:

RMxX + MenYkLm ⎯
⎯
deactk

kact

RMx
• + XMen+1YkLm

↓kpr
RMx

•
+1

Scheme 3.2 Scheme of atom transfer living radical polymerization

where RM•
x= the growing polymer chain; X= halogen; and kact, kdeact, and kpr are

constants of activation, deactivation, and chain propagation, respectively.
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Indeed, the cycle activation deactivation proceeds in a somewhat more com-
plicated way than in the simplified scheme presented above. Reverse reaction in-
cludes an intermediary stage, namely, addition of free radical R• to Men+1YkLm

with formation of intermediate R–Men+1YkLm. The stepwise growth of the polymer
chain takes place exactly due to this intermediate. The chain grows not because of
monomer insertion into bond R–Men+1 but as a consequence of addition of this
monomer to radical R• formed during reversible fragmentation of the afore-indicated
intermediate. This intermediate is deactivated as a result of its fragmentation into
alkyl halogenide RX and the initial complex MenYkLm.

In the majority of cases initiation is conducted using alkyl halogenides RX and
complexes MnYkLm [29, 32–38], but it has been reported that [39–41] polymeriza-
tion was initiated by AIBN in the presence of complexes Men+1YkLm.

Merits that compare complexes MenYkLm favorably to stable free radicals
(alkoxyamines) served as an impetus for rapid development of studies of living rad-
ical polymerization controlled by these complexes [1, 2]:

– Action of compounds of type MenYkLm is characterized by a universal character,
which extends to radical polymerization of all known monomers.

– Alkyl halogenide complexes of transition metals with organic ligands act as
agents of living radical polymerization at significantly lower temperature
(50◦–90◦C), which is important from the standpoint of energy consumption re-
duction and diminution of secondary reactions probability.

– Compounds of type MenYkLm enable obtaining polymers with significantly nar-
rower MWD including practically monodisperse ones (Mw/Mn = 1.04–1.05).

– An important merit of compounds of the MenYkLm type consists in the possibil-
ity of conducting living radical polymerization in ecologically friendly aqueous
medium (in water emulsions and suspensions).

Systematization and analysis of works in all directions in the field of living radical
polymerization are presented in general publications [1, 2, 30, 42–48].

3.2 Implementation of Living Chains Conditions
in Three-Dimensional Free-Radical Polymerization

Complexities arising during implementation of the living chains conditions in
three-dimensional free-radical polymerization (TFRP) are associated mainly with
the following circumstances. The first is the deficit of information on behavior
of living radical polymerization agents under the conditions of strongly struc-
tured reaction media. One can reasonably suppose that diffusion hindrances and
specific phenomena (such as micro-syneresis and microredistribution of initiation
systems components) will influence the elementary stages of reversible acceptance
of radicals—chain carriers that represent the essence of living radical polymeriza-
tion mechanism. Second, as methacrylates represent the most numerous group of
objects for TFRP and the action of many agents of living radical polymerization is
limited by styrene, its derivatives, and styrene-containing reaction media, the search
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for new agents of TFRP or for ways for adapting them to the TFRP conditions is
required. The problem is that the majority of agents suitable for TFRP of methacry-
lates contain (as basic components) halogenides of copper, iron, cobalt, and other
metals of variable valence, which are insoluble or partially soluble in structured
reaction media. And, finally, a nonconventional system of proofs for the fact of
implementation of living chains conditions is required for TFRP. In linear radical
polymerization, testing of such conditions is based on measuring the molecular and
weight characteristics of a polymer being formed [1].

Most meaningful results of the investigation of TFRP proceeding under living
chains conditions are given below. The publications on this issue are scanty [49–60].

3.2.1 Copolymerization of Styrene with Dimethacrylates
in the Presence of Alkoxyamines [49]

It is least difficult to implement TFRP in the living chains conditions for polyunsat-
urated analogues of styrene [2,2-bis-(4-vinyloxiphenyl)propane] [52, 53], isomers
of divinyl benzene [57, 58], and mixtures of dimethacrylates with styrene [49, 50].
In the latter case, alkoxyamines served as agents of living radical polymerization be-
cause alkoxyamines are well studied and have been successfully tested in polymer-
ization of styrene and its monounsaturated substitutes [1]. Alkoxyamines are usually
synthesized in situ from equimolar complexes of benzoyl peroxide (or other sub-
stances that generate free radicals under the conditions of polymerization) and from
nitroxyls [2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-piperidinyl-1-oxyl (TEMPO) di-tert-butylnitroxyl,
etc.]. Alkoxyamines are inefficient in the medium of other monomers, except for
styrene-like ones. However, it has been demonstrated [61] that addition of styrene
in the concentration of no less than 50% (mol) to network-forming (polyunsatu-
rated) monomers with methacryl double bonds makes alkoxyamines quite effective
in such copolymer systems.

Copolymerization of styrene and dimethyl acrylates was conducted at 120◦C;
alkoxyamines were synthesized in situ from benzoyl peroxide or dicyclohexyl per-
oxydicarbonate (DCPD) and TEMPO with mole ratio 1:1.1. Because the synthesis
of alkoxyamines was completed under these conditions for time period Δτ = 5min
by 90% [1], while polymerization time t exceeded hundreds of minutes, the neces-
sary condition for implementation of living radical polymerization Δτ << t (simul-
taneity of polymer chain generation) during synthesis of alkoxyamines in situ was
certainly fulfilled.

Kinetics of copolymerization of styrene with dimethacrylates was studied using
precision isothermal calorimetry at 120◦C. Averaged values of homo-polymerization
molar heat, Q = 0.5(Q1 + Q2), where Q1 and Q2 are known molar heat of styrene
homo-polymerization (Q1 = 72.85kJ/mol [62]) and methylmethacrylate (MMA)
(Q2 = 58.82kJ/mol [63]), were used to calculate the copolymerization rate. The
justification for such averaging is based on known values of copolymerization con-
stants r1 and r2, which are less than 1(r1 ≈ r2 ≈ 0.5 [64]), which ensures constancy
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of Q in the course of copolymerization with the proportion of components in the
initial mixtures being 1:1.

Concurrently with copolymerization kinetics, the kinetics of accumulation of ni-
troxyl radicals (TEMPO) in the reaction system was recorded synchronously using
the EPR method.

Synchronous rheokinetic measurements (capillarity viscosity) were taken to de-
termine the gel point Cgp, i.e., the conversion, at which a continuous macromolecular
network appears within the volume of the entire reaction system. It has been shown
that Cgp (corresponding to no flow of reaction medium in a capillary) coincides with
the gel formation point determined by other [53], more reliable methods.

Ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (dMEG), diethylene glycol bis (methacryloy-
loxyethyl) carbonate, commonly named oligo(carbonate)methacrylate OCM-2 of
the following structure, and styrene were purified according to described
methods [65].

O(CH2CH2 CH2 CH2OCO

O

OC

O

C 2)2

CH3

CH

Results of kinetic studies presented in Figs. 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 enabled us to
draw a conclusion on the implementation of living chains conditions under given

Fig. 3.1 Kinetics of copolymerization of styrene and dMAEG Molar content of comonomers: 1:1
(1, 1′); 1:3 (2, 2′); 1:9 (3, 3′). T = 120◦C. [BP] = 0.03mol/l; [TEMPO] = 0.036mol/l
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3.2 Kinetics of copolymerization of styrene and dMAEG (1) and OCM-2 (2) (1:1 ratio)
(a) and kinetics of [X•] accumulation (1′, 2′) (b) T = 120◦C. [BP] = 0.03mol/l; [TEMPO] =
0.036mol/l (synthesis of living radical polymerization agents in situ)

circumstances. The main argument is the comparison between reduced (reduction
by current concentration of total content of double bonds [M]) polymerization rate
W/[M] (Fig. 3.2a) and concentration of stable nitroxyl radicals [X•] (Fig. 3.2b) in
the reaction system. Indeed, such a high level of inhibited polymerization rate (X• is
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Fig. 3.3 Kinetics of copolymerization of styrene and dMAEG (1:1 ratio) at 120◦C in the absence
of alkoxyamines

a strong inhibitor), (W/[M])×103 = 0.25–0.45min−1(t = 500–1000min) with such
a high concentration of inhibitor ([X•]×104 = 3–20mol/l) could only be the case
when the elementary act of addition-fragmentation is a reversible reaction. Accord-
ing to the concepts presented above (see Sect. 3.1), the reversibility of inhibition in
the case of radical polymerization is exactly a mechanism transforming a conven-
tional mode into the living chains conditions. If the inhibition act were irreversible,
the polymerization rate estimated according to the following relationship:

W/[M] = kprWi/kx[X] (3.1)

with known numeric values (l, mol, s) at T = 120◦C,kpr = 2× 103, kX = 107, and
Wi = 10−7 (from data on thermal initiation for styrene) and [X•] = (3–20)× 10−4

would have been equal to (1–6)×10−8 s−1 = (0.6–3.6)×10−6 min−1, i.e., it would
have been 102–103 times (!) less than experimentally observed values (2.5–4.5)×
10−4 min−1.

It must be pointed out that the test for living chains conditions, which is nowa-
days universally accepted in worldwide practice and which consists of the fact that
the growth of polymerization degree Pn (measured by the value of number-averaged
molecular weight Mn) is proportional to the increase of conversion in the course of
polymerization process, is unsuitable for the case of three-dimensional polymeriza-
tion because of the impossibility of direct measurement of Mn.

As the ratio of components in initial dimethyl acrylate–styrene mixtures varies
in favor of higher content of dimethacrylates, the polymerization rate goes down in
compliance with the known fact of inefficiency of alkoxyamines as agents of living
radical polymerization in the medium of methacrylates [1] (Fig. 3.1).

The comparison of numeric values of W/[M] and [X•] at t = const allows also to
calculate (using data given in Fig. 3.1) the combination of constant values of rates
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kdeactkprkx, including such an important parameter as the constant of homolythic
decomposition rate of alkoxyamine formed in situ. Indeed, it is known [1] that the
time during which the equilibrium of fragmentation-addition is established

RX ⎯⎯←
⎯⎯ →⎯
xk

deactk
 R + X• •

lies within the less-than-second interval, i.e., [X•] = kdeact [RX]/kX[R•], where [RX]
is the current concentration of alkoxyamine, which is practically constant during
the entire polymerization process and which is close to the concentration of 3×
10−2 mol/l of initial precursor substances (benzoyl peroxide and TEMPO).

Instantaneous value [R•] is derived from W/[M] in compliance with the known
relationship W/[M] = kpr[R•] as [R•] = W/([M]kp), which in the end leads to the
following relationship:

kdeactkpr/kX =
W
[M]

[X•]
[RX ]

(3.2)

Combinations of rate constants α = kdeactkpr/kX given in Table 3.1 were calcu-
lated using this relationship.

It follows from Table 3.1 that for equimolar mixtures “dimethacrylate–styrene”
numeric values of α stay within the same interval as for the case of homo-
polymerization of styrene with alkoxyamines under living chains conditions; the
value of α dramatically declines as the content of dimethacrylate in the initial
mixture increases. It seems likely that it is an indication of the change in the
mechanism in the direction of deviation from the living chains conditions at high
content of methacrylates. Estimation of kdeact from α by values of kpr = 2× 103,
kX = 107 l/(mol · s) gives the value of kdeact = (2–5)× 104s−1 at 120◦C, which
agrees well with data of independent measurements of kdeact taken using direct
methods for alkoxyamines of this type [1].

Thus, judging by the value of α, one has grounds to believe that during the
three-dimensional polymerization process under the living chains conditions, de-
spite formed structures of highly cross-linked network type, homolytic cleavage of
alkoxyamines is not hindered significantly by the potential danger of cage effect
increase, in contrast to conventional three-dimensional polymerization, for which
manifold decrease (10–100 times) of probability of initiator radicals yield from
Frank-Rabinovich cage under the influence of structure formation was observed
[66]. Such difference could be explained by the different character of structure
formation: it is believed that the living chains conditions significantly diminish
the degree of microheterogenization of the reaction system in thepolymerization
process with the respective decrease in rigidity of highly cross-linked macro-
molecular structure being formed. Indeed, the comparison of features of dimethyl
acrylate–styrene copolymers obtained by conventional three-dimensional polymer-
ization with those obtained by living radical three-dimensional polymerization
confirms that the latter have a more elastic structure with the values of conversion
being close. The comparison of features at similar conversions is a necessary condi-
tion in this case, because the features themselves strongly depend upon conversion
(see Sect. 3.3).
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Rheokinetic measurements also verify the conclusion that the living chains
conditions are actually implemented in three-dimensional radical copolymerization
of styrene with dimethacrylates (composition 1:1) in the presence of alkoxyamines.
The value of Cgp, which is extremely low in the case of conventional radical poly-
merization of dimethacrylates [66] (Cgp = 10−4−10−3), grows dramatically after
transfer to the living polymerization conditions (Cgp > 10−2) [67]; conversion Cgp

is expressed in fractions of C = ([M]0 = [M])/[M]0, where [M]0 and [M] are ini-
tial and current concentration, respectively, of vinyl groups. For copolymerization
of styrene with dimethacrylates (composition 1:1) in the presence of alkoxyamines
(see Fig. 3.2), the value of Cgp exceeds 10−4.

3.2.2 Polymerization of Tri(Ethylene Glycol) Dimethacrylate
(tEGdMA) in the Presence of Complex CuBr2
with Tetramethyl-Tiuramdisulfide [51]

In the process of searching for agents for living radical polymerization that are
efficient in methacrylate media (without styrene additives), it was found that when
using a three-component system of additives — dinitryl of azo-izobutyric acid
(AIBN) + tetramethyl-tiuramdisulfide (TMTD)+ CuBr2, — at 90◦C, polymeriza-
tion proceeds in two stages: the first (initial) stage lasts for a period of time equal
to the time during which the initiator is consumed completely (≈5 periods of half-
life of AIBN), while the second (main) stage lasts until monomer exhaustion. Also,
the ratio of conversions corresponding to each stage, i.e., C1 to C2, is determined
by the relationship of components AIBN, TMTD, and CuBr2 and can be opti-
mized for the purpose of conducting the entire polymerization process predomi-
nantly in the mode of the second stage, which was qualified as the living chains
conditions (mode). The fact of the presence of prolonged (tens of hours and even
days) “after-effect” (development of polymerization process in the absence of al-
ready consumed initiator) and changes of characteristic features of polymerizates
identified by comparison with polymerizates obtained through the use of the stan-
dard method served as the grounds for such qualification. Indeed, transformation of
propagating polymer chains during the initial stage into living chains via reversible
acceptance in the form of adducts with TMTD and CuBr2 is the most probable ex-
planation for the existence of the after-effect in this case.

Results of kinetic exploration into the process of three-dimensional polymeriza-
tion in the presence of the three-component system AIBN + TMTD + CuBr2 in an
example of tri(ethylene glycol) dimethacrylate (tEGdMA) are given below.

tEGdMA and AIBN were purified according to a known procedure [60]. Impu-
rities were removed from TMTD and CuBr2 via recrystallization (from solutions
in acetone), and the degree of purification was controlled according to Tm. Kinetics
of tEGdMA polymerization was studied by the method of isothermal calorimetry
at 90◦C. Molar heat of MMA polymerization (Q = 58.82kJ/mol [63]) was used to
calculate the polymerization rate.
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Figure 3.4 (curves 1 and 4) shows the influence of AIBN additives, which is
commensurable with TMTD in terms of concentration. These additives appeared to
be capable of raising the polymerization rate far beyond the limits of time interval
characterizing their exhaustion. For instance, the period of AIBN half-life at 90◦C
is equal to 23 min (constant of decay rate kdc = 5× 10−4s−1); hence the time of
AIBN consumption is ≈100min. Further, the lifetime of active products of AIBN
decomposition (i.e., free radicals) is less than 1 s. Therefore, the significant in-
crease of polymerization rate under the action of AIBN at t > 100min [rate at
t = 300–400min increases 3–5 times (Fig. 3.4, curves 1, 4)] is absolutely unex-
plainable if we do not take into account the possibility of reversible addition of
chain carriers radicals in the presence of TMTD, which is a necessary and sufficient
feature of living radical polymerization. It is obvious that during the initial stage of
polymerization process, AIBN does not vanish into thin air, but is transformed into
sulfur-containing adducts capable of chain reinitiation.

A possible option of a mechanism for addition of initiator radicals and chain
reinitiation in the presence of TMTD is given in Korolev et al. [51].

As applied to practical implementation of the living radical polymerization con-
ditions, it is obvious that the use of TMTD only (or together with AIBN) could give
only a partial solution of the problem. In any case, the contribution of the first stage
of polymerization process proceeding according to the conventional radical chain
mechanism remains quite significant because of the necessity to synthesize in the
reaction system living radical polymerization agents RS2P (where P is a polymer

Fig. 3.4 Kinetics of tEGdMA polymerization in the presence of TMTD and influence of AIBN
additives. T = 90◦C. [TMTD] = 1×10−2 (1, 4) and 2×10−2 mol/l (2, 3); [AIBN] = 1×10−3 (1)
and 1×10−2 mol/l (4)
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chain) and, possibly, some other agents, which are not taken into account by the
proposed mechanism [51]. And, until sufficient concentration of living radical poly-
merization agents is attained as a result of this synthesis, the conventional radical
polymerization takes place. CuBr2 was used for conventional polymerization sup-
pression, which is known, on the one hand, as an efficient radical-chain inhibitor,
and on the other hand as a main component for the synthesis of agents for living
radical polymerization (see Sect. 3.1).

Indeed, metals haloids with variable valence MenXk are known [1, 2] as highly
efficient agents of living radical polymerization. They are used in the form of
complexes MenXkLm with organic ligands L. Compound CuBr2 is most widely used
as metal halogenide, while 2,2′-bipiridine usually serves as ligand L, and AIBN
serves as a source of free radicals.

Results demonstrating the action of CuBr2 in conventional radical polymerization
initiated by AIBN are presented in Fig. 3.5. A distinct period of induction τ =
50min. is observed, and the duration of this period corresponds to the calculated
one (τ = 53min), estimated according to the formula that takes into account the
consumption of AIBN during time τ:

τ = −(kdc)−1ln

(
1− μ [CuBr2]0

2 f [AIBN]0

)
(3.3)

where μ is a stoichiometric coefficient of inhibitor (for CuBr2, μ = 1); kdc = constant
of AIBN decay rate at 90◦, equal to 5×10−4s−1; [CuBr2]0 and [AIBN]0 = concen-
tration at the initial moment; f = initiation efficiency equal to ≈0.6.

Fig. 3.5 Dependence of reduced rate of polymerization W/[M] and conversion C upon time for
tEGdMA polymerization T = 90◦C. [AIBN] = 1×10−2 mol/l; [CuBr2] = 1×10−2 mol/l
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Therefore, there are no grounds to believe that addition of radicals carriers by
CuBr2 molecules possesses (at least to a certain extent) reversibility, which is char-
acteristic of organic complexes of CuBr2. However, in the case of polymerization
initiated by TMTD, the situation changes profoundly (Fig. 3.6). Addition of CuBr2

no longer results in the appearance of an induction period. Polymerization proceeds
at quite a high rate, and the value of W/[M] does not rise in time, as it should (be-
cause of inhibitor consumption), but, on the contrary, it goes down, and only with a
very long time t does the process become intensified and self-acceleration start (sec-
ond stage). In this case, the main part of the polymerization process proceeds under
second-stage conditions: the first stage develops to conversions C ≤ 0.1, while the
second stage proceeds from C ≈ 0.1 to C > 0.8 (see Fig. 3.6, curve 3).

To determine the nature of the second stage of the process initiated by TMTD in
the presence of CuBr2, the method of introducing additives of quickly decomposing
additional initiator AIBN was used once again (the time of full transformation at
90◦C is ≈ 100 min). It can be clearly seen in Fig. 3.7 that the “outburst” of initiation
at t ≤ 100min does not disappear completely, as it should (taking into account that
the lifetime of the most long-living radicals carriers of the chain ∼RS• or ∼RS•

2
does not exceed 10 s in this reaction system), but leads to dramatic intensification of
the polymerization process at the second stage at t >> 100min. Also, the higher is
the AIBN concentration, the more efficiently the second stage proceeds (the value
of W/[M] in its maximum increases more than fivefold as a result of [AIBN] in-
crease from 0 to 10−2 Mol/l; see Fig. 3.7, curves 1, 3). It should be emphasized here
that in the presence of CuBr2 the activation of the second stage does not lead to the
increase of the duration of the first stage, which remains within the limits C ≤ 0.1.
At the same time, in the absence of CuBr2, AIBN additives, which also activate the
second stage, also dramatically increase the contribution of the first stage. In other
words, it appeared that a three-component system (TMTD+CuBr2 +AIBN) makes

Fig. 3.6 Influence of CuBr2 on kinetics of tEGdMA polymerization in the presence of TMTD.
T = 90◦C. [TMTD] = 1×10−2 (1) and 2×10−2 mol/l (2, 3)
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Fig. 3.7 Influence of
AIBN+CuBr2 additive upon
kinetics of tEGdMA
polymerization in the
presence of TMTD.
T = 90◦C.
[TMTD] = 2 ×10−2 mol/l
(1–3); [CuBr2] = 1
×10−2 mol/l (1–3);
[AIBN] = 1×10−3 (2) and
1×10−2 mol/l (3)

it possible to conduct polymerization almost entirely under the second-stage condi-
tions and, besides, it proceeds at an increased rate (as compared to the situation when
[AIBN] = 0).

Judging by obtained results, the nature of the second stage is determined by
accumulation of propagating polymer chains that temporarily exist in the form of
∼RS2P (and, possibly, other sulfur-containing products) and copper-containing la-
bile adducts Cu · · ·P. These RS2P and adducts Cu · · ·P should be regarded as agents
of living radical polymerization that are capable of multiple repetition of reversible
addition cycles. Hence, it is possible to assert with a high degree of probability that
polymerization of dimethacrylates in the presence of TMTD +CuBr2 +AIBN pro-
ceeds according to the living chains mechanism.

3.2.3 Polymerization of Dimethacrylates of Poly(Ethylene Glycol)s
in the Presence of Complex CuBr with Organic Ligands [60]

Research into polymerization of dimethacrylates of poly(ethylene glycol)s in the
presence of CuBr complexes with organic ligands showed that this system could
be an efficient agent of TFRP of methacrylates under the living chains conditions
starting from 70◦C. In this case, the objects of comparison were kinetic regularities
of polymerization, critical conversions (gel point), molecular weight characteris-
tics of sol fractions, and kinetics of accumulation of stable radicals—chain carriers
for conventional and living TFRP. It was found that the character of kinetic curves
(which is typical for conventional TFRP “auto-acceleration – maximum rate – auto-
deceleration”) is transformed after transferring to the living chains conditions into
a curve with the maximum rate at the very beginning of transformation (C → 0).
The subsequent decline of rate proceeds quicker than it should, if the first or-
der of monomer is meant, i.e., with features of auto-deceleration. A characteristic
kinetic feature of living chains conditions, namely, linear character of dependence
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ln([M]0/[M]) upon time (where [M]0 and [M] are initial and current monomer con-
centration, respectively), is observed only up to conversion level C ≈ 40%. This
finding gives grounds to believe that later stages of TFRP (C > 40%) proceed in
the conventional mode due to the influence of the highly cross-linked macromolec-
ular structure of the reaction medium. Critical conversion Ccr shifted as a result
of transition to the living chains conditions from Ccr < 1% to Ccr ≥ 5%, which
agrees well with other experimental data [49] and with a new theory of gel forma-
tion [67]. Gel Permission Chromatography (GPC) analysis performed in the course
of TFRP showed that sol fraction in the course of conventional TFRP is a pure
monomer at all stages of polymerization process, starting from C → 0 and up to
C > 50%, which agrees well with the microheterogeneous mechanism of TFRP
(see Chap. 1). As a result of switching over to the living chains conditions, the value
of Mn of the sol fraction linearly grows with the conversion increase (a characteris-
tic feature of living radical polymerization [1]) up to Ccr, and then in the range of
10% ≤ C ≤ 40% slightly decreases (from Mn = 8000 in the point of maximum at
C = 10% to Mn = 6000 at C = 40%). The value of Mw/Mn stays at the level of ≈ 2.5
throughout this entire range of C.

It is possible to use data of EPR measurements [60] for quantitative estimates,
which has not been done by the authors of this publication. It was found out that
kinetics of accumulation of free methacrylate radicals [R•] = f (t), where t is time of
polymerization, for both cases, i.e., for conventional and living TFRP, takes the form
of curves with maximum [R•]max attainable with conversion C ≈ 50%. When the
temperature changes from 70◦ to 90◦C, the value of [R•]max decreases 3.5 times in
the case of conventional TFRP, and in the case of living polymerization it decreases
by more than one order of magnitude. However, quantitative evaluations that could
be made by comparing data on reduced rates of polymerization with [R•] at identical
t in the course of TFRP are of highest interest:

W/[M] ≡W ′ (3.4)

where [M] = current monomer concentration. Indeed, from

W = kpr[R•][M] (3.5)

the current value of constant of chain propagation rate will be written as

kpr = W ′/[R•] (3.6)

where [R•]= concentration of radical-chain carriers, i.e., chains capable of adding
the molecules of M.

Overall radicals concentration [R•]Σ measured by the EPR method also in-
cludes, in addition to [R•], inactive methacrylate radicals fixed in highly cross-
linked structure in micro-areas with frozen mobility of both partners R• and M [74];
therefore:

kpr ≥W ′/[R•]Σ (3.7)
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Using the value of [R•]Σ measured by the EPR method instead of unknown value of
[R•], it is possible to obtain the bottom limit

kpr ≡ k′pr(kpr ≥ k′pr = W ′/[R•]Σ) (3.8)

Values of k′pr estimated by such a method based on data from Yu et al. [60] are given
below.

In the case of conventional TFRP at 70◦C in the range 55 ≤C ≤ 75%, the value
of k′pr (l ·mol−1 · s−1) goes down from 9800 to 380. In the case of living TFRP
at the same temperature and in the same range of C, the value of k′pr stays within
the ranges 60–70. If we do not have any doubts about the truthfulness of the ex-
perimental data in Yu et al. [60], this is an unexpected and nontrivial result. It is
known [69] that the value of kpr in the course of conventional TFRP goes down
from 300–500 l ·mol−1 · s−1 at C → 0 to kpr < 10 at C > 50%. Because kpr > k′pr, we
get kpr > 9800 (!?) at C = 55%. The value of k′pr = 60–70 (k′pr > 60–70) in the case
of living polymerization at 70◦C appears to be quite normal, if compared with data
from Ivorogov et al. [69] because the level of molecular mobility of cross-linked
macromolecular medium increases when TFRP transfers to the living chains con-
ditions. However, available data [60] for living TFRP at higher temperatures once
again lead to nontrivial results: at C ≥ 50% with the growth of C up to the limiting
values, the value of k′pr at 80◦C stays within the range 250–500 (kpr > 250–500,
which is absolutely inconsistent with the forecast).

Thus, it has been established with a high degree of certainty that the
three-dimensional free-radical copolymerization of dimethacrylates with styrene
(with the use of alkoxyamines) and TFRP of dimethacrylates (with complexes of
CuBr2 or CuBr with organic ligands) is implemented under the living chains condi-
tions. However, our work should be regarded only as the first steps in the creation of
independent direction in the field of TFRP—polymerization of polyunsaturated
oligomers (monomers) under the living chains conditions.

3.3 Living Chain Three-Dimensional Free-Radical
Polymerization as a Tool for Macromolecular Design
of Cross-Linked Polymers

Specific mechanism of three-dimensional free-radical polymerization (TFRP) that
includes microheterogenization of the polymerization system with formation of mi-
crogel particles (playing the role of local micro-reactors) is extremely sensitive to
factors controlling the conditions of micro-gel formation. One of the major factors
of this kind is the formation, even at the earliest stages of polymerization (C < 1%),
of long (102–104 units) primary polymer chains with “pendent” double bonds (one
or several depending upon the functionality of initial polyunsaturated monomer)
capable of intrachain cross-linking due to the pendent bonds (cyclization) with sub-
sequent aggregation in the form of a microgel. A reaction system consisting of
polymer chains (branched, cross-linked, and aggregated) is thermodynamically and
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kinetically unstable in the medium of initial oligomer. Separation into micro-phases
intensified by local gel effect starts within this medium. In the end, this leads to the
formation of topological and morphological defects, which adversely affects physi-
cal and mechanical characteristics of polymers of this type and materials produced
on the basis of these polymers.

The fact that TFRP proceeds under living chains conditions changes the char-
acter of kinetic regularities and process mechanism. “Instantaneous” chain growth
of macromolecules (which takes place in the case of conventional TFRP) is trans-
formed, in the case of TFRP under the living chains conditions, into a stepwise
“slow” process. The term “instantaneous” is understood as “meeting the condition
τ << t” (where τ = time from the moment of propagating chain generation until
its termination as a result of quadratic or linear termination, and t = polymerization
time), while the term “slow” is understood as “meeting the condition τ ≥ t.” The
main factor leading to the generation of microheterogeneity is leveled as a result of
such transformation. Because all growing chains are generated in a polymerization
system practically concurrently and their propagation is synchronous, long chains
are missing at early stages of conversion: their length increases in proportion to the
growth of conversion. And, since the main specific features of TFRP are precon-
ditioned by microheterogeneity, leveling of such kind (even partial leveling) should
serve as a source of radical changes of physical and mechanical, thermo-mechanical,
sorption-related, and other properties of polymers.

Indeed, the cycle of research [49–51] has enabled us to show (in an example of
tEGdMA polymerization and copolymerization) that transition from conventional
TFRP to the TFRP under living chains conditions upgrades the molecular mobil-
ity and, hence, changes the properties of copolymers that are controlled by molec-
ular mobility. Purposeful comparison of characteristic features of polymers and
copolymers obtained via conventional TFRP [(co)polymers I] and TFRP under the
living chains conditions [(co)polymers II] was carried out within these research
studies [50, 51]. Characteristic features were understood as features that are most
sensitive to the transformation of conventional TFRP into the living chains condi-
tions. Physical and mechanical, thermodynamic, diffusion, and sorption properties,
as well as kinetics of termination of free radicals stabilized in polymer matrices,
appeared to be characteristic features for (co)polymers I and II.

Copolymers of styrene and tEGdMA of type I were obtained via conventional
polymerization at 70◦C, [BP] = 1×10−3 mol/l with the ratio of initial comonomers
being 1:1; copolymers II via polymerization of mixtures of comonomers of the same
composition with the BP-TEMPO system ([BP] = 1×10−3 mol/l and [TEMPO] =
3.3×10−3 mol/l).

tEGdMA polymers of type I were obtained via conventional TFRP at 90◦C and
[AIBN] = 1 × 10−3 mol/l, while polymers II were obtained via TFRP under the
living chains conditions at 90◦C with catalytic system “TMTD−CuBr2 −AIBN”
with the concentration of components 2× 10−2, 1× 10−2, and 1× 10−2 mol/l, re-
spectively. For all polymer samples, conversion C was controlled by densitometric
and calorimetric methods, and for copolymers by these methods plus by infrared
(IR) spectroscopy [70]. It is obvious that comparison of properties of copolymer
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samples of types I and II makes sense only in the case of identical conversions C
(Figs. 3.8 and 3.9). Only such samples were selected for subsequent studies of prop-
erties, for which the convergence in terms of C (measured by different methods) was
better than 3% (if C ≈ 90%) or 5% (if C ≤ 80%).

Thermo-mechanical features of copolymers were determined using a precision
device, and physical and mechanical properties were determined in the uniaxial
compression mode. Sorption experiments were carried out in the atmosphere of sat-
urated vapor at 20◦C.

Diagrams of uniaxial compression (at the rate of 10−3s−1) of tEGdMA poly-
mers and copolymers with different conversions are shown in Figs. 3.8 and 3.9.

Fig. 3.8 Dependence of
compressive strain ε upon
stress σ for copolymers of
type I (1–3) (a) and II (4–7)
(b) at 20◦C and different
values of conversion
C = 0.72 (1); 0.78 (2); 0.85
(3); 0.71 (4); 0.79 (5); 0.86
(6); and 0.95 (7).
Deformation rate is 10−3s−1
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Fig. 3.9 Dependence of
compressive strain ε upon
stress σ for polymers I (1,
6–11) and II (2–5) at 20◦C
and different values of
conversion. C = 0.77 (1);
0.80 (2); 0.79 (3); 0.62 (4);
0.47 (5); 0.81 (6); 0.79 (7);
0.79 (8); 0.64 (9); 0.53 (10);
and 0.40 (11). Deformation
rate is 10−3s−1

Characteristic parameters in this case are the slope of the initial linear section (elas-
ticity modulus E1), the beginning of deviation from linearity (points σf, εf) – transi-
tion area from glassy state to forced-elastic state, the end of transition area (points
σ′

f, ε′f), and the slope of the second linear section (forced elasticity modulus E2). For
highly cross-linked glass-like polymers, points σf, εf, as a rule, correlate with the
strength and rupture with uniaxial tension [71].

Comparison of samples of copolymers of types I and II with close values of C
(Fig. 3.8) shows that more elastic structures (with lower resistance to deformation)
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are formed as a result of TFRP under the living chains conditions: when C = 0.85,
the initial elasticity moduli E1 are practically identical, but later the development of
the deformation process in the direction of forced elasticity for samples II proceeds
more actively; deviation from linear dependency σ(ε) starts at lower values of σ f

(index “f” denotes the beginning of the transition area to forced elasticity).
Correspondingly, as ε grows, effective elasticity modulus σ/ε in area σ > σf

decreases significantly faster for samples II also. It can be seen from the comparison
of curves σ = f (ε) for polymers of type I and II with close values of C (see Fig. 3.9)
that samples II are characterized by a higher level of molecular mobility (lower
rigidity): both elasticity moduli E1 and E2 at similar values of C for samples of type
II are significantly lower than those for samples of type I.

Thermo-mechanical curves of copolymers of types I and II (Fig. 3.10) differ
sharply both in terms of glass-transition temperature, which for copolymers I is
shifted to high-temperature area by 40◦–50◦C, and in terms of elasticity of high-
elastic state: compliance (it is directly proportional to the value of deformation ε) is
a plateau on thermo-mechanical curves that, for polymers II, was obtained via TFRP
under living chains conditions, and is two times higher than that for copolymers I
synthesized via conventional TFRP. TFRP under the living chains conditions notice-
ably transforms the profile of the thermo-mechanical curve for tEGdMA polymers
(see Fig. 3.11 near here.): the curve section approaching the high elasticity plateau
becomes steeper (in the region of 25◦C) and the height of the plateau is increased
(the elasticity modulus in highly elastic state declines). However, in this process,
the main peculiarity of highly cross-linked polymers formed in radical-initiated

Fig. 3.10 Thermo-mechanical curves for copolymers of type I (1, 2) and II (3, 4). C = 0.78 (1);
0.85 (2); 0.79 (3); and 0.86 (4)
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Fig. 3.11 Thermo-mechanical curves for polymers I (1) and II (2). C = 0.77 (1) and 0.80 (2)

processes is retained: width (ΔT ) of the transition area from glassy state to highly
elastic state (α transition) stays extremely high (ΔT = 75◦C for samples II and I; for
comparison, for highly cross-linked polyepoxides, ΔT = 10◦–20◦C).

If we assume that the living chains conditions actually lead to considerable
modification of highly cross-linked structure both at the topological level (de-
cline of cyclization probability) and at the morphological level (decline of grain-
ing degree), then in this case a too high value of ΔT should be considered to be
a manifestation of certain structural peculiarities, which are not associated with
micro-nonhomogeneity. It is not improbable that these peculiarities are determined
by specifics of spatial localization of network junctions: they are rather rigidly
bonded by carbo-chains into “strands” (one junction is separated from another by a
short link, CH2 ). Besides, the links of such strands serve as α-relaxants (frag-
ments of structure, the unfreezing of which is responsible for α-transition). As pen-
dent groups of units contain interchain bridges (cross-links) and cycles of different
size, their relaxation ability is different and hence, a set of α-relaxants of different
type is formed, and these relaxants provide sufficient width of transition area ΔT .

The method of diffusion (sorption) probing of (co)polymers with molecules of
low molecular substances [72, p. 82] also detected a difference in the structure of
copolymers of types I and II. It appeared that both the diffusion rate and the limit-
ing sorption of benzene vapors for copolymers of type II are incomparably higher
than those for copolymers I (Fig. 3.12). It should be pointed out that thermody-
namic affinity of sorbate molecules strongly influences the value of limiting sorption
(sorption equilibrium), while the size of molecules influences the diffusion rate. As
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Fig. 3.12 Kinetic curves of benzene sorption by copolymers of type II (1–5) and I (2′–4′). T =
20◦C. C = 0.5 (1); 0.71 (2); 0.72 (2′); 0.79 (3); 0.78 (3′); 0.86 (4); 0.85 (4′); and 0.95 (5)

for acetone (degraded affinity as compared to benzene, lower size of molecules),
it appeared that diffusion and sorption parameters of polymers I and II are less
characteristic in structural and physical testing (Fig. 3.13). Results of diffusion and
sorption probing with benzene molecules are indicative of higher level of molecular
mobility in tEGdMA polymers II (Fig. 3.14): the rate of diffusion of benzene vapors

Fig. 3.13 Kinetic curves of acetone sorption by copolymers of type I (a) and II (b). T = 20◦C.
C = 0.72 (1); 0.78 (2); 0.85 (3); 0.71(1′); 0.79 (2′); and 0.86 (3′)
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Fig. 3.14 Kinetic curves of benzene sorption by polymers II (1–4). T = 20◦C. C = 0.82 (1); 0.83
(2); 0.80 (3); and 0.85 (4)

and limiting sorption for polymers I is incomparably lower than those for polymers
II (compare a group of curves 1–3 with curve 4).

Based on data obtained as a result of diffusion and sorption probing, one can
draw a conclusion that the effective density of macromolecular network after transi-
tion of TFRP into the living chains conditions declines. This conclusion correlates
well with the results of physical-and-mechanical and thermo-mechanical testing:
decrease of values of elasticity moduli in forced-elastic state and in highly elastic
state for copolymers II is a reflection of reduced density of the network.

This result (i.e., a higher level of molecular mobility in ATRP, and NMP-obtained
highly cross-linked structures) could seem to be paradoxical because the transforma-
tion of the chain mechanism of cross-linked macromolecules growth into a stepwise
mechanism during transition to the living chains conditions dramatically decreases
the cyclization probability [73]. We mean the formation of small cycles owing to
neighboring pendent double bonds in the main carbo-chains.

Probably, this paradox could be explained by the following.
Most probably, the difference in properties of copolymers of types I and II is as-

sociated with their structural peculiarities at the morphological level. It is unlikely
that the difference between copolymers I and II at the topological level represents a
reason for the differences in properties of these copolymers. In contrast, topological
defects of highly cross-linked copolymers in TFRP under the living chains condi-
tions are diminished because the probability of cyclization (it is a side process that
reduces the volume concentration of interchain cross-links) declines. Improvement
of network topology (decreasing the concentration of defects of small cycle type)
is preconditioned by incorporation of styrene links that decrease the probability of
cyclization.
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The chain nature of conventional TFRP represents the reason for the formation of
a special morphological structure of highly cross-linked polymers, namely, nanodis-
persion of microgel particles (grains), which accrete at the final stage of polymer-
ization into a microheterogeneous grain monolith (see Chapter 1). Grains in such
structure can play the role of reinforcing filler, as does soot in rubber. It is known
that introduction of reinforcing fillers leads to a steep rise of effective density of the
polymer network by the interaction of filler particles with polymer matrix, and this
interaction manifests itself in the form of additional junctions that connect polymer
chains. That is why, in a polymer of type I, the network density appears to be ab-
normally high. And, probably, the abnormal exceedance of network density is so
high that it outweighs the loss of network junctions caused by cyclization. In tran-
sition from the chain mechanism of conventional TFRP to the stepwise mechanism
of TFRP under living chains conditions, the grain effect (microheterogeneity) of
copolymers is leveled with corresponding reduction of effective density of polymer
network in copolymers of type II.

Molecular mobility of tEGdMA polymers of type I and II was also studied by
a radiation probing method [72, p. 44; 74] in terms of kinetics of termination of
methacrylate radicals, chain carriers stabilized in polymer matrices. Radicals were
generated by irradiating polymer samples with γ-radiation with 60Co (dose 2 Mrad,
equal for polymers I and II). It can be seen from Fig. 3.15 that temperature depen-
dences of constants of quadratic termination rates kter for stabilized methacrylate
radicals (in the coordinates of the Arrhenius equation) are different for polymers
I and II: for polymers II, the Arrhenius equation does not hold true.

Fig. 3.15 Temperature dependence of constant of termination rate kter for methacrylate radicals in
polymers I (1) and II (2) irradiated with 60Co. D = 2Mrad
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It means that as the temperature varies, the restructuring of those elements of net-
work structure takes place, the molecular mobility of which controls the translation
diffusion of stabilized radicals. It seems likely that a less stable structure is formed
in the course of TFRP under the living chains conditions, a structure that is more
sensitive to thermal action.

Characteristic features of polymers of tri(ethylene glycol) dimethacrylate and its
copolymers with styrene (of types I and II) are conveniently presented in Table 3.2.
It can be seen from this table that transformation of conventional TFRP into TFRP
under living chains conditions leads to drastic changes of specific characteristics:
the elasticity modulus decline both in glassy state and in highly elastic state, the
glass-transition temperature decreases by 40◦−50◦, the rate of diffusion of solvents
and their sorption equilibrium grow, and the regularity (type of function) of temper-
ature dependence of quadratic termination rate constant of network-stabilized free
radicals is also changed.

Thus, the method of TFRP under the living chains conditions as a tool for macro-
molecular design is efficient for obtaining cross-linked macromolecular structures
with an upgraded level of macromolecular mobility (used, for example, in gel chro-
matography or as materials with enhanced relaxation ability). It seems likely that the
absence of reinforcing micro-volumes or low concentration of these micro-volumes
plus the very high density of network (grains) in cross-linked polymers obtained via
TFRP under the living chains conditions represents the reason for the changes in
features.

The synthesis of hyper-branched polymers (HBP) represents another direction
in macromolecular design in the field of TFRP under the living chains condition.

Table 3.2 (Co)polymers tEGdMA – styrene characteristics (type I and II)

Characteristics of polymers
and copolymers

Polymer types Copolymer types

I II I II

Elasticity modulus E, MPa 2120 1330
1650
1310

1490
400

Stress σ at deformation ε = 10%, MPa 104 59.0
77.1
52.3

62.8
17.0

Rate WS of benzene vapor sorption at
25◦C, during 1 h

1.24×10−3 0.42
0.14
1.38

0.22
2.00

Sorption of benzene vapors during 24 h at
25◦C, %

<1 16.5
15
35

38
46

Temperature dependence of recombination
rate constant

Linear Nonlinear – –

Note 1. Polymers (copolymers) of type I and II were obtained via conventional TFRP and TFRP
under living chains conditions, respectively.
Note 2. Physical and mechanical tests were conducted in the mode of uniaxial compression at
the deformation rate of ε• = 10−4 s−1 on polymer samples with conversion C = 80 ± 2%. For
copolymers, the value above the line is obtained at C = 85 ± 2%; the value below the line is
obtained at C = 78±2%.
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Extremely important results were obtained for this direction, which has been suc-
cessfully developed during the past decade, because it appeared that the living
chains conditions provide the highest degree of structural regularity of HBP macro-
molecules, which brings statistical HBP closer to ideally regular dendrimers to the
maximum extent. These results are described in Chap. 7.
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Chapter 4
Kinetic Features of Three-Dimensional
Free-Radical Copolymerization

Abstract Chapter 4 is concerned with those specific features of three-dimensional
free-radical copolymerization that allow synthesizing cross-linked copolymers with
prespecified structure and properties, i.e., to implement macromolecular design.
Experiments staged for four oligo(meth)acrylates and various vinyl monomers
showed that commonly used copolymerization constants are unsuitable for planning
cross-linked copolymer structure. The authors propose new approaches for cross-
linked copolymer design.

Radical copolymerization of polyunsaturated oligomers and vinyl monomers has
been used extensively and successfully for a long time to produce cross-linked
copolymers [1]. Copolymerization eliminates a range of shortcomings inherent to
cross-linked homo-polymers. During the past decade cross-linked copolymers are
noted to be used more extensively, including hi-tech applications (see surveys [1–3]).
This fact intensified research of three-dimensional free-radical copolymerization,
bringing to the fore the issue of macromolecular design of cross-linked copolymers,
i.e., a controlled synthesis of such copolymers with forecasted structure and proper-
ties required for a specific field of application.

A set of systematic studies [4–7] allowed exploring copolymerization and proper-
ties of polyunsaturated (network forming) oligomers and vinyl monomers.
It enabled establishing kinetic features of three-dimensional free-radical copoly-
merization and properties of cross-linked copolymers that are basic for the macro-
molecular design. The kinetic results of this set of studies are presented in detail in
this chapter; basic properties of cross-linked copolymers are discussed in Chap. 6.

4.1 Kinetic Features of Three-Dimensional Copolymerization
of Oligomer and Vinyl Monomers

To ensure sufficient generalization of kinetic basic data, it is necessary to form a
representative set of subjects to be studied. Such a set was formed as follows [4].
Tri(ethylene glycol) dimethacrylate (i.e., widely used tEGdMA oligomer was se-
lected as polyunsaturated oligomer M1, and vinyl monomers providing various sets
of copolymerization constants r1 and r2 were used as M2. This approach provided
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different types of chain microstructure of produced copolymers, namely, alternating
microstructure (styrene, r1 ≈ 0.5 < 1, r2 ≈ 0.5 < 1), microstructure with a tendency
for block formation [butyl acrylate (BA), r1 ≈ 2 > 1, r2 ≈ 0.5 < 1] and a block-
grafted one [vinyl acetate (VA) r1 ≈ 20 >> 1, r2 ≈ 0.05 << 1]. Besides, the vol-
ume of steric hindrance group was varied in M2 [from −CH3 in MMA to −C12H25

in dodecylmethacrylate (DDMA)], with the double bond nature being invariable
(methacrylate).

Copolymerization kinetics was studied using the isothermal microcalorimetry
method [60◦C: initiator AIBN and highly effective inhibitor 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl
piperidine-1-oxyl (TEMPO) to prevent spontaneous polymerization of the initial
mixture] [4]. To calculate the polymerization rate and conversion, we used molar
heat of polymerization Q2 = 58.8kJ/mol for methyl-, butyl-, and dodecylmethacry-
lates; 71.6kJ/mol for styrene; 77.4kJ/mol for BA; and 89.2kJ/mol for VA [8, 9].
Heat of tEGdMA polymerization Q1 was assumed to be equal to that of MMA
(58.8 kJ/mol calculated per one double bond). Values of Q1,2 for copolymerization
were calculated using an additive scheme: Q1,2 = α1Q1 + 4α2Q2, where α1 and
α2 are molar fractions of components 1 and 2, respectively, in the initial mixture.
Conversion was controlled in terms of density using the flotation method (its den-
sitometric titration version) [10].

Figures 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 show results of kinetic measurements taken by
the calorimetric technique. Obviously, copolymerization heat averaging by the ad-
ditive scheme introduces a certain error, which increases with the growth of differ-
ence Q2 −Q1. This fact should be taken into account when analyzing data for M2 =
styrene Q2 −Q1 = (71.6–58.8)kJ/mol, M2 = BA Q2 −Q1 = (77.4–58.8)kJ/mol,
and especially for M2 = VA Q2 −Q1 = (89.2–58.8)kJ/mol. In the case of M2 =
styrene, the least error is observed in the region of mixture compositions [M1]: [M2]
close to equimolar ones; in the case of M2 = VA, the error is quite large with any
ratio [M1]: [M2]. Figures 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 show the kinetic results as coor-
dinates “conversion (C) – time (τ)” and “reduced rate (W /[M]) – C.” The rate was
reduced using averaged current concentration of the monomer mixture.

Figure 4.1a,b shows kinetic results for M2 = styrene. It is clearly seen that the
increase in content of network-forming agent M1 in copolymer exerts quite signifi-
cant influence at both the auto-acceleration and auto-deceleration stages: beginning
of auto-acceleration (Cg) and maximum position W/[M]Cmax) shift systematically to
lower values of C. It is obvious that as [M1] increases, higher structuring of the reac-
tion medium leads to decline of molar mobility level in the system, and molar mobil-
ity level regulates quadratic termination of chains when C ≥Cg and growth of chains
when C > Cmax [11–15]. Hence, hindering of mobility of propagating chains ac-
celerates three-dimensional free-radical copolymerization (auto-acceleration stage),
whereas freezing the mobility of double bonds, in contrast, decelerates this process
(auto-deceleration stage).

Within range Cg < C < Cmax, the most favorable situation for three-dimensional
free-radical copolymerization is observed: chain termination progressively slows
down as C increases, while the chain propagation has not yet begun decelerating
because an elementary event of growth is limited by mobility of low molecular (and
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Fig. 4.1 Kinetics of copolymerization of tEGdMA (M1) and styrene (M2) (a, b) and MMA (M2)
(c, d). Molar ratio [M1]

/
[M2] : 0 : 1 (1); 1 : 3 (2); 1 : 1 (3); 3 : 1 (4); and 1 : 0 (5). T = 60◦C;

[AIBN] = 2×10−2 mol/l

Fig. 4.2 Kinetics of
copolymerization of MMA
and styrene. T = 60◦C;
[AIBN] = 2×10−2 mol/l
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Fig. 4.3 Kinetics of copolymerization of tEGdMA (M1) and BMA (M2) (a, b) and DDMA (M2)
(c, d). Molar ratio [M1]/[M2] : 0 : 1(1); 1 : 3 (2); 1 : 1 (3); 3 : 1 (4); and 0 : 1 (5). T = 60◦C;
[AIBN] = 2×10−2 mol/l

Fig. 4.4 Kinetics of
copolymerization of
tEGdMA (M1) and vinyl
monomers (M2). Molar ratio
[M1] : [M2] = 1 : 1.
Monomers M2: 1, MMA; 2,
BMA; 3, DDMA. T =60◦C;
[AIBN]=2×10−2 mol/l
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Fig. 4.5 Kinetics of copolymerization of tEGdMA (M1) and BA (M2) (a, b) and VA (M2) (c, d).
Molar ratio [M1] : [M2]: 0 : 1 (1); 1 : 3 (2); 1 : 1 (3); 3 : 1 (4); and 0 : 1 (5). T = 60◦C; [AIBN] =
2×10−2 mol/l

hence, more mobile than the chain) monomer. To freeze the mobility, it is necessary
to attain significantly higher C = Cmax >> Cg. We would like to point out here that
the value of Cg was conditionally defined as conversion, at which the reduced rate
W/[M] is doubled.

To be sure that enhanced reactive capacity resulting from increased fraction of
network-forming monomer M1 in the initial reaction mixture is indeed associated
with purely physical factors, Fig. 4.2 presents similar results with the only differ-
ence being that a non-network-forming (monounsaturated) analogue of tEGdMA
monomer (methyl methacrylate, MMA) was used as M1. The value of initial copoly-
merization rate (W/[M])0 in this case is a measure of “actual” (chemical) reactive
capacity of mixture M1 + M2. It is seen that addition of 0.25 and even 0.5 molar
fractions of MMA to styrene does not practically influence the reactive capacity, in
contrast to tEGdMA (cf. Fig. 4.1a,b). Also, it is known that the reactive capacity of
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the methacrylic group in dimethyl acrylates and MMA is almost the same, which
allows considering them as analogue monomers.

Substitution of M2 = MMA for M2 = styrene (Fig. 4.1c, d) results in a quali-
tatively similar pattern, but with certain quantitative differences: the highest auto-
acceleration rate (being measured by the value of (W/[M])max) is reached at [M1] :
[M2] = 1 : 1, but not 3: 1 as for styrene. In this case interpretation of results us-
ing physical effects only seems to be the only one because, from the standpoint of
reactive capacity, tEGdMA and MMA are analogue monomers.

Both alkyl(meth)acrylates – BMA and DDMA – are chemical analogues of
tEGdMA (Fig. 4.3), because reactive capacity of the double bond in a homologous
series of alkyl(meth)acrylates is known to change slightly as the alkyl group length
grows starting from −CH3(MMA) [9, 16].

To assess the effectiveness of alkyl substituent as a factor influencing the kinetics
of three-dimensional free-radical copolymerization process, Fig. 4.4 presents data
for the comparison of fixed ratio of monomers in the initial mixture [M1] : [M2] =
1 : 1 for M2 = MMA, BMA, and DDMA.

It is seen that with increasing content of alkyl substituent in M2, the influence of
M2 at the auto-deceleration stage grows dramatically: the longer is the alkyl chain,
the higher are the C values, at which complete “freezing” of chain growth events
occurs (W/[M]→ 0). It can be related to the action of links M2 as internal plasticizer
enhancing molecular mobility.

An expressed two-stage pattern of the process represents a distinctive fea-
ture of three-dimensional free-radical copolymerization for the case of M2 = VA
(Fig. 4.5c,d). The first stage is conventional: it includes auto-acceleration followed
by auto-deceleration. The second stage starts for equimolar mixture at C ≈ 0.5 and
continues with virtually constant rate up to C > 0.7. The second stage seems to be
nothing more than a process close to VA polymerization proceeding in a structured
highly cross-linked matrix (according to r1 >> 1 and r2 << 1). Taking the micro-
heterogeneity into account [12–15], the matrix is a structure that includes micro-
regions with low concentration of junctions (or low cross-linking) network (struc-
tural defects). Possibly, VA polymerization at the second stage of three-dimensional
free-radical copolymerization proceeds in the defects, thus “curing” them. Then,
at the first stage of three-dimensional free-radical copolymerization, VA plays the
role of temporary plasticizer (solvent), and a highly cross-linked matrix is formed
in unusual conditions.

When M2 = BA (Fig. 4.5a,b), the tendency of departure from statistical distribu-
tion of M1 and M2 in chains in favor of block formation should be expressed to a
lesser extent versus M2 = VA, judging by values of r1 and r2. Hence, the two-stage
pattern of three-dimensional free-radical polymerization is not observed.

The obtained kinetic data agree well with an assumption of negative influence of
monounsaturated monomers upon the secondary process of intrachain cross-linking
(cyclization). Indeed, cyclization during three-dimensional free-radical polymer-
ization is one of the reasons for microheterogeneity development in a reaction
system in the form of microgel particles playing a role of self-contained micro-
reactors [12–15]. Besides, auto-acceleration at initial and intermediate stages of the
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polymerization process develops according to a particular regularity related to the
reaction system specifics. This regularity implies that optimal conditions for maxi-
mum rate polymerization (in the gel-effect mode) are arranged in peripheral layers
of microgel particles. Therefore, polymerization rate at the auto-acceleration stage is
proportional to the total volume of all peripheral layers and, hence, auto-acceleration
develops due to an increase of this total volume resulting from the growth of micro-
gel particles in size during the polymerization process until the moment the growing
particles begin contacting each other. After that, the total reactive volume starts di-
minishing, the polymerization rate passes its maximum, and the auto-acceleration
mode transforms into the auto-deceleration one (see Sects. 1.2.2 and 1.2.3).

Therefore, as a result of cyclization and microheterogenizationgenerated by
it, the polymerization process takes place only in a certain part of a reaction
medium, being a certain fraction β < 1; it is equal to a ratio of the sum of volumes Vi

of the peripheral layers of microgel particles to full volume V of the polymerization
system. Obviously, complete suppression of cyclization accompanied by complete
homogenization of the reaction system should lead to the growth of transformation
rate at the auto-acceleration stage in β−1 times. Because the thickness of the periph-
eral layers of microgel particles is sufficiently small [12–15] (according to the most
reliable estimates 0.1 ≤ β ≤ 0.3; see Table 1.1, Sect. 1.2.2), the suppression of cy-
clization should be accompanied by a 3- to 10-fold increase in polymerization rate.

Considerable increase of W/[M] at the auto-acceleration stage (up to the maxi-
mum point) is observed in Figs. 4.1 and 4.3 for minimal ([M1] : [M2] = 3 : 1) additive
of monounsaturated monomer M2 for the case M2 = styrene (more than 3 fold; and
with conversion C < 0.1, even 10 fold) and for higher additives ([M1] : [M2] = 1 : 1)
for MMA and BMA (more than 2 fold, and with C < 0.1, more than 3 fold). Styrene
links building into copolymer chains were found to be an incommensurably more
serious hindrance for the intrachain cross-linking (cyclization) than MMA and BMA
links. It is likely to be related both to the type of distribution of M2 in chains
(r1 ≤ 1, r2 ≤ 1, a tendency to alternating) and to the steric crowding effect of phenyl
groups. The role of alkyl substituent volume for steric crowding is clearly seen when
comparing curves 4 and 5 in Fig. 4.1c, d and Fig. 4.3a,b: when a minimal amount
of M2 is added (curves 4), the increase of W/[M] at the auto-acceleration stage in
case of the considerably bulky substituent −C4H9 (for BMA) is significantly higher
compared to −CH3 (for MMA). An overly high volume of group −C12H25 (for
DDMA) appears to provoke structure complications of the micelle formation type
and, therefore, kinetic data in Fig. 4.3c, d are not consistent with the above-described
regularity.

In conclusion, we emphasize once again that the nontrivial character of obtained
kinetic results consists in the fact that in a certain range of compositions [M1] : [M2],
dilution of network-forming monomer M1 with non-network-forming monomer M2

results in variation of effective reactive capacity of mixture M1 + M2 in a direction
that is contradictory to the variation of its true (chemical) reactive capacity. For
instance, the effective reactive capacity of the mixture increases in the range [M1] :
[M2] = 1 : 0− 3 : 1 as styrene content grows, while the chemical reactive capacity,
in contrast, declines; in the case of mixture “di(meth)acrylate – methacrylates,” the
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effective reactive capacity within the range [M1] : [M2] = 1 : 0−1 : 1 grows, while
the chemical reactive capacity remains unchanged.

4.2 Variation of Copolymer Composition During
Three-Dimensional Free-Radical Copolymerization
of Oligomers and Vinyl Monomer

The current section presents results of detailed study of copolymerization of methyl
(meth)acrylate (MMA = M1) and diacrylates (M2) [5]. To apply the obtained results
for macromolecular design, special attention was paid to identification of dependen-
cies of copolymer composition (instantaneous and average) upon conversion and
values r1 and r2 evaluation at different stages of copolymerization process, as well
as to studying the kinetic regularities of the latter.

Oligodiacrylates I, II, and III were chosen as M2:

(I)

(II, n = 1)

(III, n = 7)  

Copolymerization kinetics was studied by the isothermal microcalorimetry method
at 60◦C using AIBN initiator and by IR spectroscopy at 20◦C [photo-initiation
with irradiation from a UV source in the presence of additives of 2,2-dimethoxy-2-
phenylacetophenone (DMPA)]. To calculate the polymerization rate, we have used
molar heat of MMA polymerization (Q = 58.82kJ/mol) [8] and that of butyl acry-
late polymerization (Q = 77.87kJ/mol) [9] having constant values in homologous
series CH2 C(CH3)COOR1 and CH2 CH COOR2 when varying R1 and R2

[9, 16]. Values Q1,2 for copolymerization were calculated according to the additive
scheme: Q1,2 = α1Q1 +α2Q2, where α1 and α2 are molar fractions of components 1
and 2 in the initial mixture. Obviously, this scheme reflects exactly the situation for
“azeotropic” copolymerization only, which proceeds without changes in the com-
position of mixture M1 + M2 during the transformation. In all other cases, an error
appears, the value of which is determined by numeric values of copolymerization
constants r1 and r2 and by composition of copolymerizing mixture.

For IR spectroscopy measurements, we used not conventional MMA as M1,
but completely deuterated MMA (d-MMA) because mixtures of oligodiacrylates
I–III and MMA do not contain spectral lines suitable for individual quantitative
analysis of double bonds of acrylate and methacrylates groups during copolymeriza-
tion. When substituting d-MMA for MMA, such spectral lines appear: frequencies
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of deformation vibrations of hydrogen double bonds in acrylate (810cm−1) and
d-MMA (747cm−1) are clearly differentiated. Frequencies of valence vibrations of
double bonds of 1638cm−1 (acrylate) and 1592cm−1 (d-MMA) are also differenti-
ated quite sufficiently, but, in this case, the spectrum in the area of 1638cm−1 has
a sophisticated shape (splitting) and, therefore, frequencies of 810 and 747cm−1

were mainly used for separate quantitative analysis of acrylic and methacrylic dou-
ble bonds during copolymerization [17]. Special experiments on MMA and d-MMA
copolymerization showed that influence of the isotopic effect in the case of d-
MMA during copolymerization is negligible: separately measured kinetic curves for
MMA and d-MMA practically coincide; measurements were taken for frequencies
1638cm−1 (MMA) and 1592cm−1 (d-MMA) corresponding to valence vibrations
of bonds C C [17].

Representative kinetic curves obtained through the use of calorimetry method are
shown in Figs. 4.6a, 4.7a, and 4.8a (in “conversion C− time τ” coordinates) and in
Figs. 4.6b, 4.7b, and 4.8b (in “reduced polymerization rate W/[M] – conversion”
coordinates, where [M] is current concentration of double bonds in a copolymer-
ization system). Despite possible distortions of kinetic curve shapes associated with
the influence of r1 and r2 values and changes of mixture composition M1 + M2

in the course of polymerization, data in Figs. 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8 enable us to draw
quite specific conclusions (especially when we take into account published val-
ues [9] of r1 = 2, r2 = 0.5, and chosen composition of mixture [M1]/[M2] > 1 for
experiments, which ensure minimal distortions caused by the use of the additive
scheme).

It follows from Figs. 4.6a, 4.7a, and 4.8a that regardless of initial mixture
composition M1 + M2, copolymerization proceeds to high conversions (C > 0.9)
that are virtually indistinguishable from limiting conversion (Clim) of MMA under
given conditions (T = 60◦C, initiation rate WI = 2×10−7mol · l−1 · s−1). Therefore,
we believe that the cross-linked structure formed as a result of cross-linking of

Fig. 4.6 Kinetics of MMA copolymerization and oligodiacrylate II. Content of oligomer II in ini-
tial composition, % (by weight): 1, 0; 2, 0.5; 3, 22.0; 4, 49.0. T = 60◦C; [AIBN] = 2×10−2 mol/l
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Fig. 4.7 Kinetics of MMA copolymerization and oligodiacrylate I. Content of oligomer I in initial
composition, % (by weight): 1, 0; 2, 11.4; 3, 19.2; 4, 49.7. T = 60◦C; [AIBN] = 2×10−2 mol/l

Fig. 4.8 Kinetics of MMA copolymerization and oligodiacrylate III. Content of oligomer III in ini-
tial composition, % (by weight): 1, 0; 2, 19.3; 3, 33.7; 4, 47.6. T = 60◦C; [AIBN] = 2×10−2 mol/l

poly(meth)acrylate chains by diacrylates does not shift the glass-transition temper-
ature (Tg) of the polymer–monomer mixture P+M to higher temperatures.

Indeed, it is well known [18 (p. 187)] that the reason for the existence of Clim < 1
in the case of MMA polymerization is glass transition of P + M at a given temper-
ature (Tpol = 60◦C) that freezes mobility M and, hence, prevents growth of poly-

mer chains ∼R• + M
kpr−→ ∼R• (the mobility of radicals carriers of chain ∼R• is

frozen even earlier with C << Clim). In other words, mixture P + M at the time of
the polymerization process cessation (C →Clim) containing (1−Clim) [M]0 (where
[M]0 is initial concentration of monomer) of residual monomer has glass-transition
temperature Tg = Tpol = 60◦C. One can expect that cross-linking of polymer chains
during copolymerization with oligomers I–III would result in even greater freezing
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of mobility and, hence, to decrease of the Clim value. However, it does not hap-
pen, which is a remarkable fact, because in other cases, when di(ethylene) and
tri(ethylene)glycol dimethyl acrylates were used instead of oligomers I–III, the
value of Clim declined quite considerably. The reason for such a difference con-
sists in either enhanced flexibility of molecules of oligomers I–III or particularities
of formation of cross-linked structure associated with r1 > 1 and r2 < 1 (r1 = 2,
r2 = 0.5 [9]) vs. r1 = r2 = 1, which takes place when di(ethylene)- and tri(ethylene
glycol) dimethyl acrylates are used. These particularities are as follows: with low
values of C, the copolymer is enriched with MMA units (and, therefore, it is weakly
cross-linked), and then, as C grows, the cross-linking degree increases more and
more. Highly cross-linked copolymer formed only at high C, obviously, would turn
out to be dispersed in weakly cross-linked matrix and would not exert a signifi-
cant influence upon Tg, reflecting Tg of the matrix. It should be pointed out here
in the case of oligomer III, addition of diacrylate results in notable growth of Clim

(see Fig. 4.8).
Another conclusion is related to the influence of oligomers I–III additives upon

the beginning of the auto-acceleration stage (gel effect). In this case, the cross-
linking degree is manifested rather dramatically: a natural shift of conversion Cg

(where “g” means gel effect) to lower values occurs as the amount of oligomers
I–III grows (see Figs. 4.6 to 4.8). This regularity is rather trivial because auto-
acceleration is associated with freezing of translation mobility of growing chains

∼R•, which results in decrease of quadrate termination rate ∼R• + ∼R• kter−−→ P and,
hence, in growth of W/[M]. It can be seen (Figs. 4.6b, 4.7b, and 4.8b) that maximal
W/[M] is shifted to lower values of C as the content of oligodiacrylates in the initial
mixture grows. At that, the value of (W/[M])max behaves differently for oligomers
I–III: with oligomer II, it is virtually constant and equal to (W/[M])max for MMA
polymerization. With oligomers I and III, it is considerably lower and decreases
with increasing content of diacrylate in the initial mixture. The authors encountered
difficulties when interpreting this result.

Kinetic results of separate determination of rates (V = dC/dt) of consumption
of each of the comonomers M1 and M2 during copolymerization of d-MMA (M1)
and oligodiacrylates I and III (M2) are presented in Figs. 4.9 and 4.10. It can be
seen from these figures that for all compositions of initial mixture [M1]0/[M2]0 =
0.58–4.47 selected for studying, the rate of d-MMA transformation is higher as
compared to oligomers I and III during the entire copolymerization process or within
limited range of conversions.

One can see a trend to dramatic increase of copolymerization rate dC1/dt +
dC2/dt = V as MMA content in the initial mixtures goes down (see Fig. 4.9c).
When [M1]0 = 0, a stepwise and more than twofold increase of V vs. V in the pres-
ence of 7% (by weight) MMA (which approximately corresponds to 0.07 of volume
dilution) is observed. Obviously, such a low-degree dilution of the highly viscous
reaction system M1 +M2 and low-viscosity component M1 cannot provide so high
an extent of V decrease due to the growth of diffusion-controlled constant of rate
(kter) of quadrate chain termination. This finding gives us grounds to believe that
the abnormally high reactive capacity of oligomer I during polymerization is related
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Fig. 4.9 Kinetics of consumption of components M1 = d-MMA (1) and M2 = oligomer I (2) for
different compositions of initial mixture [M1]0/[M2]0: (a) 1.75; (b) 1.5; (c) 0.58; (d) 1.5. Photoini-
tiator: DMPA 0.5% (by weight). T = 20◦C. For cases a–c, analytical bands at 810 and 747 cm−1;
for d, at 1638 and 1592cm−1. Curve 2,′ polymerization of oligomer I under similar conditions. For
Cav, see Eq. (4.9).

to the ability of this oligomer (characterized by high-degree intermolecular interac-
tion) to form associates, similar to the previously observed situation for higher alkyl
acrylates [19 (p. 147); 20].

Figures 4.11 and 4.12 show results of variation (during copolymerization) of
reaction mixture composition [M1]/[M2] and copolymer composition m1/m2 (molar
ratio of links M1 and M2), of instantaneous averaged

(m1/m2)av = ([M1]0dC1/dt)/([M2]0dC2/dt) (4.1)

and averaged integral:

(m1/m2)Σ = C1[M1]0/C2[M2]0 (4.2)

where [Mi]0 and [Mi] = initial and current concentration of a i-th comonomer in
reaction mixture; and Ci = conversion, calculated by the following formula:

Ci = ([Mi]0 − [Mi])/[Mi]0
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Fig. 4.10 Kinetics of consumption of components M1 = d-MMA (1) and M2 = oligomer III (2)
for different compositions of initial mixture [M1]0/[M2]0: (a) 4.47; (b) 3.73; (c) 3.28; (d) 1.5.
Photoinitiator, DMPA 0.6–0.8% (by weight). T = 20◦C. Analytical bands at 810 and 747cm−1.
For Cav, see Eq. (4.9).

To analyze these data, we will use the copolymer composition equation [21, 22],
which serves as the basis for calculations for all known copolymerization constants
r1 and r2 presented in reference publications [9, 22]:

d[M1]
d[M2]

=
[M1]
[M2]

· r1[M1]+ [M2]
r2[M2]+ [M1]

(4.3)

Then we will write it using other symbols that are more relevant to the procedure of
subsequent analysis:

[M1]0dC1/dt
[M2]0dC2/dt

=
[M1]
[M2]

·
r1 · [M1]

[M2] +1

r2 + [M1]
[M2]

(4.4)
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Fig. 4.11 Variation of monomer mixture composition [M1]/[M2] (1) of instantaneous m1/m2 (2)
and integral (m1/m2)Σ (3) copolymer composition during copolymerization of d-MMA (M1) and
oligomer I (M2). Initial mixture composition [M1]0/[M2]0: (a) 1.75; (b) 1.4; (c) 0.58; (d) 1.5.
Photoinitiator DMPA 0.6% (by weight). T = 20◦C. Calculation of m1/m2, (m1/m2)Σ and Cav by
formulas (4.1), (4.2), and (4.9), respectively

or, after substituting V1 = dC1/dt, V2 = dC2/dt and denoting [M1]/[M2] ≡ α and
[M1]0/[M2]0 ≡ α0, we will obtain an expression that is more convenient for com-
parison with data from Figs. 4.9, 4.10, 4.11, and 4.12:

V1/V2 =
α
α0

· r1α +1
r2 +α

(4.5)

In linear form convenient for calculation of r1 and r2, instead of Eq. (4.5), we have:

Yav = r1 − r2Xav (4.6)

where:
Xav = (m1/m2)av(M2/M1)2

av (4.7)

Yav = (m1/m2)av(M2/M1)av − (M2/M1)av (4.8)

(m1/m2)av calculated by Eq. (4.1).
Index “av” designates relationships of reacted and unreacted comonomers for

averaged conversion calculated using the following equation:
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Fig. 4.12 Variation of monomer mixture composition [M1]/[M2] (1) of instantaneous m1/m2 (2)
and integral (m1/m2)Σ (3) copolymer composition during copolymerization of d-MMA (M1) and
oligomer III (M2). Initial mixture composition [M1]0/[M2]0: (a) 4.47; (b) 3.73; (c) 3.28; (d) 1.5
Photoinitiator DMPA 0.6% (by weight). T = 20◦C. Calculation of m1/m2, (m1/m2)Σ and Cav by
formulas (4.1), (4.2), and (4.9), respectively

Cav = (C1[M1]0 +C2[M2]0)/([M1]0 +[M2]0) (4.9)

Current values of Xav and Yav at any polymerization stage are easy to calculate
based on data from Figs. 4.11 and 4.12 using formulas (4.7) and (4.8):

Integrating Eq. (4.5) in the region of low conversions, when α can be assumed to
be constant and equal to α0, we would obtain:

(m1/m2)Σ ≈ r1α0 +1
r2 +α0

·α0 (4.10)

or
Yi = r1 − r2Xi (4.11)

where Xi = (m1/m2)Σ(M2/M1)2
i=0; and Yi = (m1/m2)Σ(M2/M1)i=0−(M2/M1)i=0.

(m1/m2)Σ is calculated using Eq. (4.2)
Using relationship (4.6) for determining r1 and r2 appears to be the most prefer-

able, as this can be done based on data of a single experiment choosing any
composition of initial mixture α0. However, it is necessary in this case that values r1
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and r2 do not change with conversion. Attempts to construct linear dependence (4.5)
based on data from Figs. 4.9, 4.10, 4.11, and 4.12 led to curves of complex shape.
Only certain fragments of these curves (being rather long in some cases, within
the range of Ci up to several dozen percent) had linear sections with absolute term
r1 = 1.5–2.5 and slope r2 = 0.2–0.8 [published values averaged by several sources:
r1 = 2±0.5 and r2 = 0.5±0.2 [9, 22] for the pair M1 = MMA, M2 = methyl acrylate
(MA)]. The complex pattern of dependences Yav = f (Xav) indicates that values r1

and r2 in this case are not permanent in the course of the entire copolymerization
process.

As a rule, relationship (4.10) is used to calculate r1 and r2. The experiment in this
case is interrupted at conversion C ≈ 0.1, the copolymer is extracted, and its compo-
sition is analyzed. Then, the experimentally determined value (m1/m2)Σ and initial
value α0 are placed in Eq. (4.10), the procedure is repeated for another composition
of the initial mixture α0, and, thus, a system of two equations with two unknowns –
r1 and r2 – is written down (obviously, for higher reliability one should not be lim-
ited with only two variants of α0). Using this procedure for data from Figs. 4.11
and 4.12 [for each initial mixture having α0 composition, we were choosing values
(m1/m2)Σ with Cav = 0.1–0.15], we obtained values r1 and r2 that were also very
close to published data (r1 = 1.8–2.4 and r2 = 0.3–0.6). In other words, if we use
the commonly accepted method for r1 and r2 determination only, we would obtain
values corresponding to data published in reference books. Within the framework
of the method enabling us to monitor the copolymer composition continuously dur-
ing the entire process, one would find inconstancy of r1 and r2 values in the course
of polymerization process disturbing our confidence in the reliability of reference
values of r1 and r2 as a macromolecular design tool. Results presented in Figs. 4.11
and 4.12 give grounds to question the practical importance of efforts spent on deter-
mination of r1 and r2.

As applied to issues of macromolecular design of copolymers (and, specifically,
cross-linked copolymers), data such as those presented in Figs. 4.11 and 4.12 are
the most useful and informative. Indeed, if one averages data of two concurrent
measurements (made at different IR frequencies; see Fig. 4.10b,d), then within the
limits of experimental error, it would appear that the composition of the initial mix-
ture [M1]0/[M2]0 ≡ α0 ≈ 1.6 meets the “azeotropicity” requirements, according to
which the initial mixture composition is not different from copolymer composition
α0 ≈ m1/m2 and, therefore, at all transformation stages within range 0 < Cav < 1
the composition of copolymer and that of reaction mixture should remain constant
(of course, only subject to the condition that is often taken for granted, ground-
lessly, that in this case r1 and r2 keep constant numeric values). It can be seen
from Fig. 4.10(b,d) that in our case copolymerization system “azeotropicit” does
not ensure constancy of copolymer composition: the latter starts changing accord-
ing to complex regularity even at low conversions. From Eq. (4.4) we derive that
the azeotropic composition of initial mixture (α0)a is described with the following
relationship:

(α0)a =
√

0,25(r2 − r1)2 +1+0,5(r2 − r1) (4.12)
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Value (α0)a = 1.6, found from averaging data from Fig. 4.10b,d, corresponds, ac-
cording to Eq. (4.10), to value | r2 –r1 |≈ 1, which conforms rather well with pub-
lished data r1 = 2±0.5, r2 = 0.5±0.2.

Therefore, when using conventional approaches, the obtained results for low con-
versions (C → 0 and C ≈ 0.1) agree well with known values of r1 (methacrylate),
and r2 (acrylate). However, the full system of data presented in Figs. 4.9, 4.10, 4.11,
and 4.12 strongly suggests that values of copolymerization constants for chemical
design of macromolecular structures could be used only if they are actually con-
stants. Otherwise, one would require the information such as that provided in
Figs. 4.9, 4.10, 4.11, and 4.12. It should be borne in mind that virtually all r1 and
r2 indicated in published sources [9, 22] were not tested as constants truly retaining
constant value during copolymerization. Also, in many cases available data indi-
rectly prove the contrary.

It follows from the above-presented results that data on kinetics of individual
consumption of reaction mixture components M1 and M2 represent the most re-
liable basis for macromolecular design of copolymers (in particular, cross-linked
copolymers), rather than the r1 and r2 values presented in reference publications.
The authors believe that an extremely minimized program for obtaining basic ki-
netic data for macromolecular design of cross-linked copolymers should include
kinetic studies, enabling us to make judgments about both overall conversion and
individual conversion of each of the comonomers.
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Chapter 5
Critical Conversion (Gel Point)
in Three-Dimensional
Free-Radical Polymerization

Abstract A new approach for the calculation of critical conversion for three-
dimensional free-radical polymerization (TFRP) is proposed and described in
Chap. 5. This approach implies the use of moments in numeric form and gener-
alization of obtained results as formulas for different conditions of TFRP. Derived
formulas enabled the authors to present actual TFRP processes (that differ by con-
stants of elementary acts) as master curves with generalized coordinates. Calcula-
tion results are compared both with the author’s data and published experimental
data on inhibited polymerization of dimethacrylates and on copolymerization of
divinyl benzene and styrene. The authors also clarified and substantiated a con-
clusion on incorrect application of TFRP critical conversion calculation methods
using the Flory and Stockmayer formulas for critical conversion in the case of
polycondensation.

Gel formation theory developed in the work of Flory and Stockmayer [1, 2]
as applied to network formation processes proceeding according to the polycon-
densation mechanisms was groundlessly extended to network formation processes
that develop according to the mechanisms of radical polymerization. The observed
discrepancy between theoretically calculated values of critical conversion αcr (also
called gel point) and experimentally measured values (αexp)cr was usually explained
by secondary process of minor cycles formation (cyclization), the contribution of
which is especially high in the case of three-dimensional free-radical polymer-
ization (TFRP) for certain reasons. However, only in very recent times have re-
searchers managed to implement such TFRP processes, to which the contribution
of cyclization is negligibly small: these are TFRP in the living chains mode and
copolymerization of network-forming (polyunsaturated) monomers, Mp, and with
monounsaturated (non-network-forming) monomers Mm, with the proportion of
components Mp to Mm exceeding a certain critical value (Mm/Mp)cr. The discrep-
ancy between theoretical and experimental data observed in these processes could
no longer be explained by cyclization; it became evident that these discrepancies
represent the result of wrongly extending the Flory–Stockmayer approaches to the
field of TFRP.

This situation gave rise to the necessity of developing new approaches intended
specifically for TFRP One of such approaches was proposed and developed in

G.V. Korolev, M.M. Mogilevich, Three-Dimensional Free-Radical Polymerization, 129
DOI 10.1007/978-3-540-87567-3 5, c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2009
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2001–2002 [3–7]. The task was accomplished using the method of moments in
numeric form with subsequent generalization of obtained results as formulas re-
lating the value of αcr with constants of initiation rate, propagation rate, transfer
rate, and termination rate (linear and quadratic) of chains, with initial concentrations
of initiator, transfer agent, and functionality of monomer mixture. The case of poly-
merization with varying reactivity of functional groups in the course of reaction was
analyzed. Limits of applicability of analytical expressions are specified. A compar-
ison of αcr values calculated based on these expressions, (α1)cr values and (α2)cr

values concurrently calculated according to Flory–Stockmayer with experimental
data, (αexp)cr, showed that when the conditions of the experiment were changed to-
ward minimization of contribution made by secondary processes of cyclization, the
values of (α1)cr become closer and closer to those of (αexp)cr, becoming in the end
equal to them. Also, the values of (α2)cr at first become close to those of (αexp)cr,
and then the discrepancy is observed again; this indicates the higher degree of reli-
ability of the new approach as compared to the known Flory–Stockmayer approach
as applied to the processes of network forming that develop according to the TFRP
mechanism.

The value of critical conversion αcr in the case of formation of cross-linked poly-
mers (the so-called gel point) characterizing the transition of the system from the
fluid state to the state with an equilibrium elasticity modulus represents an impor-
tant parameter of the system from both the technological and theoretical standpoints
[8–10]. Formation of an insoluble gel could lead to difficulties in technological
processes for polymer production, and contrariwise, association of the critical con-
version value with structural and kinetic parameters of the process determines the
possibility of obtaining a cross-linked polymer with required physical and mechan-
ical characteristics. From the theoretical standpoint, the gel point determines the
percolation threshold in a polymer system being formed, and identification of the
dependency of this value upon kinetic and structural characteristics is an important
problem.

Calculations intended for finding αcr became especially important most recently,
when starting from the beginning of the 1990s a specific trend in the field of
three-dimensional polymerization—namely, synthesis, studying of properties, and
extensive technological application of hyper-branched polymers (HBP), which are
analyzed in detail in Chaps. 7 and 8—started developing quite rapidly. In this case,
when optimizing the HBP synthesis processes, one should be able not only forecast
numeric values of αcr in each particular case (when conversion exceeds αcr, HBP
molecules lose their specific topological structure and their previous features pre-
conditioned by it, being transformed into cross-linked macromolecules), but also to
purposefully change the conditions of synthesis toward increasing αcr (ideally up
to 1, which ensures the highest possible yield of HBP, equal to 100%). It is evident
that such purposefulness is possible only in the case when quantitative relationships
are known, which associate the experimentally regulated parameters (initiation rate,
concentration of chain transfer agents, ratio of concentration of mono- to polyunsat-
urated monomers in the initial mixture, and the like) with the value of αcr. Of special
value in this case are the analytical expressions obtained by the authors [3–7], the
results of which are given below in generalized form.
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5.1 Inapplicability of Known Critical Conversion Calculation
Methods to Three-Dimensional Free-Radical Polymerization

The problem of finding the critical conversion value αcr was solved by Flory and
Stockmayer [1, 2] for polycondensation reactions that could be presented by the
following scheme:

AR1A+BR2B → AR1 −R2B (5.1)

where a bond is formed as a result of reaction between functional groups A and B.
This reaction could be accompanied (or not accompanied) by the release of by-
products, and groups A and B could be different or identical. If the number of
functional groups per one molecule of initial reagents exceeds two [i.e., if R1An

and R2Bm will be in formula (5.1) instead of AR1A and BR2B], the formation of
branched and cross-linked polymers is possible. At a certain conversion, the high-
est (starting from the second) moments of macromolecule distribution according to
molecular weight are converted into infinity. This value of conversion is mathemat-
ically defined as critical. Experimentally it is obtained from data on viscosimetry
(viscosity tends to infinity) or relaxation measurements (appearance of equilib-
rium elasticity modulus). Recently, a method for finding the gel point that uses
data of frequency dependence of the relaxation modulus became very popular [11]:
it is thought that the equality of values G′(ω) and G′′(ω) corresponds to critical
conversion.

The value of critical conversion and network structure is determined by the char-
acter of initial reagent distribution with function groups [12]. This character could
be expressed by values of number-averaged functionality f̄n and weight-averaged
functionality f̄w [9–12]:

f̄n =
∑
i

imi

∑
i

mi
, f̄w =

∑
i

i2mi

∑
i

imi

where mi is the concentration of initial reagents having i functional groups.
For polycondensation with uni-type functional groups, the theory yields [1, 2]:

αcr( f̄w −1) = 1 (5.2)

In the case of functional groups of different types:

α2
crr( f̄Aw −1)( f̄Bw −1) = 1 (5.3)

where r = relationship of concentrations of mutually interacting functional groups:

r =
∑
i

imai

∑
j

jmb j
< 1

Indices A and B refer to functional group type.
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A special case is the reaction of cross-linking of polymer chains. Usually critical
conditions are expressed in the following way:

αcr(Pw −1) = 1 (5.4)

where Pw is the weight-averaged degree of polymerization of cross-linked macro-
molecules.

It is assumed in this case (implicitly) that any polymer chain unit could take part
in the cross-linking reaction.

Formulas (5.2)–(5.4) were obtained both by statistic method and by kinetic cal-
culation method [8–10], and later they were verified experimentally. The absence of
intramolecular reactions (reactions between groups belonging to one and the same
macromolecule) represents a condition of their applicability.

To describe the three-dimensional polymerization processes that could be
schematically presented in the following form,

M+∼R•
i →∼R•

i+1 (5.5)

where M is monomer; ∼R•
i is the active chain (index i stands for the number of

monomer units in the chain), formula (5.4) is usually used.
In this case, αcr is understood as the value of critical branching introduced by

Flory and Stockmayer [1, 2]. The relationship between αcr and conversion is found
via solving kinetic equations for consumption of monomer functional groups [13].
Thus, the calculation is based on probabilistic considerations, which have quite re-
stricted applicability to polymerization processes [8–10]. Kinetic calculation of gel
point was proposed earlier reports [10, 14–16]. In these publications, the calculation
of gel point was based on the condition dN/dt = 0, or, to be more exact, the number
of chains N is practically equal to 0. It is evident that increased values should be ob-
tained in this case, because (as with polycondensation) the infinite value of second
moments of distribution with molecular weights (and, consequently, with functional
groups) is attained at lower conversions than attainment of zero concentrations of
polymer chains [1, 9, 10].

The correct condition of requirement for infinity of second moment in molecular
weight distribution has been reported [10, 17] . Similar expressions were obtained
in this case, the form of which appeared to be close to (5.4)

αcr =
(kterWi)1/2

(n−1)kprM0
and αcr =

[(kter + kter1)R+ ktrMM]2

kprM[(3kter +2kter1)R+2ktrMM]

However, the chain length in this case was found through kinetic parameters
of the polymerization process: initiation rate Wi, constant of propagation reactions
kpr, constant of chain termination through disproportioning kter1 and recombination
kter, and chain transfer ktrM through monomer and monomer functionality n. We
emphasize that in the second case the conversion is understood as conversion depth
in terms of a monomer, not in terms of functional groups. Besides, it was noted that
the reduced analytical form could be obtained only under special conditions.
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These formulas were not verified experimentally, but their truthfulness was not
questioned because it is well known that conditions of their agreement with three-
dimensional polymerization are not implemented [9, 10]: due to rapid propagation
of the chain with the radical mechanism and low concentration of chains at initial
stages of the process, the intramolecular cyclization reaction proceeds quite inten-
sively [9, 18]. In this case, repeated cross-linking within one and the same pair of
chains (formation of multiplet junctions and ladder macromolecular structures) is
considered to be the factor, which reduces the effective concentration of interchain
cross-links, thus increasing the value of critical conversion. Because of this, the
microheterogeneous character of the process is typical for radical polymerization
[19–24].

At the same time, from the kinetics standpoint, the polymerization reaction dif-
fers quite radically from the polycondensation reaction [9]. As can be seen from
comparison of schemes (5.1) and (5.5), in the first case two functional groups are
consumed during the reaction, while in the second case only one is consumed,
and the concentration of active centers is not changed in this reaction. Therefore,
it is sufficient to have one functional group in the monomer molecule to obtain a
polymer chain via polymerization,, while the monofunctional monomer terminates
the chain in the polycondensation reaction. This circumstance raises doubts about
the applicability of approaches developed for polycondensation to polymerization
processes.

On the other hand, the research in living free-radical three-dimensional poly-
merization [24] showed that in this case the relationship (5.4) is also not satisfied
[25], although the cyclization reaction does not play a significant role and the mi-
croheterogeneous character of the process does not manifest itself [25, 26].

These considerations served as a ground for formulating the problem, namely,
finding critical conditions (gel point) for three-dimensional free-radical polymer-
ization [3–7]. The solving of this problem is given below.

5.2 Novel Approach to Calculating Critical Conversion
in Three-Dimensional Free-Radical Polymerization

Polymer chain in linear polymerization could be characterized by a single value,
i.e., by degree of polymerization, distinguishing thereby between living (active)
and terminated chains. With three-dimensional polymerization, the formed macro-
molecule has a certain number of nonreacted functional groups (pendent double
bonds) and two or more active centers in addition to a certain number of monomer
units. Thus, any chain should be described at least using three values: i monomer
units, j functional groups, and l active centers, i.e., the vector notation R(i, j, l)
should be introduced for such chains.

The next scheme represents a process of radical polymerization in its simplest
case, which takes into account only initiation, propagation, transfer on agent X, and
quadratic and linear (on agent Y) termination of chains:
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I
ki−→R(0,0,1)

R(i + m, j + n – 1, l + p)  

R(i + m, j + n, l + p – 2) R(i, j, l) + R(m, n, p)  

R(i, j, l – 1) + R(m, n, p – 1)

((5.6)
kter

kpr

kter1

R(i, j, l)+Y
ktr−→R(i, j, l −1)+R(0,0,1)

R(i, j, l)+X
kx−→R(i, j, l −1)

where I = initiator; R(0,0,1) = primary radical; monomer units ki,kpr,kter,kter1,ktr,
kX = constants of rate of reactions for initiation, propagation, termination through
recombination and termination through disproportioning, transfer of chain on agent
Y, and linear termination on inhibitor X, respectively.

The system of differential equations describing the process takes the following
form:

dI
dt

= −kiI

dR(0,0,1)
dt

= kiI−R(0,0,1)(kprF+ ktrY+ kterR+ kxX)+ ktrYR

dR(i, j, l)
dt

= −R(i, j, l)[kpr(lF+ jR)+ l(ktrY+ kterR)]+

R(i, j, l +1)(kxX+ ktrY)+ kpr

i, j,l

∑
m,n,p

[n(k− p)R(i−m, j−n+1, l− p)

− p( j−n−1)R(i−m, j−n−1, l− p)]R(m,n, p)

(5.7)

where i, j, l = 0,1,2,3, . . . ; F = overall concentration of functional groups in the
system; and R = overall concentration of active centers.

For the sake of simplicity, an assumption was made that initiation is carried out
via monomolecular decomposition of initiator I, and the reactivity of functional
groups does not depend upon macromolecular size and chemical complexity. The
reactivity of active centers in the reactions of propagation, transfer, and termination
of chain is also independent upon this factor. Only the termination through recom-
bination is taken into account in the scheme.

To solve the system (5.7), it is convenient to use the method of generating func-
tions [9, 10]. The generating function in the case under consideration takes the
following form:

F(−→q ) = ∑
i

∑
j
∑

l

qi
1q j

2ql
3R(i, j, l) (5.8)

where vector, −→q ≡ {q1,q2,q3},qi = arbitrary variables, and q1 characterizes the
macromolecule by its monomer units, q2 by functional groups, and q3 by active
centers.
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Differentiation of Eq. (5.8) by qi with subsequent equating of all qi to 1 gives the
moments of generating function (5.8):

N = F(
→
1) = overall concentration of chains (zero moment)

first moments:

M =
∂F(

→
1)

∂q1
= ∑

i, j,l

iR(i, j, l) = overall concentration of monomer units in the system

F =
∂F(

→
1)

∂q2
= ∑

i, j,l

jR(i, j, l) = overall concentration of functional groups

R =
∂F(

→
1)

∂q3
= ∑

i, j,l

lR(i, j, l) = overall concentration of active centers

and second moments = Fi j ≡ Fi j(
→
1) =

∂ 2F(→q)
∂qi∂q j

when →q =
→
1.

F11 = ∑ i(i−1)R(i, j, l); F12 = ∑ i jR(i, j, l); F13 = ∑ ilR(i, j, l);

F22 = ∑ j( j−1)R(i, j, l); F23 = ∑ jlR(i, j, l); F33 = ∑ l(l −1)R(i, j, l).

Substitution of (5.7) into (5.8) gives:

∂F(→q)
∂ t

= kiq3I+ kpr

[

q3 ·
∂F(→q)

∂q2
· ∂ (→q)

∂q3
−q3F · ∂F(→q)

∂q3
−q2R ·∂F(→q)∂q2

]

+(kxX+ ktrY)(1−q3)
∂F(→q)

∂q3
+ kter

[
1
2
· ∂F(→q)

∂q3
−q3R

]
∂F(→q)

∂q3

(5.9)

Differentiation of Eq. (5.9) for all qi with subsequently equating them to 1 gives a
system of differential equations for moments of generating function and, hence, for
moments of distribution of macromolecules in terms of length, chain functionality,
and number of active centers. It is obvious that all these values are functions of time.

The system of differential equations for the moments has the following form:

dI/dt = −kiI

dN/dt = kiI− kprFR−1/2kterR
2 − kX X

dM/dt = 0

dF/dt = −kprFR

dR/dt = kiI− kterR
2 − kX X (5.10)

dY/dt = −ktrYR

dF11/dt = 2kprF12F13 + kter(F13)2

dF12/dt = kpr(F13F22 +F12F23 −RF12)+ kterF13F23

dF13/dt = kpr(F13F23 +F12F33 +RF12)− (ktrY+ kX X)F13 + ktr(F33 −R)F13
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dF22/dt =2kpr(F22F23 −RF22)+ kter(F23)2

dF23/dt =kpr((F23)2 +F22F33 −RF23 +RF22)− (kX X+ kTRY)F23

+ kter(F33 −R)F23

dF33/dt =2kprF23(F33 +R)−2(kX X+ ktrY)F33 + kter(F33 −2R)F33

Solving the system (5.10) enables us to obtain full information on the course of
polymerization process, including the value of critical conversion.

As mentioned above, the conversion into infinity of the second moment of molec-
ular weight distribution represents a mathematical criterion for network polymer
formation. However, as can be seen from formulas (5.2) and (5.3) and as follows
from the physical meaning of the gel formation process, functionality distribution
is the determining factor. In terms of moments of generating function, it will be
the value of the second moment of generating function in terms of functionality,
F22(t) = ∑

i, j,l
j( j−1)R(i, j, l).

Results of calculations for specific TFRP processes are given below.

5.3 Results of Critical Conversion Calculation for Different
Cases of Three-Dimensional Free-Radical Polymerization

5.3.1 Living Chains Three-Dimensional Polymerization
and Copolymerization (Without Chain Termination) [5]

Figure 5.1 shows curves of variation of value F22(t)1 in the course of the living
polymerization process (no reactions of initiation, chain transfer, and termination,
ki = ktr = kter = kX = 0) on the condition of instantaneous initiation. As can be
seen, F22(t) increases by orders of magnitude in an extremely narrow range of con-
versions, demonstrating that it tends to infinity. Thus, without any risk of significant
error, the value, which is marked on the abscissa by the asymptote to the curve
F22(t)–α, could be taken as the critical conversion value. As computations show
(Table 5.1), the critical conversion value αcr (thus obtained) for the selected value
of concentration of active centers I0 is a single-value function of the initial value
of parameter F22(0) and does not depend upon initial concentration of functional
groups F(0).

Dependence of αcr upon F22(0) for the case of living polymerization with instan-
taneous initiation is presented in Fig. 5.2.

As is seen, this dependence adheres to the root law, and straight lines relating to
different values of active centers concentration are parallel to one another. Analysis

1 F22 – second moment of functionality distribution of initial monomer molecules at time mo-
ment t = 0,F22 ≡ F22(0) = ∑

i
i(i− 1)mi, where mi – initial molar concentration of i-functional

monomer, i – number of double bonds in i-monomer molecule. For example, for copolymerization
of dimethacrylates M2 with methacrylates M1, F22 = 2(2–1)[M1]+1(1–1)[M1] = 2[M1].
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Fig. 5.1 Kinetic curves for
variation of the second
moment of functionality
distribution F22(t) in living
polymerization at
instantaneous initiation.
I0 = 10−3mol/l.
F22(0) = 20(1); 5 (2); 1 (3);
0.5 (4); and 0.1 mol/l(5)

Table 5.1 Dependence of critical conversion value upon monomer functionality distribution

F(0), mol/l F22(0), mol/l αcr F(0), mol/l F22(0), mol/l αcr

20 0.2 0.0708 10 20 0.0071
20 2.0 0.0224 2 0.2 0.0708
20 20 0.0071 2 2.0 0.0224
10 0.2 0.0708 2 20 0.0071
10 2.0 0.0224 – – –

Note 1. Living polymerization with instantaneous initiation; I0 = 10−3 mol/l.
Note 2. F(0) = initial concentration of functional groups.
Note 3. F22(0) = second moment of functionality distribution of initial monomer molecules.

shows that the value of critical conversion in the case under consideration is de-
scribed by the following formula:

α2
crF22(0)

I0
= 1 (5.11)

To a certain extent, the truthfulness of relationship (5.11) is verified by exper-
imental data obtained by Ide and Fukuda [26] (Fig. 5.2): (α2

crF22(0))/I0 ≈ 0.2. A
certain discrepancy is probably explained by the fact that first, Ide’s publication [26]
deals with radical living polymerization and there are no data about the concentra-
tion of the chains (if it is equal to initiator concentration), and second,according to
the critical conversion determination method, the value of critical conversion found
experimentally could be lower than the theoretical value [27].

In terms of external view, formulas (5.11) and (5.2) look similar. Indeed, if we
take into account that F22(0)/F(0) = f̄w−1, formula (5.11) can be transformed into
the following:

α2
crr( f̄w −1) = 1 (5.11a)
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Fig. 5.2 Dependence of critical conversion value αcr (a) and function α2
crF22(0) (b) upon F22(0)

in living polymerization with instantaneous initiation. I0 = 10−4(1);10−3(2);10−2(3); 1 (5); 0.023
(6); 0.0061 (7); 0.0099 (8); and 0.034mol/l(9). 1–5, calculation results; 6–9, data from Ide and
Fukuda [26]

However, in this case we have similarity of appearance because the value of r
(which is the ratio of concentration of functional groups to that of active centers)
is much higher than 1; in formula (5.3), in contrast, r < 1. Besides, a multiplier
is missing, which characterizes the functionality distribution of the second reagent
(active centers). Taking into account the aforementioned circumstance that initial
molecules of active centers are multifunctional [(R(0,0,1)/I0 = 1] and are not con-
sumed in the polymerization reaction process, this multiplier cannot be found. Thus,
the origin of the second degree with critical conversion value from formula (5.11)
is determined not by the fact that two functional groups react simultaneously, as in
Eq. (5.3), but is most likely associated with the fact that a condition for critical point
attainment consists in the necessity that a reaction of at least two groups belonging
to polyfunctional monomers (i.e., monomers that produce branching molecules)
should take place per one chain. Certainly this criterion is essentially different from
condition (5.3).

An empirical relationship that is close to Eq. (5.11) in terms of form was ob-
tained after solving the problem on radical copolymerization of mono- and bifunc-
tional monomers using the Monte Carlo method [28]. The difference lies in the
fact that the exponent was somewhat different from 2, and the value of relative
concentration of a branching (i.e., bifunctional) comonomer was used instead of
the second moment of functionality. The first distinction can be easily explained by
the fact that polymerization process modeling allows taking the cyclization reaction
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into account. Therefore, gel point should be shifted in the direction of higher con-
versions as compared to the gel point calculated analytically. As for the second
value, i.e., molar fraction of branching comonomer, its use has no substantiation
at all. Price [28] came to the conclusion that the obtained relationship conforms to
Flory–Stockmayer ideas. However, quite to the contrary, the calculation given in
this publication attests that the conformity is lacking.

Analysis of polymerization processes proceeding by a more complex mechanism
confirms the latter conclusion. Figure 5.3 shows the results for living polymerization
subject to condition of slow initiation (ki �= 0, kX = kter = ktr = 0) [5]. As can be
seen, the relation between αcr and F22(0) is expressed in the form of parallel straight
lines in the logarithmic scale, thus demonstrating the presence of relationship αcr ≈
[F22(0)]−0.67 with a shift along the axis of ordinates depending upon the initiation
rate. All results are described by relationship (5.12) with a high degree of accuracy:

α3
cr ·

kprF2
22(0)

kiI0
= 1 (5.12)

However, it is obvious that this result is in no way interrelated with formulas
(5.2) and (5.3). At the same time both formulas, namely, (5.11) and (5.12), correlate
the critical conversion value with the weight-averaged functionality of the initial
mixture of monomers assigned to the concentration of chains (Eq. (5.11)) or rate
of chains accumulation (Eq. (5.12)). This regularity also manifests itself in the case

Fig. 5.3 Dependence of critical conversion value αcr (a) and function α3
crF

2
22(0) (b) of F22(0)

in living polymerization for the case of slow initiation I0 = 1 (1); 10−1 (2); 10−2 (3,4); and
10−3 mol/l (5).ki/kpr = 10−5 (1–3) and 10−3 mol/l (4,5)
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when the chains concentration is determined by a more complex mechanism, i.e.,
by chain transfer reaction or chain termination reaction.

It should be pointed out that both formulas (5.11) and (5.12) represent examples
of limiting cases obtained from a more general expression for Wi →∞ (instantaneous
initiation) or Wi → 0 (slow initiation).

The following formula could be an example of this:

α2
crF22(0)

I0
= 1− exp

[

− ki

kprαcrF22(0)

]

→
{

1 at
ki

ki→ ∞

kprαcrF22(0)
at ki → 0

However, the absence of analytical solution for system (5.10) does not give the
possibility to obtain this result in explicit form. The numeric calculation [4], the
results of which are given in Fig. 5.4, shows that formula (5.11) is true when
ki/(kprαcrF22(0)) ≥ 6. If ki/(kprαcrF22(0)) < 1, the critical conversion value is
found from expression (5.12). The term “instantaneous initiation” should be as-
signed to the case when ratio ki/kpr > 0.1mol/l.

Kinetic solution of the problem on living polymerization with slow initiation is
given by Dušek and Somvarsky [29]. It is shown in this publication that the proposed
approach leads to results that are different from those provided by statistic solution.
However, calculations carried out with the use of system (5.10) (taking into account
that initiation proceeds with interaction between initiator and functional group) give
a different result, as it is seen from the data listed in Table 5.2.

Fig. 5.4 Dependence of critical conversion value αcr upon initiation rate in living polymerization
in generalized coordinates. The curve shows areas of validity of dependences (5.10) and (5.11). Λ =
α2

crF22(0)/I0; Θ = (ki/kpr) αcrF22(0); lg(ki/kpr) = –5 (1); –4 (2); –3 (3); –2 (4); –1 (5); 0(6);
and 1 (7)
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Table 5.2 Comparison of results obtained in reference [29] with calculations performed according
to the modified scheme (5.9a)

ki/kpr 0.01 0.1 1.0 10

I0/m0 [29] (5.9a) [29] (5.9a) [29] (5.9a) [29] (5.9a)

0.001 0.020 0.020 0.030 0.031 0.032 0.033 0.032 0.033
0.01 0.046 0.048 0.083 0.089 0.100 0.108 0.105 0.109
0.1 0.102 0.112 0.204 0.236 0.316 0.367 0.332 0.385
0.5 0.177 0.204 0.375 0.448 0.707 0.758 0.864 0.855

Note. F(0) = 10, F22(0) = 20; monomer concentration m0 = 5mol/l.

In this case the equation for generating function takes the following form:

∂F(→q)
∂ t

= kiq3IF+ kpr

[
∂F(→q)

∂q2
· ∂F(→q)

∂q3
−q3F · ∂F(→q)

∂q3
−q2R · ∂F(→q)

∂q2

]

+ ktr(1−q3) ·
∂ (→q)
∂q3

+ kter ·
[

1
2
· ∂F(→q)

∂q3
−q3R

]

· ∂F(→q)
∂q3

+q3kiI ·
∂F(→q)

∂q2
−q2kiI

∂F(→q)
∂q2

(5.9a)

The system (5.10) will also change to a certain extent.
Critical conversion values obtained after solving the modified system (5.10) in all

cases appear to be somewhat higher than the ones obtained in [29]. Even if we take
into account that conversion in [29] is understood as consumption of monomer αm,
rather than consumption of functional groups, i.e., αm = (m0–m)/m0 = 2α + α2,
where α is conversion in terms of functional groups, no agreement is observed.
These discrepancies are possibly stem from the method of divergent process con-
struction in [29] to take into account the reaction of interaction of active centers
with “pendent” functional groups and from obtaining the generating function G1(za)
(Eqs. (5.15) and (5.16) in [29]).

Figure 5.5 shows the relationship between critical conversion, F22(0), and rate of
chain transfer reaction for instantaneous (Fig. 5.5a) and slow (Fig. 5.5b) initiation
[23]. In both cases the invariants characteristic of processes in the absence of transfer
are plotted on the ordinate axis. Selection of appropriate coordinates for the abscissa
axis allows presenting the entire array of “experimental” data on generalized curves.
The left branch in both cases demonstrates the presence of dependence:

αcr ≈
1
2
· ktrY0

kprF22(0)
(5.13)

Thus, critical conversion in this range of kinetic parameters is defined as a
ratio of the chain transfer rate to the propagation rate on functional groups be-
longing to polyfunctional (branching) monomers. In a certain sense this ratio is
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Fig. 5.5 Dependence of critical conversion value αcr upon F22(0) in living polymerization
for instantaneous (a) and slow (b) initiation and chain transfer: I0 = 10−4 mol/l. (a) X0 =
0 (1); 1(2−4,6), and 10−1 mol/l(5). ktr/kpr = 10−3 (2); 10−2 (3); 10−1 (4−6). (b) Wi =
10−4 (mol/l)2. X0 = 0(1); 1 (2−4), and 10−1 mol/l (5).ktr/kpr = 10−3(1,2); 10−2

(3);10−1 (4,5). The initiation rate in this figure and in the next one is related to the chain propaga-
tion constant; therefore, it is expressed in (mol/l)2. Numbers near the curves represent values of
the tangent of straight line slope angle

close to formula (5.3). However, the right branches of the curves are described by
relationships (5.11) and (5.12), for the cases of instantaneous and slow initiation,
respectively.

Crossover points for both cases are described by the following relationships:

kprF22(0)
ktrY0

≈

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

ktrY0

kprI0
for instantaneous initiation

(ktrY0)
2

kprkiI0
for slow initiation

(5.14)

Therefore, if ktr/kpr ≈ 1 and Y0 ≈ I0, it is necessary to use formula (5.13), if
F22(0) < Y0, relationship (5.11) or (5.12) should be used. However, it is evident
that if F22(0) < Y0, αcr would exceed 1, i.e., the gel point will be unattainable. Thus,
for practically significant conditions of polymerization, specifically formulas (5.11)
and (5.12) are meaningful, i.e., chain transfer reaction (and, hence, the actual length
of polymer chain) does not play any role for finding the critical conversion value. In
other words, the concentration of active centers in the first case and initiation rate
in the second case are important not as factors prescribing the chain length [as it is
necessary on condition that formula (5.4) is valid], but they determine the concentra-
tion of the second reagent participating in the formation of the macromolecule, the
active center. In this sense formulas (5.11) and (5.12) are close to condition (5.2).
It has to be noted that all these obtained relationships are applicable not only to
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homo-polymerization processes, but also to copolymerization processes, if we are
dealing with comonomers with similar reactive ability, which differ only by the
number of multiple bonds in the molecule (e.g., monomethacrylates with
dimethacrylates). In this case the numeric value of F22(0) will be uniquely deter-
mined by composition of comonomer mixture: F22(0) = ∑

i
i(i−1)mi.

5.3.2 Three-Dimensional Polymerization and Copolymerization
with Quadratic or Linear Chain Termination [3,4]

Let us now analyze three-dimensional polymerization with quadratic chain termi-
nation: (kter �= 0,kX = ktr = 0). Calculation results are presented in Fig. 5.6, and the
invariant, which is similar to the one that determines dependence (5.13), is used as
a variable on the axis of ordinates, namely:

αcr
kprF22(0)

kterR
=

kprαcrF22(0)√
kterWi

Fig. 5.6 Dependence of critical conversion value αcr upon conditions of radical polymer-
ization for the case of chain termination through recombination Wi = 10−5(1–4,11,12);
5 × 10−5(8–10); and10−4 (mol/l)2(5–7).ki/kpr = 103(4,5,8);2 × 103(11,12);5 × 103(3,6);
104(1,7,9); 5×104(2); and 105 (10)
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In choosing the appropriate coordinates for the abscissa, all results form a single
curve that is also broken down into two sections. The first one determines the de-
pendence of critical conversion: upon kinetic parameters of polymerization reaction
similar to relationship (5.13):

αcr ≈ 0,33 ·
√

kterWi

kprF22(0)
(5.15)

The value of critical conversion is proportional to the ratio of chain termination
and chain propagation rates on branching functional groups (belonging to polyfunc-
tional monomers). The value of proportionality coefficient is determined by the fact
that termination through recombination was analyzed. As is shown below, dispro-
portionation and linear termination lead to a coefficient that is equal to 0.5. Rela-
tionship (5.12) is strictly satisfied at the second section, and the crossover point is
determined by this equality:

kprF22(0)√
kterWi

≈ kter

kpr
(5.16)

For conventional values of kinetic parameters, namely, Wi ≈ 10−5 mol× l−1 · s−1,
kter ≈ 105 and kpr ≈ 103l · mol−1 · s−1 [30], relation (5.15) is satisfied, if F22(0) <
1mol/l; in the opposite case, the dependence of critical conversion upon poly-
merization conditions is described by formula (5.11). For instance, in the case of
three-dimensional polymerization of dimethyl acrylates, F22(0) ≈ 20mol/l. Conse-
quently, only relationship (5.12) could be analyzed. Thus, with polymerization in-
volving chain termination, critical conditions are also independent of chain length,
but are determined by the same parameters as in the case with living polymeriza-
tion, namely, by the weight-averaged functionality of monomer mixture and by ini-
tiation rate.

Results obtained after solving the system of equations (5.10) for linear termina-
tion (i.e., for inhibited polymerization, kter = 0,kX �= 0) are given in Fig. 5.7. Within
a wide, but reasonable, range of initiation rate values, termination constants kX ,
and constants of termination agent concentration, dependence of critical conversion

Fig. 5.7 Dependence of
critical conversion value αcr
upon inhibited
polymerization conditions
Wi/kpr =
10−9 ÷10−1 (mol/l)2
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upon polymerization conditions is described by a relationship similar to (5.13),
namely:

αcr = 0,5 · kXX
kprF22(0)

(5.17)

This result is determined (with selected values of kinetic constants (see Table 5.5,
below) by a critical relationship of type (5.14):

Ψ =
(kXX)3

k2
prF22(0)Wi

> 1 (5.14a)

In other words, in the case of linear termination, the produced chains are too short
to be a factor determining the gel point; in this case, the moment of gel formation is
regulated by the branching rate, which is also typical for living polymerization.

5.3.3 Three-Dimensional Polymerization with “Pendent” Double
Bonds Taken into Account (Chain Termination
by Disproportionation) [6]

Formation of primary macromolecules in diluted solution in the monomer at early
stages is usual with three-dimensional free-radical polymerization. A consequence
of polyunsaturation of initial molecules of the monomer (oligomer) is that certain
links of the chain contain “pendent” double bonds (PDB), subsequent conversion of
which is determined by two factors. On the one hand, their local concentration near
the active end of the macroradical could be significantly higher than the average one
in terms of volume-average double bond concentration, which leads to increased
consumption of these bonds with formation of intrachain cross-links instead of in-
terchain ones. For this reason, the apparent reactive ability of PDB is enhanced,
while the critical conversion increases [9]. On the other hand, shielding of PDB by
the polymer chain proper (especially during the aggregation of PDB) leads to im-
pairment of reactive ability by the steric factor. Finally, the reactive ability of the
double bond could change depending upon whether this double bond belongs to the
monomer molecule or to the monomer unit of the macromolecule. The combined
impact of all these factors makes elucidation of the true pattern of the mechanism for
cross-links formation with three-dimensional free-radical polymerization difficult.

Indeed, the authors of studies [26, 31–34] devoted to kinetics of three-dimensional
free-radical polymerization monitored common conversion of double bonds (C1)
and “pendent” double bonds (CPDB) separately. It appeared that at the initial stages
of the reaction, when C1 was close to zero, CPDB attained values within 0.2÷ 0.4.
In terms of value of relative reactive ability ε (ε = kprPDB/kpr1, where kpr1 and
kprPDB are constants of the chain propagation reaction rate at initial and “pen-
dant” double bonds), it gives ε >> 1. A mixture of styrene with 0.2÷ 2%(mol)
2.2-bis-(4-vinyl-oxy-phenyl)propane was used as the copolymerization system in
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these studies [26, 35–37], whereas a mixture of MMA with 1÷ 2%(mol) dMAEG
was used as the copolymerization system by Matsumoto et al. [38]. In both cases
there are no grounds to suppose that the reactive ability of the vinyl groups could
enhance in the case of fixing them to a polymer chain. Obviously in this case growth
of local concentration of “pendant” groups near the active end of the macroradical
represents a determining factor. Three-dimensional free-radical polymerization in
the living chains conditions [25, 26] showed that in this case kprPDB/kpr1 ≈ 0.3, i.e.,
in the case of living polymerization, when the concentration of macromolecules is
high at the very beginning of the reaction, and the chains are small in terms of their
length and therefore the effect of local concentration of pendent double bonds dis-
appears, impaired reactive ability of double bonds is observed as compared to that
of double bonds in initial monomers. It is likely that steric restrictions are decisive
in the indicated system. Impairment of reactive ability of PDB as compared to initial
double bonds leads to the formation of “sparse” interpenetrating clusters, whereas
enhancement of this reactive ability leads to the formation of compact and densely
packed “grains” [39].

The appearance of approaches enabling us to truthfully evaluate the variation of
reactive ability of polyunsaturated monomers (oligomers) in the course of three-
dimensional free-radical polymerization and data indicating that such variation
actually takes place served as an impetus for the formulation of the calculation prob-
lem [6].

Taking the variation in reactive ability of double bonds into account within
the proposed calculation scheme means that it is necessary to single out initial
(monomer) reagents from the overall number of polymer chains and to introduce
a special generating function for these reagents:

Z(→q) = ∑
i

q1qi
2mi (mi = concentration of the i-functional monomer). Thus, in the

case with bifunctional oligomers (e.g., dimethyl acrylates), Z(→q) = q1q2
2xm2

The kinetic pattern of mi consumption is expressed by this equation:

dmi

dt
= −kpr1imiR

where kpr1 = constant of propagation rate on double bonds belonging to monomers
leads to an ordinary differential equation in partial derivatives for generating
function:

∂Z(→q)
∂ t

= kpr1q2
∂Z(→q)

∂q2
R (5.18)

Solving of this equation using the method of characteristics gives

Z(→q) = ∑
i

q1(q2e−kpr1τ)imi(0) (5.19)

where τ =
t∫

0
R(ξ )dξ ; mi(0) = initial concentration of the i-functional monomer.
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Equation (5.19) could be presented in the form of a system for moments that take
distribution by double bonds into account (index 2):

dZ
dt

= −kpr1RZ2

dZ2

dt
= −kpr1R(Z2 +RZ22)

dZ22

dt
= −kpr1R(2Z22 +RZ222)

dZ222

dt
= −kpr1R(3Z222 +RZ2222)

(5.20)

and so forth; i.e., the obtained system is not a closed one.
However, it is necessary to take into account that the initial reaction mixture

consists of monomer molecules of restricted functionality. This circumstance makes
it possible to cut the equation system. Indeed, since

Z2(
→q) = q1 ·

n

∑
i=1

iqi−1
2 mi

Z22(
→q) = q1 ·

n

∑
i=1

i(i−1)qi−2
2 mi

Z222(
→q) = q1 ·

n

∑
i=1

i(i−1)(i−2)qi−3
2 mi

(5.21)

and so on, then Z22(1) = 0 for linear polymerization, Z222(1) = 0, if functionality is
no higher than 2(n = 2), and Z2222 = 0, if n is no higher than 3.

The pattern describing the process of radical polymerization becomes more com-
plicated as compared to Eq. (5.2):

I
ki−→R(0,0,1)

R(i, j, l)+m(l,n,0)
kpr1−−→R(i+1, j +n−1, l)

(5.22)

R(i + m, j + n – 1, l + p)  

R(i + m, j + n, l + p – 2) R(i,j,l) + R(m,n,p) 

R(i,j,l – 1) + R(m,n,p – 1) 

R(i,j,l) + Y itrk
R(i,j,l – 1) + R(0,0,1) 

ktr

kpr2

ktr1

The system of differential equations for the concentration of macromolecules
and moments of generating functions is changed accordingly. Initial conditions also
change in this case: at t = 0m(l, i,0) = mi(0), all R(i, j, l) = 0.

Calculations show [6] that the above-obtained result is attained with a high de-
gree of accuracy (Table 5.3), namely, that the critical conversion value depends only
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Table 5.3 Dependence of critical conversion value upon the relationship of constants of chain
propagation rate ε on “pendent” double bond and monomer double bond for living polymerization

Z2(0) Z22(0) Z222(0) αcr

ε = 1 ε = 0.5 ε = 0.2 ε = 0.1

10 1 3 31.44/4.68 44.80/7.36 71.70/13.56 101.06/21.67
10 5 15 14.12/1.58 19.92/2.56 31.62/4.67 44.75/7.47
10 10 30 9.99/1.01 14.11/1.60 22.23/3.00 31.64/4.68
1 20 114 6.93/0.63 9.98/1.00 13.55/1.85 21.86/2.94
5 20 90 7.07/0.63 9.98/1.00 15.43/1.85 21.86/2.94

10 20 60 7.07/0.63 9.99/1.00 15.66/1.85 21.83/2.94
20 20 0 7.07/0.63 9.99/1.00 15.66/1.85 21.88/2.94

Note 1. In the numerator, for values ki/kpr = 1 mol/l, and in the denominator, for values ki/kpr =
10−4 mol/l, I0 = 10−3 mol/l.
Note 2. In terms of formulation of initial composition for a three-component mixture of mono-
functional (concentration m1), bifunctional (m2), and trifunctional (m3) monomers, Z2(0) = m1 +
2m2 +3m3, Z22(0) = 2m2 +6m3, and Z222(0) = 6m3 (see formulas (5.21)).

upon the second moment of initial molecules distribution in terms of functional-
ity Z22(0). Also, formulas of type (5.11) and (5.12) appear to be valid for living
polymerization, namely:

α2
cr ·

εF22(0)
I0

= 1 and α3
cr ·

ε2F2
22(0)

kiI0
· kpr1 = 1 (5.23)

where ε = kPDB/kpr1.
Results of calculation of radical polymerization (with chain termination) are

given in Fig. 5.8. As in the example described above, depending upon the rela-
tionship of kinetic parameters, critical conversion is determined by different re-
lationships. If kpr1Z22/

√
kterWi < kter/kPDB the expression for gel point takes the

following form:

αcr =
1
2
·
√

kterWi

kPDBZ22
(5.24)

In the opposite case, the relationship describing the process of living polymer-
ization with slow initiation appears to be valid for critical conversion.

We would like to point out that coefficient 0.5 in expression (5.24) is deter-
mined by the fact that termination through disproportioning was taken into account
in the calculation. For the purpose of recombination (as has already been stated), the
coefficient of 0.33 appears to be true.

As has been shown above, an estimate of the relative constant of chain propaga-
tion ε given in [25] seems to be the most correct. This value was estimated directly
based on kinetic measurements of consumption of comonomers and “pendent”
groups, and the final estimate was ε = 0.38. Let us analyze this value according
to formula (5.23), assuming that (as it was specified in the initial conditions for cal-
culation scheme) the constants of copolymerization of copolymers are equal. As the
living polymerization in [25] was conducted by introducing an adduct of oligomer
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Fig. 5.8 Dependence of critical conversion value in radical polymerization with chain termina-
tion upon second moment of initial monomer mixture distribution in terms of functionality Z22(0)
without taking the value of ε into account (a) and taking it into account (b). Numbers on curves
in (a) are values of ε. I0 = 10−4 (1,2) and 10−2 (3,4,5) mol/l. ki/kpr1 = 10−5mol/l; kter/kpr1 =
103(1); 104(2,5); and 102 (3, 4)
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Table 5.4 Calculated values of relative constant of chain propagation on “pendent” double bond
according to data from [25]

Z22, mol/l αcr ε = kPDB/kpr1

I0 ×103, mol/l I0 ×103, mol/l

34 23 9.9 6.1 34 23 9.9 6.1

0.17 0.91 – – – 0.24 – – –
0.255 0.81 – – – 0.20 – – –
0.272 0.66 0.42 0.27 0.20 0.29 0.48 0.50 0.56
0.356 0.62 – – – 0.25 – – –
0.513 0.49 0.36 0.24 0.16 0.27 0.34 0.33 0.45
0.714 0.43 – – – 0.26 – – –
0.85 0.38 – – – 0.28 – – –
1.02 0.32 – – – 0.32 – – –
1.36 0.27 – – – 0.34 – – –

Note. kpr1 and kPDB are constants of chain propagation on free (in monomers) and pendent double
bonds.

polystyrene and nitroxile (TEMPO) into the system, the initiation could be consid-
ered to be instantaneous. Thus:

ε =
I0

αcrZ22(0)
(5.23a)

Calculation results are listed in Table 5.4. As is seen, as a result of averaging all
15 values obtained for different conditions of experiments, ε = 0.35± 0.1, which
practically coincides with the value ε = 0.38 obtained from independent kinetic
measurements described by Ide and Fukuda [25].

Consequently, the use of a critical conversion value for evaluating the reactive
ability of PDB is possible, but it should be based on formulas that were derived in
this publication. It is obvious that experimental determination of αcr should be car-
ried out under such conditions that exclude localization of PDB near active ends of
growing chains, i.e., either under the conditions providing the living polymerization
mode or with small enough concentrations of polyunsaturated comonomer [37, 40].
Also, it was recently found that three-dimensional free-radical polymerization in the
presence of high concentrations of chain transfer agents [3] or inhibitors [4, 5], de-
creasing the average length of chains to several links (instead of the usual 102–103

links), also refers to such conditions.

5.3.4 Summary of Results of Theoretical Calculations
for Critical Conversion

Analysis of solutions presented in Sects. 5.3.1–5.3.3 shows that the critical con-
version value is related to kinetic conditions of three-dimensional free-radical
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polymerization process in a complicated way. Depending upon the relationship of
initiation reaction rate to the rate of material chain termination (conditions (5.12)
or (5.15)), gel point is determined either by initiation rate only or by termination
rate only. The first condition is realized in the case when opportunities for chain
branching are good, i.e., when the concentration of polyunsaturated monomer is
high. Then, kinetics of active center accumulation represents an important factor.

In the second case, the length of the material chain plays an important role, be-
cause with a low concentration of polyunsaturated monomer, the number of pendent
double bonds (probable points of branching) per polymer chain becomes a limiting
factor. However, in any case the weight-averaged functionality of initial monomer
mixture is a critical factor.

Generalized results of calculations described in Sects. 5.3.1–5.3.3 and published
in [3–7] are listed in Table 5.5 in the form of formulas with critical conditions of
their satisfiability.

Table 5.5 Formulas for critical conversion (αcr)

Type of process F22 is low F22 is high Critical conditions

LTFRP, instantaneous
initiation

α2
crF22

I0
≈ 1 (5.11)

ki

kprαcrF22
> 6

The same+ chain
transfer

αcr ≈ 0,5 · ktrY0

kprF22
(5.13)

α2
crF22

I0
≈ 1 (5.11) F22 ><

(ktrY0)2

k2
prI22

LTFRP, slow
initiation

α3
crF

2
22kpr

Wi
≈ 1 (5.12)

ki

kprαcrF22
< 1

The same+ chain
transfer

αcr ≈ 0,5 · ktrY0

kprF22
(5.13)

α3
crF

2
22kpr

Wi
≈ 1 (5.12) F22 ><

(ktrY0)3

k2
prkiI0

Ordinary TFRP (slow
initiation,
termination
through
recombination)

αcr ≈ 0,33 ·
√

ktrWo

kprF22
(5.15)

α3
crF

2
22kpr

Wi
≈ 1 (5.12) F22 ><

√
k3

trWi

k2
pr

Ordinary TFRP (slow
initiation, linear
termination)

αcr ≈ 0,5 · kXX
kprF22

(5.17) – –

Ordinary TFRP
(taking PDB into
account,
termination
through
disproportioning)

αcr ≈ 0,5 ·
√

kterWi

kprZ22
(5.24) –

kprZ22√
kterWi

< kter
kPDB

Note 1. TFRP, three-dimensional free-radical polymerization.
Note 2. LTFRP, TFRP in the mode of living chains (”nonterminated” TFRP).
Note 3. F22(0) = ∑

i
(i–1)mi, where i = number of multiple bonds in a molecule of i-monomer, and

mi = molar concentration of i-monomer.
Note 4. Z22 ≡ Z22(0) = ∑

i
i(i–1)mi.

Note 5.In the case of termination through recombination, 0.33 will be used in formula (5.24) instead
of numerical coefficient 0.5.
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5.4 Comparison of Results of Theoretical Calculations
for Critical Conversion with Experimental Data

The majority of experimental data in the field of three-dimensional free-radical
polymerization were obtained from an example of oligomers of acryl series of the
RMn type, where M is the acryl or methacryl group (n = 2–6), their mixtures with
monomers (n = 1), and divinylbenzoles and their mixtures with styrene and other
comonomers.

In the case of conventional radical polymerization with quadratic termination
of chains according to formulas (5.12) and (5.15), the value of αcr increases
with growing initiation rate Wi. However, even with maximum achievable values
Wi ≈ 10−2 mol · l−1 · s−1, the value of αcr does not exceed 10−2 (taking into account
that F22(0) ≈ 20 mol/l, and kpr ≈ 102−103 l ·mol−1 · s−1). Such data are unsuitable
for comparison with the experimental data because the error of critical conversion
measurement in the area αcr ≤ 10−2 is commensurate with the value being mea-
sured. Our measurements (carried out for a large set of dimethacrylates RM2 of
different chemical origin of R with Wi = 10−8−10−6mol · l−1 · s−1) make it pos-
sible to experimentally evaluate only the upper limit of αcr ≤ 10−2. The forecast
according to formula (5.11) yields an estimate of 10−4 ≤ αcr ≤ 10−2. The value
of αcr = 2.9 × 10−2, staying outside the error limits, was observed only in one
case—for ethylene glycol dimethyl acrylate [41]; it is significantly higher than the
theoretically forecasted value (αcr = 2×10−4). The shift of experimentally obtained
value by two decimal exponents in the direction of increase is interpreted by Funke
et al. [41] (see also Irzhak et al. [9]) as a manifestation of cyclization and dramatic
impairment of reactive ability of pendent double bonds as compared to initial double
bonds of dimethacrylate.

The most productive method for comparison of the theory with experimental data
is represented by the case implying a shift of αcr to the area of high values, which
is attained either from reduction of F22(0) by diluting the system with a monofunc-
tional comonomer, or by using sufficient amounts of highly efficient inhibitors of
radical polymerization.

5.4.1 Inhibited Polymerization of Dimethacrylates

Radical polymerization of tri(ethylene glycol) dimethacrylate initiated by dicyclo-
gexyl peroxidicarbonate (DCPD) in the presence of large amounts of inhibitors
of benzoquinone (BQ) or trinitrotoluene (TNT) was conducted in cylinder-shaped
vials evacuated of air and sealed (vial height, 250 mm; diameter, 3–3.5 mm) [3].
Conversion was determined based on contraction (shift of meniscus was tracked
with accuracy of up to 0.1 mm; overall shift by the moment of gel formation in
selected inhibition range was 3–10 mm). The gel formation point was determined
based on loss of fluidity. Comparison with other methods [25] showed that this
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Table 5.6 Comparison of experimentally obtained and calculated values of αcr for inhibited
polymerization of tri(ethylene glycol) dimethyl acrylate

Inhibitor Critical conversion

Substance Concentration, mol/l KXX,s−1 Experiment Calculation
using
formula(5.4a)

Calculation
using
formula(5.17)

TNT 0.05 5 ≈ 0.01 3.6×10−3 8.9×10−4

0.1 10 0.06 7.2×10−3 1.8×10−3

0.2 20 0.08 1.4×10−2 3.6×10−3

0.5 50 0.11 3.6×10−2 9×10−3

BQ 0.005(4)∗ 10 0.065 7.2×10−3 1.8×10−3

0.005(2)∗ 10 0.055 7.2×10−3 1.8×10−3

0.005(1)∗ 10 0.045 7.2×10−3 1.8×10−3

0.01 20 0.085 1.4×10−2 3.6×10−3

0.05 100 0.125 7.2×10−2 1.8×10−2

0.01 200 0.135 1.4×10−1 3.6×10−2

0.03 600 0.16 4.3×10−1 7.2×10−2

0.05 1000 0.19 7.2×10−1 1.8×10−1

Note 1. TNT (kx ≈ 102 l ·mol−1 ·s−1), BQ(kx ≈ 2×103 l ·mol−1 ·s−1) kpr ≈ 350l ·mol−1 ·s−1 [30],
M0 ≈ 4mol/l F22(0) ≈ 8mol/l
Note 2. Molar “initiator/inhibitor” ratio = 2, initiator =DCPD.
Note 3. In the series marked with a “∗” sign, kinetics of polymerization was recorded using the
precision calorimetry method; numbers in brackets are initiation rate, Wi ×10−7mol · l−1 · s−1.

method yields sufficiently accurate value of critical conversion. Obtained results are
listed in Table 5.6.

It follows from the table that in the area of longest lengths of propagating poly-
mer chains (with lowest values of kXX parameter) a very dramatic discrepancy
(by orders of magnitude) between calculated and experimentally obtained values
of critical conversion is observed, but then, as the molecular weight decreases (with
growing kXX), the experimental and calculated values become closer. The best co-
incidence is observed when formula (5.17) is used for calculating αcr. As the main
reason for too high experimental values of αcr is cyclization [9] that represents in-
trachain cross-linking of “pendent” double bonds, the authors suppose that the prob-
ability of cyclization is declining as the length of growing polymer chains decreases
with increasing kXX Therefore, a comparison with experimental data specifically
in the area of highest values of KXX enables us to identify the actual advantage of
formula (5.17) as the most exact one. At the same time, the obtained result means
that the proposed calculation gives a correct estimate of critical conversion value
not only in the area of parameters, where formula (5.17) is true, but also in an area
where the ratio of Eq. (5.12) can be satisfied.

It is all the more important that very often [42] the deviation of experimental
values of αcr from calculated values is looked upon as a test enabling estimation of
the contribution of cyclic structures into polymeric networks, and the calculation of
αcr is based on the Flory–Stockmayer formula (5.4). It is obvious that the use of
ratio (5.17) in this case will allow avoiding erroneous conclusions.
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5.4.2 Copolymerization of Divinyl Benzene (mmm-DVB) with Styrene

It was anticipated that with decreasing content of polyfunctional agent (m-DVB)
in an initial (co)monomer mixture [40], the probability of cyclization would fall
to a negligibly small value, which would provide an “ideal” structure of polymer
network. A proof for this conclusion was sought for in the coincidence of calculated
and experimental values of αcr, and the Flory–Stockmayer formula was used for the
said calculation:

αcr =
1

ρ(Pw −1)
(5.4a)

where ρ = molar fraction of cross-linking agent (m-DVB); Pw = weight-averaged
degree of polymerization of initial polymer chains, i.e., the chains that would be
formed in the absence of cross-linking agent by the moment, which corresponds to
the gel formation point.

The value of Pw was found using the GPC method for conversions that are lower
than αcr, with subsequent extrapolation to zero conversion. The results are presented
in Table 5.7. As for selected values of kinetic constants (see note to Table 5.7) the
critical condition for estimating αcr determines the selection of formula (5.15), it
was just this formula that was used in the calculations.

It follows from data listed in Table 5.7 that the conclusions of Matsumoto et al.
[40] stating that at low concentrations of m-DVB (the last line in the table) the state
of “ideal” network is attained casts strong doubts. The conclusion regarding the at-
tainment of the ideal network state that was drawn by Mitomi et al. [35] dealing with
copolymerization of dimethyl acrylates with monomethacrylates also casts strong
doubts. In this case, similarity of experimentally obtained values of αcr and values
of αcr calculated based on formula (5.4a) was observed at still lower values of bi-
functional component at 0.03%(mol) dimethyl acrylate. Recalculation according to
formula (5.15) in this case also leads to significantly lower values of αcr and thus
points to the fact that despite the conclusions made by Soper et al. [37], the contri-
bution of cyclic structures is high enough.

Table 5.7 Comparison of experimental and calculated values of αcr for copolymerization of m-
DVB with styrene

αcr

m-DVB,
%(mol)

Pw ·10−3 F22(0) Experiment Calculation using
formula (5.4a)

Calculation using
formula (5.15)

1 1.19 0.154 0.215 0.0425 0.032
0.5 0.79 0.077 0.333 0.133 0.065
0.25 0.74 0.039 0.488 0.271 0.128
0.17 0.67 0.026 0.549 0.435 0.192

Note. Copolymerization in the block initiated by AIBN (4 × 10−2 mol/l) at 60◦C; Wi = 4 ×
10−7 mol · l−1 · s−1, kpr = 200 l ·mol−1 · s−1, kter = 107 l ·mol−1 · s−1, and F22(0) = 15.4mol/l
for m-DVB.
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Also, the contribution of cyclization remains quite significant in those cases,
when the length of “primary” chains is decreased by several orders of magni-
tude as a result of intensive chain transfer in the course of polymerization pro-
cess [35], although the tendency to cyclization suppression is clearly manifested
in this process. For example, in the case with polymerization of dimethacrylates,
the ratio of experimental value of critical conversion to calculated value decreases
from 100 (at Pw = 1000 in the absence of chain transfer agent) to 13 (Pw = 142)
and to 7–8 (Pw = 64) in the presence of highly efficient chain transfer agents
(dodecylmerkaptanes).

In the case of diallyl monomers that are active chain transfer agents, at lowest
values of Pw = 39–49, this ratio falls to 5.2–5.5. This tendency manifests itself not
only when chain length decreases, but also when chain rigidity is enhanced [36].

In the case of inhibited polymerization of dimethacrylates (which was analyzed
above; see Table 5.6), similarity of calculated and experimentally obtained values
of critical conversion is observed for Pw, which is approximately equal to several
units. Apparently, this is the main reason for the fact that contribution of cyclization
is close to zero and the “ideal” network structure is obtained thereby.
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Chapter 6
Properties of Cross-Linked Polymers
and Copolymers

Abstract The productive efficiency of the strength model developed by the au-
thors is demonstrated in an example of experimental data on physical, mechanical,
thermo-mechanical, and sorption properties of cross-linked polymers [on the basis
of 23 polyfunctional oligo(acrylates)] and copolymers (on the basis of oligomeric
dimethacrylate with five vinyl monomers). The strength model describes a cross-
linked polymeric solid (obtained through TFRP) as superposition of interacting net-
works of physical and chemical bonds, taking into account the microheterogeneous
environment of networks that is created in the course of polymerization. The authors
established that the network of physical bonds exerts the prevailing influence upon
strength characteristics in the forced-elastic state and that the network of chemical
bonds exerts the prevailing influence upon strength characteristics in the glassy state.
The value of information presented in Chap. 6 is upgraded by the description of the
properties of those copolymers, the specifics of formation of which were analyzed
in Chap. 4.

6.1 Cross-Linked Poly(acrylates). Physical
and Mechanical Properties

Results of systematic research into the physical and mechanical properties of cross-
linked poly(acrylates) synthesized via three-dimensional free-radical polymeriza-
tion (TFRP) of oligomers of different classes are presented in articles and reviews
[1–5], in which an attempt is made to establish a dependence of measurement
of these properties upon the chemical structure of initial oligomers. This prob-
lem was successfully solved by one of the authors [6 (p. 148)] in the context of
dominating influence of network of physical bonds on elastic and strength prop-
erties of cross-linked polymers. The term “network of physical bonds” implies a
system of intermolecular interactions (IMI) that form a continuous spatial network
of labile physical bonds (junctions).1

1 Various types of intermolecular interactions in polymers and the possibility to approximate IMI
systems in the form of network of physical bonds (physical network model) are discussed in two
monographs [6, 7] and a survey [8].

G.V. Korolev, M.M. Mogilevich, Three-Dimensional Free-Radical Polymerization, 157
DOI 10.1007/978-3-540-87567-3 6, c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2009
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Properties of polymers including cross-linked polymers (i.e., elastic, strength,
and relaxation properties) for which time of the application of mechanical load
or any other force field plays an important role, are, in essence, kinetic properties
[7–10]. It is obvious that resistance to deformation (elasticity), and resistance to
breaking (strength) in case a certain force is applied, as well as ability to restore
initial state after the action of force field is eliminated (relaxation), are determined
by the degree of the link of material components with one another. The concentra-
tion of chemical junctions and physical junctions (νch and νph) in a unit of polymer
volume serves as a quantitative measure of linkage degree. Effective concentration
of physical junctions is not a constant of a given material (in contrast to concentra-
tion of chemical network junctions). It depends upon the conditions in which the
measurement of a property is taken (namely, upon testing time and temperature).
The shorter is the time of force action and the lower is the temperature of conducted
experiment, the greater is the portion of physical network junctions that exhibits
resistance to the said force action (see Sect. 6.2.1).

The combination of chemical and physical junctions of the network determines
the molecular mobility responsible for the properties of cross-linked polymers.
Elastic, strength, and relaxation properties of cross-linked poly(acrylates) should
be considered as a function of the integral network that includes two components:
the constant chemical network of covalent bonds and the variable network of in-
termolecular interactions (physical network, which is superimposed on chemical
network). The chemical network is a constant for a given cross-linked polymer, and
the degree of cross-linking of this network is determined by the structure of the ini-
tial oligomer and the three-dimensional polymerization mode. The density of the
physical network is variable. As mentioned above, it depends on the intermolecular
interaction (IMI) linkage dissociation energy Ea, and conditions of the experiment,
plus the spatial arrangement of atomic groups that form physical junctions.

Hence, the contribution of the physical network to deformation resistance is de-
termined by the degree of formation of potential junctions of the physical network
in the form of IMI linkages, and this degree, along with values of Ea and condi-
tions of the experiment, depends also upon the type of molecular packing of a given
polymer.

Key experimental data on physical and mechanical properties of cross-linked
poly(acrylate)s of different classes are also discussed within the framework of the
network model [6, p. 166].

6.1.1 Influence of Chemical Structure of Oligomers upon Physical
and Mechanical Properties of Cross-Linked Poly(acrylates)

The chemical structure of oligomer molecules includes the following main el-
ements influencing the physical and mechanical properties of cross-linked poly
(acrylates):
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• Potential junctions of the polymer chemical network [double bonds of acrylate
and meth(acrylate) groups] that are formed in the course of polymerization either
in full or partially

• Potential junctions of the physical network (atomic groups, centers of intermolec-
ular interactions) that are formed only partially because of steric hindrances and
freezing of mobility resulting from formation of the chemical network

• Bonds with a low potential rotation barrier, which ensures a high level of
molecular mobility, thus facilitating the dissipation of mechanical energy

• Bulk atomic groups, the source of steric hindrances

All this should be taken into account when comparing the physical and me-
chanical properties of cross-linked poly(acrylates) that differ in their chemical
structure.

One of the popular methods used for comparative studying of physical and
mechanical properties of cross-linked poly(acrylates) consists in selecting a series
of polymers obtained via polymerization of oligomers (members of the so-called
oligomer-homologous series) as objects of study. Every oligomer-homologous se-
ries is made up of oligomers with gradually increasing number of units n in the
oligomeric block. Cross-linked polymers of an oligomer-homologous series of
oligo(acrylates) and oligo(carbonate-acrylates) were analyzed [6 (p. 166)].

Oligo(methacrylates) are represented by an oligomer-homologous series of dMA-
EGPh, dMA-dEGPh, and dMA-BGPh based on o-phthalic acid and dimethacry-
lates of ethylene glycol, diethylene glycol, and butylene glycol (butane-1,4-di-ol),
respectively:

MAcr [ CH2CH2 OOCC6H4COO ]n CH2CH2 MAcr;

n = 1–4(dMA EGPh)
MAcr [ CH2CH2OCH2CH2 OOCC6H4COO ]n CH2CH2OCH2CH2 MAcr;

n = 1−5(dMA dEGPh)
MAcr [ (CH2)4 OOCC6H4COO ]n (CH2)4 MAcr;

n = 1−4(dMA BGPh)

where MAcr is methacrylate:

O

MAcr = – OCC(CH3)CH2

Oligo(carbonate-methacrylates) are represented by series OCM-2 – OCM-4 –
OCM-6:

MAcr–CH2CH2–OC–OCH2CH2(-OCH2CH2-)n–OC–OCH2CH2–MAcr

OO
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n = 1(OCM−2);n = 2(OCM−4);n = 3(OCM−6)

Oligo(carbonate-acrylates) are represented by series OCA-2 - OCA-4 - OCA-6 char-
acterized by variation of n within a wider range:

Acr–CH2CH2–OC–OCH2CH2(-OCH2CH2-)n–OC–OCH2CH2–Acr

OO

n = 2(OCA−2);n = 4(OCA−4);n = 6(OCA−6)

when Acr = acrylate.

O

Acr = –OCCHCH2

dMA-EGA and dMA-EGSb are classified with oligo(methacrylates) on the basis of
ethylene glycol and adipinic or sebacic acids, respectively:

MAcr CH2CH2 OOC(CH2)nCOO CH2CH2 MAcr

n = 4(dMA EGA);n = 8(dMA EGSb)

Oligo(methacrylates) with longer-chain dMA-BGA and dMA-BGSb were ob-
tained on the basis of the same acids and butylene glycol:

MAcr (CH2)4 OOC(CH2)nCOO (CH2)4 MAcr

n = 4(dMA BGA);n = 8(dMA BGSb)

Physical and mechanical characteristics of cross-linked poly(meth)acrylates sys-
tematized according to oligomer-homologous series are listed in Tables 6.1, 6.2, 6.3,
and 6.4.

Figure 6.1 shows the dependence of breaking tensile strength (TS) upon extent
of chemical network cross-linking (νch). The reverse value of the molecular weight
of initial oligo(acrylates) is taken as a measure for the extent of chemical network
cross-linking. An error is introduced when using such a measure for the extent of
chemical network cross-linking (νch) because of the difference between experimen-
tally obtained and theoretical values of conversion, which is insignificant because of
the semiquantitative level of discussion. It can be seen that when a sufficient body
of data is available (e.g., for series dMA-EGPh and dMA-dEGPh), σ increases quite
rapidly as the extent of chemical network cross-linking grows, and then σ declines
steeply.

The position of the maximum of curves σ = f (νch) depends on oligomer-
homologous series nature, while the maximum breaking strength is practically con-
stant and almost equals the limiting value of strength attained for cross-linked
poly(acrylates) in the course of variation of all possible parameters, including test-
ing conditions (see Fig. 6.1).
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Table 6.2 Physical and mechanical properties of cross-linked poly(meth)acrylates [1]

Polymer MW vch = 103/MW, mol/kg σ, MPa ε, %

dMA-EGPh-1 390 2.57 43 1.4
dMA-EGPh-2 582 1.72 81 2.3
dMA-EGPh-3 774 1.29 48 2.9
dMA-EGPh-4 966 1.04 35 3.7
dMA-dEGPh-1 478 2.09 62 2.2
dMA-dEGPh-2 714 1.4 86 3.1
dMA-dEGPh-3 950 1.05 83 4.2
dMA-dEGPh-4 1186 0.84 45 5.2
dMA-dEGPh-5 1422 0.70 37 7.5
dMA-EGA 370 2.70 49 2.2
dMA-EGSb 426 2.34 12 3.5

Note 1. Rate of tension strain, Vε = 0.5 min−1; temperature, 20◦C.
Note 2. σ, breaking strength; ε, breaking elongation; MW, molecular weight of oligomer.

Table 6.3 Physical and mechanical properties of cross-linked poly(meth)acrylates [1]

Polymer MW vch = 103/MW, mol/kg σ, MPa E, MPa ε, % σ/E

dMA-dEGPh-1 478 2.09 76 3200 3.8 0.024
dMA-dEGPh-2 714 1.40 64 2450 4.7 0.026
dMA-BGPh-1 446 2.24 36 3350 1.1 0.011
dMA-BGPh-2 666 1.50 64 3150 2.4 0.020
dMA-EGA 370 2.70 50 2100 2.4 0.024
dMA-EGSb 426 2.35 10 450 3.0 0.022
dMA-BGA 426 2.35 16 500 4.3 0.032
dMA-BGSb 474 2.11 2 – 4.3 –

Note 1. Rate of tension strain, Vε = 0.07–0.09 min−1; temperature, 20◦C.
Note 2. σ, breaking strength; ε, breaking elongation; E, elasticity modulus; MW, molecular weight
of oligomer.

Table 6.4 Physical and mechanical properties of cross-linked poly-carbonate(meth)acrylates [1]

Polymer MW vch = 103/MW, mol/kg σ,MPa E,MPa ε,% σ/E

OCM-2 374 2.67 75 3910 2.5 0.019
OCM-4 388 2.58 70 – 4.4 –
OCM-6 402 2.49 61 2480 4.7 0.025
OCA-2 346 2.89 75 3150 3.0 0.024
OCA-4 374 2.67 55 2300 3.7 0.024
OCA-6 398 2.51 34 1400 13.1 0.024

Note 1. Rate of tension strain, Vε = 0.007–0.009 min−1; temperature, 20◦C.
Note 2. σ, breaking strength; ε, breaking elongation; E, elasticity modulus; MW, molecular weight
of oligomer.
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Fig. 6.1 Dependence of physical and mechanical properties of cross-linked poly(meth)acrylates
upon extent of chemical network cross-linking (based on data listed in Tables 6.2 and 6.4).
a Oligomer-homologous series of cross-linked poly(meth)acrylates: dMA-dEGPHh (1, 1′) and
dMA-EGPh (2, 2′). b Oligo-carbonate(meth)acrylates (4, 4′) and oligo-carbonate-acrylates (3, 3′)

It is obvious that the growth of cross-linked polymer strength (when moving
from higher members of a homologous series to lower ones) on ascending branches
of curves σ = f (νch) cannot be a result of a simple increase in the density of physical
network or chemical network.

Indeed, judging by values of molar constants of attraction of different atomic
groups contained in cross-linked poly(acrylates) [6, p. 176], the physical network
density νph (when moving from higher members of a homologous series to lower
ones) not only does not increase, but declines slightly. The increase of νch by it-
self also cannot give the observed enhancement of strength because the additive
contribution of the chemical network into the integral network νΣ = νch +νph is in-
significant; this is confirmed by a decrease (of more than 10 fold) of the elasticity
modulus of oligo(acrylates) polymers after breaking of physical network junctions
(e.g., in the case of a temperature rise). Hence, with the background of high values of
νph(νph/νch > 10), the 2-fold increase of νch(for cross-linked polymers belonging
to dMA-EGPh and dMA-dEGPh series) certainly cannot lead to the observed 2-fold
growth of strength, with the proviso of additivity of contribution of both networks
(i.e., chemical and physical) into the resulting (integral) network of a polymer, that
is, with the proviso that equality νΣ = νch + νph is satisfied. The dependence of σ
upon νch is even stronger for the OCA-2–OCA-6 series (see Fig. 6.1): increase of
νch by only 15–20% results in 2-fold enhancement of strength. The strongest in-
fluence of νch was observed for the dMA-EGSb–dMA-EGA series of cross-linked
polymers; an insignificant increase of νch (by about 15%) leads to an increase of σ
of more than 4-fold (!) (see Table 6.2).
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Observed nonadditivity of the νch contribution could be preconditioned by freez-
ing of molecular mobility (resulting from formation of chemical network junctions)
and corresponding enhancement of stability of physical junctions that are located
in the freezing zone, the size of which depends upon the flexibility of oligomeric
chains (i.e., upon the presence of “hinged” groups in them). The restriction of mo-
bility (i.e., freezing) of chain fragments that carry physical junctions leads to a sharp
increase in the lifetime of physical junctions (resulting from connection of chains by
covalent bonds) according to the mechanism of the cage effect type. Indeed, in the
freezing zone, breaking of intermolecular bonds by the action of energy fluctuation
does not necessarily result in breaking of physical junctions because bringing the
intermolecular interaction centers (that became free) away from one another is hin-
dered by the restriction of mobility. That is why the probability of restoration of the
same physical junction is very high, which is equivalent to the enhancement of its
stability. Hence, the increase in the concentration of chemical junctions (cross-links)
is accompanied by the formation of physical junctions characterized by enhanced
stability. In other words, what takes place is not a simple addition but a synergistic
interaction of two networks—namely, chemical and physical—which leads to the
nonadditive effect νΣ > νch +νph, where νph is the calculated value of concentration
of physical junctions, with freezing effect not taken into account. Obviously, the
length of the freezing zone along the chain is determined by the presence (or ab-
sence) of atomic groups with a low internal rotation barrier of type –CH2–O–CH2–
in the chain. If the oligomeric chain contains atomic groups with a high internal
rotation barrier of type –(CH3)C(CH3)–, the freezing (i.e., stabilization) zone can
extend over the entire oligomeric chain.

The comparison of series dMA-EGPh, dMA-dEGPh, oligo(carbonate)-acrylates
and oligo(carbonate)methacrylates shows that the effect of physical junction sta-
bilization by chemical junctions diminishes in the indicated sequence of these se-
ries (see Fig. 6.1). For instance, when νch = 2.5mol/kg, the strength in the first
two series is already higher than the maximum value, while for the last series the
value of strength is still far from the maximum value. Thus, freezing of mobil-
ity of oligomeric chains of carbonate methacrylates becomes more difficult as νch

increases.
The physical meaning of maxima on curves σ = f (νch) (see Fig. 6.1) is obvi-

ous. As soon as the major part of the physical junctions has been stabilized through
freezing, which is caused by increasing νch, the mechanical stress redistribution
mechanism, the function of which is performed by the network of labile intermolec-
ular bonds (i.e., by the physical network), turns out to be completely disabled. The
stress concentration in defective zones of microheterogeneous structure of polymers
leads to local overstresses that do not have enough time to relax (in other words, to
become redistributed) and, as a consequence, to formation and propagation of mi-
crocracks. As a result of this, brittle transition of material occurs. Transfer to brittle
transition is clearly manifested on tensile stress-strain diagrams (Fig. 6.2) and is ex-
pressed in the disappearance of the curvilinear section on curves σ = f (ε), which
is related to forced elasticity. Only the initial linear section σ = f (ε) remains if the
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Fig. 6.2 Representative strain
curves for tension of
cross-linked
poly(carbonate-acrylates):
T = 20◦C; rate of extension,
V−

ε = 7×10−3min−1. 1,
OCA-2; 2, OCA-4; 3, OCA-6
(use the lower axis of
abscissa)

brittle transition takes place, and in this case ultimate breaking strength ε declines
very steeply.

A data analysis method that is based on comparison of strength values reduced by
elasticity modulus σ′ = σ/E (instead of comparison of absolute values of strength)
could be employed to evaluate the role of atomic groups of different chemical na-
ture in redistribution processes. Selection of E as the reduction parameter is quite
evident, as the elasticity modulus is proportional to the total extent of cross-linking
(i.e., density) of the polymer network νch + νph, and, hence, values of σ′ represent
strengths that are reduced to identical extents of cross-linking of effective networks.
It should be pointed out here that the value of νph includes only those physical junc-
tions the lifetime of which exceeds the observation time (i.e., time of mechanical
load action during experimental measurements of physical and mechanical parame-
ters, in this case, strength).

In can be seen from Tables 6.3 and 6.4 that, depending on the chemical nature
of oligomer molecules, the reduced strength varies from 0.011 to 0.032, and for
the majority of cross-linked poly(acrylates), the value of σ′ varies within the range
0.015–0.026. The authors believe that the higher is the degree of manifestation
of stress redistribution processes in a polymer, the higher is the value of reduced
strength. Brittle transition corresponds to lower values of σ′. The comparison of
tensile stress-strain diagrams confirms this conclusion (Fig. 6.2).

Thus, it is possible to trace two different mechanisms of formation of cross-
linked poly(acrylate) strength depending on their chemical structure. One mech-
anism is trivial, and according to this mechanism, strength enhances symbate to
the growth of elasticity modulus simply by the increase in the extent of effective
network cross-linking νΣ = νch + νph. This mechanism is characteristic of those
polymers, the chemical structure of which facilitates freezing of molecular mo-
bility owing to high values of νch (with molecular weights of oligomers being
low) because of inclusion of such atomic groups into the oligomeric chain that
are potentially strong junctions of the physical network, for instance, –C6H4–,
–C6H4–C(CH3)2–C6H4–, and the like (see Tables 6.3 and 6.4).

Another mechanism of strength enhancement consists in intensification of stress
redistribution processes. In this case, elasticity moduli are characterized by rela-
tively low values, while strength values are, in contrast, quite high. It can be seen
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from Tables 6.3 and 6.4 that the highest degree of redistribution process intensi-
fication is observed after introduction of “hinged” groups such as CH2OCH2

into oligo(acrylates) molecules (compare dMA-dEGPh-1 with dMA-BGPh-1, etc.)
or after extension of oligomeric chains owing to the increase of length or number of
hydrocarbon sections of type (CH2)n (compare OCM-2 with OCM-6, dMA-
BGPh-1 with dMA-BGPh-2, and so forth). However, with a too large number of
“hinged” groups or too significant increase of n (compare dMA-EGA with dMA-
EGSb), the reduced strength starts decreasing, having passed through its maximum.
Obviously, this takes place because of excessive decline of the νph value. Indeed, the
physical network efficiency in the stress redistribution processes is determined by
its density νph, but with the proviso that a necessary level of molecular mobility in
the overstress zone has been attained. Hence, the decline of νph does not adversely
affect the efficiency of overstress relaxation only until this efficiency is limited by
mobility restriction (i.e., by freezing).

6.1.2 Influence of Physical Network Density upon Physical and
Mechanical Properties of Cross-Linked Poly(acrylates)

The influence of the chemical structure of initial oligomers upon the physical and
mechanical properties of polymers of cross-linked poly(acrylates) was discussed in
the previous section. It was shown that this influence is manifested via participation
of elements of the chemical structure of oligomer molecules in the formation of
stable covalent and labile intermolecular bonds, which represent the junctions of
chemical and physical networks, respectively. Also, the concentration of physical
network junctions νph (i.e., network density) represents the immediate factor for the
generation of physical and mechanical properties, while the role of the chemical
network consists of stabilization of physical junctions.

From this point of view, it is extremely interesting to consider the influence of
rate of mechanical action application and testing temperature upon physical and
mechanical properties of cross-linked poly(acrylates). These parameters enable one
to vary νph without changing the chemical nature of the initial oligomer.

The lifetime of physical junction τlife under loading is determined by parameters
given below in relationship (6.2). Only those junctions exhibit resistance to the me-
chanical action that exists during the time of experiment τex. Therefore, effective
density of physical network νph includes concentrations of only those junctions that
satisfy τlife > τex. As a set of physical junctions with different τlife is present in a
polymer, then as τex decreases, the increasingly greater number of junctions would
satisfy the condition τlife > τex. In other words, νph should increase as τex declines.
Results of νph variation in response to changing strain rate Vε within 3–4 decimal
exponents are presented in Table 6.5 and Fig. 6.3. Obviously, νph increases as Vε
grows and τex declines.

Variation of testing temperature represents another method for changing the
physical network density νph. It follows from relationship (6.2) that as the tempera-
ture increases, the lifetime of physical junctions τlife goes down, and, therefore, with
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Table 6.5 Influence of strain rate (Vε) upon physical and mechanical properties of cross-linked
poly(acrylates) at 20◦C [1]

Vε
102,min−1

σys,
MPa

εys,% E1,
MPa

σ/E1 Vε
102,min−1

σys, MPa εys,% E1, MPa σ/E1

OCM-2 dMA-EGA
0.08 67 2.6 3250 0.021 0.06 50 3.8 1760 0.028
0.77 75 2.6 3710 0.020 0.31 53 4.0 1920 0.027
1.5 76 2.5 3810 0.020 – – – – –
7.1 79 2.4 4000 0.019 3.1 50 2.3 2120 0.024
87 78 2.4 4300 0.018 51 49 2.2 2140 0.023
880 11 0.2 4850 0.002 – – – – –

dMA-EGSb dMA-dEGPh
0.03 5.0 1.7 306 0.016 0.11 55 5.1 2490 0.022
0.30 9.0 2.5 360 0.025 0.96 58 4.3 2170 0.022
– – – – – 9 76 3.8 3200 0.024
3.2 10 3.0 455 0.022 18 79 3.6 3300 0.024
40 12 3.5 462 0.026 90 74 2.4 3400 0.022
– – – – – – – – – –

OCM-6
0.1 57 5.8 2370 0.024 18 71 3.7 2570 0.028
0.9 61 4.7 2480 0.025 33 71 3.6 2630 0.027
1.7 63 4.3 2490 0.025 84 72 3.8 2760 0.026
8.1 68 3.8 2520 0.027 – – – – –

the fixed value of τex, the lesser number of junctions will satisfy condition τlife > τex,
that is, the value of νph should decrease as the temperature increases. Data of such
kind are given in Table 6.6 and Fig. 6.4.

The analysis of data listed in Tables 6.5 and 6.6 and in Figs. 6.3 and 6.4 leads
to conclusion that, regardless of the method by which the variation of physical net-
work density was obtained, the increase of νph at first would give the enhancement
of strength of highly cross-linked poly(acrylates) and then, starting from certain
values of νph, as νph continues growing, the strength is diminished, i.e., the regu-
larity is repeated, which was observed during stabilization of physical junctions by
superimposition of the chemical network.

On curves showing variation of parameters of physical and mechanical properties
σ, E, and ε depending on strain rate Vε in all cases (see Fig. 6.3), one can clearly
see two regions: a region of rapid changes of properties resulting from growth of Vε
(with Vε×102 < 10−25 min−1) and a region where properties change only slightly,
almost a plateau (with 25 < Vε × 102 < 100 min−1). The third region, namely, the
region of σ and ε decline with increase in Vε, is observed only in a very wide range
of Vε × 102 variation (with Vε × 102 > 100− 500 min−1). It seems likely that the
presence of this plateau is connected with the nature of physical junction lifetime
distribution function τlife or, in other words, function of distribution of junctions in
terms of bond energy. The percentage of physical junctions, the value of τlife for
which stays within the range 25 < (1/τlife)×102 < 100 min−1, is close to zero, that
is, the distribution function has something like a “dip” in this region at times.
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Fig. 6.3 Dependence of physical and mechanical properties of cross-linked poly(meth)acrylates
upon strain rate (based on data listed in Table 6.5). (a) OCM-2 polymer; (b) dMA-EGA polymer;
(c) dMA-EGSb polymer; (d) dMA-dEGPh-1 polymer

Temperature dependences of parameters of physical and mechanical properties
(Fig. 6.4) are so constructed that the direction of temperature variation by axis of
the abscissa coincides with the direction of increase in νph. In all cases, for small
values of νph, a region of symbate increase of σ and ε is observed, whereas for high
values of νph, a region of antibate increase of σ and ε is observed. Most probably,
the difference of temperature method for νph varying from the method connected
with changes of Vε consists, first of all, in the fact that a much wider range of νph is
covered (especially in the direction of low values of νph).

Besides, temperature variation may cause side disturbances in a micro-
nonhomogeneous polymeric material. These side disturbances take the form of local
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Table 6.6 Influence of temperature upon physical and mechanical properties of cross-linked poly-
mer dMA-EGA for different strain rates Vε [1]

Vε = 0.30×10−2,min−1 Vε = 0.06×10−2,min−1

T, K σys, MPa εys ×10,% E1,MPa σ/E1 T, K σys, MPa εys ×10,% E1,MPa σ/E1

– – – – – 243 47 19 2700 0.017
253 55 32 2940 0.019 252 58 29 2580 0.022
273 62 52 2500 0.025 270 44 35 1800 0.024
280 60 59 2300 0.026 – – – – –
293 50 40 1920 0.026 293 50 38 1760 0.028
323 30 35 1100 0.027 333 29 67 1120 0.026
343 25 40 1050 0.024 351 17 46 550 0.031
363 19 37 1000 0.019 365 15 42 520 0.029
385 12 33 625 0.019 – – – – –
393 9 28 340 0.027 392 4 19 300 0.013
421 4 18 250 0.016 – – – – –

Fig. 6.4 Dependence of physical and mechanical properties of cross-linked poly(meth)acrylates
upon temperature for different strain rates (based on data listed in Table 6.6). (a) dMA-EGA
polymer, Vε = 3.0× 10−3 min−1; (b) dMA-EGA polymer, Vε = 6× 10−4 min−1; (c) dMA-EGSb
polymer, Vε = 3.0×10−3 min−1
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micro-stresses resulting from the difference between the thermal expansion coeffi-
cient of grain material and that of the interlayer material.

The reduced strength grows with increase in νph, passes through its maximum,
and then decreases again. The value of νph (corresponding to the maximum) pro-
vides the best conditions for redistribution of stresses in a material. At lower values
of νph, the centers of intermolecular interactions (that provide for redistribution) are
characterized by sufficient mobility, but their number is too small, whereas at higher
values of νph the number of such centers is sufficient, but their mobility is frozen.
The abnormal “splash” in reduced strength near the glass-transition temperature of
oligo(acrylates) polymers is noteworthy. Although the absolute values of strength in
this region are very small, values of σ/E are abnormally high. It is not improbable
that in this temperature region orientation self-hardening is possible because of local
glass transition in those micro-regions, in which orientation processes develop [3].

So, the dependence of strength of all types of studied cross-linked poly(acrylates)
upon the cross-linking degree of effective network νΣ = νch +νph [elasticity modu-
lus E = f (νch,νph)] serves as a measure for cross-linking degree of effective net-
work is reflected by curves with maxima (Fig. 6.5), while all points below the
maximum point fall quite well onto a single master curve, despite the fact that
the increase of E was effected by absolutely different methods: by increase in νch

(resulting from decrease of molecular weight of initial oligo(acrylates)), or by in-
crease of νph resulting from test temperature decrease or from strain rate growth.
In a first approximation, the level of strength properties depends relatively weakly
upon specific features of the chemical structure of oligo(acrylates) molecules and is
determined mainly by the overall degree of cross-linking of polymer chains, by its
effective network νΣ = νch + νph. When a certain value of νch + νph is reached (let
us denote the critical value of the elasticity modulus corresponding to this certain
value as Ecrit), the strength reaches its maximum σmax = 70–80MPa [which is the
same for oligo(acrylates) of different chemical nature] and only the value of Ecrit

[varying from 3500 to 4500 MPa for different series of oligo(acrylates)] reflects the
chemical individuality of initial oligomers to a certain extent. When E > Ecrit, the
strength drops very steeply for all studied oligomer-homologous series.

Fig. 6.5 Generalized
dependence of breaking
strength upon overall
concentration of junctions of
chemical and physical
networks expressed in
elasticity modulus units
(based on data listed in
Tables 6.2, 6.3, 6.4, 6.5,
and 6.6)
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The physical network in polymer structure always functions as a tool that redis-
tributes mechanical stresses in material inner space in the process of deformation.
Indeed, if the essentially reversible character of the process of disintegration and
formation of physical junctions is taken into account, a quite obvious conclusion
could be drawn that the junctions, which have disintegrated in local centers of stress
concentration, are restored after release (relaxation) of overstresses, thus blocking
the onset of micro-cracking and preventing it from growing extremely intensively.
Hence, the physical network is a strength factor operating according to mechanism
of stress redistribution in the direction of stresses equalization. The higher is the
degree of material nonhomogeneity (i.e., the higher is the degree of material de-
fectiveness), the more nonuniformly stresses are distributed in it during deforma-
tion and the higher is the reinforcing role of the physical network in such materials
as a tool for redistribution and equalization of the stress field. Microheterogeneous
cross-linked poly(acrylates) are characterized by a particular need for reinforcement
by the physical network, but excessive densification of the physical network leads
to strength deterioration (Fig. 6.5).

However, the physical network can effectively function as a stress redistributor
only in the case if, upon junction disintegration under the action of overstress, net-
work chain sections carrying fragments of the former junction can quickly move
to a new position suitable for junction restoration. Therefore, the concurrent “ac-
tivation” (freezing, stabilization) of all intermolecular interactions occurring when
T goes down or Vε grows (as well as when νch increases) leads to such deceler-
ation in relaxation of chain sections carrying fragments of physical junctions that
the junctions characterized by the greatest bond energy do not have enough time
to be restored. It is just these junctions that play the most important role in stress
redistribution and reinforcement.

Hence, the fact that in the region of high values of elasticity modulus E curve
σ = f (E) starts falling as E increases (Fig. 6.5) can be explained not by the growth
of physical network degree, but by a change of the kind of function for distribution
of network junctions over bond energies. This change results in the appearance of
a large number of low-energy junctions that “densely populate” relaxing sections
of chains and prevent relaxation (and, thereby, restoration of high-energy junctions)
and do not bring significant contribution to blocking of micro-cracking centers. In
other words, physical junctions characterized by low bond energy are strong enough
to inhibit the displacement (relaxation) of unloaded sections of chains, and, at the
same time, are too weak to prevent the micro-destruction center growth taking place
under the action of overstress.

In all cases described in this section, the centers of intermolecular interactions
in oligomer molecules are apparently not strong enough to provide a high level
of νph. And in the case of νph excitation resulting from superimposition of νch,
weak junctions that impair the capability of strong centers for regeneration are sta-
bilized also (especially if they are located near chemical junctions). The introduc-
tion of “hinged” groups improves the situation a little, but such improvement has
strictly limited character due to destabilization of strong junctions in addition to
weak ones. Probably, the introduction of ionogenic groups having EIMI ≈ 85 kJ/mol
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in combination with hinged groups of the ether types into oligomer molecules would
enable obtaining values σ = 100–150MPa with E = 5000–6000 MPa.

6.2 Cross-Linked Copolymers. Physical
and Mechanical Properties [11]

Structural and physical properties of systematic series of synthesized cross-linked
copolymers were identified based on results of measurements of thermo-mechanical,
physicomechanical, and diffusion-sorption properties [11]. Further, measurements
of density also served as a supplementary method [in addition to infrared (IR) spec-
troscopy] for monitoring the final conversion of samples after their non-isothermal
annealing upon removal from a calorimetric cell, in which kinetically controllable
copolymerization was conducted under isothermal conditions (at 60◦C) up to limit-
ing conversion (Clim)iso < 1. Annealing (after polymerization) under non-isothermal
conditions (stepwise conditions, with a step = 10◦) at 60◦–130◦C makes it pos-
sible to increase the limiting conversion up to (Clim)ni ≈1 (the subindex “iso”
means isothermal conditions and subindex “ni” means non-isothermal conditions).
This is a very important matter because equality of conversion for objects being
compared represents a mandatory requirement for the comparison of properties of
(co)polymers in systematic series of samples and for the identification of regulari-
ties and trends (because of very strong dependence of properties on conversion in
the region of high conversions).

The method of physicomechanical testing under axial compression conditions
with the use of mini-samples weighing ≈0.1g appeared to be a very effective tool
for structural and physical exploration into macromolecular networks characterized
by a high degree of cross-linking. Under these conditions, the probability of pre-
mature fracture of material via generation of a main crack on an incidental defect
is minimized. As a result of this, the authors managed to implement high-degree
deformation (strain) including transition into the forced-elastic state.

6.2.1 Mechanism of Copolymers Transition
into Forced-Elastic State

Representative curves of deformation (strain) in coordinates “stress (σ) – strain (ε)”
are presented in Fig. 6.6.

In all cases, Hooke’s law is obeyed in a quite wide range of deformations from
0 to ε1 (linear section with slope E1). A deviation from Hooke’s law (beginning in
point σ1) represents the beginning of a region of transition into the forced-elastic
state, and this transition ends in point σ2, ε2. Further the second linear section with
slope E2 is observed. In terms of physical meaning, E1 is the elasticity modulus for
the glassy state, while E2 is the elasticity modulus for the forced-elastic state.
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Fig. 6.6 Representative curves of strain in coordinates “stress (σ) – strain (ε)” in the case of axial
compression for samples with maximum value of concentration of chemical network junctions for
tEGdMA polymer(1) and for samples of copolymer tEGdMA and MMA (2), BMA (3), styrene (4),
and VA (5), with minimal value of concentration of physical network junctions. T = 23±1◦C;ε• =
10−4 s−1

All above-indicated parameters—E1, E2, σ1, σ2, critical stress σcr = σ1 + 0.5×
σ2 −σ1), and width of transition into the forced-elastic state (FES) Δσ = σ2–σ1

(Table 6.7)—were analyzed as the reflection of certain structural and physical fea-
tures in the given systematic series of copolymers. For this purpose, all of these are
presented as a function of copolymer composition in Figs. 6.7 and 6.8.

Before proceeding to the discussion of data given in Figs. 6.7 and 6.8, let
us briefly review the basic structural and physical concept on which the discus-
sion logic would be based. The concept is based on a network model of a poly-
meric solid [6, 12, 13], according to which the chemical network of covalent
bonds with volume concentration of junctions equal to νch and physical network
of bonds with concentration of junctions νph of intermolecular interactions (IMI)
are responsible for resistance to deformation. And, due to the lability of physi-
cal network junctions, they can exhibit resistance to deformation only in the case
when their lifetime (τlife) is commensurable with characteristic time of mechan-
ical action (i.e., with time of experiment τexp), i.e., if the following condition
is met:

τlife ≥ τexp (6.1)

According to Eyring et al. [14]:

τlife = τ0 exp[(Edis − γσ)/RT] (6.2)
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Table 6.7 Physical and mechanical properties of copolymers tEGdMA, M2: T = 23◦C

M2 [M1],
%
(mol)

C∗, % E1 ×
10−2,
MPa

E2 ×
10−2,
MPa

E1/E2 ε1, % σ1,
MPa

ε2, % σ2,
MPa

σcr,
MPa

Δσcr,
MPa

MMA 0 95 15.5 0.91 17.0 3.51 51.8 16.8 101.1 76.4 49.3
26 92 15.7 1.32 11.9 2.35 37.0 13.3 93.1 65.0 56.1
50 87 14.0 2.01 6.96 2.36 32.9 11.4 82.6 57.7 49.7
75 84 14.6 2.64 5.53 1.70 24.7 10.2 78.6 51.6 53.9

100 82 13.8 2.74 5.05 1.31 16.9 9.62 60.8 38.8 43.9

BMA 0 100 1.53 0.27 5.73 1.45 2.22 24.7 13.8 8.0 11.6
25 97 9.08 0.54 16.8 2.03 17.3 12.5 37.1 27.2 19.8
52 87 10.7 1.35 7.93 1.72 18.1 11.1 52.6 35.3 34.5
75 85 11.5 1.91 6.02 1.91 22.0 9.61 55.0 38.5 33.0

100 82 13.8 2.74 5.05 1.31 16.9 9.62 60.8 38.8 43.9

DMA 25 95 0.061 – – 1.77 0.27 – – – –
50 94 1.46 0.43 3.39 1.61 2.22 9.85 8.29 5.25 6.07
75 92 7.45 1.38 5.40 2.03 14.2 9.63 37.1 25.6 22.9

100 82 13.8 2.74 5.05 1.31 16.9 9.62 60.8 38.8 43.9

Styrene 0 97 20.7 0.002 8821 3.27 68.8 6.3 96.0 82.4 27.2
25 89 18.4 0.27 68.1 2.72 49.3 11.8 88.8 69.0 39.5
50 90 17.3 1.17 14.8 2.2 38.0 11.6 90.7 64.3 52.7
75 84 14.7 1.94 7.58 1.54 22.1 9.90 70.7 46.4 48.6

100 82 13.8 2.74 5.05 1.31 16.9 9.62 60.8 38.8 43.9

BA 25 89 0.11 – – – – – – – –
51.5 93 5.73 1.06 5.41 1.14 6.08 9.08 24.7 15.4 18.6
75 87 12.3 1.75 7.03 1.69 19.4 10.1 55.7 37.5 36.3

100 82 13.8 2.74 5.05 1.31 16.9 9.62 60.8 38.8 43.9

VA 0 95 14.0 0.002 8218 3.12 43.6 9.7 65.8 54.7 22.2
25 89 3.89 0.72 5.40 1.75 6.8 8.86 16.9 11.8 10.1
50 88 12.5 1.49 8.37 1.35 16.2 9.63 51.6 33.9 35.4
75 88 18.8 3.61 5.21 1.22 21.6 10.3 90.3 55.9 68.7

100 82 13.8 2.74 5.05 1.31 16.9 9.62 60.8 38.8 43.9

Note. C∗ obtained by densitometry.

where, as applied to the process of dissociation of IMI bonds in the field of mechan-
ical forces, Edis = dissociation energy; τ0 = frequency of atomic oscillation σ =
mechanical stress; and γ = numerical factor.

Therefore, only those IMI bonds would make a contribution in νph, the value of
Edis for which (at given value of σ and selected strain rate ε) exceeds Edis defined
by the following inequality:

τ0 exp[(Edis − γσ)/RT] ≥ τexp (6.3)

Values of Edis for IMI of different types are summarized in a monograph [15];
IMI energy estimation and calculation methods are also described in this
monograph.
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Fig. 6.7 Dependences of elasticity moduli in glassy (E1) and forced-elastic (E2) states under strain
in the mode of axial compression for different copolymers of tEGdMA and M2: M2 = MMA (a);
M2 = BMA (b); M2 = DDMA (c); M2 = styrene (d); M2 = BA (e); M2 = VA (f). T = 23◦ ±
1◦C. ε• = 10−4 s−1. Dotted lines, calculated values; solid lines, experimental dependences

In our case, the carriers of νch are only those tEGdMA molecules that have
two multiple bonds, which form chemical junctions: ester groups and ether groups
in tEGdMA molecules capable of dipole–dipole IMI serve as carriers of (νph)M1.
Comonomer molecules M2 form (νph)M2 owing to appropriate IMI centers. In cer-
tain cases, cooperation of physical junctions is possible [15 (p. 147);16], which
results in the formation of such strong bonds that under the conditions of the ex-
periment they manifest themselves as chemical bonds. Let us denote the network
consisting of such junctions as νch

′. In the case of MMA, it is known [17] that
short sindio- and isotactic unit sequences (that are always present in the chains of
atactic PMMA synthesized via radical polymerization) behave as complementary
sequences. Because of this fact, IMI centers in them become cooperated, which re-
sults in the formation of physical junctions of type νch

′ (these junctions are referred
to as stereocomplexes). The mechanisms of νph formation are described in detail in
a monograph [12] and a review [13].
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Fig. 6.8 Dependences of critical stress (σcr), lower (σ1), and upper (σ2) boundaries of α-transition
region under strain in the mode of axial compression upon copolymer composition tEGdM–M2 and
different M2: MMA (a), BMA (b), DDMA (c), styrene (d), BA (e), and VA (f). T = 23◦±1◦C;ε• =
10−4 S−1

Another kind of very strong IMI bonds having τlife ≥ τexp at σ > σ2 are the so-
called physical junctions stabilized by nearby chemical junctions (Kraus was the
first to discover these junctions in the 1960s [18]). In the general case the effect
of stabilization of weaker junctions by stronger ones located nearby is observed
not only in combined network νch + νph, but also in a purely physical network.
Therefore, in homopolymeric M2 as well, which do not have the chemical network
but do have a physical network component consisting of cooperated junctions with
high values of E, the value of residual νph

′ in the forced elastic state will be higher
than the concentration of these strong junctions by the number of adjacent junctions
located in “stabilization” zones.

Within the framework of the network model, the carrier network (i.e., network
exhibiting resistance to deformation) in the glassy state includes all three compo-
nents, νΣ = νch + νch

′ + νph; and, at that, νch + νch
′ < νph, i.e., mainly the physical

network functions, and its contribution is, of course, determined not only by volume
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concentration of atomic groups (that are carriers of strong IMI centers), but also by
the degree of realization of these potential junctions of the physical network in the
form of IMI bonds, which, in its turn, is predominantly determined by the type of
molecular packing characteristic of a given polymeric solid. Therefore, νph and νch

′

are effective values, which implicitly include additional factors also (at least, the
influence of molecular packing).

During deformation, νph remains constant only until the moment when, accord-
ing to condition (6.3), lifetime τlife of labile physical junctions would decline to a
value commensurable with time of experiment τexp due to increase of σ. As soon as
this occurs, junctions with τlife < τexp would cease to perform the function of car-
riers, which is adequate to νph → 0 (“breaking” of the physical network). Because
νph consists of a set of physical junctions of different stability (which differ by
value of Edis), with σ → σ1, the “weakest” junctions (characterized by lowest Edis)
would start disintegrating, followed by stronger and stronger junctions and, finally,
with σ → σ2, νph → 0 would occur, and the carrying network νΣ = νch +νch

′ +νph

would be transformed into νFES = νch +νch
′. After that, within a quite wide range of

σ > σ2, the lifetime of most stable physical junctions (characterized by volume con-
centration νch

′) would stay within the limits of fulfillment of condition τlife > τexp as
σ increases, that is, νFES = νch +νch

′ = const would be observed within this range.
The constancy of inclination of strain curves in region σ > σ2 represents a reflection
of this fact.

Hence, within the framework of the network model of polymeric solids, the
essence of transition into the forced-elastic state (FES) consists in transition (at
fixed temperature) from glassy state characterized by value νnet = νch + νch

′ + νph

and maintained in the range 0 ≤ σ ≤ σ1 (where νnet = const) to a state charac-
terized by value νFES = νch + ν′ch and maintained in the region σ ≥ σ2, where
νFES = const. The role of the “driving force” of this transition is played by mechan-
ical stress σ, which functions according to regularity (6.3): transition mechanism =
“breaking” of physical junctions network, while the transition width reflects the
difference between dissociation energies of physical junctions of different nature
ΔEdis = (Edis)max–(Edis)min and, probably, a set of possible types of molecular pack-
ing (for microheterogeneous polymeric solids) if the packing is able to significantly
influence the degree of realization of potential IMI centers as IMI bonds.

Further, let us analyze the relationship between effective carrier network νeff and
elasticity modulus within the framework of the network model. Theoretically, a
quantitative relationship between network νch + νph in polymeric solid and elas-
ticity modulus E was established only for the highly elastic state and only for the
subclass of very low cross-linked networks (νch +νph) ≤ 10−1 mol/l:

E = f νRT (6.4)

where ν, in terms of physical meaning, is integral network νch +νph, while propor-
tionality factor f has the numerical value 1–3 depending on topological singularities
of the network. Later it was found [19] that proportionality of E and ν is preserved
also for the subclass of highly cross-linked networks 10−1 ≤ ν ≤ 10mol/l.
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For instance, Katz and Tobolsky [19] experimentally established, on an example
of (co)polymers of methyl(meth)acrylate and di(meth)acrylates, that as ν grows [ν
value was changed by varying the fraction of di(meth)acrylate in the binary mix-
ture] this regularity holds true for the subclass of most highly cross-linked networks
3 ≤ ν ≤ 10mol/l, but in this case the numerical value of f increases up to 10–12.
Nominal concentration νch equal to molar concentration of di(meth)acrylate is taken
as the value of ν. Tobolsky conducted his experiments in the field of highly elastic
state at T > Tg.

The authors failed to find published data on the relationship between E and ν for
the forced-elastic state at T = 23◦C < Tg as well as for the glassy state. This rela-
tionship is obvious at the qualitative level; the value of E should change symbate
as a result of ν variation because it is just the integral carrier network that exhibits
resistance to deformation. In our case, implying studying of copolymers, only the
nominal value of νch is known with certainty (it is equal to the true value of νch

with a precision to the error due to secondary reaction of small cycle formation, in
other words, cyclization). The nominal value of νph could be estimated by calcula-
tion described in [20] (in some cases [21], such calculations give reliable results).
Also, it is practically impossible to estimate values of νch

′. Therefore, a dependence
upon molar concentration of di(meth)acrylate, which is equal to the half of nominal
value of νch [each di(meth)acrylate molecule forms two trifunctional junctions as
a result of copolymerization] has been accepted as the basis for systematization of
data presented in Figs. 6.7 and 6.8.

In Fig. 6.12a composition of copolymers (in molar fractions) was used for data
systematization, which is convenient for characterizing the composition of initial
mixtures and copolymers being formed, but does not correspond to the physical
meaning of ν. Conversion of molar fractions a to volume concentrations [M1] and
[M2] was carried out by the following formulas:

[M1]cp =
ρcp

MM1 −MM2 +
MM2
α1

(6.5)

where [M1] and [M2] are expressed in mol/cm3, copolymer density ρcp in g/cm3,
and molar weights of monomers MM1 and MM2 are expressed in g/mol. Values of
ρcp in (6.5) were derived by the densitometric titration method.

Reference (calculated) lines were drawn in Figs. 6.7 and 6.9 (shown as dotted
lines). The physical meaning of these reference lines is based on the assumption that
during (co)polymerization links M1 and M2 would be the carriers of the same net-
work junctions (M1 = chemical junctions and M2 = physical junctions), which took
place in homopolymers. Then, if we denote integral networks (chemical+physical)
in homopolymers as (νΣ)M1 and (νΣ)M2, integral network νΣ in the copolymer would
consist of (νΣ)M1 and (νΣ)M2 represented in fraction relationship with respect to vol-
ume concentrations of units M1 and M2 in (co)polymer. That is:

νΣ = (νΣ)M1 ·
[M1]cp

[M1]hp
+(νΣ)M2 ·

[M2]cp

[M2]hp
(6.6)
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Fig. 6.9 Experimental dependences (points) and calculated dependences with additivity taken into
account (dotted curves) of copolymers density (tEGdMA-M2) upon composition for different M2.
(a) MMA (1); BMA (2); DDMA (3); styrene (4); BA (5); (b) VA

where (νΣ)M1 and (νΣ)M2 = volume concentrations of effective junctions network
(chemical network plus physical network) in homopolymers M1and M2; [M1]cp,
[M2]cp, [M1]hp, and [M2]hp = volume concentrations of units M1, M2 in copolymers
and homopolymers (subindex “cp” means copolymer and subindex “hp” means ho-
mopolymer).

If we also assume that elasticity moduli in homopolymers (Ehp)M1 and (Ehp)M2

and in copolymers Ecp are proportional to ν, then Ecp could be expressed as a func-
tion of elasticity moduli of homopolymers (Ehp)M1 and (Ehp)M2 in the form of the
following additive relationship:

Ecp = (Ehp)M1 ·
[M1]cp

[M1]hp
+(Ehp)M2 ·

[M2]cp

[M2]hp
(6.7)

We emphasize that it is just volume concentration of units [M]cp/[M]hp that should
be used in equations (6.6) and (6.7), not the molar fractions of these units. Hence,
the physical meaning of reference lines (dotted lines in Figs. 6.7 and 6.9) consists
in fulfillment of additivity in respect of effective network ν (relationship (6.6)) pro-
vided that elasticity modulus is proportional to the value of ν.

Let us now analyze data presented in Fig. 6.7. It can be seen that elasticity mod-
ulus E1 (glassy state) and E2 (forced elasticity state) in some cases obey the ad-
ditive law quite accurately (6.7): MMA = both elasticity moduli, BMA = E2, and
styrene = E1. In the other two cases, additivity is observed in a limited range of
copolymer composition: BMA = E2 and DDMA = E1 and E2. In all these cases the
experiment is consistent with the assumption that E ∼ ν even in glassy state, that
is, the empirical law discovered by Tobolsky for the case of very low cross-linked
(meth)acrylates in highly elastic state, probably, in some cases, covers the glassy
state also.
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Another noteworthy feature consists in the fact that, first, the value of E2 for
homopolymer M1 is incommensurably higher in all cases than that for homopoly-
mers M2. If interpreted within the framework of the network model, this fact is
indicative of an incommensurability of νch and νph contributions into an integral
effective network, that is, νch >> νph in the region of forced-elastic state. Second,
an increase in E2 is observed as molar concentration M1 grows. Deviations from
additivity in Fig. 6.7 have a different nature for different copolymerization systems.
In the case M2 = styrene, only deviation of E2 is observed outside the experimental
error limits (and this deviation is insignificant). In the case M2 = DDMA, a devia-
tion (with a minus sign) appears in the region of copolymer compositions with low
content of network-forming monomer M1, which could be associated with high-
degree microheterogenization of copolymers that was visually observed in the form
of turbidity. In the case M2 = BA, significant negative deviations from additivity
of both elasticity moduli in the region of copolymer compositions enriched with
M2 units are, probably, associated with depression of lower value of α-transition
value (Fig. 6.12e) to a temperature below 23◦C, i.e., the temperature at which mea-
surements of E1 and E2 were taken. It is not improbable that significant positive
deviation from additivity of E1 value for BMA is related to the positive influence of
copolymer composition by value of Tg (Fig. 6.12b) that was observed in the same
range of compositions and, that was, probably, caused by the same reasons, which
were analyzed when Tg was discussed (diminution of cyclization contribution due
to the shadow effect of bulk substitutes C4H9 with all ensuing topological and mor-
phological consequences).

Of particular interest are data for M2 = VA: deviations from additivity take place
through inversion point and they are accompanied by the change of the minus sign
(in the region of compositions with high content of VA-VA units) for plus sign
(when the content of VA in copolymer is low). A remarkable circumstance in this
case is the fact that the character of deviation of curves E1 (glassy state) faithfully
reproduces the character of deviation of corresponding curves for E2 (forced elas-
ticity state). This finding suggests that VA and tEGdMA polymers have common
structural and physical features, which is characteristic of both states, the more so
as anomalies of a-transition were expressed to the maximum extent exactly in the
case M2 = VA (Fig. 6.12f). Anomaly Tg for M2 consists in the existence of copoly-
mer composition range, in which Tg of copolymers is higher (!) than Tg of each of
the homopolymers. A similar anomaly is also observed for both modules E1 and E2:
a range exists, in which the value of E is higher (!) than E of each of homopoly-
mers. These strongly pronounced features of copolymer properties is, apparently,
connected, first of all, with topological peculiarities of their network structure of
the “snake-cage” type (network of tEGdMA with long grafted VA chains). This
network structure is formed due to specific set of constants of copolymerization
r1≈20 >> 1,r2≈0.05 << 1.

Measurements of copolymer density (Fig. 6.9) also indicate exclusiveness of VA
copolymers: deviations from additivity correlate with features showed in Figs. 6.7
and 6.8f and 6.12f.

Additive densities of copolymers were calculated by the following formula:
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ρadcp =
MM1(ρhp1 −ρhp2)

ρhp1
· [M1]+ρhp2 (6.8)

where ρhp1 and ρhp2 = densities of homopolymers consisting of units M1 and M2, re-
spectively; [M1] = volume concentration of M1 units; and MM1 = molecular weight
of monomer M1.

It should be specially pointed out here that the gross composition of all synthe-
sized copolymers is practically the same as the composition of the initial binary
mixture of monomers M1 + M2, because the copolymerization process via anneal-
ing at T > Tg was conducted in all cases to high conversions (82–97%), which were
controlled through the use of densitometric and IR spectroscopy methods.

It is obvious that from the standpoint of the network model, or within the frame-
work of any other approaches existing nowadays, it is impossible to correctly inter-
pret a set of systematic data presented in Figs. 6.7, 6.8, 6.9 and Table 6.7, especially
data so complex as for the case M2 = VA. However, one of the most significant ad-
vantages of the network model in this case consists in the fact that it enables us to
rigorously and logically describe the mechanism of transition from the glassy state
into the forced-elastic state and to formulate the structural and physical essence of
the highly elastic state. All this offers an opportunity to build quite reasonable as-
sumptions within the framework of the same logic. Also, these assumptions plus the
full set of basic data given in Figs. 6.7, 6.8, 6.9 and Table 6.7 enable the authors
to draw more or less substantiated conclusions regarding specific features of topo-
logical and morphological structure of the systematic set of copolymers presented
herein.

6.2.2 Influence of Cyclization on Physical and Mechanical
Properties of Copolymers

Formation of small cycles (cyclization) by the linking together of double bonds
pendent to adjacent units of primary polymeric chains during three-dimensional
free-radical polymerization is a secondary reaction that leads to reduction of the
numerical value of νch as compared to the nominal value in the topological aspect
and to microheterogenization of the polymeric solid being formed in the morpho-
logical aspect. Usually the influence of various factors upon cyclization is esti-
mated based on deviation of experimentally obtained values of critical conversion
of gel formation (Ccr)exp from theoretical (calculated) values (Ccr)th. In this case,
the difference ΔC = (Ccr)th–(Ccr)exp serves as a measure of cyclization contribution.
According to the opinion of many authors [22–24], copolymerization of network-
forming monomers (M1) with monounsaturated monomers (M2) that get embedded
between adjacent units M1 into primary polymeric chains, thus reducing the proba-
bility of interaction of adjacent pendent double bonds, represents one of the factors
that reduce ΔC. Obviously, the efficiency of M2 in this case should depend upon the
type of function of distribution of M1 and M2 units in chains (statistical, alternation,
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block), as well as upon the presence of bulk substituents in M2 molecules that exert
a shadow effect.

In our case, values of νch are so high (even with minimal content of network-
forming M1 in copolymers, 25% mol) that the value of Ccr is too small (Ccr < 0.01)
and therefore cannot be measured with a sufficient degree of accuracy. However,
both the topological and morphological consequences of cyclization (reduction of
νch and microheterogenization) undoubtedly serve as factors that influence the prop-
erties of copolymers. Let us try to discover features indicating the influence of
cyclization upon physical and mechanical properties that are presumably associ-
ated with a reduction of cyclization contribution to the growth of M2 content in
copolymers.

In the glassy state, the physical network makes the main contribution to the
carrier network, νΣ = νch + νch

′ + νph. Therefore, the topological consequences of
cyclization (reduction of νch) cannot exert a direct influence upon E1. However,
morphological features “provoked” by cyclization (microheterogenization) can be
reflected in the value of E1. In the forced elasticity state, the contribution of νch

to the value of νΣ increases drastically, and the topological consequences of cy-
clization should appear to be clearly expressed exactly in the forced-elastic state.
Therefore, let us begin exploring the influence of cyclization upon physical and me-
chanical properties of copolymers with the analysis of curves E2 in Fig. 6.7 and data
in Fig. 6.8 and Table 6.7.

Based on data given in [23], we believe that with low content of network-forming
monomer M1 in copolymers having alternating or statistically distributed units M1

and M2, cyclization does not practically take place and, hence, the effective network
in the forced-elastic state is equal to nominal νch plus νch

′. In its turn, νch
′ is com-

posed of a highly stable physical network having cooperated junctions 2 and phys-
ical network with junctions stabilized by adjacent junctions of chemical network.
Now, let us compare E2 at any fixed value of nominal network νch chosen in the re-
gion of low concentration of M1 (e.g., νch = 4×10−3 mol/cm3, which corresponds
to [tEGdMA] = 2×10−3 mol/cm3), in the first place, for copolymers having alter-
nating or statistical distribution of units: M2 = styrene, MMA, BMA, or DDMA.
For M2 = styrene or DDMA with [tEGdMA] = 2× 10−3 mol/cm3, the value of
E2 ≈ 95 MPa. For BMA and especially MMA, E2 > 95MPa, but if we introduce
a correction for νch

′ and subtract value E2 for homopolymers (the difference of E2

value of which from zero is caused by the presence of νch
′) from the value E2 for

copolymers, then in all four cases (styrene, MMA, BMA, DDMA) the values of E2

would appear to be practically equal (E2 ≈ 95MPa). Such a coincidence cannot be
casual and, apparently, points to the fact that, first, when the content of tEGdMA is
[tEGdMA] = 2×10−3 mol/cm3 (and lower), the contribution of cyclization can be
neglected, and, second, the type of functional dependence of elasticity modulus E2

in the forced-elastic state upon volume concentration of junctions of the effective
network is a direct proportionality. If we assume any other type of functional depen-
dence E = f (ν), then in this case it would be impossible to introduce a correction

2 Published data on the presence of such networks are verified by highest value of E2 in homopoly-
mer (Table 6.7) and are available for M2 = MMA only [17].
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for νch
′ by simple subtraction of E2 for the homopolymer. Having chosen point

[tEGdMA] = 2×10−3 mol/cm3 as a starting point and reasonably believing that at
this point effective values of νch are the same as nominal values for all four copoly-
mers, let us analyze the rates of E2 growth with increasing tEGdMA concentration,
taking into account the fact that cyclization (while reducing the effective value of
νch) should exert a corresponding influence on E2 growth rates, a measure for which
is the slope of curves E2 in Fig. 6.7, dE2

d([tEGdMA]) ≡ β. It can be seen that the lowest
value of β is when M2 = MMA, while in the other three cases the values of β are
higher and close to one another. If it is really possible to believe that β decreases
because of reduction of effective value of νch as compared to the nominal value,
then the obtained correlation of β values could be easily explained: a tendency to
alternation of units in copolymers takes place in the case M2 = styrene, while in the
case M2 = BMA and DDMA, the profound shadow effect of bulk substituents C4H9

and C12H25 represents those advantages obtained by more effective suppression of
cyclization, which distinguish these monomers from MMA.

Now let us analyze more complex cases of copolymers characterized by a ten-
dency to blocking in chains (M2 = BA), which is so expressed in the case of
M2 = VA that long grafted PVA chains are formed in the network structure. It
can be seen from Fig. 6.7e,f that in a point chosen as a starting point (with
[tEGdMA] = 2×10−3 mol/cm3), values of E2 in both cases are close to the value of
95 MPa obtained earlier for other monomers. From the network model standpoint,
it means that the effective value of νch for these copolymers is also the same as that
for other cases. And, as all copolymers differ in terms of the nature of IMI centers,
in terms of type of distribution of units in chains, and in terms of volume of sub-
stituents in the pendent groups of main polymeric chains, then the total number of
units of network-forming monomer (i.e., [tEGdMA] = 2× 10−3 mol/cm3) serves
as the only common parameter for all of them. Therefore, there are strong grounds
to believe that it is exactly the equality of nominal values of νch that serves as a
reason for equality of E2 values, whence it follows that the value of E2 is uniquely
determined by the nominal chemical network until formation of factors influencing
the effective carrying network of forced-elastic state ν = νch + νch

′ starts at higher
[tEGdMA]. One of such factors, namely, cyclization, acts in the direction of ν de-
cline due to fall of νch. Another factor, namely, stabilization of such junctions by
chemical network [18], in contrast, increases ν due to the growth of νch

′. Sharp
growth of E2 after the starting point (incommensurable with values of β for all oth-
ers monomers) observed in the case of M2 = VA (Fig. 6.7f) probably points to the
existence of one more potential factor that increases νch

′, and this factor is a nontriv-
ial one, as the attainment of the maximum and subsequent decline of E2 is observed
later. Stabilization of interchain IMI bonds (of dipole–dipole type) of adjacent PVA
chains or their sections with formation of long enough (and, hence, having high to-
tal energy of bonds), probably, even regular (mutually oriented) sequences, by the
chemical network may serve as such a factor. The growth of νch

′ resulting from this
factor may take place only in the limited range of concentration of chemical net-
work junctions: with low values of νch, stabilization is still weakly expressed, and
with too high values of νch, mobility of grafted PVA chains appears to be so frozen
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that their orientation with formation of cooperated IMI bonds becomes impossible.
From the foregoing discussion it follows that in the case of M2 = VA, the value of β
does not carry information on cyclization process due to masking by another, more
powerful factor. The same could be said for the case of M2 = BA, despite the fact
that in this case the tendency to blocking (judging by r1 and r2 values) is expressed
incommensurably more weakly.

Data on E1 in glassy state in terms of cyclization influence should be analyzed
with great caution because the contribution of the chemical network to the carrier
network νΣ = νch + ν′ch + νph in this case is negligibly small, and only indirect in-
fluence at the morphological level (i.e., influence on microheterogeneity degree of
glass-like polymeric solids) can serve as the direction of cyclization influence on
E1, because it is known [24] that cyclized structures serve as nuclei of microgel
particles. Apparently, in those cases when E1 varies according to the trend close
to additivity (Fig. 6.7a, c, d), no specific features appear that are associated with
changes in the degree of microheterogeneity. When M2 = BA and VA, these spe-
cific features are most likely determined not by cyclization influence, but by a spe-
cial type of molecular packing of M2 chains or their sections in the di(meth)acrylate
network (once again we would like to point out here an extraordinary peculiarity
for the case when M2 = VA: dependence of elasticity modulus on copolymer com-
position is not trivial, and the inversion point with respect to the reference point
for glassy and forced-elastic states is qualitatively identical). However, the fact that
curve E1 flattens out as a plateau in the case of M2 = BMA (this plateau is lo-
cated much higher than the additivity line) could be explained with a certain degree
of probability by stabilization at a certain level of microheterogeneity degree of
copolymers in the range of composition corresponding to the plateau. Indeed, in the
case of M2 = BMA, the tendency to micro-immiscibility of phases with the for-
mation of microgel is much more expressed than for the case of other monomers,
with the exception of DDMA [for which this tendency, due to even greater length
of hydrophobic fragment (alkyl substitutor) than the length of BMA hydrophobic
fragment, is expressed so strongly that turbidity is observed]. However, the abil-
ity for shielding of adjacent double bonds susceptible to cyclization is also high.
Therefore, the plateau on curve E1 may represent a consequence of compensation
for cyclization factor growing with increasing tEGdMA content by the intensity
of micro-immiscibility of phases decreasing in the same direction due to reduc-
tion of BMA component content characterized by poor thermodynamic compatibil-
ity. Therefore, the microheterogeneity degree related to E1 by antibate dependence
most likely remains unchanged in the range of copolymer compositions, for which
E1 ≈ const.

It should be also pointed out here that when discussing the results, the authors
did not consider approaches implying taking the thermodynamic parameters into
account, which control the compatibility of polymer and monomer components of
polymerization systems at different stages of polymerization. It is obvious that con-
sideration of these parameters would give deeper insight into the reasons for the
regularities observed both in kinetics of M1 + M2 copolymerization [21] and in
properties of formed copolymers. Indeed, it is just the thermodynamic features of
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polymer-monomer mixtures in highly cross-linked polymerization systems that rep-
resent one of the main reasons for the occurrence of microheterogeneity, according
to the mechanism of the microsyneresis phenomenon discovered by Dušek [25].
However, inclusion of thermodynamic approaches in the discussion of results is
apparently impossible at present because of the lack of information on thermody-
namic parameters controlling compatibility of components in copolymerizing sys-
tems M1 + M2. It is only known at this point that obtaining such information is a
very challenging task, as it has been shown [in an example of Huggins constant (χ),
which is the most commonly used of such parameters] that for highly cross-linked
polymer networks the value of χ is a function of not only the nature of components
but also of network junctions concentration. Therefore, the authors thought it expe-
dient to leave the problems of thermodynamic compatibility of components during
copolymerization aside, except for one case, namely, M2 = DDMA, when copoly-
merization was accompanied by obvious separation of the reaction system, which
was manifested, depending on the composition of initial mixture M1 +M2, either as
microseparation of layers (opalescence or turbidity) or as typical macroscopic layer
separation with the formation of a “curdy” mass.

In conclusion, the authors would like to emphasize that the observed influence of
copolymer composition on physical and mechanical properties is not trivial (from
the standpoint of additivity) and unpredictable, as well as the evolution of copoly-
mer composition during copolymerization. It is obvious that this nontriviality is
related to specific features of the microheterogeneous mechanism for the formation
of highly cross-linked, macromolecular structures in radical chain processes [6, 12].
However, as yet the authors have failed to identify this relationship in the form of
trends suitable for forecasting. Therefore, macromolecular design of such systems
has to be based on empirical data, which gives rise to the problem of minimization
of an array of required source data. The authors believe that an extremely minimized
program for the obtaining of such data should include kinetic studies enabling us to
estimate both the gross transformation [21] and individual transformation of each of
the comonomers [26], as well as exploration into physical and mechanical properties
of copolymers as described in the present section.

6.3 Cross-Linked Copolymers. Thermo-Mechanical Properties
[11, 27]

6.3.1 Mechanism of Copolymers Transition
into High-Elastic State

Thermo-mechanical studies were conducted in the penetration mode on samples
≈ 2mm in height and ≈ 4mm in diameter at a constant rate of heating, 5◦/min, un-
der constant loading σ = const and in dilatometric mode (σ ≈ 0) using a special in-
stallation intended for thermo-mechanical studies of polymers [28]. The temperature
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corresponding to the maximum on differential curves dε/dT was taken as the value of
Tg. Physical and mechanical studies of polymers were conducted on cylindrical sam-
ples in the axial compression mode T = 23◦ ±1◦C and strain rate ε· ≈ 10−4 s−1 us-
ing a custom-designed installation for mini-samples ≈ 0.1g in weight equipped with
a precision dynamometer of lever type in a thermostatically controlled chamber.

The transition from glassy state into highly elastic one (α-transition) in the case
of highly cross-linked polymers synthesized via radical polymerization is character-
ized by an extremely wide transition region (sometimes more than 100◦). For poly-
condensation highly cross-linked polymers produced on the basis of epoxy resins,
the width of this region does not exceed 10◦–15◦; this gives grounds for asserting
that the mere fact of the presence of highly cross-linked structure cannot serve as
a reason for widening of the α-transition region. It is still unclear what factors de-
termine the transition region width. Probably, microheterogeneity at the topological
and morphological levels that inevitably arises during three-dimensional free-radical
polymerization represents one of these factors. The authors believe that the presence
of topological heterogeneity (such as cycles of different size that are produced as a
result of intrachain cross-linking) leads to a wide set of topological α-relaxants, each
of which is characterized by its own temperature Tgi. Besides, it is believed that the
existence of morphological heterogeneity leads to even greater augmentation of the
number of α-relaxants, as topologically identical α-relaxants (located in morpho-
logically different micro-regions) can have different values of Tgi due to different
molecular packing density in these regions, which can influence the molecular mo-
bility of a given α-relaxant. This supposition agrees well with data from Lagunov
et al. [29], in which it was found (using the paramagnetic probing method) that the
EPR spectrum of nitroxyl probe in highly cross-linked methacrylates represents a
superposition of two signals, broad and narrow line widths, inherent to glassy and
high elastic states of the probed polymeric matrix, respectively. Transfer of intensity
from one signal to another occurs during temperature scanning, which was inter-
preted within the framework of the microheterogeneous model of the highly cross-
linked methacrylate structure, which allows for the coexistence of micro-regions
that are in glassy state (broad line width) and high elastic state (narrow line width)
in a wide temperature range ΔT = (50◦–100◦)C. In this case, the width of ΔT is
determined by a set of local glass transition temperature Tgi of micro-regions (see
Sect. 1.4.1).

Therefore, it is not improbable that α-transition region width for highly cross-
linked macromolecular structures synthesized via radical polymerization may serve
as a characteristic parameter reflecting structural and physical properties to a certain
extent, which fact served as incentive for experimental studies of ΔTg.

Typical thermo-mechanical curves in coordinates “strain – temperature,” both
initial curves ε′(T) (Fig. 6.10 a) and corrected curves ε(T) (Fig. 6.10 b) with thermal
expansion taken into account, are shown in Fig. 6.10. Integral curves ε(T) were then
differentiated, and lower (Tg1) and upper (Tg2) boundaries of that α-transition were
determined based on obtained differential curves dε/dT (Fig. 6.11). The tempera-
ture corresponding to the maximum of curves was taken to be the value of Tg that
corresponds to the point of inflection on integral curves. Parameters Tg1, Tg2, Tg, and
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Fig. 6.10 Typical integral thermo-mechanical curves (by the example of tEGdMA homopolymer)
at constant rate of heating dT/dt= 5◦/min and constant load. (a) σ = const (numbers near curves
represent conventional units); (b) σ = 0 (negligibly small load, which provides only for the contact
of rod with sample) corresponding to thermal expansion curve and used for the correction of values
of apparent strain ε′ by the formula (ε)σ = (ε′)σ–(ε′)σ = 0

α-transition region width ΔTg = Tg2–Tg1 are presented in Fig. 6.12 as functions of
copolymer composition.

Narrowing of the transition region with increasing content of M2 in copolymers
represents a general trend clearly observed in Fig. 6.12a–f. However, the rate of this
narrowing (slope of curves ΔTg) is specific for each M2: monotonous narrowing pro-
portional to composition is observed only for M2 = styrene (dΔTg/d[M2] ≈ const).

For M2 = MMA, monotonous narrowing occurs up to [M2] ≈ 50%(mol), and
then a sharp rise of dΔTg/d[M2] is observed; for M2 = BMA with [M2]≤ 25%(mol),
no narrowing is practically observed and then rapid narrowing takes place within the

Fig. 6.11 Typical differential (dε/dT = f (T )) thermo-mechanical curves at constant rate of heat-
ing dT/dt= 5◦/min and constant load σ = const (numbers near curves represent conventional units)
for samples with maximum (100%) and minimum (0%) content of network-forming comonomer
(M1):(a) tEGdMA homopolymer; (b) MMA homopolymer
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Fig. 6.12 Dependence of lower (Tg1 ) and upper (Tg2 ) boundaries of α-transition, glass transition
temperature (Tg), and transition region width (ΔTg = Tg2 –Tg1 ) upon composition of copolymer
tEGdMA–M2 for different M2: MMA (a), BMA (b), DDMA (c), styrene (d), BA (e), and VA (f)

range 25% < [M2] < 75%(mol) up to the limiting value corresponding to homopoly-
mer BMA.

For M2 = DDMA (as well as for BMA), at a certain content of M2 in copoly-
mer (at 50%mol for DDMA and at 75%mol for BMA), complete narrowing of the
α-transition region is observed to the value corresponding to homopolymer M2; for
BA and VA, there is a region of copolymer compositions (25% ≤ [M2] ≤ 50% mol
for BA and 0% ≤ [M2] < 50%mol for VA), in which broadening (!) of α-transition
region occurs as the content of M2 in copolymers increases, instead of its narrowing.
It is noteworthy that the tendency to “blocking” of M2 units in copolymer chains
should be observed precisely for these copolymers, judging by copolymerization
constants (r1 = 2 > 1; r2 ≈ 0.5 < 1 for BA and r1 ≈ 20 >> 1,r2 ≈ 0.05 << 1 for
VA). This tendency, apparently, extends (in the case of VA) to the stage of forma-
tion of poly(vinyl acetate) chains that are grafted to the cross-linked (meth)acrylate
structure with generation of specific block copolymers of the “snake-cage” type.
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That is, for VA copolymers, one can expect the appearance of an additional source
for the formation microstructural heterogeneity both on topological (long grafted
chains) and on morphological (isolation of polyvinyl acetate chains aggregates in
the form of included polymer) levels. It is not improbable that it is precisely this
factor that represents the reason for α-transition region expansion as the content of
VA units in the network increases.

Another general regularity consists in nonadditivity of values of (Tg)M1M2 of
copolymers in relation to values of (Tg)M1 and (Tg)M2 homopolymers. In the case
of copolymers with MMA and styrene, values of (Tg)M1 and (Tg)M2 are quite close
to one another, and value of (Tg)M1M2 of copolymers grows as the content of M2

in copolymers increases (reaching the maximum with at M2 = 25–50%mol) up
to values exceeding the temperature of glass transition of M1 and M2 homopoly-
mers by 10◦–20◦. This effect is especially expressed for VA copolymers when
(Tg)M1  (Tg)M2: the maximum value of (Tg)M1M2 ≈ 140◦C (with [M2] = 75%mol)
is almost 40◦C higher (!) than the highest glass transition temperature for the first
homopolymer (Tg)M1 ≈ 100◦C and exceeds the glass transition temperature for the
second homopolymer ((Tg)M2 ≈ 45◦C) almost by 100◦C. In the case of additiv-
ity, the inverse effect should be observed just for VA because of (Tg)M1  (Tg)M2;
namely, the steep decline of (Tg)M1M2 as [M2] grows. In another case (i.e., BMA)
when (Tg)M1  (Tg)M also takes place, nonadditivity is also manifested in a wide
enough range, 0% < [M2]≤ 50%(mol): the value of (Tg)M1M2 in this range does not
decline with growing content of BMA in copolymer, although BMA is character-
ized by a low value of (Tg)M2 ≈ 43◦C. Thus, a not trivial phenomenon is observed,
namely, enhancement of “thermostability”3 of copolymers as the content of polymer
units characterized by lower thermostability in these copolymers increases (!).

Analysis of obtained results from the standpoint of structural and physical pecu-
liarities of highly cross-linked macromolecular structures formed in the processes of
three-dimensional free-radical copolymerization was conducted taking the follow-
ing considerations into account.

It is yet unclear what factors determine the width of α-transition. In our case, a
hypothesis implying that very wide α-transition (ΔTg ≈ 100◦C) for highly
cross-linked tEGdMA homopolymer is determined by a corresponding wide set of
α-relaxants (i.e., elementary fragments of the macromolecular network, the mobil-
ity of which is necessary for the transition from glassy state into high elastic state)
demonstrates the highest degree of consistency with experimentally obtained data.
This set includes relaxants of different type, each of which has inherent transition
temperature Tgi corresponding to a certain point in the glass transition range from
Tg1 to Tg2 . The least “heat resistant” (i.e., most easily defrosted) relaxants become
defrosted beginning from Tg1 , while the most heat resistant (hard to defrost) are de-
frosted beginning from about Tg2 . The value of dε/dT (see Fig. 6.11) in this case can
serve as a measure of population of each point in the glass transition range with re-
laxants and, hence, selection of abscissa of maximum point on curves dε/dT = f (T)
as Tg means that selected value refers to the most occupied region in the α-transition

3 From here on the term “thermostability” is used not as a characteristic of a macroscopic property,
but as a submolecular property. Hereinafter, this term is used without quotation marks.
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range. Specific structural peculiarities of topological and morphological levels ap-
parently serve as a source of a wide set of α-relaxants for the tEGdMA polymer
(which is a typical representative of highly cross-linked macromolecular structures
formed in the course of three-dimensional free-radical polymerization). At the mor-
phological level, it is microheterogeneity [6, 12], and at the topological level, intra-
chain cycles of various configurations formed during three-dimensional free-radical
polymerization (as secondary process) as a result of intrachain joining of pendent
double bonds in primary carbo-chains [30]. There are good grounds to believe that
copolymerization of polyfunctional monomers of M1 type with conventional vinyl
monomers M2 with a single multiple bond in the molecule should exert suppressing
action upon both the above-indicated sources of the wide set of α-relaxants, thus
narrowing the range of α-transition. Indeed, formation of small cycles (cyclization)
occurs as a result of joining of adjacent multiple bonds pendent to M1 units. During
copolymerization, M2 units (penetrating between adjacent M1 units) increase the
distance between pendent bonds and, hence, decrease the probability of cyclization.
And, because cyclized macromolecules serve as nuclei of microgel particles, the
level of microheterogeneity also becomes degraded.

In view of the above-indicated reasons, let us analyze data presented in
Fig. 6.12a–f. In two cases (for styrene and MMA), values of Tg for homopolymers
M1 and M2 are very close. Hence, the most representative α-relaxants are char-
acterized by approximately similar thermostability (temperature regions of highest
occupation coincide). Further, the α-transition region for M2 homopolymer is so
narrow (especially for the case of styrene) as compared to M41 homopolymer that
all α-relaxants in this case could be considered to be practically of the same type
(let us denote them by the symbol PM2). In addition to relaxants of PM2 type, the M1

homopolymer contains much higher thermostable relaxants (denote the most ther-
mostable of them as Pmax

M1 ) and considerably lower thermostable relaxants (Pmin
M1 ).

Data presented in Fig. 6.12a,d enable us to evaluate the influence of copolymeriza-
tion on thermostability of relaxants of Pmin

M1 type (curves Tg1 ) and Pmax
M1 type (curves

Tg2 ). It can be seen that the thermostability of Pmin
M1 grows steeply with increasing

content of M2 in the copolymer (especially for styrene), and this growth continues
up to equimolar composition for styrene and up to composition of 75% (mol) M2 for
MMA. Because the ratio of copolymerization constants r1 and r2 is such that styrene
has a tendency for alternation of units in chains (r1 ≈ r2 ≈ 0.5 < 1), and MMA has
a tendency for statistical distribution (r1 ≈ r2 ≈ 1), growth of thermostability Pmin

M1
can be assigned to the topological effect of separation of M1 units carrying pendent
double bonds, with corresponding decrease of intrachain cyclization probability. In-
deed, in the case of alternation of chains, they are separated more effectively than in
the case of statistical distribution. If this is true, then α-relaxants of Pmin

M1 type could
be identified with structural fragments of the network that include small cycles.

Thermostability of α-relaxants of Pmax
M1 type (curves Tg2 in Fig. 6.12a,d) also

increases as the content of M2 units in copolymers increases, although it grows
not so intensively as in the case of Pmin

M1 . This fact cannot be explained from the
purely topological standpoint only, because formally a new group of α-relaxants
is produced and the thermostability of these α-relaxants is higher than that of the
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most thermostable α-relaxants of both homopolymers. The topological effect should
be quite the contrary; namely, the nominal degree of cross-linking of the network
should decrease and molecular mobility should become enhanced as the content
of M2 increases. It was shown that the extent of influence of degree of network
cross-linking upon the Tg value is high enough [20]. It seem likely that in this case
effective degree of network cross-linking is significantly lower than the nominal de-
gree due to cyclization and, hence, copolymerization (that prevents cyclization to
a certain extent) can lead even to an increase in effective degree of network cross-
linking (at least, in micro-volumes occupied with α-relaxants of type Pmax

M1 ). Besides,
following the logic of the above-indicated initial considerations, it is believed that
starting from a certain content of M2 (when the cyclization contribution becomes in-
significant), reduction in volume concentration of network junctions due to dilution
of network-forming monomer M1 with non-network-forming monomer M2 would
become a prevailing effect, and thermostability would begin declining.

Taking the morphological specifics [6, 12, 30] of objects under study into ac-
count, the authors believe that α-relaxants of the Pmin

M1 and Pmax
M1 types are located

in structurally different micro-regions: Pmax
M1 is in more highly cross-linked regions

(microgel particles), while Pmin
M1 is in gaps with low cross-linked network (struc-

tural defects). In the case of alternation or statistical distribution of units, copoly-
merization smoothes out these structural differences by the decrease of cyclization
probability and, hence, reduction of microheterogeneity degree; this also facilitates
narrowing of the α-transition area. In this case it is impossible to separate the topo-
logical from the morphological contribution and therefore both should be taken into
account. An attempt was made [31, 32] to assess the value of the morphological
contribution by transferring the three-dimensional free-radical polymerization pro-
cess into the living chains mode. Structural differences are smoothed out in this case
(as in the case of copolymerization). It was found that this had practically no impact
on glass-transition area width, which gives grounds to believe that the topological
factor, namely, the variety of cycle configurations, serves as the main source of the
wide set of α-relaxants in this case.

For M2 = BMA (Fig. 6.12b), Tg values for homopolymers differ so dramatically
that regularities that were clearly manifested for M2 = styrene and M2 = MMA
appear to be masked by the contribution of α-relaxants of PM2 type having very low
thermostability associated with bulk group –C4H9. That is why Tg2 starts declining
even at a low content of M2, and for Tg1 , there is a region in which copolymerization
liquidates α-relaxants of Pmin

M1 type having the lowest thermostability (supposedly
because of liquidation of the smallest cycles).

It is seen from Fig. 6.12c that for M2 = DDMA, the masking contribution of
PM2 relaxants increases even more due to an even lower value of Tg than for BMA,
and hence, the supposed effect of small cycle liquidation because of the shield-
ing action of DDMA units is noticeable only in the range 0% <[DDMA]< 25%
(mol) and at the lower boundary only: within this range, Tg1 does not decline with
increasing [DDMA].

In the case of M2 = VA (Fig. 6.12f), the network structure is transformed
dramatically by the combination of copolymerization constants (r1 ≈ 20 >> 1;
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Fig. 6.13 Differential
thermo-mechanical curves at
constant rate of heating
dT/dt= 5◦/min and constant
load for tEGdMA-VA
copolymers with different
content of VA. 1, 0; 2, 25; 3,
50; 4, 75; 5, 100% (mol)

r2 ≈ 0.05 << 1). With this combination, M1 is polymerized at first with very weak
participation of M2 (homopolymerization of M1 takes place actually, while M2

performs the function of inert diluent), and only at deep stages of conversion (when
M1 is almost exhausted) does polymerization of M2 start. As a result, the topolog-
ical structure of the “snake-cage” type is formed: a network of tEGdMA polymer
and long grafted chains of PVA.

The presence of the latter is manifested on thermo-mechanical curves as a sep-
arate glass-transition region corresponding to PVA homopolymer (Fig. 6.13). From
our standpoint, the concurrence of the two facts, namely, formation of unusual topo-
logical structure and appearance of unusual features in tEGdMA–VA copolymer, is
not coincidental. Possibly, it is indicative of a decisive role of a specifically topolog-
ical factor in this case.

As might be expected, another topological effect is practically missing in this
case, namely, the influence of copolymerization on the cyclization process that was
observed for styrene and methacrylates. This difference is attested by the absence of
a glass-transition area narrowing up to the highest content of M2 in the copolymer
(Fig. 6.12f). Moreover, extension of the ΔTg range was observed. This extension
resulted both from Tg1 reduction and from Tg2 increase. Tg1 reduction can be ex-
plained only by nontrivial reasons: if the assumption is made that the appearance
of a new group of α-relaxants having very low temperature of transition (≈10◦C
lower than the transition temperature for PVA) is related to special packing of PVA
chains in the tEGdMA polymer matrix (which is more sparse as compared to PVA
homopolymer). As the content of BA in copolymer grows, the size of micro-areas
(consisting of PVA) increases and packing of PVA chains in the matrix becomes the
same as the one in the homopolymer: the value of Tg1 grows (Fig. 6.12f) to a value
corresponding to the lower limit of the glass-transition area of PVA homopolymer.
The validity of such interpretation is confirmed by the path of curve Tg1 , which rep-
resents the lower limit of the glass-transition area of copolymers (with said limit
measured with dropping of the low-temperature part of the glass-transition range
associated with mobility of PVA chains) (Fig. 6.12f, dashed line). Physically, Tg1

is the lower limit of the glass-transition range of the tEGdMA homopolymer ma-
trix, and this limit goes up with increasing content of VA. Concurrently, the upper
limit Tg2 also goes up. Hence, VA somehow modifies the matrix to a significant
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extent despite the copolymerization inertness of VA. Most likely, in the course of
copolymerization VA performs the function of temporary plasticizer, facilitating the
relaxation processes during formation of the highly cross-linked structure, thus pro-
viding more perfect molecular packing of its fragments. In contrast, the packing
of PVA chains (that are formed under conditions of rigid matrix) turns out to be
incompletely realized.

The case when M2 = BA (Fig. 6.12e) is qualitatively similar to M2 = VA in terms
of the tendency to formation of M2 units (quantitatively, this tendency is expressed
much more weakly judging by values of r1 and r2), but it is distinguished by consid-
erably lower value of Tg for the homopolymer. Therefore, dependences Tg, ΔTg, Tg1 ,
and Tg2 upon comonomer composition in Fig. 6.12e are qualitatively closer to those
shown in Fig. 6.12f for M2 = VA (the effect of α-transition area extension is also
observed with increasing content of M2 in copolymer) than to data for the monomer,
which is an analogue for BMA (in terms of the amount of alkyl substituent –C4H9)
shown in Fig. 6.12b, which is logically consistent with a unified system of consid-
erations used by us as the basis for interpreting the above-analyzed results.

Of course our approach represents only one of the possible options and does not
preclude the use of alternative approaches. Nevertheless, it enables one to clearly see
manifestations (in a variety of regularities shown in Fig. 6.12a–f) of the influence of
specific topological and morphological factors instead of chaos.

6.3.2 Comparison of Transitions into High-Elastic State
with those into Forced-Elastic State

Data shown in Figs. 6.8 and 6.12 allow comparing the regularities inherent to tran-
sitions to highly elastic and forced-elastic (FE) states (i.e., α-transitions and FE
transitions) and enable us to identify certain structural and physical features of
copolymers being studied. When M2 = MMA or styrene, the width of FE transition,
in contrast to α-transition (see Fig. 6.12a,d), is practically independent of copolymer
composition, and the value of σcr increases monotonically with growing content of
M2 units. Most likely, so sharp a distinction from α-transition (see Fig. 6.8a,d) is ex-
plained by the influence of temperature: FE transition was studied at a significantly
lower temperature (23◦C). Indeed, the set of relaxants controlling this transition is
determined by relationship τi > tobs, where tobs = observation time (i.e., time of ex-
periment), and τi = time of life of i-th relaxant in the set that grows exponentially
with decreasing temperature (τi = τ0 exp[Ei/RT] in the absence of field of mechani-
cal forces or τi = τ0 exp[(Ei–γσ)/RT] in the field of forces with intensity σ). Because
the value of τexp determined by experiment methodology is constant in this case,
a certain fraction of relaxants would fall outside the relationship τi > τexp due to
growth of temperature resulting from decreasing values of τi. The set of transition-
controlling relaxants would be reduced, and the transition width would decline. It
seems likely that this constitutes the difference of α-transition from FE transition for
M2 = MMA or styrene. The mere fact of higher resistance to FE transition (higher
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value of σcr) of non-cross-linked MMA and styrene homopolymers (as compared
to highly cross-linked tEGdMA homopolymer) is indicative of the relatively higher
contribution of the IMI physical network (νph) at 23◦C into the integral network
νΣ = νch + νph that regulates physical and mechanical properties (according to the
polymer networks theory [12, 13]).

For M2 = BMA, regularities of α-transition and FE transition are virtually sim-
ilar (see Figs. 6.8b and 6.12b). Most likely, this is explained by significantly lower
temperature of glass transition for BMA homopolymer as compared to MMA or
styrene homopolymers.

For M2 = VA, similarity of α-transition and FE transition (see Figs. 6.8f and
6.12f) is expressed in the presence of maximums on curves for dependence Tg (for
α-transition) and σcr (for FE transition) upon copolymer composition. These maxi-
mums are indicative of existence of copolymer structure having abnormally high re-
sistance both to thermal and mechanical action. However, an important distinction is
observed in the FE transition area, namely, appearance of minimum of σcr when the
content of VA in copolymer is high (75%mol). This difference means that copoly-
mer containing 75%(mol) VA is characterized by ability to change qualitatively with
decreasing temperature from ≈100◦ to 23◦C temperature at which FE transition was
measured): at 100◦C, resistance to external action (to the thermal one) is abnormally
high (the value of Tg for copolymer is higher than for any of homopolymers), while
at 23◦C resistance to external action (to the mechanical one) is abnormally low (the
value of σcr for copolymer is lower than for any of homopolymers). And once again
we draw attention to structural specifics of copolymer containing 75%(mol) VA:
judging by values of r1 and r2, as well as by data shown in Fig. 6.13 ( curve 4 ),
this copolymer represents a topologically unusual version of cross-linked copoly-
mer having long grafted polyvinyl acetate chains (“snake-cage”).

In conclusion, a certain analogy of forced-elastic and highly elastic states should
be pointed out. Within the framework of the physical network model, the essence
of α-transition consists in “destruction” of νph and νch′ (possibly νch′ would not
be completely destroyed), again according to relationship (6.3), but with one dif-
ference; namely, T operates in this case instead of σ. Possibly it is just this factor,
namely, significant drop of volume concentration of physical network junctions, that
is the reason for the change in the trend of free volume growth with increasing T in
the case of T > Tg. The analogy consists, first, in the fact that high deformations
develop in both cases (in our case, these are 30–40% deformations), and, second,
these deformations are reversible: after load is removed, deformations are brought
back to zero level (i.e., the elasticity observed is virtually no different from elas-
ticity in the highly elastic state). In our case, full reversibility of deformation was
observed for all samples on sections of curves σ–ε with constant slope E2, and for
the most highly cross-linked samples (namely, for tEGdMA and for its copolymers
with M1 units content being no higher than 50% mol), the reversibility was observed
in the area of higher deformations, outside E2 = const, on sections where the slope
of curves started increasing.

It should be specially emphasized that the authors managed to observe the tran-
sition of highly cross-linked polymers into the forced-elastic state at temperature
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Texp = Tg–ΔT (where ΔT > 50◦C) only in the axial compression mode owing to
hydrostatic component of mechanical force field. This hydrostatic component pre-
vents propagation of micro-cracks generated on structural defects when σ ≈ σ1.
On stretching, breaking occurs in the very beginning of the transition area. Com-
parison of a large array of σ1 values obtained in the axial compression mode with
the values of tensile strength σel carried out by many authors on an example of
highly cross-linked methacrylates (see, for instance, [33]) showed that σel ≈ σ1 is
observed. This approach allows replacing labor-consuming (shaping specimens as
“vanes” or “dumbbells”) and material-consuming (hundreds of grams of polymers)
measurement of σel with a simple measurement of σ1.

Development of significant reversible deformations could be regarded as a factor
of analogy of the highly elastic state with the forced elasticity state. This analogy
becomes even more expressed if we take into account results of Poisson coefficient
(δ) measurements for axial compression of highly cross-linked poly(meth)acrylates
with an oligomeric block of a different nature [34]. In transitional area, with σ > σ1

the value of δ becomes less than 0.5, and as it declines further, with σ > σ2 it
reaches a value within 0.38–0.45 (in some cases even lower, 0.30) depending on
the chemical nature of poly(meth)acrylate, which is indicative of increasing specific
volume of samples, and this is equivalent to the growth of free volume, if formation
of pores and micro-cracks is excluded. Special experiments (namely, interruption of
loading at the stage when σ = σcr and repetition of loading after the sample stays
in rest state during a time period that is sufficient for deformation relief and return
into initial state) showed that curve σ–ε is well reproduced in the case of repetition,
which excludes the increment of free volume due to formation of macroscopic pores
and cracks; they are “healed” in the course of relaxation and, hence, they are nano-
sized, corresponding to the notion of free volume. It is likely that relatively main
modes of molecular motions (segmental type motions) become active unfrozen in a
polymeric body staying in the forced-elastic state because of the sharp reduction of
νph, and, judging by declining values of Poisson coefficient, this mobility is possibly
accompanied by corresponding increment of free volume.

6.4 Diffusion-Sorption Properties of Copolymers

Using the diffusion-sorption probing method, the authors managed to identify a
number of important features of highly cross-linked poly(acrylate) microstructure.
Probing was carried out in acetone or water vapors at 20◦C and atmospheric pres-
sure. It was shown earlier for tEGdMA polymers using H2O (saturated vapor
at room temperature) as sorbate [6(p.82)] that noticeable sorption starts only at
high enough conversion C: with C = 0, limiting (equilibrium) sorption p is only
≈0.5%(by weight), and it stays at this level until C≈0.36, and then it grows step-
wise to p = 2.1%(by weight); the maximum value of p is observed in the area
of very high C ≥ 0.8. Since the concentration of hydrophilic centers (determined
by chemical structure of tEGdMA molecules) remains constant in the course of
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polymerization, the growth of p with increasing C (i.e., enhancement of effective
hydrophily with increasing conversion) can be explained only by the formation
of micro-cavities able to sorb water (using capillary mechanism) and related to
microheterogenization of the polymerization system during polymerization. Thus,
diffusion-sorption probing with the use of H2O as a sorbate can serve as a test of
microheterogeneity.

Data on limiting sorption values of H2O for copolymers of different composi-
tion with high conversion (C ≥ 0) are shown in Fig. 6.14. Dashed straight lines
are lines of additive sorption, i.e., calculated values of p for each composition, and
these values were derived based on the assumption that the a value is proportional
to the overall concentration of hydrophilic centers contained in M1 and M2 units of
copolymer of a given composition. In all cases (with the exception of M2 = MMA)

Fig. 6.14 Dependence of limiting sorption p of water vapor at 23◦C upon tEGdMA–M2 copolymer
composition for M2 = MMA (a), BMA (b), DDMA (c), styrene (d), BA (e), and VA (f). Dashed
straight lines, additivity calculation
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experimental curve are located below calculated (additive) lines, which could be in-
terpreted as an indication of microstructural homogenization when transferring from
microheterogeneous tEGdMA homopolymer to copolymers that were progressively
enriched with M2 units, and the homogenization proper, as a consequence of cy-
clization suppression.

The latter agrees well with the kinetic argument presented above. Minor devi-
ation from additivity in the case of M2 = VA (observed for low content of VA in
copolymer) can be explained as follows: because r1 = 20 >> 1 and r2 = 0.05 << 1,
with low VA content, tEGdMA polymerization proceeds virtually in the homo-
polymerization conditions, and VA becomes polymerized only at deep conversions
forming local centers of VA homo-polymerization in the structure of the tEGdMA
polymer, which upgrades the structural micro-nonhomogeneity.

The least deviation from additivity in the case of M2 = MMA (experimental lines
virtually coincide with calculated line) correlates well with kinetic data, according
to which monomers with alternating and statistically distributed units in copolymer
chains form the following sequence in terms of cyclization suppression efficiency:
styrene>BMA>MMA.

Data for another sorbate (acetone) are shown in Fig. 6.15. In contrast to
water, acetone possesses expressed thermodynamic affinity to M2 and M1 units

Fig. 6.15 Dependence of
limiting sorption p of acetone
vapor at 23◦C upon
composition of copolymers
tEGdMA: M2 for
M2 = MMA (1), BMA (2),
DDMA (3), styrene (4), BA
(5), and VA (6)
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(when water is used as sorbate, a noticeable level of affinity is observed only
for M2 = BA and VA, when p of homopolymers are equal to 6% and 4.2%, re-
spectively). Indeed, the value of p of acetone for the case of M2 homopolymers
lies within 25% < p < 230%, and for M1 homopolymer, p≈13%. The applica-
tion of sorbate of this type enables us to track the evolution of integral network
νΣ = νch +νph in copolymers when varying their composition.

Here, νch = concentration of chemical network junctions (which is theoret-
ically equal to doubled concentration of M1 because each double bond in the
di(meth)acrylate molecule is converted into a chemical network junction in the
course of polymerization); νph = concentration of physical network junctions, i.e.,
network of labile bonds of intermolecular interactions with the lifetime exceeding
observation time (the nature and features of physical junctions in polymers, as well
as methods for νph determination are described in a monograph [12]). Indeed, it is
just the degree of cross-linking of integral network νΣ that serves as a factor restrict-
ing the value of limiting sorption.

Therefore, when copolymer composition is varied, the values of p and νΣ change
in opposite directions.

It is seen from Fig. 6.15 that νΣ value declines monotonously with decreasing
[tEGdMA] (i.e., with decreasing νch) in all cases, with the exception of DDMA.
The nonmonotonous character of dependence of p upon tEGdMA content for M2 =
DDMA verifies the assumption (made earlier based on kinetic data) that tEGdMA
copolymers with diphilic DDMA molecules may have an unconventional structure
conditioned by micelle formation in the course of copolymerization. Obviously, the
diphility associated with the presence of this alkyl substituent of C12H25, in the case
of DDMA, is expressed much more strongly than when other alkyl(meth)acrylates
are used, namely, BMA and BA with relatively small groups C4H9. Very low value
of p (p = 25%) for DDMA homopolymer (for PBA and PBMA, p = 120% and
230%, respectively) is indicative of a relatively high value of νph, which could be
related to a high degree of cooperation of centers of very weak (dispersion type)
intermolecular interactions in groups C12H25 and, as a consequence, to formation of
strong physical junctions of cooperative type. A high degree of mutual orientation
of interacting atomic groups C12H25 is required for the action of such junctions.
Therefore, we believe that formation of the chemical network during copolymer-
ization with tEGdMA would impede the mutual orientation process, thus reduc-
ing the value of νph. It seems likely that it is just for this reason that the value of
νΣ = νch + νph does not grow with increasing tEGdMA content—as it does in all
other cases—but remains virtually constant in the range [tEGdMA] = 0–2.5 mol/l.
It is not improbable that increase of νch in this range caused by the increment of
[tEGdMA] is compensated by decrease of νph resulting from progressing imped-
iment of mutual orientation of groups C12H25 as the degree of chemical network
cross-linking goes up.

Sharp increase of νΣ (decline of α) with increasing νch for all other copolymers
is indicative of a situation νph << νch arising at least starting from [tEGdMA]>
1 mol/l (i.e., nominal νch > 2 mol/l). In the opposite case, the value of νΣ = νch +
νph would not have been so sensitive a function of [tEGdMA]. However, we can
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Fig. 6.16 Representative
kinetic curves for sorption at
23◦C in an example of
acetone vapor sorption by
tEGdMA-MMA copolymers
depending on molar ratio.
[M1]:[M2] = 0:1 (1), 1:3 (2),
1:1 (3), 3:1 (4), and 1:0 (5)

suppose that an alternative version is responsible for the high sensitivity of νΣ to
variation of νch. This version is based on the known effect implying generation of
new physical junctions when cross-links are formed [18]. In this case, the mobility
of the polymeric chain section adjacent to the chemical junction being formed is
frozen, which leads to a sharp growth in stability of weak, actually nonfunctioning
physical junctions (their lifetime is shorter than observation time).

This fact transforms them into strong, actually existing junctions. The small non-
monotonous section of the curve in Fig. 6.15 verifies the structural peculiarity of
tEGdMA and VA copolymers once again. This peculiarity is determined by virtually
separate polymerization of M1 and M2 instead of copolymerization with formation
of a specific structure.

Rough estimates of diffusion coefficients D of water and acetone are derived
from data on sorption kinetics (representative curves are given in Fig. 6.16). The
high error of these estimates is associated with poor straightening of kinetic data
in coordinates of Fick’s equation. Values of D for water fall within 2× 10−8–3×
10−6 cm2/s, and those for acetone are from 1×10−8 to 5×10−7 cm2/s. The authors
failed to determine the dependence of D values upon copolymer composition and
nature of M2 because the measurement error was too high.
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Part II
Three-Dimensional Free-Radical

Polymerization. Hyper-Branched Polymers

A new (non-network) direction has developed rapidly in the field of
three-dimensional polymerization since the mid-1990s: synthesis, study of proper-
ties, and application of hyper-branched polymers (HBP). The reason for exceptional
interest in HBP consists in their valuable, often unique, properties as determined by
the specific topological structure of the macromolecules.

Polymeric chains of HBP diverge symmetrically in three-dimensional space from
a point or linear center of symmetry, and they are shaped as a branching tree
(Fig. Part II.1). Progressively branching chains of HBP could be arranged in space
in many different ways: as a sphere, cylinder, or topologically more complex shape
consisting of spheres or cylinders connected by penetrating chains (see Fig. Part
II.1). HBP with such topologically complex macromolecules are called nanostruc-
tured polymers. Scientists distinguish the core and the shell in an HBP macro-
molecule: the shell is a peripheral layer of end nonbranched chains and the core
is the remaining volume of macromolecule filled with branched chains.

The final degree of HBP branching is characterized by the DB parameter (i.e.,
degree of branching) determined by the following relationship:

DB = (D+T)/(D+T+L)

where D, L, and T are the number of branched, linear, and terminal units in the HBP
molecule, respectively.

For dendrimers having a strictly regular topological structure of macromolecules,
DB → 1, while for all other HBP, DB < 1. As a rule, the remarkable proper-
ties of HBP, distinguishing them from linear and cross-linked polymers, manifest
themselves when DB parameter = 0.4–0.8. Among these properties are high sol-
ubility and thermodynamic compatibility, low viscosity of solutions, absence of
dependence of hydrodynamic volume of macromolecules upon molecular weight,
and, finally, ability of macromolecules to function as nano-containers for “guest”
molecules absorbed by the core [see 1–10 (Chap. 7)].

HBP with statistical structure of branched macromolecules, while preserving
unique properties of dendrimers that have a strictly regular topological structure,
in contrast to the latter are synthesized in a much simpler way and, hence, are more
accessible and comparatively inexpensive.
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Fig. Part II.1 Different types of macromolecules of hyper-branched polymers: (a) dendrimer
macromolecule; (b) spherical macromolecule; (c) cylinder-shaped macromolecule; (d) two spheri-
cal macromolecules connected by penetrating chain (nanostructured macromolecule). o, functional
group; •, branching points; •—-•, interjunction chains; •—-o, terminal chains with identical or
different functional groups. Structure of macromolecules: (a) regular; (b–d) statistical

Let us consider in greater detail the main reactions of HBP synthesis via
three-dimensional free-radical copolymerization under the conditions of polymer
chain branching in the following chapter, Chap. 7.



Chapter 7
Synthesis of Hyper-Branched Polymers

Abstract Chapter 7 is concerned with synthesis of hyper-branched polymers (HBP)
by the radical polymerization method. It also describes theoretical potentialities of
this method including several practical approaches to HBP synthesis, namely, HBP
synthesis via regulation of chain length (initiation rate, agents and catalysts of chain
transfer, inhibitors) and HBP synthesis via living chain polymerization. In this dis-
cussion, experimental results obtained by the authors and published data are com-
pared with calculation results, including results related to the new developed gel
formation theory. The most successful options of HBP synthesis in the living chains
mode (including nanostructured polymers) are also discussed in Chap. 7. The main
significance of the data obtained consists in their suitability for use as base data for
targeted synthesis of HBP with predictable properties—HBP design.

7.1 Classification of Reactions for Hyper-Branched
Polymer Synthesis

The problems arising during synthesis of HPB with specified properties (molecu-
lar weight, degree of branching, shape of macromolecules) are of different nature
depending upon the type of selected synthesis reaction. Analysis of these problems
leads to the following, apparently the most rational classification of HBP synthesis
reactions, which found application in this field.

1. Polymerization according to the mechanism of stepwise polyaddition of the poly-
condensation type.

2. Radical polymerization according to mechanism of chain polyaddition.
3. Radical polymerization in the living chains conditions, which is a special case of

polyaddition because the propagation of polymer chains develops according to
the same radical chain mechanism as it does in the case of conventional radical
polymerisation.

RI(M)nM• +M(=)
kpr−→ RI(M)n+1M• (7.1)
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where RI is the initiator radical; M(=) is the double bond in the molecule of initial
monomer; M is units of polymer chain; and M• is the terminal unit with free valence.

However, degeneration of chain polyaddition into the stepwise one as a result of
the act of reversible inhibition represents a significant distinction from the conven-
tional radical polymerization

RI(M)n+1M• +X
kx
�
k f r

RI(M)n+1MX (7.2)

This act provides for the existence of the living chains conditions: the propaga-
tion of the polymer chain according to reaction (7.1) is inevitably preceded by the act
of homolytic decomposition Ri(M)n+1MX (reinitiation 7.2) with activation energy
E f r = 105–126kJ/mol, close to initiation activation energy Ei = 117–126kJ/mol,
when organic peroxides and azodinitriles are used as initiators. That is, in contrast to
conventional radical polymerization, when after a single act of initiation the poly-
mer chain grows during a very short period of time, τpr < 1s, from the value of
n0 = 0 to n = nlim (where the final length of chain nlim > 102–103 units is limited
by the chain termination act), in the case of living radical polymerization each act
of initiation is accompanied only by a restricted increment of polymer chain and
the next act of reinitiation is required for subsequent polyaddition. As E f r ≈ Ei,
the macromolecule propagation reaction (which is essentially chain like) is identi-
cal to stepwise polymerization of the polycondensation type and the time of poly-
mer chains propagation, τpr ≥ tlim, where tlim is the full time of the polymerization
process; in conventional radical polymerization, the propagation time (or lifetime)
of polymer chains τpr < 1s << tlim. Therefore, it is reasonable to consider living
radical polymerization as a special case, which has the features of both stepwise
and conventional radical polymerization.

The above-described classification according to the principle of “instantaneous”
(chain, τpr << tlim) or “slow” (stepwise, τpr ≥ tlim) propagation of polymer chains
plus free radical or molecular character of the polyaddition reaction is apparently
the most reasonable for the following considerations.

1. Formation of small cycles from the interaction of reactive groups of adjacent
chains or due to interchain interaction represents a secondary reaction preventing
the branching of chains. As is shown below, the minimization of cyclization in
the case of stepwise and radical chain polyaddition reactions is attained through
the use of methods that are fundamentally different.

2. The highest possible yield (Clim) of target product, i.e., HBP, in synthesis reac-
tions is determined by a number of parameters (functionality of initial reagents,
ratio of their concentrations, etc.) and is forecasted by calculation according to
gel formation formulas (Chap. 5). In the case of stepwise polyaddition reac-
tions, a widely known Flory–Stockmayer equation is used. A completely differ-
ent approach is required in the case of radical chain polyaddition: a new theory
of gel formation (Chap. 5), especially intended for three-dimensional free-radical
polymerization, is employed here.
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3. Methods for controlling the reaction of HBP synthesis in the case of stepwise
and radical chain polyaddition are also fundamentally different. With stepwise
formation of propagating polymer chains, only the temperature and sometimes
additives of catalysts serve as controlling factors. In the case of radical chain
reactions, this set of factors is augmented with “inertia-free” control via external
irradiation by light or ionizing radiation (photoinitiation or radiation initiation
of chains), as well as via introducing additives of special regulating substances
(inhibitors, decelerators, chain transfer agents, and chain transfer catalysts).

7.2 Synthesis of Hyper-Branched Polymers Via
Three-Dimensional Free-Radical (Co)polymerization
with Regulation of Polymer Chain Length

Synthesis of HBP via radical polymerization occupies a special place, because
nowadays the latter is characterized by high technological significance [11–13].
Groups of English [14–18], German [19–22], and Japanese [23–31] researchers are
the most advanced in HBP synthesis via radical polymerization. The main advan-
tage of radical polymerization, i.e., chain mechanism of macromolecule propaga-
tion, is at the same time the main hindrance for HBP synthesis. Indeed, on the one
hand, the chain mechanism ensures high rates of the process, high controllability
through varying the concentrations of additives of initiators, inhibitors, and chain
transfer agents, extremely good predictability based on large array of constants of
rates characterizing the elementary stages accumulated by the present time [32–35],
and the presence of a number of universal regularities, which are particularly char-
acteristic of radical reactions [36, 37], taking into account the development of a new
theory of gel formation specially intended for three-dimensional free-radical poly-
merization (see Chap. 5). However, on the other hand, the chain mechanism of three-
dimensional free-radical polymerization preconditions a rather prominently mani-
fested tendency of transition from the formation of branched polymerization prod-
ucts (such as soluble HBP) to network ones (such as microgel and macrogel) that
are infusible and insoluble. Thus, for example, critical conversion Ccr (gel point), at
which the polymerization system is transformed into gel, in the case of radical poly-
merization of (meth)acrylic monomers M2 containing two double bonds in each
molecule, at ordinary rates of initiation Wi ≈ 10−6−10−8 mol/(l · s) is so shifted to
the area of low conversions C → 0 that it can be measured experimentally only with
an accuracy to the upper boundary of Ccr < 0.01. Refining the Ccr value via calcula-
tion by formulas of the gel formation theory gives the value Ccr ≈ 10−4(!). In other
words, under normal conditions the synthesis of HBP from di(meth)acrylates via
radical polymerization is possible only with the yield lower than 1%. If Mm (where
m > 2) is used as a initial monomer for HPB synthesis, the value of Ccr is decreased
still further.

Based on gel formation theory formulas, two main directions for changing the
conditions of three-dimensional free-radical polymerization (leading to the increase
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in Ccr, and, hence, to the increase in HBP yield) are seen; namely, decline in average
functionality (F) of initial monomers and reduction of the average length (P) of
propagating polymer chains (in this case P is the number of units).

To reduce F in the case of M2 molecules, it is necessary to dilute M2 with
monounsaturated (non-network-forming) monomer M1, which has only one dou-
ble bond capable of polymerization. However, in this case there is a limiting con-
dition concerning the composition of mixture M2/M1: as soon as the dilution with
monomer M1 reaches a level at which the content of M2 becomes lower than 3 in
the chains consisting of P units, the coefficient of branching in HBP being formed
becomes less than 2 and further dilution would lead to the formation of poorly
branched polymers that do not possess the HBP properties.

It is easy to demonstrate using an example of a mixture of monomers M1 +M2 of
the (meth)acrylate type that with ordinary Wi ≈ 10−7 mol/(l ·s), the value of P≈ 104

units, while Ccr → 1 (and, hence, the yield of HBP →100%) with molar composi-
tion of mixture M2/M1 → 10−5. Consequently, if the dilution with monomer M1

is brought to such a degree that the yield of dissolvable product of polymerization
would be increased to 100%, this product would appear to be practically unbranched
(each chain of 104 units will contain on average 0.1 units of branching monomer
M2). If the dilution degree is reduced to the level M2/M1 = 3× 10−4 giving the
branching coefficient equal to 2, the value of Ccr would be reduced to 0.1 (yield
of HBP is only 10%!). However, even if so small a yield is accepted as sufficient,
it should be borne in mind that the HBP formed thereby will be significantly dif-
ferent in terms of topology from typical HBP synthesized and widely tested by the
present time. This topological difference consists in rather significant length of chain
sections between adjacent branchings (the so-called interjunction chains): on aver-
age, two branchings per chain, the length of which is P = 104 units, i.e., the length
of interjunction chains will be close to 103 units. Synthesis and exploration of HBP
with variable length of interjunction chains showed [38] that with the length exceed-
ing several dozen units, the HBP properties are becoming closer to the properties of
conventional linear polymers of similar molecular weight.

Therefore, to successfully solve the problem of HBP synthesis via radical poly-
merization, the approach based on diluting polyfunctional monomers Mm with
monofunctional ones M1 is used only as supplementary, while the main approach
consists in the development of methods for reducing the length of polymer chains P
to several units.

The most efficient approaches of this kind, enabling us to successfully solve the
problems of HBP synthesis via radical polymerization, are given below.

7.2.1 Regulation of Chain Length Through Initiation
Rate Variation

The average length of polymer chains P in the case of radical polymerization, in
compliance with the theory of chain nonbranched reactions, is related to kinetic
parameters of the polymerization process by the following relationship [36, 37]:
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P =
chains propagation rate
chains termination rate

=
kpr[M]√

Wi kter + ktr[Y]+ kx[X]
(7.3)

where kpr, ktr, kX, and kter are constants of rates of propagation, transfer, linear, and
quadratic termination of chains, respectively; [M], [Y], and [X] = concentrations
of monomer, chain transfer agent, and inhibitor; Wi = initiation rate (in the case of
substantial initiators; Wi = ki[I], where ki = initiation rate constant; [I] = initiator
concentration; and, in the case of photoinitiation or radiation initiation, Wi = k′i[i],
where [i] = radiation intensity.

It is obvious that in the case of TFRP the relationship (7.3) refers only to primary

chains initiated by a given single act of radical generation by initiator R•
i (I

ki−→R•
i ). It

follows from Eq. (7.3) that P decreases with growing Wi. When chain transfer agents
and inhibitors are missing from a polymerization system, this decrease adheres to
the following law:

P =
kpr[M]√

Wikter
(7.4)

Taking into account that numeric values of kpr, kter (l ·mol−1 · s−1), ki (s−1), and
[M] (mol/l) in the case of polymerization of vinyl monomers stay within 102 ≤ kpr ≤
104, 106 ≤ kter ≤ 108, and 10−5 ≤ ki ≤ 10−7 [32–34, 36], the condition of successful
synthesis of HBP from monomer M2, P ≈ 3, will be fulfilled only when very high
concentrations of initiator are used, commensurable with monomer concentration,
that is, [I] ≥ 1mol/l instead of the usually used [I] ≤ 10−2 mol/l.

A hundredfold increase [I] gives rise to a number of additional factors that do not
manifest themselves with small [I] under conventional conditions of polymerization:

1. Quadratic termination of chains with participation of radicals R•
i and, hence,

existence of limiting rate of polymerization W ≤ Wlim = const, which stops
increasing with the growth of Wi, starting from a certain critical value of
Wi ≥ (Wi)cr

2. Chain transfer with participation of initiator molecules
3. Considerable increase of contribution of chain mechanism of initiator decompo-

sition for initiators, which are susceptible to chain decomposition

It is obvious that HBP synthesized under these conditions would inevitably con-
tain a large number of initiator fragments both in interjunction chains (i.e., in the
“core”) and in end chains (i.e., in the “shell”).

Successful synthesis of HBP by this method was first implemented by a group of
Japanese researchers headed by T. Sato [39–43] from monomers M2 of dimethacry-
lates and divinyl benzene (in certain cases with dilution with M1) in the presence of
AIBN as initiator (with addition of inhibitor in certain cases). The developed pro-
cess of HBP synthesis was called by the authors “initiation-fragment incorporation
radical polymerization.”
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7.2.1.1 Synthesis of HBP Via Copolymerization of Divinyl Benzene (M2)
with Ethyl Styrene (M1) Initiated by AIBN (I) in the Presence of
Benzyl-oxyimino-acetate (X) as a Decelerator1 [39]

Copolymerization was carried out in a benzene solution with concentration of com-
ponents indicated in brackets (mol/l) at 70◦ and 80◦C : M2 (0.25),M1 (0.25),
X (0.5), and I (0.5). The yield of copolymer and its molecular weight (Mn) grew in
the course of the process until the moment of initiator exhaustion, and then they be-
came constant at times t ≈ 4τI, where τI = the period of initiator half-life. The value
of τI = 2–6h at 70◦C and 2 h at 80◦C(which corresponds to values of ki = 3.2×10−5

and 9.6×10−5 s−1 and Wi = 1.6×10−5 and 4.8×10−5 mol · l−1 · s−1). Upper value
of yield was equal to 47% (70◦C) and 48% (80◦C) at Mn = 23,200(Mw/Mn = 3.4)
and 26,400(Mw/Mn = 3.4). At the moment of attainment of upper limit values of
copolymer yield and Mn value, the total content of reacting double bonds in copoly-
merization system approaches zero. Thus, the limit yield occurs not because of
complete consumption of initiator but due to exhaustion of double bonds in M2

and M1. Unfortunately, the authors do not describe the procedure for copolymer
yield determination, and therefore we can only suppose that low molecular sub-
stances (products of quadratic termination of initiator radicals R•

i + R•
i → products

of quadratic termination of initiator radicals ∼R• + X → other products of interac-
tion) account for approximately half of reaction products. No author’s comments
are provided for a very interesting regularity: in the course of copolymerization,
the parameter of polydispersity at 70◦C grows from 1.7 (6) to 3.2–3.5 (46–47), and
at 80◦C, contrariwise, goes down from 5.0 (26) to 3.4 (44–48); current yields of
copolymers are given in parentheses.

The proof of the presence of hyper-branching of copolymer structure, as well
as determination of characteristic parameters of synthesized HBP, was carried out
using a modern methodological complex specially developed for these purposes dur-
ing the past decade [6, 9, 44]. This complex includes both the methods for analysis
of fragments of macromolecules chemical structure (NMR of high resolution on
protons and 13C, chemical and elemental analysis for the identification of chemical
groups), and gel chromatography (using two and three detectors) in combination
with laser light scattering under different angles and with electron microscopy. All
these methods enable researchers to identify the degree of branching and concen-
tration of interjunction and terminal chains, set of functional groups in the core
and in the shell of HBP macromolecules, size of macromolecules, hydrodynamic
radius Rh and gyration radius Rg, Mark–Houwink parameter α in the known rela-
tionship η = KMα (for HBP α < 0.5, in contrast to conventional linear polymers, for
which α ≥ 0.5). And, finally, special comparative testing of solubility and thermo-
dynamic compatibility (which are incommensurably higher in the case of HBP) was

1 Inhibitors X are usually classified into strong inhibitors (simply inhibitors) and weak inhibitors
(decelerators) [36]. The ratio of constant of chain linear termination rate at molecules of X, kX , to
the constant of chain propagation rate kpr serves as classification feature: when kX/kpr > 1, X is
an inhibitor, while when kX/kpr ≤ 1 X is a decelerator.
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carried out (comparison with linear analogues characterized by approximately sim-
ilar molecular weight).

It was found as a result that copolymer composition evolves in the course of the
process in the following way. The content of initiator fragments grows from 28% to
42% during period t from 2 to 18 h (for T = 70◦C), and then it remains invariable
(the final time is 24 h). The total content of M2 and M1 units goes down from 59%
to 42% (mol) during time interval from t = 0 to t = 12h, attaining then the constant
value. At that the content of unreacted double bonds drops from 16% (mol) (t = 2h)
to 0 (t = 12h). Since each macromolecule of HBP copolymer being formed grows
continuously in the course of polymerization process (the value of Mn goes up with
increasing t according to law that is close to linear one), the variation of composition
is recorded in macromolecules in the form of copolymer composition gradient.

Specific features of HBP (distinguishing this class of macromolecules from con-
ventional linear polymers) clearly manifest themselves in comparative study of
polystyrene (PS) and HBP using two methods: namely, gel-permission chromatog-
raphy (GPC) and GPC in combination with multiangle light scattering (laser source
of light). The results of this study (presented in Table 7.1) show that starting from a
certain value Mn, hydrodynamic radius of HBP macromolecules (Rh) and radius of
gyration (Rg) cease to grow with increasing Mn, and these limiting values (in nm)
Rh = 10.5 and Rg = 13.2 are lower than Rh = 14.3 and Rg = 27.5 for linear analogue
(PS). Correspondingly, values of Mn and Mw determined with the use of the GPC
method appear to be dramatically lower as compared with “true” values measured
by a combination of the GPC method and the light-scattering method.

Viscosimetry (solution in benzene, use of Ubbelohde viscosimeter, 30◦C) iden-
tifies one more remarkable property, which represents a distinguishing feature of
HBP—independence of viscosity (η) upon HBP concentration in solution: when
increasing [HBP] from 2 to 10 g/l, the value η = const = 0.008 l/g, while viscos-
ity of PS in the same interval of polymer concentrations increases from 0.02 to
0.025 l/g. The reference sample in viscosimetric experiments (PS) was selected with
Mn = 30,000 and Mw = 54,000 being lower than Mn = 74,500 and Mw = 336,000
for HBP, but the viscosity in this case is two times higher than that for HBP having
any fixed concentration of polymer in the solution.

Table 7.1 Comparison of data obtained using two methods for HBP and polystyrene (PS)

GPC method Combination of GPC method and
light-scattering method

Mn ×10−4 Mw ×10−4 Mw/Mn Mn ×10−4 Mw ×10−5 Mw/Mn Rg (nm) Rh (nm)

HBP-1 1.19 2.38 2.0 3.19 0.74 2.3 5.4 5.1
HBP-2 1.69 5.41 3.2 7.45 3.36 4.5 13.8 10.6
HBP-3 2.02 6.07 3.0 7.25 3.36 4.6 13.2 10.5
HBP-4 2.32 7.89 3.4 7.33 3.41 4.6 13.2 10.5
PS – – – 12.3 2.96 2.4 27.5 14.3
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Values of η used as characteristic ones and extrapolated to the zero value of polymer
concentration are equal to 0.008 and 0.018 l/g for HBP and PS, respectively. As
such difference is typical of all HBP synthesized and studied up to the present time
irrespective of their chemical nature, it is used in the practice of research work as
the simplest express test for hyper-branching.

It also appeared that macromolecules of synthesized HBP are characterized by
sufficiently high level of micro-viscosity that provides matrix stabilization of free
radicals formed from decelerator (X) in the course of copolymerization. The EPR
method enabled researchers to record nitrogen-centered radicals X•, the concen-
tration of which (mol/l) continuously grows from 10−6(70◦C)/2× 10−6(80◦C) in
the course of copolymerization during 5 h to 3.5×10−6(70◦C)/6.3×10−6(80◦C).
After cooling the reaction system to 20◦C, the concentration of X• is signifi-
cantly reduced (≈10 times), but not to the zero value. Quite high residual value
[X•] = 3.7× 10−7 mol/l at 20◦C is indicative of formation of rigid polymer struc-
tures. These structures capture some X• in the molecules of HBP formed in the
course of copolymerization proceeding under the conditions of quite high dilution
by benzene, inert dilutor, which enhances the molecular mobility and, hence, hinders
capturing of X•. Therefore, the fact of stabilization of at least a certain part of X•

after cessation of initiation (at 20◦C initiator practically ceases to generate radi-
cals) indicates the existence of micro-volumes in HBP macromolecules, with these
micro-volumes being characterized by a very high level of micro-viscosity and be-
ing inaccessible for the plasticizing action of benzene.

Transmission electron microscopy (Hitachi 800, 200 kV) of synthesized HBP
gives an image in the form of densely packed discrete spherical particles of
approximately the same size (diameter 2–3 nm), which is less than that of Rg and
Rh. Attempts made by the authors to raise the concentrations of M1, M2, X, and I in
the solution 1.2–2 times, while preserving the selected relationship of components
2[M1] = 2[M2] = [X] = [I], led to an increase in the yield of HBP from 47–48% to
51–59%, but gel formation was observed in this case.

Next, the data obtained by Sato et al. [39] are compared with theoretical estimates
for relationships (7.3) and (7.4). Substituting known values (l ·mol−1 · s−1) kpr =
150 and kter = 107 (practically identical for 70◦ and 80◦C) and Wi = 1.6×10−5 (at
70◦C) and Wi = 4.8× 10−5mol/(l · s) (at 80◦C) into (7.4), we obtain P̄ = 6(70◦C)
and P̄ = 3(80◦C) without taking into account the inhibiting action of additive
X. To take X into account, it is necessary to know the value of kX, which is
not indicated by these authors [39]. Taking into account that X is a decelera-
tor, i.e., kX < kpr, and having selected the maximum value of kX ≈ 102 l/(mol ·
s), we obtain a decrease in values of P̄ = 2 and P̄ = 1 according to formula
(7.4), respectively. If these values were true, HBP formation would not take place,
because the value P̄ > 2 is necessary for the formation of HBP from equimo-
lar mixture M1 + M2 (only in this case would the branching coefficient exceed
1). Apparently, in reality kX < 102l/(mol · s) and actual values of P̄ at 70◦ and
80◦C stay within ranges 2 < P̄ ≤ 6 and 2 < P̄ ≤ 3. It means that, in terms
of length of polymer chain, the data provided by the authors match the theory
quite well.
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However, in terms of critical conversion of gel formation (Ccr) a critical discrep-
ancy is observed with the theoretical estimate for relationships given in Chap. 5.

Indeed, the value of Ccr in this case is derived from a theoretical relationship:

Ccr = 0,33

√
Wikter

kprF22

where F22 = 2[M2] = 0.5mol/l, while the values of kpr, kter, and Wi are the same as
the those given above. Substituting their numeric values, we obtain Ccr < 0.1≡10%
for both temperatures; this is significantly lower than the experimental yield of HBP,
which is ≈50%. Such a significant discrepancy between the experimental value and
theoretical one most probably indicates a high degree of cyclization in HBP macro-
molecules, which is inherent to the processes of three-dimensional free-radical poly-
merization. It is known that cyclization shifts the value of Ccr to the region of higher
numeric values. This explanation agrees well with observed stabilization of free
radicals I•, as cyclization leads to formation of cross-linked micro-areas of micro-
gel type in the core of HBP macromolecules.

In other publications by Japanese scientists belonging to the group of T. Sato
[40–42], HBP synthesis by a similar method is described (at very high rates of
initiation Wi ≥ 10−5 mol · l−1 · s−1) using divinyl benzene [41], ethylene glycol
di(methacrylate) [40], and divinyl adipinat [42] as branching monomers M2.

At present it is not possible to evaluate the perspectives of the T. Sato method
from the standpoint of its application and its competitiveness, because it is not
clear from their publications [39–43] to what extent the procedure for isolating
HBP from a 50% mixture of by-products is labor intensive and complicated. The
necessity for conducting synthesis in highly diluted solutions and the very high
consumption of initiator represent obvious disadvantages of the method. Unques-
tioned advantages of the method are its universality and high rate of synthesis
process. The universality consists in the possibility of using this method for obtain-
ing HBP with any type of functional groups, which are available in a wide variety
of components for radical copolymerization of M1 and M2. For instance, only for
one class of M1 monomers, i.e., methacrylates with formula CH2 C(CH3)COOR,
many compounds are known with different R: from R–alkyl with a widely vari-
able length and degree of carbo-chains branching to R containing atomic groups
hydroxy, amino, plus also methacrylates, carriers of atomic groups (methacrylamid
and methacryl acid).

7.2.2 Regulation of Chain Length by Chain Transfer Agents
and Chain Transfer Catalysts

Relationship (7.3) indicates possible ways for regulating chain length. Such regu-
lation is necessary for the implementation of HBP synthesis via three-dimensional
free-radical polymerization. One such way consists of the increase of initiation rate
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Wi to very high values Wi > 10−5 mol · l−1 · s−1, enabling us to reduce the length
of material chains to values P amounting to several units (instead of hundreds
or thousands of units at conventional rates of initiation). This approach was suc-
cessfully implemented by a group of Japanese scientists (see Sect. 7.2.1). Another
approach that consists in intensification of chain transfer acts for the purpose of at-
taining the same goal. It was widely used by a group of English scientists headed
by D. C. Sherrington [14–18]. In this case the chain transfer was carried out in two
ways. First, through the use of conventional method: introduction of additives of
substances (Y) capable of reacting with chain carrier radical ∼R• with formation
of new, also active radical ∼R•

Y that initiates a new material chain. In this process,
molecules Y are expended and, hence, the consumption of Y is one molecule per one
chain. It follows from relationship (7.3) that for realization of P = 3–5 units such
values of ktr [Y] are are necessary that are only three to five times lower than values
of kpr[M] (at conventional rates of initiation, Wi = 10−7 mol · l−1 ·s−1, in the absence
of inhibitors, when kX[X] = 0). It means that it is necessary that either ktr < kpr, or
that [Y] should be high (commensurable with [M]). The variant ktr > kpr is rather
inconvenient for HBP synthesis. It is easy to show2 that consumption of Y in this
case will be higher than consumption of M and that continuous addition of Y would
be required during the polymerization process for maintaining P = const. Conse-
quently, an option remains that implies using the unusually high concentrations of
Y or the unconventional approach that is based on using the phenomenon of chain
transfer catalysis, which was discovered by us [45, 46] more than two decades ago
and which currently has found extensive application in the world of science and
in practice.

D.C. Sherrington and his colleagues employed both approaches for HBP synthe-
sis via three-dimensional free-radical copolymerization: the conventional approach
implying high concentrations of Y and chain transfer catalysis (CTC).

The phenomenon of CTC was discovered by us in an example of polymeriza-
tion of methyl(meth)acrylate in the presence of very small (catalytic) additives of
compounds such as organic macrocyclic complexes of cobalt CoL (porphyrins,
phtalocyanines, and oximes of cobalt) [45, 46]. It appeared that CoL additives in
the amount of 10−6 to 10−5 mol/l reduce the chain length 10–100 times (!), which
corresponds in this case to relationship ktr >> kpr. However, with ktr >> kpr,
the action of CoL should cease at the very early stages of polymerization be-
cause of quicker consumption of CoL as compared to consumption of M. How-
ever, this did not occur, and CoL was acting throughout the entire polymerization
process without being expended (which was proved by measurements of Mn of
polymers at various stages of polymerization process) and, hence, it behaved as
a catalyst.

In-depth exploration [47] into the CTC process using different methods (GPC,
NMR, IR and UV spectroscopy, etc.) enabled us to identify the following mecha-
nism of catalysis:

2 Solving the system of differential equations –d[M]/dt = kpr[M][R•] and –d[Y]/dt = ktr[Y][R•]
gives [Y] = [Y]–(1–C)kY/kpr, where C = ([M]0–[M])/[M]0 – monomer conversion.
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∼R• +CoL [RCoL] ∼R=
∼R=[HCoL] CoL+H•

H• +M R•

Polymethacrylate chain ∼R= with the end double bond of the ����CH2 C
(COOOCH3) CH2 type, which is different from the methacrylate double bond, is
formed as a result of disproportioning of chain carrier radical ∼R• accepted by CoL
in the form of a complex [RCoL] followed by transformation into hydride HCoL,
which is extremely unstable. It decomposes practically instantaneously, releasing
atomic hydrogen and initial CoL. The formed H• is exceptionally active and imme-
diately generates new chain ∼R•.

Further development of the CTC concept, mainly by researchers from other coun-
tries [48], has led to creation of new, still more efficient CoL complexes and to
development of multiple options of practical application of CTC.

The first researcher, who experimentally proved the possibility of shifting crit-
ical conversion (gel point) Ccr into the region of very high values Ccr → 1 during
copolymerization of divinyl monomers, M2, and monovinyl monomers, M1, was
A. Matsumoto [49–51]. He showed that under the conditions of intensive chain
transfer (in the presence of alkylmerkaptans functioning as transfer agent) in copoly-
merization systems M1 + M2 (where M2 = dimethacrylates or divinyl benzene,
while M1 = monomethacrylates or styrene), gel formation is not observed at all
if molar ratio M1 : M2 exceeds 100. However, this result was obtained before
the beginning of the HBP boom, and that is why it was not developed further at
that time.

Only in 2000, when the “triumphant march” of HBP was in full blast, did
D.C. Sherrington and his colleagues use the approach that is based on suppression
of gel formation by intensive chain transfer for synthesizing one more class of HBP,
namely, copolymers of methylmethacrylate (M1) and branching monomers Mm di-
and tri(meth)acrylates and divinyl benzene [14–18].

7.2.2.1 Synthesis of HBP Via Copolymerization of Methyl Methacrylate and
Di(meth)acrylates in the Presence of Chain Transfer Agent [14, 17]

Synthesis strategy consists in the use of sufficiently concentrated solutions (≈40%
volume of comonomers; solvent is weakly polar toluene), but with very low con-
tent of branching monomer M2 (1–2% mol) with equimolar additive of quite active
chain transfer agent (1-dodecantiol, 1–2% mol, ktr, l · mol−1 · s−1, for methacry-
lates ≈300, while for acrylates ≈3500). Besides, using conventional initiator AIBN
(≈5× 10−2 mol/l) at 80◦C (Wi = 5× 10−2 mol · l−1 · s−1), it is possible to obtain
HBP with the yield of ≈ 90% (t = 16h). HBP is isolated through precipitation
(with methanol or heptane as precipitation agents). Polarity of the precipitation
agent slightly influences the yield of overprecipitated HBP as well as its molecu-
lar and weight characteristics, which points to a certain complexity of fractional and
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Table 7.2 Results of studying methyl methacrylate (MMA) and tri(propylene glycol) di(acrylate)
copolymers using GPC-1 and GPC-3 methods

Analysis
method

[Y], %
(by weight)

[M2], %
(by weight)

Mw Mn Mw/Mn g′ α

GPC-1 2.0 1.5 18,029 6,745 2.67 – –
GPC-3 2.0 1.5 21,850 11,750 1.86 0.59 0.56
GPC-1 2.0 3.0 27,330 8,380 3.16 – –
GPC-3 2.0 3.0 32,800 13,800 2.36 0.54 0.50

chemical composition of synthesized product. Increase of [M2] or decrease of [Y]
in the initial reaction mixture inevitably results in gel formation.

Several samples of copolymers MMA and di(butylene glycol) or (tripropylene
glycol) diacrylates were synthesized using this strategy. Then, these samples were
studied by the method of conventional GPC-1 (using a refractometric detector) and
the GPC-3 method implying the employment of three detectors (laser differential re-
fractometer, diffraction viscosimeter, and photometer for measuring light scattering
with a laser source). Typical results are presented in Table 7.2.

It can be seen from Table 7.2 that “true” molecular and weight characteristics
of copolymers obtained from light-scattering data differ quite significantly from
the characteristics determined by the GPC-1 method, which is based on hydrody-
namic volumes of macromolecules. Because macromolecules become more densely
packed as the branching degree grows, a discrepancy between hydrodynamic vol-
umes and results of the GPC-1 method application is observed (molecular weights
are underrated); this is an indirect proof of hyper-branching of synthesized copoly-
mers. A more direct proof is a decrease of the Mark–Houvink parameter α from
the value 0.7 (measured for reference specimen of linear PMMA) to 0.50–0.56 for
copolymers, and decrease of parameter g′ = (Rg)h/(Rg)l to 0.59 and 0.54 (Rg =
gyration radius; indices “h” and “l” mean hyper-branched and linear, respectively).
The physical meaning of decreasing α and g′ consists in increasing the compact-
ness (density of molecular packing) of macromolecules. It is seen from Table 7.2
that an increase in content of branching monomer M2 in the initial system logically
correlates with a decrease of α and g′.

When using ethylene glycol dimethacrylate as M2, the synthesis strategy was
corrected in the direction of raising the degree of initial reaction system dilution with
a dilutor (toluene): fourfold dilution was used in addition to twofold dilution. Molar
relationship of components was M1 : M2 : Y = 100 : 5 : 5, concentration of initiator
was 1% (mol) per total content of double bonds, temperature = 80◦C, and t =◦ 5h.
The role of inert solvent is demonstrated on an example of copolymerization system
having low content of branching monomer M2 (Table 7.3).

It is seen from Table 7.3 that dilution influences the yield nonmonotonously: at
first the yield is reduced, and then it grows dramatically. Also, the solubility in the
series of solvents selected for testing is enhanced. Especially astounding is the tran-
sition from dilution of 20 to 25cm3 (from 3.3 fold to 4.2 fold): a certain similarity to
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Table 7.3 Effect of diluting the reaction system with toluene on an example of composition M1 :
M2 : Y = 100 : 2 : 2 (total volume ≈6cm3)

Toluene volume, cm3 Consistency of
reacted mixture

Copolymer
yield, %

Copolymer solubility
(test: 0.5g/cm3)

0 g – Insoluble
5 g 92 Insoluble

10 vl 92 Insoluble in DMSO
15 vl 75 Insoluble in DMSO
20 vl 51 Soluble
25 lvl 74 Soluble

Note. g, gel; vl, viscous liquid; lvl, low-viscous liquid. Testing solvents: THF, chloroform,
dichloromethane, DMSO.

the critical phenomenon is observed, judging by a jump in yield from 51% to 74%
and dramatic variation in mixture consistency.

MWD curves for this series of experiments (presented against the background of
reference curve for linear PMMA) point to a rather strong broadening of MWD as
the content of dilutor goes down (from molecular weights of 103–106 for 25cm3 of
toluene to 102–107 for 10cm3). Also, all curves are polymodal. In transition from
20 to 25cm3 of dilutor, in contrast to data from Table 7.2, no dramatic variation of
MWD is observed: both curves are bimodal and an increase in degree of dilution
leads only to insignificant narrowing of MWD.

In another series of experiments, where the relationship of components was M1 :
M2 : Y = 100 : 15 : Z (with fivefold dilution with toluene), the value of Z varied from
4 to 15. In this series an attempt was made to compensate for high content of M2

via corresponding increase in the content of Y. It was found that after Z is increased
from 4 to 9, expressed gel formation takes place, then at Z = 10, viscous liquid
with gel particles is formed, and at Z = 11 a low viscous liquid with gel particles
is formed, and, finally, starting from Z = 12, a transparent low viscous liquid is
formed. When Z increases from 12 to 15, the yield of copolymers drops from 86%
to 61%, and copolymers are soluble in a number of solvents that are chosen for
testing (see note to Table 7.3), with the exception of DMSO. MWP of copolymers
is rather broad and polymodal.

As a result, the following optimum option of HBP synthesis was chosen: rela-
tionship of components M1 : M2 : Y = 100 : 5 : 5, a two- to fourfold dilution of
mixture of components with inert solvent. Variation of copolymer composition dur-
ing copolymerization at different stages of the process determined using NMR and
chemical analysis method is presented in Table 7.4.

Additional information on the above-described HBP synthesis process could be
derived by analyzing the results obtained by the authors within the scope of general
chain reactions theory (relationship 7.1) and gel formation theory (Chap. 5) using
the following relationships:

P =
kpr([M1]+ [M2])√

Wikter + ktr[Y]
=

kpr[M1]
ktr[Y]

and Ccr = 0.5
kpr[Y]

kprF22(0)
=

0.5ktr[Y]
kpr2[M2]

taking into account
√

Wikter � ktr[Y] and [M2] � [M1].
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Table 7.4 Composition of copolymer at various stages of copolymerization for system M1 : M2 :
Y = 100 : 5 : 5

Time, h Total content
of M2 units,
% (mol)

M=
2 /M2 = fraction

of M2 units having
pendent double
bonds, % (mol)

Time, h Total content
of M2 units,
% (mol)

M=
2 /M2 = fraction

of M2 units having
pendent double
bonds, % (mol)

0.5 7.8 87 3 4.3 43
1 6.7 72 4 3.1 32
2 4.2 63 5 2.8 24

Note. Content of Y fragments in copolymer is 9.8% (by weight); it coincides with the calculated
one (10.0%, by weight).

For methacrylates, kpr = 500, ktr = 300 l/(mol · s) at 80◦C; using the base rela-
tionship of the authors M1 : M2 : Y = 100 : 5 : 5, we obtain: P = 30 units, Ccr = 0.15
for any degree of dilution, because the molar relationship of components was kept
constant by the authors.

It follows from the estimate P = 30 units that topological structure of the syn-
thesized copolymer differs dramatically from standard topology of typical HBP,
synthesized by methods of stepwise polymerization, the features of which are well
studied.

Further, these features turned out to be required in the application aspect. In typ-
ical HBP, interjunction and terminal chains are quite short; their length usually does
not exceed 10–20 interatomic bonds. With P = 30 units and molar relationship
M1/M2 = 100 : 5, there are only ≈1.5 units of branching monomer M2 per 30
units, instead of 3, which are necessary to provide a branching coefficient equal
to 2. Hence, a rather weakly branched polymer is formed with very long inter-
junction and end chains. Judging by other data [38], in which the dependence
of HBP properties upon the lengths of interjunction and end chains was stud-
ied in detail, the longer are the chains, the more weakly are the distinctive fea-
tures of HBP manifested, and the closer are these features to those inherent to
linear analogues. It should be emphasized here that the authors of [14, 17] give
convincing proof of hyper-branching of synthesized products only in one case
(see Table 7.4), for which incomplete data on synthesis conditions are provided.
It follows from the estimate of Ccr = 15% that high copolymer yields (which are
significantly higher than Ccr) obtained by the authors represent a consequence of
large contribution of cyclization, which shifts the value of Ccr in the direction of high
conversions.

Thus, additional information obtained through comparison of analyzed exper-
imental data with relevant theoretical relationship gives grounds to suppose that
HBP synthesized by the proposed method are characterized by nonstandard topol-
ogy (elongated chains plus high contribution of cyclized fragments).
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7.2.2.2 Synthesis of HBP Via Copolymerization of Methyl(meth)acrylate
and Various Branching Comonomers in the Presence of Chain
Transfer Agents of Different Types [15, 16, 18]

HBP were synthesized from a mixture with molar relationship of components
M1 : M2 : Y = 100 : 1.7 : 1 in 40% toluene at 80◦C for M1 = methyl(meth)acrylate,
M2 = tri(propylene glycol) di(acrylate), Y = dodecylmerkaptan, after which HBP
properties were studied. For comparison, a conventional chain transfer agent, i.e.,
dodecylmerkaptan, was substituted with chain transfer catalyst cobalt (II) bis(boron
difluoro dimethylglyoxime) (abbreviation, CoBF), the concentration of which var-
ied, and HBP were synthesized under the same conditions with subsequent explo-
ration into properties. AIBN, 3 × 10−2 mol/l (at 80◦C ki = 8 × 10−5 s−1, Wi =
2.4×10−6 mol · l−1 · s−1) was selected as initiator I.

Kinetics of copolymerization is described by linear dependence until conversion
C = 50%(t = 1h), and then it is described by a convex curve with continuously
decreasing slope (with decreasing rate) up to C ≥ 85%(t = 6h).

The composition of copolymer (i.e., the number of M2 units) as well as its glass-
transition temperature Tg (Table 7.5), was also determined for different stages of
conversion.

MWD of copolymers listed in Table 7.5 was measured using the GPC-3 method,
and it was found that unimodal and quite narrow MWD (molecular weights stay
within 103.5 −104.5, with maximum at 104.2) broadens and becomes bimodal (with
maxima at 104.4 and 104.8) as t increases. This copolymer was fractioned, and prop-
erties of its individual fractions with different value of Mw were studied (fractions I,
II, III, IV, V, and VI, respectively) (Table 7.6).

Studying copolymer properties (described above) gives rather convincing evi-
dence of hyper-branched character of copolymers. First, values of α and g′ are
considerably lower than those for nonbranched analogues (linear PMMA); second,
the growth of molecular weights of macromolecules during copolymerization is an-
other argument; and third, growth of M2 units number per macromolecule (which
is equivalent to an increase in the degree of branching) because it is just M2 that
perform the function of branching agents represents one more argument.

Table 7.5 Conversion (C, %), composition of copolymer, and its properties at different stages of
copolymerization

t, h C, % M2, %(by weight) Tg,
◦C α

0.5 24.2 5.2 96.8 0.60
1.0 50.6 5.5 77.4 0.55
2.0 69.5 5.0 80.6 0.50
4.0 81.1 5.3 96.9 0.47
6.0 87.0 5.4 95.6 0.45

Note. Content of M2 units was determined using the NMR method, Tg using the scanning calorime-
try method, and α using the GPC-3 method. For control specimen of PMMA (nonbranched ana-
logue), α = 0.7; Tg = 100◦C.
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Table 7.6 Properties of individual fractions of copolymer isolated at deep stages of copolymeriza-
tion (at C = 87%)

Fraction Mw ×10−3 Content of M2 units α g′

Percent (%)
(by weight)

Number of M2 units
in macromolecule

I 7 4.5 ≈2 0.70 0.98
II 25 4.7 ≈6 0.68 0.90
III 75 5.7 15 0.55 0.75
IV 250 6.0 50 0.53 0.55
V 450 6.0 90 0.37 0.50
VI 1100 – – 0.33 0.35

Analysis of very important factors has been presented [15, 16]; namely, function-
ality (m) of branching monomer (Mm), and length and flexibility of Mm molecules
between terminal functional groups (double bonds). This fragment is denoted with
letter “b” in the schematic presentation of Mm molecules. The value of m was
varied in the following series of di-, tri-, tetra-, and hexa-acrylates: tri(propylene
glycol) di(acrylate) (M2), tri(methylol propane) tri(acrylate) (M3), penta(erietrit)
tetra(acrylate) (M4), and di(pentaerietrit) hexa(acrylate) (M6), schematically pre-
sented as follows:

b

M2 M3 M4 M6

b b b

Five polyethylene glycol methacrylates characterized by different lengths of
poly(ethylene glycol) chain, i.e., mono-, di-, tri-, and tetra(ethylene glycol) di(meth-
ylacrylate) and di(methylacrylate) on the basis of poly(ethylene glycol) PEG-400
with the number of polyoxiethylene units significantly exceeding 4, were selected
as a series of objects with variable fragment “b.”

Two more objects were studied to determine the role of chemical nature of double
bond in M2: ethylene glycol di(acrylate) and divinyl benzene with very short and
rigid fragments “b.” In combination with the first member of the previous series, i.e.,
ethylene glycol di(methacrylate), a rather representative set is obtained consisting
of three objects with variable chemical nature of double bond in molecules that are
quite of the same type in terms of “b.”

MMA was selected as the main (nonbranching) comonomer, and copolymeriza-
tion was carried out under one and the same conditions at 80◦C in toluene solution
(with double or triple dilution) in the presence of AIBN (I) as an initiator and dode-
cylmerkaptan (Y) as a chain transfer agent.

Results related to the influence of functionality (m) of Mm molecules are listed
in Table 7.7.

It follows from Table 7.7 that molecular weight of copolymers grows in the gen-
eral case with increasing concentration of acrylate groups [Acr] (potential centers of
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Table 7.7 Influence of functionality m of branching comonomer Mm upon properties of copoly-
mers MMA–Mm

No. m [Mm],
%
(mol)

[Acr],
%
(mol)

C (M1),
%

GPC-1 GPC-3 α Tg,
◦ C

Mn×
10−3

Mw×
10−3

Mw/Mn Mn×
10−3

Mw×
10−3

Mw/Mn

1 2 0.50 1.0 88.0 6.74 18.0 2.67 11.7 21.8 1.86 0.56 80.5
2 3 0.50 1.5 88.0 7.18 26.5 3.89 11.2 28.3 2.53 0.48 104.3
3 4 0.50 2.0 88.0 9.07 65.5 7.22 26.3 142.5 5.42 0.40 109.4
4 6 0.50 3.0 82.0 9.48 200 21.1 6.02 684 11.3 0.26 111.8
5 3 0.33 1.0 85.0 7.17 22.1 3.08 11.7 28.2 2.41 0.50 73.8
6 4 0.25 1.0 88.0 7.12 21.7 3.04 13.8 32.1 2.33 0.51 78.9
7 6 0.17 1.0 86.0 7.27 22.1 3.05 8.67 35.4 4.08 0.36 81.6
8 2 1.00 2.0 91.0 8.38 27.3 3.26 13.8 32.8 2.38 0.50 75.4
9 2 1.50 3.0 89.0 8.40 46.0 5.48 12.7 68.4 5.39 0.44 71.9

10 2 2.00 4.0 89.0 9.53 103 10.84 6.07 92.4 15.2 0.40 83.5

Note 1. Copolymers were synthesized at 80◦C in toluene (dilution ≈2 times) in the presence of
3×10−2 mol/l I and 5×10−2 mol/l Y at [M1] = 5mol/l.
Note 2. [Acr], concentration of acrylate double bonds; C(M1), conversion of monomer M1.
Note 3. Parameter of Mark–Houvink equation α for nonbranched analogue of PMMA is equal
to 0.72.
Note 4. Value of Tg was found using the method of scanning calorimetry.

branching) in the initial copolymerization system. With a fixed value of [Acr] (se-
ries of objects 1, 5–7; 3, 8; 4, 9), it is possible to evaluate the role of functionality: at
[Acr] = 1% (mol) the increase of m from 2 to 6 (objects 1, 5–7) leads to the increase
of Mw (GPC-3) from 22× 103 to 35× 103; at [Acr] = 2% (mol) (objects 3 and 8),
the influence of m is still stronger: Mw (GPC-3) grows from 33×103 to 142×103 as
m increases from 2 to 4; at [Acr] = 3% (mol) such growth takes place from 68×103

to 684×103 (!) as m increases from 2 to 6. In this case, the correlation between Mn

and m is indistinct, which is especially true for values Mn for objects 4, 7, and 10
(they are characterized by very low values, which, unfortunately, is not commented
upon by the authors at all).

The value of Tg either weakly depends upon [Acr] (at low m = 2, objects 1, 9–10),
or (at m > 2) grows noticeably as [Acr] increases (objects 5 and 2; 6 and 3; 7 and 4).
At fixed [Acr] (objects 1, 5–7; 3 and 8; 4 and 9) Tg either weakly depends upon m
(at small [Acr] = 1% mol, objects 1, 5–7), or (at [Acr] > 1%mol, objects 3 and 8; 4
and 9) grows with increasing m.

The most important parameter α, the degree of declining of which as compared
to α = 0.72 (for nonbranched analogue of PMMA) characterizes hyper-branching
(as it is now believed by all researchers working in the field of HBP), has the best
numeric value α = 0.26 for the case of object 4 (which has high values of param-
eters m and [A]: 6 and 3). At fixed m (m = 2, objects 1, 8–10; m = 3, objects 2, 5;
m = 4, objects 3 and 6; m = 6, objects 4, 7) improvement is observed (decline of α
with increasing [A]) in all cases. At fixed [Acr] (see corresponding sets of objects
in Table 7.7), parameter α goes down (hyper-branching is more clearly expressed)
as the functionality of branching comonomers Mm enhances. Quantitative depen-
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Fig. 7.1 Influence of functionality m of branching comonomers Mm upon the type of dependence
α = f ([Acr])

dence in coordinates “α – [Acr]” for each of the fixed values of m obtained by the
authors directly based on the readings of viscosimetric detector of GPC-3 device is
presented in Fig. 7.1.

The extremely low degree of branching of the above-described copolymers and
direct positive test on hyper-branching according to the Houvink parameter plus
also a number of indirect positive tests give grounds to search for additional hidden
branching factors efficiently functioning during copolymerization under given con-
ditions. One of such factors could be the local mechanical and chemical destruction
of interjunction chains of macromolecules in micro-areas with very sparse network
structure under the action of swelling. Such a destruction mechanism implying the
formation of free radicals was discovered more than 50 years ago as a phenomenon
of ω-polymerization [36 (p. 181); 52–54] and until nowadays is used for the syn-
thesis of the so-called ω-polymers having practical significance [e.g., ω-poly(vinyl
pyrrolidone), used in wine making]. This version is described in greater detail in the
next section.

Let us now consider data on variation of length and flexibility of “b” block and
the chemical nature of double bonds in M2 molecules during copolymerization with
methylmethacrylate M1 [18]. A systematic set of objects of study was indicated
above. Let us designate dimethacrylates with 1, 2, 3, and 4 and p-ethylene gly-
col units in chain “b” as M2-1, M2-2, M2-3, M2-4, and M2-p, respectively (here,
p > 4 corresponds to the chain length in polyethylene glycol PEG-400, on the ba-
sis of which M2-p was synthesized). Let us designate ethylene glycol di(acrylate) as
M2-1A and divinyl benzene as M2-B. The series M2-1 . . .M2-p is intended for deter-
mining the role of length and flexibility of “b,” whereas series M2-1, M2-1A, M2-B
is intended for determining the influence of the chemical nature of double bonds.

Results of exploring the first series of objects are presented in Table 7.8. MWD
characteristics were determined using the GPC-2 method (two detectors were
employed: a refractometric one and a multi-angle light-scattering detector with
laser source of 680 nm). Sulfur-containing fragments (S) of chain transfer agent
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Table 7.8 Influence of length of oligomer chains of M2 molecules upon the copolymerization
process with MMA and properties of copolymers

Sample M2 Yield, % [S], % Mn ×10−3 Mw ×10−3 Mw/Mn Solubility (0.5g/cm3)

PMMA 0 – – 52.3 115 2.20 Soluble in all solvents
PMMA-1 0 70 – 27.9 37.8 1.35 Soluble in all solvents
PMMA-2 0 70 – 11.2 17.7 1.58 Soluble in all solvents
HBP-1 M2-1 67 2.3 21.9 58.2 2.65 Soluble in all solvents
HBP-2 M2-2 62 2.4 6.57 18.2 2.76 Insoluble in DMSO and

DCM
HBP-3 M2-3 65 2.5 5.87 20.2 3.44 Insoluble in DMSO
HBP-4 M2-4 61 2.2 6.60 98.4 10.4 Insoluble in DMSO
HBP-p M2-p 62 2.6 – – – Insoluble in all solvents

Note. PMMA, commercial sample, Aldrich Chemical. PMMA-1 was synthesized under the same
conditions as HBP, without adding M2 and Y; PMMA-2 was synthesized under the same conditions
as HBP, with addition of [Y] = 2×10−2 mol/l

were identified by means of elemental analysis. Toluene, tetrahydrofuran (THF),
CHCl3, dichlormethane (DCM), and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) were used as test-
ing solvents. Conditions of copolymerization were as follows: T = 80◦C (t = 5h), in
toluene solution (fourfold dilution), molar relationship of components
M1 : M2 : Y = 100 : 12 : 12, [I] = 2×10−2 mol/l (Wi = 1.6×10−6 mol · l−1 ·s−1).

Reference samples of nonbranched PMMA will be first used for comparing their
Mn with theoretical value of P (with the exception of the first commercial sample,
for which the polymerization conditions are unknown):

P =
kpr[M]√

Wiktr + ktr[Y]

For PMMA-1 [M] = 2mol/l, kpr = 500l/(mol · s), [Y] = 0, Wi = 1.6 · 10−6 mol/
(l · s), kter = 107 l/(mol · s) and, hence, P = 250 units; in terms of Mn we obtain
Mn = 2.5× 104 (agrees very well with the experimental value of Mn = 2.8× 104).
For PMMA-2 [Y] = 2mol/l, ktr = 300l/(mol · s) and, hence, P = 100 or Mn = 104

(excellent agreement with experimental Mn = 1.12×104). Thus, this polymerization
system operates in full agreement with the theory.

For branched sample of HBP-1, theoretical length of primary polymeric chain
P = 13 ([Y] = 0.25mol/l), the value of Mn for primary polymeric chain is ≈1300.
Comparing it with Mn = 2.2×104 for HBP-1 from Table 7.8, we obtain that synthe-
sized macromolecule includes ≈17 primary chains, each of which contains 1.6M2

units that represent centers of branching (we assume that copolymer composition
is equal to the composition of initial mixture M1 : M2 because due to identity of
methacrylic double bonds in M1 and M2, the values of both copolymerization con-
stants, r1 and r2, are apparently close to 1). Thus, the HBP-1 macromolecule should
contain ≈28 branchings.

From the standpoint of gel formation theory
(

Ccr = 0,5ktr[Y]
kprF22(0) = 15%

)
, the dis-

crepancy between calculated value of Ccr = 15% and experimental value Ccr ≥ 67%
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is indicative of the high degree of cyclization of HBP-1 macromolecules. Also,
these macromolecules are soluble in solvents that were selected as the testing ones
(Table 7.8).

The composition of macromolecules of the entire HBP series was studied using
the methods of elemental analysis and NMR (400 MHz). No quantitative data are
given, but it is asserted on the qualitative level that all macromolecules consist of
the same atomic groups (including centers of branching) and that all of them con-
tain pendent methacrylic groups, S atoms, and fragments of C12H25, chain transfer
agent dodecyl merkaptan. Generally speaking, there are no qualitative differences.
The version presented in the next sections clarifies the paradoxical results given in
Table 7.8 to a certain extent.

Now let us address the results of studies of HBP synthesis process in the pres-
ence of branching comonomers M2 that differ by the nature of double bonds. The
objects of comparison were di(methacrylates) (M2-1), di(acrylates) (M2-1A), and
divinyl benzene (M2-B). When they are copolymerized with methyl methacrylate
(M1), they differ by a set of copolymerization constants r1 and r2 : r1 = r2 = 1 for
M2-1; r1 = 2, r2 = 0.5 for M2-1A; and r1 = r2 = 0.5 for M2-B. Copolymeriza-
tion conditions are the same: 80◦C in toluene solution (fourfold dilution); initiator,
AIBN, [I] = 2×10−2 mol/l (Wi = 1.6×10−6 mol · l−1 · s−1); Y, dodecylmerkaptan
(ktr, l · mol−1 · s−1 : ≈300 for M2 − 1, ≈3500 for M2-1A, and ≈2250 for M2-B),
polymerization time t = 5h (≈2 period of initiator half-life). Unfortunately, pat-
terns of research into each of the three M2 were somewhat different and therefore
the comparison seems to be possible only as applied to a restricted interval of com-
positions of initial mixtures. Main results (suitable for comparison) are presented
in Table 7.9. Comparison of compositions of initial mixtures M1 : M2 : Y (that
ensured absence of gel formation during copolymerization) is given in Table 7.8.

It follows from the data listed in Tables 7.9, 7.10, and 7.11 that at a certain rela-
tionship of initial components no gel formation takes place in the copolymerization
system. Also, this relationship varies depending on the nature of the double bond in
M2. In all cases the increase of M2 content should necessarily be accompanied by
a respective increase in Y content in the initial mixture. As a rule, with equimolar
ratio of M2 to Y, gel formation is not observed. Obviously of highest interest are
the systems with a high content of M2, because it is just in this case that highly
branched copolymers are formed. According to the data of Table 7.11, the highest
content of M2 is observed in mixtures M1 : M2 : Y = 100 : 15 : Z where Z is the Y
content required for suppression of gel formation during copolymerization. In this
case, the value of Z will be one of the characteristic parameters of influence exerted
by the chemical nature of the double bond in M2.

For M2-1,Z = 12 (see Table 7.9) with copolymer yield amounting to 86%; for
M2-1A, the value of Z = 8 is significantly lower (see Table 7.10) than for M2-1,
while the yield is slightly lower, 72%. For M2-B, it is difficult to accurately estimate
Z using data from Table 7.11; it is only clear that with Z = 15 no gel formation
is observed, but the yield in this case is significantly lower (49%) than in the first
two cases. Judging by the yield, it makes sense to prefer M2-1 as a more significant
(from the practice standpoint) branching comonomer. However, obviously this fac-
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Table 7.9 Copolymerization of MMA (M1) and ethylene glycol dimethacrylate (M2) at 80◦C

Sulfur content, %Molar
relationship
M1/M2/Y

Yield, % Consistency of final
copolymerization
system

Solubility

(0.5g/cm3) Calculated Found

100/15/15 61 lvl Soluble 3.1 2.4
100/15/14 88 lvl Soluble 2.9 2.0
100/15/13 83 lvl Soluble 2.7 2.0
100/15/12 86 lvl Soluble 2.5 1.9
100/15/11 73 lvl+g Soluble 2.4 1.7
100/15/10 83 vl+g Soluble 2.2 1.4
100/15/9 80 g Insoluble 2.0 1.6
100/15/8 88 g Insoluble 1.8 1.9
100/15/7 77 g Insoluble 1.6 1.8
100/15/6 86 g Insoluble 1.4 1.7
100/15/5 74 g Insoluble 1.2 1.2
100/15/4 88 g Insoluble 1.0 0.5

Note. Toluene solution (fourfold dilution) in the presence of 2× 10−2 mol/l AIBN (Wi = 1.6×
10−6 mol · l−1 · s−1) and different concentrations of dodecylmerkaptan (Y). g, gel; lvl, low viscous
liquid; vl, viscous liquid. Testing solvents: toluene, tetrahydrofuran, chloroform, dichlor-methane,
and dimethyl-sulfoxide (DMSO). All copolymers are insoluble in DMSO. Copolymerization time,
t = 5 h.

Table 7.10 Copolymerization of MMA (M1) and ethylene glycol di(acrylate) (M2) at 80◦C

Content of
Y fragments, %

Molar
relationship
M1/M2/Y

Yield,% Consistency
of final
copolymeriz
ation system

Solubility

(0.5g/cm3)
Mn ×
10−3

Mw ×
10−3

Mw/Mn

Calculated Found

100/15/15 60 vl Soluble 5.28 15.5 2.94 29.0 17.0
100/15/14 62 vl Soluble 6.14 21.9 3.57 27.0 18.5
100/15/13 61 vl Soluble 7.84 44.5 5.68 25.0 14.0
100/15/12 71 vl Soluble 7.14 59.3 8.30 22.8 17.0
100/15/11 68 vl Soluble 8.14 87.4 10.7 21.0 6.8
100/15/10 84 vl Soluble 5.03 159.7 31.7 19.7 16.7
100/15/9 78 vl Soluble 6.83 206.3 30.2 17.1 13.8
100/15/8 72 vl Soluble 6.02 133.8 22.2 15.6 11.6
100/15/7 70 g Insoluble – – – 13.6 8.5
100/15/6 74 vl Soluble 15.8 3774 238.2 12.7 5.8
100/15/5 77 g Insoluble – – – 9.4 9.8

Note. The same conditions as in Table 7.9. Content of Y fragments was determined using the
elemental analysis, % S.

tor is not important enough, because one should also take other important factors
into account, including branching degree, contribution of cyclization, and number
of terminal chains (including end double bonds). For this purpose, it is necessary
to conduct comparative study of all three options of copolymers according to the
pattern of the same type.

The most convincing quantitative data on branching degree were obtained for
M-1A (Table 7.12).
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Based on the above-analyzed data, the authors draw the following conclusions
from the comparison of di(methacrylates) M2-1, di(acrylates) M2-1A, and divinyl
benzene M2-B as branching comonomers [of course, as applied to the compositions
with the highest concentration of M2(M1 : M2 : Y == 100 : 15 : Z)). In the pres-
ence of M-1A, the lowest tendency of copolymerization system to gel formation is
observed, which allows to have the highest concentration of branching monomer
(mixture M1 : M2 : Y = 100 : 15 : 8), while for two other branching comonomers it
is necessary to have Z = 15.

Further, for M2-1A we obtain the highest content of pendent double bonds in
the final copolymer (16% mol of total content of M2 fragments in macromolecules,
while in the case with M2-1, only 4% was obtained, and the result obtained for M2-B
was ≈0%).

Molecular weight characteristics of respective polymers also differ rather strongly
for all three monomers (Table 7.13).

It follows from Table 7.13 that for dimethacrylates MWD is the worst, and it is so
broad that the copolymer in this case should represent a very wide set of molecules

Table 7.12 Content of branchings, chain transfer agent fragments, and end double bonds in
copolymers of MMA and ethylene glycol diacrylate

Molar
relationship
M1/M2/Y in
an initial
mixture

Molar
relationship
M1/Y in a
copolymer

Molar
relationship
M1/M2 in a
copolymer

Molar
relationship
M1/M∗

2 in a
copolymer

Content of
M=

2 to M2 in a
copolymer, %

Nc

100/15/15 100/10.8 100/13.0 100/10.9 16.0 1.01
100/15/14 100/11.5 100/14.8 100/10.6 28.5 0.92
100/15/13 100/10.0 100/13.0 100/9.0 30.7 0.90
100/15/12 100/9.9 100/12.9 100/9.7 25.0 0.98
100/15/11 100/9.8 100/13.6 100/10.1 25.6 1.03
100/15/10 100/10.6 100/12.1 100/8.9 26.6 0.84
100/15/9 100/9.5 100/12.7 100/10.6 16.6 1.12
100/15/8 100/8.7 100/12.8 100/8.4 35.0 0.97
100/15/6 100/6.3 100/12.4 100/7.9 36.6 1.25

Note. M∗
2 are M2 units that have reacted by both their double bonds (of branching); M=

2 are M2
units that have reacted only by their one double bond (pendent double bonds). Nc = [M∗

2]/[Y]; in
terms of physical meaning this is the number of branchings per one primary polymeric chain (each
chain contains one Y fragment at its end).

Table 7.13 Comparison of MWD parameters of polymers for M2 characterized by different chem-
ical nature of double bond

M2 Mn Mw Mw/Mn

Divinyl benzene M2-B 13,020 84,750 6.5
Dimethacrylates M2-1 4,159 383,600 92.2
Diacrylates M2-1A 5,280 15,550 2.9

Note. Initial mixture M1 : M2 : Y = 100 : 15 : 15.
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having different molecular weights. The best MWD is observed for diacrylates, but
the value of Mn is higher for that in the case of divinyl benzene. Besides, the lat-
ter case is also characterized by the highest value of macromolecule compactness
(defined as the highest molecular weight for fixed hydrodynamic volume of macro-
molecules). Therefore, the authors have grounds to believe that the highest degree
of macromolecules branching is achieved in the case when divinyl benzene is used.

It is obvious that attributes such as “the best” and “the worst” are fairly conven-
tional in this case. The main significance of obtained data consists in the fact that
they are quite suitable for use as base data for targeted synthesis of HBP with pre-
dictable properties (HBP design). The practical application of HBP will depend on
their function; in some cases, the MWD width would be a decisive property, while
in other cases, the presence of reacting double bonds would be most important, and
so forth.

In conclusion, the authors would like to emphasize that the cycle of systematic
studies analyzed in Sect. 7.2.2 and related to HBP synthesis using the method of
radical copolymerization in the presence of chain transfer agents represents a com-
pleted initial stage enabling us to substantiate the perspectives of further develop-
ment of this direction in terms of both scientific and technological aspect.

7.2.3 Regulation of Chain Length Through the Use of Intrachain
Reactions of Chain Carrier Radicals

It has been established recently that in addition to known chain transfer reactions,
other nontrivial radical reactions leading to restriction of polymeric chains could be
used in radical polymerization processes.

For the first time, features indicating the existence of such reactions were iden-
tified during exploration into thermal polymerization (i.e., polymerization in the
absence of initiators) of styrene. It appeared that a mathematical model of polymer-
ization process developed [55, 56] on the basis of generalization of a large body
of kinetic data and data of MWD measurements at high temperature (200–230◦C)
gives increased values of molecular weights of polymers. Later, a new body of
experimental data was obtained for higher temperature: for 300◦C [57]. An attempt
to adjust the mathematical model with the use of these data led to a conclusion
that secondary reactions of polymeric chain destruction proceed concurrently with
polymerization, after which some researchers made an attempt to identify these
reactions [58].

However, only recently have scientists managed to determined the detailed
mechanism of these reactions (it was used later for HBP synthesis [59]) via em-
ployment of a complex methodological set of tools, which included GPC, 13C-NMR
(300 MHz), and the latest version of mass spectroscopy (called matrix-assisted laser
desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry). This approach enabled
researchers to measure MWD of products in the course of styrene polymerization
at 260–343◦C and identify both terminal groups of oligomeric chains. Polymeriza-
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tion was carried out in flow reactor with regulated residence time τ = 5–90min of
reagents in the reaction zone. Products for testing were selected in two series: at T =
const = 260◦C, but for different values of τ = 5/15min and at τ = const = 15min,
but for different values of T = 260–343◦C.

After interpretation of chemical structure of all polymerization products (includ-
ing identification of terminal groups of oligostyrenes), it was shown that in the case
of high-temperature polymerization of styrene the main mechanism for restriction
(the authors used the term “backbiting”) of propagating polymeric chain length is
as follows:

CH2 C CH C2 CH2 CH2

H H H

CC

H
Intrachain attack of the    
5th carbon atom with 
elimination of H by end 
chain carrier radical (the 
attack of the 3rd carbon 
atom is also possible) 

CH2 C CCH2 CH2 C CH2

H H

C

H

(1) (2)

H

Formation of radical with 
intrachain free valence, 
which later decomposes 
by one of adjacent 
carbon–carbon bonds 
(dashed line): the so-
called β -scission.

CH2 C
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H C 2

H
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HCH2CH2CH
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+ +
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carrier radical with 
reduced length of 
backbone chain and
(1) formation of 2,4,6-
triphenyl-1- (TFH) or  
(2) polymer (oligomer) 
with reduced length of 
chain and terminal double 
bond of the same type as 
in TFH. 

Scheme 7.1 Main mechanism of propagating PS chain length in the case of high-temperature
polymerization [64]

Further, it appeared [60–63] that formed polymeric chains with terminal double
bonds are capable of reacting with the chain carrier radical according to the mecha-
nism of the so-called addition-fragmentation: Scheme 7.1

It was found [64] that all polymers (oligomers) with different values of molec-
ular weight that are formed under different conditions of polymerization have an
identical ratio of terminal groups of different types: predominant concentration of
chains with group I (Scheme 7.2) on one end and II (Scheme 7.2) on the other end
(the percentage of such chains is ≈80% at 316◦C and ≈90% at 288◦C), while other
chains have identical groups on both ends (either double bonds or 1-phenylvinyl
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groups); the concentrations of such chains are approximately equal and in total their
percentage is ≈20% (at 316◦C) and ≈10% (at 288◦C).
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Scheme 7.2 Mechanism of addition-fragmentation reactions PS chain with end double bond in the
case of high-temperature polymerization [60–64]

The above-indicated data served as the basis for developing a HBP synthe-
sis method via high-temperature copolymerization of styrene and divinyl benzene
(DVB) because researchers managed to reduce the average length of oligo-styrene
chains to several units by appropriate regulation of temperature and residence time
in the reactor [59, 65–67]. HBP synthesis was carried out in the same flow re-
actor. By varying the values of T, τ, concentration ([M2], % by weight) of DVB
(commercial mixture, 80% of isomers n-DVB and m-DVB with 20% styrene) and
concentration of solvent (0/15% by weight of aromatic hydrocarbons with boiling
temperature 100◦C), researchers have been selecting the optimal conditions of syn-
thesis. Selection of [M2] was carried out based on dependence of molecular weight
of polymer Mw upon [M2] with all other factors staying constant (unfortunately,
values of Mw were determined using only GPC-1 method with refractometric de-
tector and, therefore, obtained data are not strictly quantitative). Approaching to
critical conversion Ccr (gel point) was manifested as a sharp increase in the rate
of Mw growth with increasing [M2]. The change of sign of the first derivative of
function Mw = f ([M2]) (“plus” for “minus”) at a certain concentration of branching
monomer was observed in special experiments on GPC testing of sol fractions. This
concentration (equal to 0.106% by weight of DVB at 316◦C,τ = 15min, and 15%
by weight of solvent) was identified with critical conversion Ccr (gel point).
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One publication [59] gives systematic data on the influence of copolymerization
conditions controlling the value of Mw for copolymers being formed in the form of
several series of curves Mw = f ([M2]). Obviously, these data can serve as the base
data both for optimization of HBP synthesis process and for forecasting synthesis
results for prespecified conditions of the copolymerization process. The physical
meaning of base data presented as dependences of Mw on [M2] consists in the fact
that movement by the abscissa to the right means an increase in the number of units
of branching comonomer in HBP macromolecules and, hence, rise of branching de-
gree. Therefore, the best option for the synthesis of HBP would be the one with
which curve Mw = f ([M2]) reaches its maximum in the region of highest [M2]; it
can be seen that “getting closer” to the gel point recorded by sharp increase of curve
slope represents backbiting. It is obvious that this physical meaning is inherent to the
motion by abscissa only in the case when conversion is close to 100% (in the oppo-
site case, growth of [M2] in the initial mixture does not necessarily lead to respective
increase in the number of branching comonomer units in the macromolecules). The
authors [59] assert that conversion in all cases was more than 90%.

The same authors [59] showed that addition of only 15% solvent (aromatic
hydrocarbons) provides a possibility to produce more highly branched copolymers
in all cases. Increasing the temperature and residence time in a reactor gives a
similar effect. The impact of temperature is quite understandable: if we assume
that activation energy of limiting elementary stage of chain backbiting reaction
E#

a is higher than chain propagation activation energy E#
pr, then the temperature

should be acting exactly in this direction. And, E#
a > E#

pr follows from data on
styrene polymerization at moderate temperature [36 (p. 113)] when no signs of
special mechanism for chain backbiting are observed. The impact of time (ob-
served in all cases) as a factor allowing raising the branching degree is not un-
derstandable if one assumes that conversion in all cases is actually higher than
90%. Indeed, if with τ = 5min and [M2] ≤ 0.04gel formation already takes place,
and in the next experiment with τ = 30min, gel formation is not observed even
with [M2] that is two times higher than 0.04, then one has only to believe that
with τ = 5min, conversion is significantly lower than with τ = 30min, because
in the experiment with τ = 30min (mixture with supercritical content of [M2])
gel would have been formed already during first minutes of mixture residence
in the active zone of the reactor. In any case, regardless of interpretation, the
data system presented [59] is extremely valuable and useful for practical appli-
cation (plus it is quite universal enough and characterized by a high degree of
generalization).

Measurements of copolymer MWD showed that it is broad for all degrees of
branching and that it continuously broadens as the degree of branching goes up
(i.e., as [M2] increases). Taking the application of the GPC-1 method (without using
a light-scattering detector) into account, which underestimates measurement results
from reduced hydrodynamic volumes of branched macromolecules as compared to
linear analogues having the same molecular weight, it should be anticipated that in
reality MWD of synthesized copolymers would be even broader owing to the shift
in the high molecular region.
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The authors of [59] showed that the HBP synthesis method (developed by them)
is highly economically efficient and quite competitive to be implemented on an in-
dustrial scale [65–67]. However, data on valuable and useful properties of HBP of
this class are still missing (at least, they have not yet been published).

7.2.4 Regulation of Chain Length Through the Use of Molecular
Oxygen as an Inhibitor

Oxygen is an extremely efficient acceptor of carbon-centered free radicals: numeric
value of reaction (7.5) rate constant lies within k1 == 106–107l/(mol ·s) [68 (p. 39);
69 (p. 55)].

M• +O2
k1−→ MO•

2 (7.5)

In the case of radical polymerization of vinyl monomers M, oxygen performs the
function of inhibitor, the efficiency of which depends upon reactivity of double bond
of a given monomer in relation to radical MO•

2. As a rule, numeric value of reaction
(7.6) rate constant, k2, is 10–100 times lower than that for reaction (7.7), kpr [32; 69
(p. 59)].

MO•
2 +M

k2−→ M• (7.6)

M• +M
kpr−→ M• (7.7)

Obviously, the lower is the value of relationship k2/kpr, the higher is the effi-
ciency of O2 as inhibitor. When k2/kpr = 1, the inhibiting effect of O2 disappears
completely. When k2/kpr < l, the presence of oxygen in a polymerization system
reduces the length of chain, and therefore it could be used for this purpose in the
HBP synthesis processes instead of chain transfer agents (of the cobalt macro-
heterocyclic complexes type) and instead of all other methods for chain shortening
described in Sects. 7.2 and 7.3.

Moreover, in the presence of oxygen in a polymerization system such processes
arise that are qualified as radically initiated oxidation and oxidative polymeriza-
tion of vinyl monomers. These processes have been studied in detail [68, 69]. They
lead to the formation of various oxygen-containing functional groups in polymers
being created: namely, peroxide groups, hydroperoxide groups, hydroxyl groups,
carboxyl groups, and so forth. The presence of formed peroxides and hydroperox-
ides in a polymerization system makes it possible to reduce the concentration of
conventionally used initiators.

Consequently, the use of the widely available and most inexpensive reagent—
air oxygen—as applied to HBP synthesis offers possibilities to concurrently regu-
late the chain length (and, hence, degree of branching) and form oxygen-containing
functional groups in HBP macromolecules with concurrent reduction in the amounts
of initiators.

The strategy of HBP synthesis in the presence of air oxygen was developed at
the Institute of Chemical Physics Problems of the Russian Academy of Science
(G.V. Korolev) on the basis of the mathematical model of three-dimensional oxidative
polymerization.
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A reactor for ideal mixing with regulated access of air oxygen was chosen. Poly-
merization conditions (i.e., temperature, monomer concentration, solvent type, type
and amount of initiator) are selected based on calculations carried out according to
the mathematical model of the process. Constants of rates (or their combinations)
of elementary stages of polymerization processes [32–34, 36], oxidative polymer-
ization [68–70], and oxidation [32, 35, 71–73] serve as base data for the mathemat-
ical model. These constants have been determined and verified throughout several
decades by different groups of researchers. Rate constants, data on which are miss-
ing in scientific publications, were estimated according to the method proposed by
E.T. Denisov [74, 75]. The mathematical model takes into account all basic ele-
mentary acts from known mechanisms of polymerization, oxidation, and oxidative
polymerization.

7.3 Synthesis of Hyper-Branched Polymers Via Living Chains
Free-Radical Three-Dimensional Polymerization

7.3.1 Living Chains Free-Radical Three-Dimensional
Polymerization as Reaction for Hyper-Branched
Polymers Synthesis

The “living” chains conditions in radical polymerization change the mechanism of
macromolecule propagation from chain like (“instantaneous”) to stepwise (“slow”).
The term instantaneous means that chain development time τ, i.e., time from orig-
ination (initiation) until “destruction” (irreversible termination, linear or quadratic)
is incommensurably small as compared to the time of polymerization process de-
velopment Δ t, i.e., time from zero conversion to final conversion: i.e., τ << Δ t.
Therefore, the polymerization process proceeds as accumulation of chains of aver-
age length P that are formed “instantaneously” (τ << Δ t) after each act of initiation.

The term slow means that average chain propagation time, from origination until
irreversible termination τLRP, is commensurable with Δ t (usually τLRP ≥ Δ t; index
“LRP” here is the acronym for “living chains radical polymerization”). That is, the
chain is elongated continuously in the course of the polymerization process, and
an increment of conversion occurs not because of accumulation of chain of certain
length P, but as a result of summing of increments of all chains that have originated
virtually at one and the same time at t → 0 (“instantaneous” initiation). And, the
most important: each act of increment chain propagation has a high activation barrier
E#

pr commensurable with the activation barrier of the elementary act of initiation
of chains E#

i , i.e., E#
i ≈ E#

pr. Therefore, each act of increment chain propagation
occurs only after the reinitiation act. In this context, the macromolecule propagation
reaction (which is, in essence, a chain reaction) is identical to the stepwise reaction
of polyaddition of polycondensation type, migration polymerization, and the like.

As it is just stepwise polymerization (polycondensation) of monomers of AB2

type that represents the simplest option of HBP synthesis, this fact makes em-
ployment of “living” radical polymerization for the production of HBP promising,
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provided that such unsaturated monomer would be synthesized (either in advance
or directly in the copolymerization system, in situ) that is polymerized similarly
to AB2.

It is easy to verify using formulas for determining critical conversion Ccr in the
processes of living radical copolymerization (Chap. 5), but that simple combination
of monounsaturated monomer (M1) with branching (polyunsaturated) comonomer
Mm (where m = number of double bonds in a molecule) cannot solve the problem
of HBP synthesis by the living radical polymerization method. Despite the clearly
pronounced stepwise mechanism of the latter, the value of Ccr turns out to be unac-
ceptably low (Ccr < 5%), if an acceptable value of copolymer branching degree is
specified. With more or less acceptable values, Ccr < 50%, the copolymer branch-
ing degree appears to be so low that the copolymers could no longer be qualified
as HBP.

In 1995, Hawker and Frechet with their colleagues [76] were the first to solve
the problem of synthesis of monomer AB2 that is polymerized according to the
mechanism of “living” radical polymerization.
Functionalized styrenes for HBP synthesis by “living” radical polymerization
method

CNC
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Monomer 1 (synthesized by them) at T = 120–130◦C became polymerized ac-
cording to the mechanism of living radical polymerization (similarly to AB2) by
means of reversible homolytical dissociation of bond NO–C and subsequent reac-
tions of stepwise addition of formed carbon-centered radical to the double bond of
the next molecule of monomer 1. These reactions are well known and have been
studied in detail within the framework of the so-called alkoxyamine mechanism of
living radical polymerization [77]. As a result, each molecule of monomer 1, in the
final end, appears to be included into the three-dimensional macromolecule as a
branching fragment with two trifunctional junctions of the network (points 1 and 2
in the formula of monomer 1). That is, a stepwise process of branched molecule for-
mation from monomer 1 is identical to the similar process on the basis of monomers
AB2. In this case, the function of groups A is performed by the carbon-centered
radical formed in point 2, while the function of two groups B is formation of two
free valences in point 1 after opening of a double bond [78, 79].

Later, HBP on the basis of monomer 2 were synthesized in a similar manner. Here
another option of living radical polymerization was employed, namely, the ATRP
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option (atom transfer radical polymerization) with the use of copper-containing or-
ganic complexes Cu(I)L (L = ligands) that reversibly generate active free radical
—ĊH2 according to the following scheme:

—CH2—Cl+Cu(I)L Cu(II)LCl+—ĊH2

This process results in the formation of branched macromolecules with trifunc-
tional junctions in points 1 and 2 (formula of monomer 2), while the HBP synthesis
process is identical to stepwise polycondensation on the basis of monomers AB2.

An interesting option of “living” radical polymerization for HBP synthesis was
proposed by Voit in 2000 [80]. This option implies using compound 3 as an initial
monomer of the AB2 type. Under the action of UV radiation this compound is ca-
pable of generating methyl(malonodinitrile) free radicals, performing the function
of reversible inhibitor in this case.

A direction implying the use of compounds of type 4 for the synthesis of HBP
via living radical polymerization of functionalized styrenes was developed most of
all in comparison to other directions. This direction is described in the next section.

7.3.2 Living Chains Polymerization of Vinyl Monomers
with Diethyldithiocarbamate Groups

This direction of HBP synthesis appeared to be extremely successful and enabled
scientists to develop a strategy of design of hyper-branched macromolecules of com-
plicated topological architecture. A special term was introduced to denote such
macromolecules: “nanostructured polymers.” These polymers find application in
most advanced fields (e.g., in microelectronics). They are used in combination with
nanoparticles of Ag or Cu as polymeric plasmons, etc.

Otsu and his colleagues were the pioneers of living radical polymerization direc-
tion, which is based on the use of compounds with dialkyldithiocarbamate groups
[81–83]. The main results of research conducted by this group throughout many
years are presented in two surveys [84, 85].

A group of Japanese researchers under the leadership of K. Ishizu used the results
of said research to develop a new direction for HBP synthesis [7, 23–31, 86–89].
As initial monomers, they have synthesized styrene and methyl(meth)acrylate with
N,N-diethylamino-dithiocarbamate (DC) groups:

CH2 NCHCH2

C2H5
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S C
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Photopolymerization (UV irradiation) of monomers 1 and 2 in 50% solutions
(such as benzene) proceeding according to the mechanism of living radical polymer-
ization discovered by Otsu [84, 85] enables synthesizing hyper-branched polystyrene
and poly(methyl(meth)acrylate) with DC groups on chain ends.

As chains with end DC groups are living chains (according to the Otsu mech-
anism), an opportunity appears for their subsequent propagation through introduc-
tion of additives of any other vinyl monomers after initial monomers 1 or 2 have
been exhausted. As a result, secondary nanostructured (e.g., star-shaped nanosized
macromolecules with grafted chains [24, 29], nano-cylinders [23], and other nanos-
tructured polymers of complicated topological architecture [7]) could be synthe-
sized on the basis of primary HBP. In a number of cases, photopolymerization (as
the first stage of the process) is not necessary for the synthesis of nanostructured
polymers of complicated topological architecture. When subjected to photoirradi-
ation, DC groups dissociate reversibly, and hence, branched macromolecules are
necessarily formed. In those cases when a linear initial macromolecule with “living”
points of propagation in the framing of carbon chains should be necessarily used as
a matrix for nanostructured polymer (i.e., as in nano-cylinders), dark polymeriza-
tion in the presence of conventional initiators is conducted (as indicated in [23]),
and then photopolymerization of the matrix is conducted in the presence of any
other monomer chosen for the formation of a given nano-structure. The approach
analyzed herein has one more merit; namely, DC groups as agents of living radical
polymerization are insensitive to the nature of the double bond in vinyl monomers in
contrast to alkoxyamines, for example. This universality of DC groups allows com-
bining monomers 1 and 2 for the purpose of HBP synthesis with vinyl monomers
containing any functional groups in their molecules (e.g., hydroxyl groups, carboxyl
groups, amine groups, amide groups), thus introducing these functional groups into
HBP molecules:

CH2 C R2

R1

O CH 2CH 2OH ,R1 = H or CH3; R2 =

CH ,

O

O CH2 CH2 NH2,C

O

OHC

O

As this direction has exceptional importance of potentiality in terms of both
fundamental science and applied aspect, let us consider certain examples of synthesis
and exploration into the properties of HBP and more complicated nanostructures on
the basis of monomers 1 and 2 carried out by the team of researchers headed by
K. Ishizu.

7.3.2.1 Hyper-Branched Polystyrenes [87, 88]

Polymers H1 (30%), H2 (40%), and H3 (50%) were obtained via UV irradiation
of 50% solutions of monomer 1 in benzene. Conversions (C) corresponding to dif-
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ferent irradiation times (2.5, 5, and 7.5 h, respectively) are given in parentheses.
Analysis of synthesized polymers by the GPC method showed clearly expressed
bimodality of MWD. By fractioning H1–H3 through deposition by methanol from
benzene solutions, the authors managed to separate fraction F2, which corresponds
to the lower molecular weight region. Fraction F1 (corresponding to higher molec-
ular weight region) was studied in detail using different methods. The results are
listed in Table 7.14.

Viscosimetric radius of macromolecules Rν was determined based on a known
relationship:

Rν = {3[η ]M/(10πNA)}1/3 (7.8)

where NA = Avogadro number.
Parameter g′ (which is a ratio of characteristic viscosity of branched polymer

[η] to that of linear polymer [η]L, with said polymers having identical molecular
weights) was calculated by Zimm and Stockmayer [90] taking into account the re-
lationship [91] for toluene solutions:

[η]L = 17×10−3 Mw
0,69 cm2/h (7.9)

Hydrodynamic radius of macromolecules Rh and gyration radius Rg were deter-
mined from data on light scattering in toluene solutions. It is known [92–96] that
the ratio Rg/Rh is a characteristic parameter related to shape of macromolecules:
for flexible coils (linear chains), Rg/Rh = 1.25–1.37 [92], while for densely packed
spheres, Rg/Rh = 0.775 [93–96]. The packing density is determined, all other
things being equal, by degree of chain branching. Based on data listed in Ta-
ble 7.14, the authors believe that quite highly branched macromolecules were
synthesized.

Using the NMR method, the authors found that the ratio of aromatic protons to
methyl protons of DC groups is very close to 2 : 3. This ratio should be exactly like
this, provided that polymerization of monomer 1 proceeds strictly according to the
Otsu mechanism and is not complicated by secondary reactions (of the chain transfer
type and the like). However, MWD of nonfractionated polymers H1–H3 is very
wide, which is not characteristic of living polymerization processes. Apparently, this
is a consequence of the statistical character of macromolecule formation, not only
via addition of new monomer units, but also via joining of propagating molecules

Table 7.14 Properties of high polymeric fractions F1 isolated from polymers H1–H3 and desig-
nated as H1F1–H3F1

Ma
w ×10−4 Mw/Mb

n [η]c, ml ·g−1 g′
d

Rv, nm Rh, nm Rg, nm Rg/Rh

H1F1 3.75 1.55 7.13 0.28 3.5 – – –
H2F1 6.10 1.17 9.90 0.26 4.6 5.0 4.3 0.860
H3F1 7.91 2.03 9.33 0.16 4.9 5.5 4.5 0.818

Notes. a, measured using universal GPC calibration in the THF solution at 38◦C; b, calculated
from chromatogram profiles; c, measured in toluene at 25◦C; d–g′ = [η]/[η]L, degree of branching
factor.
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with one another as a result of relatively seldom, although still occurring, acts of
recombination of polymeric chains.

Copolymerization of monomer 1 and styrene also allows synthesizing HBP [86].
In this case, by varying the composition of initial mixture “monomer 1: styrene,”
one can control the degree of branching and other topological parameters of formed
copolymeric macromolecules with the proviso that constants of copolymerization
r1 and r2 are known. Values r1 = r2 = 1 were measured through determination of
instantaneous composition of copolymer (having prespecified composition of initial
mixture). That is, introduction of DC substitute into the styrene molecule does not
influence the reactivity of the double bond.

Using maleic anhydride (incapable of homo-polymerization: r2 = 0) as
comonomer, Ishizu et al. [30] managed to synthesize HBP having alternating units.
Another option of HBP with alternating units was synthesized via copolymeriza-
tion of monomer 1 and maleimide [28]. An attempt [27] to obtain a hyper-branched
styrene methacrylate copolymer with alternating units using complex MMA with
ZnCl2 as a comonomer (in this case, r1 = 0.25, r2 = 0.056, and alternation of units
should be observed) was not successful: the synthesized copolymer had statistical
distribution of units. It appeared that Lewis acid ZnCl2 in this case becomes com-
plexed not only with MMA but also with the DC group of molecules of monomer
1, and this was the reason for the failure of the said attempt.

7.3.2.2 Hyper-Branched Poly(meth)acrylates [25, 26, 89]

Hyper-branched poly(meth)acrylates were synthesized from monomer 2 in the same
manner as hyper-branched polystyrene from monomer 1. It was established [26]
that the photopolymerization rate of monomer 2 in benzene is proportional to the
concentration of monomer, whereas Mn grows with increasing conversion. A mech-
anism of initiation and propagation of chains was studied with the use of appro-
priate low molecular substances that simulate these processes. As a result, it was
shown that reversible dissociation of DC groups takes place mainly from the C–S
bond in accordance with the “living” radical polymerization mechanism proposed
by Otsu [84, 85].

Copolymerization of monomer 2 and ethyl(meth)acrylate gave HBP with a dif-
ferent degree of branching controlled by the composition of the initial mixture of
comonomers [25]. Values of copolymerization constants r1 and r2 appeared to be
equal to 1, as in the case of copolymerization of monomer 1 and styrene. That is,
in this case the DC substitute in a molecule of monomer 2 does not influence the
double bond reactivity. Therefore, copolymer composition will be identical to the
composition of the initial mixture of comonomers. An exploration into properties
of synthesized HBP was carried out using the same methodological scheme as for
hyper-branched polystyrenes and gave similar results, namely, proof of higher com-
pactness of macromolecules of branched poly(meth)acrylates as compared to the
linear analogue [i.e., poly(ethyl)methacrylate] having the same molecular weight.
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Exploration into the ability of hydrophilic comonomer 2-hydroxyethyl methacry-
late (HEMA) to photopolymerize in the presence of DC-containing compounds
according to the “living” radical polymerization mechanism [29] is of utmost in-
terest. It was shown that polymer chains being formed include DC fragments as
end units. When such chains (after they are isolated from the reaction mixture by
precipitation and placed into a medium of another monomer, MMA) are subjected
to UV irradiation, they are elongated through buildup of poly(methyl)methacrylate
blocks; that is, they behave as living chains. In the context of synthesis of new hyper-
branched structures, this opens a possibility for using HEMA as comonomer for
monomer 2 with the aim to introduce hydroxyl groups into HBP macromolecules.

7.3.2.3 Nanostructured Polymers [7, 23, 24, 31]

We analyze here HBP of complicated molecular architecture in an example of
macromolecules of nanocylinder type with hyper-branched side chains [23]. Such
nanostructured polymers were synthesized in two stages. First, monomer 1 was
polymerized at 35◦C in the presence of dark initiator 2,2′-azo-bis-(2,2,4-
trimethylvaleronitrile) in the THF solution (100 h). The formed linear polymer,
according to NMR data (500 MHz, in CdCl3), consisted of styrene units that con-
tained one DC group per unit and had, according to GPC data (with additional
light-scattering detector of LALLS type), in one case (let us denote this polymer
PSDC-1) Mw = 1.14× 105; Mw/Mn = 1.23, while in another case (PSDC-2) Mw =
1.53× 105; Mw/Mn = 1.26. Then followed the second stage: photopolymerization
of monomer 1 in the presence of synthesized polymer PSDC (in 50% THF solution,
with molar composition of initial mixture PSDC : monomer 1 = 1 : 10) at 25◦C via
UV irradiation (high-pressure mercury lamp, 250 W, at a distance of 20 cm) during
a period of 4 h.

Analysis (GPC, NMR, and LALLS) of the reaction mixture showed that only 2%
of monomer 1 has been added to PSDC macromolecules. Increasing the polymeriza-
tion time to 16 h had no influence upon the outcome. Therefore, further buildup of
branched monomer 1 on pendent DC groups of PSDC chains was conducted as a
multistage process with isolation of target product from the reaction mixture (pre-
cipitation of benzene solutions into methanol), then the repeated addition of a new
portion of monomer 1 to it at the end of each stage (each time, the proportion was
1 : 10) and repeated photopolymerization during a period of 4 h. Preformed poly-
mer PSDC-1 was subjected to such procedure six times (resulting product, nc1-6f:
nanostructured polymer on the basis of PSDC-1, fractionized six times), preformed
polymer PSDC, two to four times (resulting product, nc2-4f). Each stage was con-
ducted under the conditions of GPC-LALLS control: MWD of reaction mixture
after photopolymerization was determined (polymodal, very wide), then MWD after
fractionizing was determined (unimodal, narrow), and this sequence of steps was re-
peated four or six times.

Properties of typical products—nc1-6f and nc2-4f—are shown in Table 7.15.
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Table 7.15 Properties of initial preformed polymers and final products obtained on the basis of
such preformed polymers

Ma
w ×10−5 Mw/Ma

n Rb
h, nm [η]c, ml g−1 g′d Re

g Rf
g,c

PSDC-1 1.14 1.23 – 30.18 – – –
nc1-6f 10.1 1.35 15.0 23.01 0.11 25.33 6.8
PSDC-2 1.53 1.26 – 38.32 – – –
nc2-4f 4.45 1.50 13.1 26.30 0.27 23.63 4.5

Notes. a, measured using GPC-LALLS method; b, measured using dynamic light-scattering
method in THF solution at 25◦C; c, measured in THF solution at 38◦C; d, g′ = [η]/[η]L, branch-
ing factor; e, measured using statistical light-scattering method in THF solution at 25◦C; f, Rg,c,
gyration radius measured by small-angle scattering of X-ray method (monochromatized CuKα
radiation, λ = 0.154nm) in THF solution.

Using the dynamic light-scattering method and varying the angle from 30◦ to
90◦, the authors found that the shape of nc1-6f and nc2-4f macromolecules is ani-
sometric. Rough estimate of macromolecule length (≈73nm for nc1-6f) was de-
rived based on values of Rg,c and Mn. This estimation was conducted based on the
assumption that they are of cylindrical shape, with degree of polymerization 349
(estimate by Mn), and length of C–C bonds ≈0.15nm taken into account. Direct
electron microscopic measurement of nc1-6f size gave the following results: cylin-
der length, 70 nm, and cylinder diameter, 10 nm. Also, a clear electron microscopic
image of individual macromolecules shaped as cylinders was obtained. Data listed
in Table 7.15 agree well with the cylindrical shape of macromolecules. The ratio
Rg/Rh = 1.69–1.80 differs strongly from Rg/Rh = 0.775 as obtained for spheres
[95]; for monodisperse rods, Rg/Rh > 2 [96].

It also follows from Table 7.15 that the degree of branching of nano-cylindrical
macromolecules (compare value of g′ for nc1-6f with that for nc2-4f) increases
sharply as Mw grows. The value of g′ equal to the relationship of characteristic
viscosities [η]/[η]L of branched macromolecules and linear analogue (with their
molecular weight being close) goes down with enhancing compactness of branched
macromolecules of symbate degree of branching.

Measurements of interdiffusion coefficient of nc1-6f and nc2-4f macromolecules
in THF at different concentrations showed independence of this coefficient from
concentration in the range 0–25 g/l, which is indicative of absence of aggregation
(macromolecules behave as discrete particles that do not interact with one another).
A sharply impaired tendency for aggregation is a distinctive feature of HBP.

The theoretical significance of successful synthesis of nano-cylindrical macro-
molecules is obvious. From the standpoint of applied science, potentialities of HBP
having complicated topological architecture are, of course, restricted by labor con-
sumption of the synthesis process. However, the authors have no doubts that in
modern microelectronics, which is currently rapidly progressing and transform-
ing into “molecular electronics” that requires very small amounts of substances,
although possessing exceptional properties, nano-cylinders would appear to be in
demand.
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Chapter 8
Properties and Application
of Hyper-Branched Polymers

Abstract Chapter 8 does not presume to describe a variety of hyper-branched
polymer (HBP) properties and examples of HBP application. This chapter is based
on those studies and publications in which an interrelationship between the unique
HBP properties and morphology and topology of HBP structure has been revealed.
Special attention is given to industrially produced HBP—Boltorn� and Hybrane�.
Problems to be solved in the near future have been formulated—theoretical problems
plus analytical and synthetic concerns. Finding solutions to these problems would
move us closer to the practical application of HBP. The progress associated with
HBP application is so significant that one has grounds to assert that a revolution has
occurred in polymeric material science.

As has been indicated earlier (Chap. 7), hyper-branched polymers (HBP) possess
unique properties distinguishing them from polymers belonging to other classes.
The unusual topological structure, the “core-shell” characterized by a very high lo-
cal concentration of chain ends in the peripheral layer (shell) of macromolecules
and a very high local concentration of branching points in the core, represents
a source of these unique properties. As a result, the hydrodynamic volume of
HBP macromolecules stops increasing after a certain degree of branching has been
reached and, starting from a certain value Mn (usually starting from Mn > 104),
the volume becomes significantly less than the hydrodynamic volume of linear
macromolecules with the same value Mn. Such compact packing of HBP macro-
molecules and the large number of free chain ends at the periphery represent the
primary structural and physical reasons for the manifestation of the unique HBP
properties.

At the macroscopic level, the topological features of HBP are manifested as
properties such as high solubility and thermodynamic compatibility, and high sorp-
tion capacity in combination with the ability to transport sorbates in those media
in which the sorbate is insoluble (this ability allows using HBP as Ners with a
high local concentration of reagents). All these properties appeared to be in de-
mand in polymer material science, in medicine, in biology, in electronics, and in
other fields of application. It should be pointed out that the HBP application ef-
ficiency was so high (improvement in properties by 100–200%!) that it led to a
revolution in polymer material science.

G.V. Korolev, M.M. Mogilevich, Three-Dimensional Free-Radical Polymerization, 243
DOI 10.1007/978-3-540-87567-3 8, c© Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg 2009
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8.1 “Structure–Property” Relationship and Purposeful
Generation of Hyper-Branched Polymer Properties
That Are in Demand in Practice

An extremely wide variety of options for practical application of HBP (which is
reflected in Table 8.3, later in this chapter) is based on the equally wide variety of
HBP used, because each specific option of practical application requires that HBP
has quite specific properties determined by the chemical and topological structure
of hyper-branched macromolecules. For this reason, much attention is given to stud-
ies related to identification of those chemical and topological structural elements of
HBP that control one or another property. The “structure–property” relationship is
studied in HBP families with successively varied parameters in the first place, such
as type of functional groups, length and flexibility of interjunction chains, num-
ber of branching generations (see Fig. 7.1), and molecular mass characteristics of
polymers, exactly with this aim. A large body of information has been already ac-
cumulated on this issue, and this information enables the authors to draw certain
generalizations that would be useful for developing methods for creating exactly
those properties that HBP should have to be successfully used in a specific field of
practical application [1].

HBP are described quite adequately by two parameters: the chemical and the
topological structure of macromolecules. The chemical structure is a set of atomic
groups in HBP macromolecules. The topological structure is determined by the
number of chains (arms) outgoing from the symmetry center of macromolecules, by
number of branching (generation) cascades, by number of branching points (junc-
tions) in each cascade, and by length of chain sections between adjacent junctions
(i.e., interjunction chains). Modern research methods (namely, chemical analysis,
spectroscopy, PMR, 13C-NMR, and others) enable us to identify the above-indicated
characteristic parameters of HBP with quite a high degree of accuracy, i.e., the
chemical and topological structure regulating the main macroscopic properties of
hyper-branched macromolecules.

Such information is given below in an example of base HBP of two types that
are produced industrially—namely, Boltorn� (Perstorp Speciality Chemicals AB,
Sweden, with a subsidiary in the USA: Perstorp Polyols Inc.) [2] and Hybrane�

(DSM Fine Chemicals, Netherlands) [3].
HBP of Boltorn� type [2] are polyesters synthesized via polycondensation of

monomer AB2, 2.2-dimethylol-propionic acid (A, COOH; B, OH), by esterifica-
tion reaction and, hence, carrying hydroxyls as end functional groups that form
a “shell.” The analyzed basic series includes brands H20, H30, and H40 that dif-
fer in terms of number of generations (Z = 2, 3, and 4, respectively), number of
functional groups OH (F = 16, 32, and 64), value of Mw (2100, 3500, and 5100),
polydispersity Mw/Mn (1.3, 1.5, and 1.8), glass-transition temperature Tg (31◦,
38◦, and 42◦C), and viscosity (η) of melt at 110◦C (7, 40, and 110 Pa · s). The
combined impact of factors Z, F , Mw, and Mw/Mn is manifested in insignificant
(but, nevertheless, systematic) increase of Tg and in very drastic growth of vis-
cosity with concurrent increase of Z, F , Mw, and Mw/Mn. Considerable variation
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Fig. 8.1 Influence of partial
substitution of hydroxyls in
Boltorn� H20 polyester with
aliphatic end groups upon
viscosity at 23◦C

of Tg, η , and solubility values for HBP of “H” series was observed in the case
of partial substitution of other functional groups for hydroxyls. For instance, par-
tial esterification of OH groups in H20 by aliphatic monocarboxylic acid results
in very steep decline of Tg and η . Quantitatively, the dependence of measured vis-
cosity upon the content of esterified hydroxyls (%mol) is shown in Fig. 8.1 and
Table 8.1.

Substitution of long aliphatic chains (capable of crystal formation) for hydrox-
yls in HBP of “H” series leads to the formation of a clearly distinct melting
temperature instead of Tg, and this melting temperature is indicative of the crys-
talline phase appearance. The melt of initial polyester Boltorn� H20 behaves as
a pseudo-thixotropic (non-Newtonian) liquid. Destruction of thixotropic structure
occurs only under the conditions of very high strain rates. Obviously, the reason
for thixotropy consists in strong intermolecular interaction resulting from hydro-
gen bonds formed by hydroxyls. Substitution ≈50%(mol) of nonpolar aliphatic
chains for hydroxyls results in ideally Newtonian behavior. It was found that the
deviation from Newtonian behavior decreases with increasing Z, F , and Mw (with
transition from H20 polyester to H40 polyester). The main reason for this may
consist of extension of potential conformations of macromolecular branches (that
carry OH groups) when these branches are elongated (and, hence, their flexibil-
ity enhances) by the growth of Z. In this case, accumulation of a large num-
ber of hydroxyls on the periphery of HBP macromolecules gives additional op-
portunity of intramolecular realization of hydrogen bonds (instead of intermolec-
ular realization) because of the “pull-in” of peripheral hydroxyls inside
macromolecules.

As a result of partial substitution of hydroxyls in HBP of the Boltorn� “H” series,
scientists manage to vary their properties within a wide range to match specific fields
of application. Main directions of such variation are shown in Scheme 1.

Table 8.1 Influence of partial substitution of aliphatic end groups for hydroxyls in Boltorn� H20
polyester on Tg

Substitution, % (mol) 0 10 25 50 60
Tg, ◦C 31 12 5 −15 −30
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Scheme 1 Assortment of
modified HBP of Boltorn�

“H” series as applied to
specific fields of their
practical application
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paints)
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X – Epoxy group Modifying additive for epoxy resins
X – Vinyl group Combination with unsaturated polyester

resins (including vinyl esters)
X – Isocyanate group Polyurethanes
X – Grafted polyolefin chain Agents improving compatibility of com-

ponents in polymeric composites (compat-
ibilizers)

Y – Nonreactive functional group Polarity and viscosity regulators
Y – Ionizable group Water dispersion polymeric systems

Only the nature of end functional groups has been varied in the present discus-
sion on an example of HBP belonging to the Boltorn� family in terms of chemical
structure, while the carcass of macromolecules remained unchanged.

For HBP of Hybrane� type [3], the chemical structure of the carcass was also
varied. HBP of this type are represented by hyper-branched polyester amides syn-
thesized via interaction of 1,1’-iminodi-2-propanol with anhydride of cyclohexane-
1,2-dicarboxylic anhydride (base HBP). Hydroxyls serve as end functional groups
that form the “shell” (as in the case with HBP of Boltorn� type). The repeating unit
[interjunction chain, or, in terms of DSM Hybrane, building block with branching
element (BB + BE)] has the following chemical structure:

N

OO
O

(BB + BE)

Depending on the specific brand, HBP of Hybrane� family are characterized
by an Mn value from 103 to 5 × 103 (wide MWD). Under normal conditions
(T ≈ 20◦C), they are either viscous liquids or solid low-melting resins dissolvable in
the majority of organic solvents of moderate polarity. In nonpolar solvents (hydro-
carbons) or in strongly polar solvents (water), they are dissolved only after appropri-
ate modification (see below). These HBP are stable up to 250◦C, they are hydrolyzed
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Fig. 8.2 Rheological
properties of base HBP
Hybrane� modified by
esterification of octadecanoic
acid (esterification degree,
50% mol)

in water at pH = 5–9, and they possess expressed capability to biodegradation. By
varying the set of functional groups F , chemical structure of repeating unit and
value of Mn one can influence the following properties: solubility and thermody-
namic compatibility, Tg, surface activity (when using as surfactant) and rheological
properties. Variation of the set of functional groups F is effected via esterification
of hydroxyls of base HBP by following acids: fatty acids, benzoic acid, methacrylic
acid, and functionalized acids. In those cases when solubility in water is required,
HBP with end functional groups −N(CH3)2 or –COOH are specially synthesized.
Substitution of hydroxyls in the base HBP via esterification of fatty (dodecanoic)
acid sharply lowers the value of Tg.

Partial substitution (∼50%) of hydroxyl via esterification by octadecanoic acid
leads to an extremely sharp drop of melt viscosity (Fig. 8.2).

The influence of chemical “BB + BE” structure upon properties of Hybrane�

family HBP was studied by varying one of its two initial components—namely,
fragment of anhydride—in the following series: anhydrides of 1,4-cyclohexane di-
carboxylic acid, succinic acid, and phthalic acid, as well as anhydride of succinic
acid with substituents C12H29 and more complex ones (Table 8.2).

It appeared that composition of the anhydride fragments (building blocks) of
“BB + BE” structure strongly influences the solubility of HBP in water: succes-
sive substitution of anhydride of succinic acid for anhydride of 1,4-cyclohexane
dicarboxylic acid in the initial composition (by 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 100%)
facilitates the gradual transition from complete insolubility to poor swelling, then
to strong swelling, then to partial and complete solubility, and, finally, to good
solubility.

Table 8.2 Influence of chemical structure of repeating unit on glass-transition temperature of
Hybrane� polyesteramides

Anhydride of
dicarboxylic acid

C
O

C

O

O

C
O

C

O

O

C
O

C

O

O

C
O

C

O

O

Tg, °C 19 41 70 95
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Viscosity in solutions and compounds also appeared to be a parameter that is
well regulated via “building block” variation: a record-breaking low viscosity of
50% solution of HBP was achieved exactly through building block variation. Low
viscosity of Hybrane� polyesters as compared to their linear analogues (which is
a common property inherent to all known HBP to a greater or lesser extent) offers
strong possibilities for practical application of these HBP, especially in varnishes
and paints and in polymeric composites.

Variation of the nature of end functional groups for HBP of Hybrane� type also
resulted in record-breaking values of certain parameters. With certain proportion
of hydrophilic and hydrophobic groups F in macromolecules of Hybrane� family
polyesteramides, the latter acquire properties of very active surfactants. For instance,
in the case of esterification of a part of hydrophilic groups (hydroxyl groups) in
base polyesteramide with fatty acid having hydrophobic chain C11 (dodecanoic),
this polyesteramide becomes an extremely active surfactant.

Activity of surfactant of a given type (surface tension serves as a measure of this
activity) is extremely high: the effect of twofold reduction of the surface tension
is obtained even at surfactant concentration ≈10−2%(!). High efficiency of hyper-
branched surfactants (in contrast to surfactants of other types) is determined by the
following factors: very high local concentration of polar and nonpolar groups in the
volume of one macromolecule, possibility to control the proportion of these groups
in a macromolecule to provide the optimum balance, and low critical concentration
of micelle formation (CCM parameter).

A proportion of hydrophilic and hydrophobic groups in macromolecules repre-
sents the main factor for another property of HBP belonging to Hybrane� fam-
ily, namely, for capability for adsorbing on the surface of solid bodies (including
polymers) in the form of extremely high-density films (density of surface filling is
meant here). Continuous filling of the surface (i.e., without defects of bare micro-
area type) controlled by modern methods is observed starting from film thickness
of 7–10 nm. The same degree of filling for linear polymer is observed starting from
film thickness of 10–20μm, that is, ≈1000 times greater.

8.2 Hyper-Branched Polymers as Modifiers
of Polymeric Materials

The problem of HBP interaction with polymeric matrices emerged (as it often hap-
pens with fundamental scientific problems) from the development of one direction
in polymer material science. This direction involves application of HBP additives as
highly efficient modifiers and is broken down into two subdirections that are rapidly
developing at present [1]. The first subdirection implies introduction of HBP addi-
tives into structural polymeric materials with the aim to improve their physical and
mechanical characteristics (mainly to degrade brittleness by upgrading the impact
elasticity) and making the material production procedure more streamlined (mainly
by reducing the viscosity of the initial mixture from which the product is fabricated).
The second subdirection concerns the use of HBP additives for producing functional
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polymeric materials. In this case, HBP macromolecules are used as nano-containers
(hosts) filled with “guest” molecules of functional substances (chromotropes such as
spiropyrans, scintillators, aurum clusters and other metals including several atoms,
dyeing agents, and so forth). Said nano-containers ensure ideally uniform distribu-
tion of contained substances in the volume of materials such as organic “chameleon
glass,” radiation detectors, polymeric plasmons, and dyed organic glasses.

In any case, especially when using HBP as nano-containers, it is necessary to
know whether the level of molecular mobility inside HBP macromolecules changes
after these macromolecules are confined into a glass-like or semicrystalline poly-
meric matrix. In other words, it is necessary to know the character of the interaction
of HBP macromolecules (or their aggregates, if HBP aggregation is inevitable dur-
ing matrix formation) with matrices because the efficiency of modification by HBP
additives depends heavily upon the degree of preservation of HBP macromolecule
self-sufficiency. Indeed, if self-sufficiency of HBP macromolecules is retained, the
latter (or their aggregates) would be able to create nanosized centers in the matrix,
and these centers would have a predetermined set of properties specified by chemi-
cal and topological structure of selected HBP.

Multiple data on modification of polymeric matrices by HBP additives indirectly
prove the retention of self-sufficiency. Direct proofs of this fact are also available
[4, 5]; these were obtained after measuring the glass-transition temperature of HBP
proper (Tg1), poly-epoxy polymeric matrices (Tg2, with Tg2 > Tg1), and polymeric
matrices with HBP additives. It appeared that in the latter case two clearly distin-
guishable areas of α-transition were observed on temperature scale (measurements
were taken using the dynamic mechanical method for temperature dependence tg
δ): a low temperature near Tg1 and a high temperature near Tg2. Also, the intensity
of peak tg δ (corresponding to Tg1) was increasing with growing HBP additive con-
centration. As values of Tg are determined by molecular mobility level, the authors
can assert (based on data presented in [4, 5]) that HBP (polyesters with end hy-
droxy groups) in polymeric (poly-epoxy) matrices maintain their inherent level of
molecular mobility, that is, retain their self-sufficiency.

Regularities of HBP interaction with glass-like polymeric matrices were system-
atically studied in detail, mainly in an example of poly-epoxy matrices [4–7].

An extremely interesting and unusual type of interaction with HBP is observed
for semicrystalline polymeric matrices: small additives of HBP introduced into a
melt of crystallizing polymers (poly(olefins) and poly(carbonates)) [8, 9] led, in
the course of crystallization, to the formation of very small spherulites (of almost
identical size) instead of those of large and different size that are formed in the
absence of HBP. As a consequence, physical and mechanical properties of matrices
were improved quite radically. Reduction in melt viscosity (considerably facilitating
the process of product processing) represented an additional positive effect.

Analysis of all the aforementioned publications related to problems of HBP in-
teraction with glass-like polymeric matrices leads to the following main conclusion.

In the process of matrix formation [via polymerization in the case of reactive
plastics or from solutions (melts) in the case of thermoplastics], an HBP additive
can either stay in dissolved state (if HBP concentration is low, and thermodynamic
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compatibility to matrix polymer is high), or, as a result of micro-phase separation,
become aggregated in part or completely (depending on concentration and thermo-
dynamic compatibility level) in the form of sufficiently small (2–5μm) monodis-
persed spherical particles evenly distributed in the matrix volume. Each and all
authors believe (providing convincing argumentation) that it is exactly these par-
ticles that are responsible for the effect of matrix brittleness degrading. Micro-phase
separation processes are inherent to polymeric modifiers of any type (not only to
HBP), but a morphological structure having the most uniform volume distribution
of dispersed phase is formed exactly in the case of HBP (as follows from electron
microscopy data). Obviously, it is such uniformity (being a distinctive feature of
HBP interaction with a matrix) that provides incommensurably higher efficiency of
HBP additives as modifiers in comparison to other types of polymeric modifiers.

The merits of HBP as highly effective and efficient modifiers are manifested
to the maximum extent in polymeric composites characterized by high degree of
filling with dispersed particles or fibers and in nano-composites [10, 11]. Indeed,
when finely dispersed fillers (mineral particles, carbon microfibrous dispersions,
etc.) are used for composite reinforcement, aggregation of nano-filler particles rep-
resents the main problem to be handled. Such aggregation leads, on the one hand, to
undesirable increase in size of the dispersed phase (filler efficiency goes down with
increasing size of particles) and, on the other hand, to its nonuniform distribution
in polymeric matrix of a composite. Both said increase in size and nonuniformity
of distribution degrade the reinforcement effect. Aggregation is enhanced as filler
concentration increases. Filler aggregation promotes the growth of initial composi-
tion viscosity at the stage preceding the polymeric matrix procession, which makes
required technological steps more complicated.

Application of HBP represents an ideal approach for suppressing aggregation
due to the upgraded level of thermodynamic compatibility of HBP and a wide range
of opportunities for varying the set of functional groups on the periphery of macro-
molecules with the aim to ensure optimal interaction both with filler surface and
with polymeric matrix of a composite having the best rheology of initial mixture (as
compared to other polymeric additives).

HBP merits are multiplied when they are used in nano-composites because nano-
sized fillers are characterized by an incommensurably higher tendency for clustering
(i.e., aggregation) because of the more extended surface of such fillers.

8.3 Major Fields for Hyper-Branched Polymers Application

It is almost impossible to find an area in which HBP are not used at present. The
efficiency of HBP is especially high when they are employed as modifiers of poly-
meric materials (structural and paint and varnish materials, organic glass, polymeric
nano-composites, and the like), as polymeric base materials in electronics, micro-
electronics, and current sources of new generation (insulators with extremely low di-
electric permeability, polymeric electrolytes, semiconductors, polymeric plasmons),
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Table 8.3 Major fields of HBP application

Field of application Achieved objective Reference

1. Structural polymeric materials

1.1.Highly cross-linked polymers
(poly-epoxides, polyesters, etc.)

Degrading brittleness of cured polymeric
matrices; improvement of rheology of
initial uncured reaction system

[12, 13]

1.2.Highly filled composites
(including dental composites);
polymer–polymer composites
(blends); porous materials

Surface modification of fillers,
improvement of rheological properties
of initial compositions, increasing the
content of filler in a composite;
improvement of morphological
structure of polymer–polymer
composites by enhancement of
thermodynamic compatibility of
components

[14, 15]

1.3.Organic glass (including
polymeric optical materials)

Nanosized local reservoirs for functional
additives (phototropic substances,
dyestuffs, and so forth);
superthin-layer functional coatings for
organic glass surface; modification of
morphological structure of glass via
radical polymerization by using
polyunsaturated HBP as cross-linking
agents

[12, 16, 17]

2. Paints and varnishes, protective
coatings;. hermetics (sealing
materials); laminates; thin-layer
packaging materials, including
nonimpact printing inks

Ecologically friendly (i.e., without
organic solvents) materials, including
water-based paints, photocuring,
adhesion enhancement, degrading
brittleness and level of internal
stresses, improvement of properties
(glossiness, etc.)

[14, 18, 19]

3. Printing paints Flush cure effect as a result of UV
radiation, improvement of properties

[19]

4. Highly efficient current sources of
new generation

Highly efficient polymeric electrolytes;
extremely thin (monomolecular,
≈ 10nm) antipolarization coatings for
electrodes

[15, 20]

5. Polymeric nano-composites Prevention of aggregation of
nanoparticles (or metal particles) and,
as a consequence, extremely uniform
distribution of particles over material
volume; improvement of properties

[21, 22]

6. Metal polymers

7. Polyolefins, polycarbonates, and
other crystallizing polymers

Nanosized nuclei of crystallization that
are uniformly distributed within a
polymer volume; these nuclei provide
reduction of spherolite size, narrowing
the function of their distribution
within volume, and, as a consequence,
enhancement of strength; reduction of
melt viscosity; dyeing

[8, 9]
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Table 8.3 (continued)

Field of application Achieved objective Reference

8. Lubricant oils Nano-containers dissolvable in oils and filled
with nonsoluble additives (such as
antioxidants)

[23]

9. Holography Improvement of resolution capability when
recording information by laser beam in a
polymer volume in the form of holograms

[24]

10. Production of polymeric articles
of microscopic size by means of
radiation tools
(micro-fabrication) for
microelectronics and other
fields of application

Upgrading the accuracy of micro-fabrication [24]

11. Medicine, cosmetics, biology,
biotechnology

HBP-based nano-containers for
pharmacological preparations that provide
either prolongation of preparation action or
transportation of medications inside the
human body

[14, 23,
25,
26]

12. Electronics

12.1. Semiconductors,
superconductors, ferromagnetic
materials, insulation materials,
electro-optical materials, light
guides, materials for
three-dimensional
nano-electronics

Production of monolithic articles with very
good volume distribution of functional
particles; extending the potentialities of
monolithization; production of functional
materials in the form of HBP
(hyper-branched copolymers with linking
system on the basis of phenyl acetylene,
and others)

[12, 16,
17,
27]

12.2. Polymeric plasmons and
supersensitive analyzers on the
basis of such plasmons

Production of polymeric plasmons from
nanodispersed particles of Ag or Au
synthesized by decomposition of organic
compounds of these metals in
nano-containers (micro-reactors) on the
basis of HBP

[28]

13. Chemistry; chemical technology;
supramolecular chemistry

Employment of HBP: (1) as initial polymers
for the synthesis of technologically
complicated nanostructured polymers; (2)
as highly efficient reagents with increased
local concentration of functional groups in
organic synthesis; (3) as nano-containers in
phase-transfer processes; (4) as carriers of
catalytically active nano-clusters of metals
(Pt, Au, Pd, etc.); (5) as agents for living
radical polymerization and cross-linking
agents; (6) instead of conventional micelles
in supramolecular chemistry

[29–32]

14. Polymeric sensors Enhancement of sensor sensitivity owing to
creation of extremely thin sensor films with
improved uniformity

[33, 34]

Note. Reviews and articles that contain generalizations are listed in this table.
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as nanosized containers for functional additives (dyestuffs, phototropic substances,
and the like for optical organic glass), as pharmacological nanosized containers in
medicine, and as sensors for supersensitive analyzers for chemical and biochemical
purposes. Various fields of practical application are listed in Table 8.3.

8.4 HBP: Main Achievements and Problems
to Be Solved Without Delay

Discovery of the unique properties of hyper-branched macromolecules has led to
rapid development of the HBP field during the past decade. So far, numerous op-
tions of synthesis of various HBP and methods of their identification have been de-
veloped. Topological specifics of HBP macromolecules responsible for their most
important peculiar properties have been studied. Among those are high level of sol-
ubility and thermodynamic compatibility, low viscosity of solutions, resistance to
aggregation in solutions (including concentrated solutions), and ability to function
as nano-containers for substances sorbed inside macromolecules. The main topo-
logical feature of HBP is high-volume concentration of chain units inside macro-
molecules as a consequence of branching without cross-linking. Also, this volume
concentration increases as the degree of branching increases. Hence, HBP are char-
acterized by weak dependence (as compared to linear polymers) of hydrodynamic
volume of macromolecules upon molecular weight, because the higher is the molec-
ular weight, the more compact is the molecular packing. Such compact packing of
HBP macromolecules and the large number of free ends of chains with functional
groups on their periphery represent the main structural and physical reason for the
unique properties of HBP.

Currently, in the field of HBP synthesis scientists have managed to success-
fully solve the main key problems using stepwise polymerization methods (poly-
condensation). As a result, unified synthesis options have been developed—some
of them are so reliable and technologically streamlined that businessmen were able
to quickly launch industrial production in Europe of certain HBP types: aliphatic
polyesters and polyesteramides having different number of branching generations
and a variable set of end functional groups (hydroxy in base types) and with dif-
ferent degree of substitution of aliphatic, epoxy, and other groups in modifiers for
hydroxy groups.

In a very short period of time, HBP found application in various branches of
industry. The scale of progress associated with HBP application is so large that one
has grounds to state that a revolution has happened in polymeric material science [1].

Despite the huge array of data already obtained for HBP, the following problems
still remain unsolved.

1. Development of those methods for chemical designing of HBP macromolecules
of prespecified topology that provide synthesis of a wide range of HBP with pur-
posefully varying the degree of branching, functionality, length, and nature of
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interjunction bonds. Of special note is the tendency of developing HBP synthesis
processes using methods of radical (chain) polymerization, which, in contrast to
stepwise polymerization, allows varying both the topological structure of macro-
molecules and the set of functional groups over much wider limits.

2. Search for simple and well-controlled reactions of addition to functional groups
of HBP (already produced industrially) for the purpose of their chemical modifi-
cation. Also, using a comparatively narrow range of industrially produced HBP,
it is also necessary to expand this range for specific conditions of practical appli-
cation.

3. Development of methods for the identification of chemical and topological
structure, as well as molecular parameters of HBP macromolecules.

4. Establishment of correlation between properties of HBP molecular level (chem-
ical and topological structure, molecular parameters, functionality) with macro-
scopic properties (thermodynamic compatibility, sorption capacity, resistance to
associative interaction, etc.).

5. Problem of HBP macromolecule interaction with glass-like (polyester, polye-
poxy, polymethacrylate, etc.) and semicrystalline (polyolefin, polyamide, etc.)
polymeric matrices. Solving this problem represents a necessary condition for
the development of a scientific basis for the modification of polymeric materials
by HBP additives.
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Appendix: Chapter 9
Methods for Studying Three-Dimensional
Free-Radical Polymerization and Cross-Linked
Polymers

Abstract Chapter 9 will be useful for those who are wishing to master the field
of three-dimensional free-radical copolymerization because it contains a general
description of applicability of various methods used in analytical and physical
chemistry for specific tasks: studying the kinetics and peculiarities of cross-linked
polymers formation using the TFRP method.

Conventional and widely known methods for high-molecular compound chem-
istry that are described in detail in scientific publications are inapplicable for three-
dimensional free-radical polymerization (TFRP) with formation of cross-linked
polymers because the reaction medium is strongly structured, starting from small
degrees of conversion (from the gel point), and produces polymers are nonfusible
and insoluble. Therefore, this chapter gives a brief description of well-proven ex-
perimental methods used to study TFRP kinetics and the mechanism as well as the
structure and properties of cross-linked polymers.

9.1 Calorimetry

Precision isothermal microcalorimetry with the use of Calve calorimeters [1–3] ap-
peared to be the most effective method for kinetic measurements for TFRP. The use
of nonisothermal Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) calorimeters followed
by complex mathematical calculations of experimental data is less reliable.

Values of molar heat of polymerization are quite high (ΔH = 42–49kJ/mol [4]),
and they are practically independent of conversion. Therefore, it is possible to con-
tinuously measure the rate of heat release dQ/dt in the course of polymerization
with high accuracy, identifying this rate with the process rate W :

W = −d[M]
dt

≡ dQ
dt

(9.1)

The difference between the initial concentration of a monomer and its current con-
centration [M0]− [Mt] is equal to the amount of released heat divided by molar heat
of polymerization ΔH of a given monomer. Taking into account that
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W = dC/dt, where C = conversion, we obtain C = G|ΔT
ΔH , where G = thermal

capacity of the reaction system, and ΔT = heating value. Thus, from experimental
curves of heat release ΔT = f1(t), one can easily obtain kinetic curves:

C =
G

ΔT
· f2(t)

In the case of copolymerization, when [M] = ∑
i
[Mi] and ΔH = ∑

i
ΔHi, application

of calorimetry for kinetic measurements is limited by azeotropic systems, because
compositions of the monomer mixture and copolymer remain constant for these
systems during copolymerization.

The majority of data published on kinetics of TFRP in block, solutions, and films
were obtained through the use of calorimetric methods [1–3, 5–7].

The application of precision fast-response photocalorimeters [8] in combination
with a monochromatic light delivery system enables one to take successive mea-
surements after several seconds and, hence, to record kinetics of rapid TFRP pro-
cesses not only in the stationary mode (i.e., under photoinitiation), but also in the
posteffect mode at all stages of polymerization (especially in the area of high con-
versions) (photo-DSC). Such combination of stationary kinetic measurements and
nonstationary measurements is necessary for calculating constants of elementary
stages of chain propagation and termination rates (kpr and kter, respectively) as a
function of conversion. Results of calculations of this kind represent a component
of a database required for the macromolecular design.

The application of DSC enabled researchers to identify local glass transition in
the course of TFRP [9].

9.2 IR Spectroscopy

The method of infrared (IR) spectroscopy for determining the current concentration
of double bonds has become the second most powerful method (after calorimetry)
in terms of potentialities in the field of kinetic studies of TFRP. The RTIR (real-
time infrared) version of this method appeared to be even more effective in terms of
measurement speed than photocalorimetry. This method enables researchers to solve
the same problems of stationary and nonstationary kinetics with time resolution
being 10−2–10−3 s [10–12].

The main source of error in the IR spectroscopy method as applied to TFRP is
the distortion of spectrum shape resulting from growth of conversion due to matrix
cross-linking, which is equivalent to calibration variation in the course of polymer-
ization. Usually this problem is eliminated to a certain extent by choosing such
spectral lines (as a basis) that are least susceptible to distortion with increasing
conversion.

The application of the internal standard method makes it possible to avoid diffi-
culties associated with measurement of film thickness [2].
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The IR spectroscopy method could be effectively employed for studying kinetics
of three-dimensional copolymerization and composition of cross-linked copolymers
[7, 8, 11].

9.3 Other Methods of Kinetic Measurements

Densitometric methods for kinetic measurements appeared to be very convenient
for TFRP purposes, especially for the case implying flotation and titration [13].
The gravimetric method, chemical analysis method (determination of double bond
concentration), dilatometric method, and some other methods [1] have proved them-
selves to be very effective for studying radical polymerization. However, significant
modification of these methods was required to adapt them for studying TFRP. The
first two methods deal with monomers isolated from a reacting system. These meth-
ods require isolation procedure modification because conventional precipitation of
the polymer is impossible because of cross-linking, while extraction may turn out
to be incomplete due to the presence of “pendent” double bonds. Therefore, the
isolation stage should be preceded by a stage of destruction [14, 15], which is a
very labor-consuming and insufficiently selective process of destruction of inter-
chain cross-links (e.g., via hydrolysis, if ester groups or other bonds, which are
broken as a result of hydrolysis, are present in cross-links). The classical version
of the dilatometric method is unsuitable for TFRP exploration because of loss of
system fluidity at early stages of polymerization (with conversion being less than
1%). Dilatomers of special design are used, e.g., dilatomers in the form of long
thin glass tubes (with a diameter of 2–3 mm and height of 500–1000 mm), elastic
dilatomers, and others. Differential dilatometric installation [16] having two elastic
cells and a displacement-detection precision sensor (of mechanotron type) appeared
to be the most effective design option (although very complex in terms of hardware
components). It was exactly this installation that enabled researchers to take the first
nonstationary kinetic measurements of TFRP processes [1 (p. 148); 17].

Recently, specific methods have gained acceptance in which TFRP development
is detected based on indirect features associated with viscosity growth, which leads
to retardation of molecular mobility of reaction system components, e.g., unreacted
monomer [the nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) method] [18, 19], or additives of
substances specially introduced as a molecular probe (fluorescent methods [20, 21]).
Also, substances capable of isomerization during TFRP [22] are used as a molecular
probe. If the activation volume during isomerization is large enough, the isomer-
ization rate can serve as a measure of free volume in the polymerization system
and, hence, characterize conversion indirectly. The application of such isomerizat-
ing substances as azobenzene and stilbene as photochromic probes has allowed us
not only to monitor the growth of conversion during TFRP but also to draw con-
clusions regarding the character of function of free volume distribution in a system
as well as identifying the microheterogeneous structure of the formed polymeric
network [22].
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9.4 Light Scattering

Methods that are based on light scattering play a special role in studying the TFRP
mechanism because they enable researchers to observe the evolution of structural
microheterogeneity in the course of TFRP [6, 23–25]. Methods of static and dy-
namic light scattering are employed for estimating the size of highly branched
macromolecules and microgels in pre-gel state [26–28].

9.5 EPR

Free radicals R• in structured reaction media are characterized by long lifetimes
(τR), which is why direct measurement of R• concentrations by the EPR method
is possible for TFRP [3, 6, 29–43]. The application of the EPR method appeared
to be most effective for the following scientific directions: studying the kinetics of
accumulation and decay of free radicals and structural and physical studies.

9.5.1 Studying the Kinetics of Free-Radical Accumulation
in Nonstationary Mode [33, 34]

In the case of thermal decomposition of initiators (organic peroxides) in partially
cured oligo(acrylate) (with conversion being within 30–70%), it is possible to select
such an experimental temperature at which the EPR method is capable of record-
ing (during a period of 10–20 min) the R• accumulation kinetics described for the
nonstationary mode by the following classical formula:

√
Wi

kter
th(Wiktert) (9.2)

For small values of time t ≤ 0,3/
√

Wikter, this formula is approximated by the fol-
lowing relationship

[R•] ≈Wit (9.3)

while for high values of time t > 1/
√

Wikter, by relationship

[R•] ≈
√

Wi

kter
(9.4)

which allows calculating Wi and kter based on obtained experimental data. If ini-
tiator and temperature were selected so that upon attainment of stationary value of
[R•] a slow decline of [R•] is observed (for high values of time) due to initiator
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consumption, then, knowing the kinetics of this decline, one can in addition find the
constant of thermal decomposition rate of initiator kdec. In this case it would be also
possible to estimate the initiation efficiency:

f =
ki

kdec
=

Wi

[I]kdec
(9.5)

where [I] = initiator concentration; and ki = initiation rate constant determined by
relationship Wi = ki [I].

Thus, this method enables researchers to determine the values of ki, kdec, kter, and
f for TFRP in the case of high conversion and, hence, to evaluate the influence of
cross-linking on the processes of chain initiation and termination. It appeared that
for oligo(acrylates), as conversion increases from 0 to 70–90%, the value of kter

decreases 106–107 fold, while f = 25–50 fold for organic peroxides and 250–500
fold for initiators of azonitrile type [33, 34].

9.5.2 Studying the Kinetics of Decay of Accumulated Free
Radicals [35]

Photochemical or radiative initiation is used for studying the kinetics of accumulated
(trapped) free radicals to avoid undesirable thermal generation of R• during EPR
measurements. Important regularities have been established through the use of the
EPR method. First, it was found that kinetics of R• decay is described by complex
dependence [R•] = f (t), the graph of which has bends in points t1, t2, . . ., ti(i = 2–4).
Kinetics of curve sections between bends is well described by the following classical
expression:

−d[R•]
dt

= (kter)i[R•]2 (9.6)

where (kter)1 > (kter)2 > .. . > (kter)i.
Second, the numerical value of (kter)i correlates with conversion value and de-

pends on the nature of molecules of the initial network-forming monomer (oligomer).
Factors controlling flexibility of oligomeric blocks play the main role in these
correlations. In a macromolecular network, oligomeric blocks function as inter-
junction chains connecting long carbon chains—that is, they perform the function
of interchain cross-links. The most important among these factors are length of
oligomeric block and presence of interatomic bonds characterized by lowered barri-
ers of rotation (e.g., substitution of C—O—C groups for C—C groups) lead to flex-
ibility enhancement. The analysis of kinetics of trapped R• decay not only allows
exploring the TFRP mechanism, but also enables obtaining structural and physical
information: bends on curves [R•] = f (t) are indicative of microheterogeneity of
the highly cross-linked polymeric matrix, and numerical values of (kter)i serve as a
measure of network structure relaxation at the molecular level [1, 35].
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9.5.3 Method of Synchronous Comparison of Continuously
Recorded Kinetic Curves [R•] = f1(t) and W = f2(t) [37]

Any continuous method (preferably, the method of precision kinetic calorimetry) is
used to measure polymerization rate W = f2(t).

W = kpr[R•][M] (9.7)

The current concentration of free chain carrier radicals can be calculated from cur-
rent TFRP rate and current concentration of monomer [M] as follows:

[R•]2 =
W

kpr[M]
(9.8)

The value of [R•]2 may appear to be arbitrarily lowered in comparison to the value
of [R•]1 determined using the EPR method because [R•]2 is the concentration of
only those radicals that at this moment in time are capable of participating in the
chain propagation reaction R• +M → RM•.

If a certain fraction of radicals by this moment has lost the ability to participate in
the reaction for any reasons (e.g., due to fixation in a highly cross-linked polymeric
matrix), synchronous comparison of [R•]1 measurement results by the EPR with
results of calculations using kinetic data [R•]2 enables one to determine the fraction
of radicals that have lost their activity in a wide range of conversions and, hence, to
establish regularities of γR variation in the course of TFRP.

γR =
[R•]1 − [R•]2

[R]1
(9.9)

9.5.4 Structural and Physical Studies Using EPR

The spin-probe version of the EPR method is successfully applied for studying the
structure of cross-linked polymers that are TFRP products, the microredistribution
phenomenon, and topological features of deep stages of TFRP.

Paramagnetic probing is based on introducing molecules of stable radical (as a
rule, nitroxyl radical) into a medium to be studied (these molecules serve as a probe)
and taking measurements of correlation time τc of rotational oscillations of these
molecules in terms of EPR spectrum shape. The value of τc depends upon medium
properties regulated by molecular mobility, and, hence, it is a carrier of informa-
tion on intensity of molecular motion in those micro-volumes, where paramagnetic
probe molecules are localized. Stable nitroxyl radicals were introduced into cross-
linked polymer via sorption from vapor or into initial oligomer before the beginning
of polymerization followed by regeneration of probe molecules in the polymer from
adduct NO –M∼, where –M∼ = a fragment of the polymeric chain.
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The spin-probe version of the EPR method enabled us to establish microhetero-
geneity of cross-linked oligo(acrylates) polymer structure [38, 39], to demonstrate
structural heterogeneity of the intergrain layer material [40], to find microredistribu-
tion of initiator [41] and adduct NOR i of stable nitroxyl radical and cyanisopropyl
radical R• during TFRP of various oligomers [42], and to discover a phenomenon
of selective inhibition of radical polymerization by nitroxyl radicals at the mono-
lithization stage [43].

9.6 NMR

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) appeared to be an effective method for study-
ing the chemical structure, molecular mobility, and intermolecular interaction in
high molecular weight compounds. However, application of this method for TFRP
products is limited because of the insolubility and infusibility of these products.
Pulse NMR, broadband NMR, and 13C-NMR characterized by high resolution with
cross-polarization and under magic angle spinning appeared to be the most effective
among the small number of NMR options [18, 19, 21, 31, 44–46].

Usually the broadband NMR method is used for determining temperature depen-
dence of the second moment of NMR spectrum lines in a wide range of tempera-
tures. Analysis of this dependence enables us to draw conclusions on the presence
of relaxation transitions and make an estimate of the corresponding energies of acti-
vation. Studying the model set of oligo(acrylates) polymers with prespecified modi-
fication of structure by the 13C-NMR method characterized by high resolution with
cross polarization and under magic angle spinning gave data on configuration of
units in a polymeric network and on structural microheterogeneity, manifested as
shown in broadening of spectral lines [6, 45].

9.7 Physicomechanical and Thermo-Mechanical Methods

When TFRP products are deformed (ε) in the axial compression mode under low
rate (ε• = 10−4 −10−3c−1), researchers can record deformation curves in the range
0 ≤ ε ≤ 0.5 that includes region of transition from Hooke’s deformation to the
forced-elastic one. Analysis of deformation curves in this transition region allows
drawing substantiated conclusions about structural features of highly cross-linked
polymers (including microheterogeneity). Thermos-mechanical curves ε = f (T) in
the area of α-transition are also suitable for the similar analysis.

For oligo(acrylates), physicomechanical and thermo-mechanical measurements
were taken using precision installations of special design [47] intended for explor-
ing mini-samples (weighing ≈ 0.1g). A large number of oligo(acrylates) of various
types (including those oligo(acrylates) the synthesis of which is possible only in
laboratory conditions and which could be synthesized only in small amounts) were
explored via such measurements.
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Dynamic physicomechanical measurements are also very useful for structural
studies of TFRP products. In this case, researchers usually analyze spectra of relax-
ation times. It was found that a degree of structure microheterogeneity correlates
with spectra width in a certain frequency domain [48].

9.8 Volumetric Method

The volumetric method was employed for studying kinetics of oxidative polymer-
ization (oxidation) of compounds of vinyl (allyl) type by absorption of oxygen at
low conversions in block and in solutions, and also in films (including deep stages
of TFRP). A design of volumetric installation for taking measurements at low con-
version [49] and design of improved circulation volumetric installation for taking
measurements during TFRP in films under specified conditions of partial pressure
of oxygen, temperature, and film thickness [50] appeared to be the most suitable
designs.

9.9 Complex Methods

Three-dimensional free-radical polymerization involves concurrently proceeding
chemical transformation (radical polymerization) and a number of physical transfor-
mations (aggregation, microsyneresis, etc.) actively influencing the chemical pro-
cess. Therefore, complex methods are most effective for studying TFRP because
they allow both taking kinetic measurements and identifying structural variation
stages in the course of polymerization or structural features of final polymeric
products [3, 6, 8, 21, 26–28, 36, 51–60].

Successes in studying TFRP mechanism and its main feature, namely, micro-
heterogeneity, are mainly determined by the development and application of a set
of methods including more than 10 kinetic and structurally physical methods [3, 6].
For instance, such combined techniques as application of spectrum turbidimetry to-
gether with calorimetry, use of a modified calorimeter equipped with a cell intended
for taking measurements of dielectric permeability, and molecular labels and em-
ployment of IR spectrometric monitoring of three-dimensional copolymerization
kinetics [36, 55] have been developed to obtain structurally physical and kinetic
information directly during polymerization. In some cases, in addition to combin-
ing known methods, researchers also developed unique methods. Detection of local
microredistribution of initiator via radiation probing in combination with diffusion
probing by molecules of paramagnetic NO [3, 6, 39, 41] represents one of such
methods.

Exploration into TFRP using complex methods is becoming more and more
intensive nowadays [8, 21, 26–28, 56–58, 61–64]. The combinations of various
methods employed to study three-dimensional free-radical copolymerization are
presented in a review [65].
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